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THE

PREFACE.

FH^ANY find much Fault with the

55 M j¥* calling professing Christians, that dif-

>s*_3l^!iJH* ^er one ^om another in some Mat

ters of Opinion, by distinct Names ;

especially calling-them by the Names of par

ticular Men, who have distinguished them

selves as Maintainers and Promoters of those

Opinions : as the calling some professing

Christians Arminians, from Arminius ; others

Arians, from Arius ; others Socinians, from

Socinus^ and the like. They think it unjust

in it self; as it seems to suppose and suggest,

that the Persons mark'd out by these Names,

received those Doctrines which they entertain,

out of Regard to, and Reliance on those Men

after whom they are named ; as tho' they

made them their Rule : in the fame Manner,

as the Followers of Christ are called Chrifii-

ar$ ; after his Name, whom they regard and

depend upon, as their great Head and Rule.

Whereas, this is an unjust and groundless Im

putation on those that go under the foremen-

tion'd Denominations. Thus (fay they) there

^s not the least Ground to suppose, that the

A 2 chief
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chief Divines, who embrace the Scheme of

Doctrine which is by many palled Arminia-

nism, s believe it the more because Ar minim

believed it : and that there is no Reason to

think any other, than that th«y sincerely and

impartially study the holy Scriptures, and en

quire aster the Mind of Christ, with as much

Judgment and Sincerity, as any of those that

call- them by these Names j that they seek

aster Truth, and are not careful whether they

think exactly as Arminim did ; yea, that in,

some Things they actually differ from him.

This Practice is also esteemed actually inju

rious on this Account, that it is supposed na

turally to lead the Multitude to imagine the

Difference between Persons thus named and

others, to be greater than it is ; yea, as tho"

it were so great, that they must be as it were

another Species of Beings. And they object

against it as arising from an uncharitable, nar

row, contracted Spirit j which, they fay, com

monly inclines Persons to confine all that is

good to themselves and their own Party, and

to make a wide Distinction between themselves

and others, and stigmatize those that differ

from them with odious Names. They fay

moreover, that the keeping up such a Dis

tinction of Names has a direct Tendency to

uphold Distance and Disaffection, and keep

alive mutual Hatred among Christians, who

ought all to be united in Friendship and

"Charity, however they can't in all Things

think alike.

I confess
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. I confess, these Things are very plausible.

And I will not deny, that there are some un

happy Consequences of this Distinction of

Names, and that Men's Infirmities and evil

Dispositions often make an ill Improvement

of it. But yet I humbly conceive, these Ob

jections are carried far beyond Reason. The

Generality of Mankind are disposed enough,

and a great Deal too much, to Uncharitable-

ness, arid to be censorious and bitter towards

those that differ from them in religious Opi

nions : which evil Temper of Mind will take

Occasion to exert it self, from many Things

in themselves innocent, useful and necessary.

But yet there is no Necessity to suppose, that

the thus distinguishing Persons of different O-

pinions by different Names, arises mainly

from an uncharitable Spirit. It may arise from ./

the Disposition there is in Mankind (whom

God has distinguished with an Ability

and Inclination for Speech) to improve the

Benefit of Language, in the proper Use and

Design of Names, given to Things which

they have often Occasion to speak of, or sig

nify their Minds about; which is to enable

them to express their Ideas with Ease and

Expedition, without being encumber'd with

an obscure and difficult Circumlocution. And

the thus distinguishing Persons of different

Opinions in religious Matters may not imply,

nor infer any more than that there is a Dif

ference, and that the Difference is such as we

find we have often Occasion to take Notice

of, and make Mention of. That which we

A 3 have
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have frequent Occasion to speak of (whatever

it be, that gives the Occasion) this wants a

Name : and 'tis always a Defect in Language,

in such Cases, to be obliged to make use of

a Description, instead of a Name. Thus we

have often Occasion to speak of those who

are the Descendants of the ancient Inhabi

tants of France, who were Subjects or Heads

of the Government of that Land, and spake

the Language peculiar to it; in Distinction

from the Descendants of the Inhabitants of

Spain, who belonged to that Community, and

spake the Language of that Country. And

therefore we find the great Need of distinct

Names to signify these different Sorts ofPeople,

and the great Convenience of those distin

guishing Words, French, and Spaniards; by

which the Signification of our Minds is quick

and easy, and our Speech is delivered from

the Burden of a continual Reiteration of dif- 1

fuse Descriptions, with which it must other-

wife be embarrass'd.

That the Difference of the Opinions of

those, who in their general Scheme of Divi

nity agree with these two noted Men, Calvin,

and Arminius, is a Thing there is often Oc

casion to speak of, is what the Practice of the

latter, it self confesses ; who are often, in

their Discourses and Writings, taking Notice

of the supposed absurd and pernicious Opi

nions of the former Sort. And therefore the

making Use of different Names in this Case

can't reasonably be objected against, or con

demned, as a Thing which must come from

so
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ft) bad a Cause as they assign. It is easy to be

accounted for, without supposing it to- arise

from any other Source, than the Exigence

and natural Tendency of the State of Things ;

considering the Faculty and Disposition God

has given Mankind, to express Things which

they have frequent Occasion to"mrntion, by

certain distinguishing Names. - It is an Effect

that is similar to what we fee arise, in innu

merable Cases which are parallel, where the

Cafe is not at all blame-worthy^

Nevertheless, at first I had Thoughts of

carefully avoiding the Use of the Appellation,

Arnlinian, in this Treatise. But I soon found

I should be put to great Difficulty by it ; and

that my Discourse would be so incumber'd

with an often repeated Cjrcundocution, in-

Qead.jQs _a_JS[ame, which would express the

Thing intended, as well and better, that I

altered my Purpose. And therefore I must ask

the Excuse of such as are apt to be offended

with Things of this Nature, that I have so

freely used the Term Arminian in the follow

ing Discourse. I profess it to be without an)|

Design, to stigmatize Persons of any Sort with

a Name of Reproach, or at all to make them

appear more odious. If when I had Occa

sion to speak of those Divines who are com

monly called by this Name, I had, instead of

•styling them Armenians, called them these Men,

2S Dr. JVhitby does Cshinijiic Divines j it pro

bably would not have been taken any better,

6r thought to shew a better Temper, or more

good Manners. I have done as I would be

A 4 done
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done by, in this Matter. CHowever the,Term

Cahimji is in these Days, among most, a Term

of greater Reproach than the Term Armi

nian ; yet I should not take it at all amiss, to

be called a Cahinijl, for Distinction's Sake :

tho' I utterly disclaim a Dependance on Calvin,

or believing the Doctrines which I hold, be

cause he believed and taught them ; and can

not justly be charged with believing in every

Thing just* as he taught- i

But lest I should really be an Occasion of

Injury to some Persons, I would here give

Notice, that though I generally speak of that

Doctrine, concerning Free-will and moral

Agency, which I oppose, as an Arminian

Doctrine 5 yet I would not be understood,

that every Divine or Author whom I have

Occasion to mention as maintaining that Doc

trine, was properly an Arminian, or one of

that Sort which is commonly called by that

Name. Some of them went far beyond the

Arminiam : And I would by no Means charge

Arminians in general with all the corrupt

Doctrine, which these maintain'd. Thus for

Instance, it would be very injurious, if I should

"j rank Arminian Divines in general, with such

^ Authors as Mr. £kukb. I doubt not, many

of them have some of his Doctrines in Ab

horrence ; tho' he agrees, for the most Part,

with Arminiam, in his Notion of the Free

dom of the Will. And on the other Hand,

tho' i suppose this Notion to be a leading Ar

ticle in the Arminian Scheme, that which,

. if pursued in it's Consequences, will truly in
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fer5 or naturally lead to all the rest; yet I

don't charge all that have held this Doctrine,

with being Arminians. For whatever may be

the Consequences of the Doctrine really, yet

some that hold this Doctrine, may not own

nor fee these Consequences ; and it would be

unjust, in many Instances, to charge every

Author with believing and maintaining all the

real Consequences of his avowed Doctrines.

And I desire it may be particularly noted,

that though I have Occasion in the following

Discourse, often to mention the Author of the

Book entitled, An EJJay on the Freedom of the

Will, in God and the Creature, as holding that

Notion of Freedom of Will, which I oppose ;

yet I don't mean to call him an Arminian : \

however in that Doctrine he agrees with Ar-

minians, and departs from the current and

general Opinion of Cahinifts. If the Author

of that Essay be the fame as it is commonly

ascribed to, he doubtless was not one that

ought to bear that Name. But however good

a Divine he was in many Respects, yet that

particular Arminian Doctrine which he main^

tain'd, is never the better for being held by

such an One : nor is there less Need of op

posing it on that Account ; but rather is there

the more Need of it ; as it will be likely to

have the more pernicious Influence, for being

taught by a Divine of his Name and Charac

ter ; supposing the Doctrine to be wrong, and

in it self to be of an ill Tendency.

I have
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I have Nothing further to say by Way of

Preface; but only to bespeak the Reader's

Candour, and calm Attention to what I have

written. The Subject is of such Importance,

as to demand Attention, and the most thorough

Consideration. Of all Kinds of Knowlege y

that we can ever obtain, the Knowledge of

God, and the Knowlege of our selves, are

j|h£-4noilJm^ As Religion is the great

Business, for which we are /Created, and on

<which our Happiness depends ; and as Reli

gion consists in an Intercourse between our

selves and our Maker ; and so has it's Foun

dation in God's Nature and our's, and in the

Relation that God and we stand in to each

other ; therefore a true Knowledge of both

i must be needful in Order to true Religion.

But the Knowledge of our selves consists

chiefly in right Apprehensions concerning those

two chief Faculties of our Nature, the Under-

Jianding and Will. Both are very important :

yet the Science of the latter must be confess'd

to be of greatest Moment ; in as much as all

Vertue and Religion have their Seat more im

mediately in the Will, consisting more espe

cially in right Acts and Habits of this Facul

ty. And the grand Question about the Free

dom of the Will, is the main Point that be

longs to the Science of the Will. Therefore

I fay, the Importance of this Subject greatly

demands the Attention of Christians, and espe

cially of Divines. But as to my Manner of

handling the Subject, I will be far from pre

suming to say, that it is such as demands the

Attention

i " .

V
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Attention of the Reader to what I have writ

ten. I am ready to own, that in this Matter

I depend on the Reader's Courtesy. But only

thus far I may have some Colour for putting

in a Claim ; that if the Reader be disposed to

pass his Censure on what I have written, I

may be fully and patiently heard, and well

attended to, before I am condemned. How

ever, this is what I would humbly ajk of my

Readers ; together with the Prayers of all

sincere Lovers of Truth, that I may have

much of that Spirit which Christ promised his

Disciples, which guides into all Truth j and

that the blessed and powerful Influences of

this Spirit would make Truth victorious in

the World.
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PARTI.

Wherein are explained and stated va

rious Terms and Things belonging

to the Subject of the ensuing Dis

course.

Section I.

Concerning the Nature of the Will.

 

T may possibly be thought, that there

is no great Need of going about to de

fine or describe the Will ; this Word

being generally as well understood as

any other Words we can use to explain

it : And so perhaps it would be, had nor Philoso

phers, Metaphysicians and PolemicDivines brought

the Matter into Obscurity by the Things they have

said of it. But since it is so, I think it may be of

some Use, and will tend to the greater Clearness

in the following Discourse, to say a few Things

concerning it.

B And
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And therefore I observe, that the Will (without

any metaphysical Refining) is plainly, 'that by

J which the Mind chuses any Thing. The Faculty of

the Will is that F'aculty or Power or Principle of

Mind by which it is capable of chusing : An Act

of the Will is the fame as an Act of Chusing or

Choice.

If any think 't is a more perfect Definition of the

"Will, to say^ that it is that by which the Soul

either chuses or refuses ; I am content with it : tho' I

think that 'tis enough to fay, It's that by which the

Soul chuses : For in every Act of Will whatsoever^

the Mind chuscs one Thing rather than another ;

it chuses something rather than the Contrary,

o'r rather than the Want or Non-Existence of that

Thing. So in every Act of Refusal, the Mind

chuscs the Absence of the Thing refused ; The

Positive and the Negative are set before the Mind

for it's Choice, and it- chuses the Negative ; and

the Mind's making it's Choice in that Case is pro

perly the Act of the Will : The Will's determining

between the two is a voluntary determining ; but

that is the fame Thing as making a Choice. So

that whatever Names we call the Act of the Will

by, Chusing^ Refusing, Approving, Disapproving,

Liking, Disliking, Embracing, Rejecting, Determining,

Directing, Commanding, Forbidding, Inclining or be

ing averse, a being pleased or displeas'd with ; all may

^be reduced to this of Chusing. For the Soul to act

voluntarily, is evermore to selectively.

Mr. Locke * fays, ^e The Will signifies Nothing

" but a Power or Ability to prefer or chuse." And

in the foregoing Page fays, " The Word Prefer-

" ring seems best to express the Act of Volition

But

* Human Understanding. Edit. 7. Vol. I. P. 197.
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But adds, that " it does it not precisely ; For

(says he) " tho' a Man would prefer Flying to

** Walking, yet who can fay he ever wills it ?" But

the Instance he mentions don't prove that there is

any Thing else in Willing, but meerly Preferring :

For it should be considered what is the next and

immediate Object of the Will, with respect to a

Man's Walking, or any other external Action ;

which is not being removed from one Place to an

other ; on the Earth, or thro' the Air ; these are

remoter Objects of Preference ; but such or such

an immediate Exertion of himself. The Thing

nextly chosen or prefer'd when a Man wills to

walk, is not his being removed to such a Place

where he would be, but such an Exertion and Mo

tion of his L.egs and Feet &c. in order to it. And

his willing such an Alteration in his Eody in the

present Moment, is nothing else but his chusing

or preferring such an Alteration in his Body at such

a Moment, or his liking it better than the Forbear

ance of it. And God has so made and eflablish'd

the human Nature, the Soul being united to a

Body in proper State, that the Soul preferring or

chusing such an immediate Exertion or Alteration

of the Body, such an Alteration instantaneously

follows. There is nothing else in the Actions of

my Mind, that I am conscious of while I walk,

but only my preferring or chusing, thro' successive

Moments, that there should be such Alterations of

my external Sensations and Motions ; together

with a concurring habitual Expectation that it will

be so having ever found by Experience, that on

such an immediate Preference, such Sensations

and Motions do actually instantaneously, and con

stantly arise. But it is not so in the Case of Flying!

Tho' ' a Man may be said remotely to chuse or pre

fer Flying ; yet he don't chuse or prefer, incline

to or desire, under Circumstances in View, any

B 2 immediate
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immediate Exertion cf the Members of his Body

in order to it ; because he has no Expectation that

he mould obtain the desired End by any such Ex

ertion ; and he don't prefer or incline to any bodily

I Exertion or Effort under this apprehended Circum- -

4 stance, of it's being wholly in vain. So that if we 1

carefully distinguish the proper Objects of the seve

ral Acts of the Will, it will not appear by this,

and such-like Instances, that there is any Difference

between Volition and Preference ; or that a Man's

chusing, liking best, or being best pleased with a I

Thing, are not the same with his willing that I

Thing ; as they seem to be according to those

general and more natural Notions ofMen, accord

ing to which Language is formed. Thus an Act

cf the Will is commonly express'd by it's pleasing

a Man to do thus or thus ; and a Man doing as he

wills, and doing as he pleases, are the fame Thing

in common Speech.

Mr. Locke fays, f " The Will is perfectly dif-

" tinguisti'd from Desire ; which in the very fame

" Action may have a quite contrary Tendency

" from that which our Wills set us upon. A

" Man (fays he) whom I cannot deny, may oblige

" me to use Perswasions to another, which, at

" the fame Time I am speaking, I may wish may

" not prevail on him. In this Case 'tis plain the

" Will and Desire run counter." I don't sup

pose, that Will and Desire are Words of precisely

the same Signification : Will seems to be a Word :

of a more general Signification, extending to

Things present and absent. Desire respects some

thing absent. I may prefer my present Situation

and Posture, suppose sitting still, or having my

Eyes open, and so may will it. But yet I can't

think

t Hum. Und. Vol. I. P. 203, 204..
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think they are so entirely distinct, that they can

ever be properly faid to run counter. AMan never,!

in any Instance, wills any Thing contrary to hisl

Defires, or desires any Thing contrary to his Will. \

\ The forerhention'd Instance, which Mr. Locke pro

duces, don't prove that he ever does. He may,

on some Consideration or other, will to utter

Speeches which have a Tendency to perswade ano

ther, and still may desire that they may not per

swade him : But yet his Will and Desire don't run

counter at- all : The Thing which he wills, the very

fame he desires ; and he ddn't will a Thing, and

desire the contrary in any Particular. In this In

stance, it is not carefully observed, what is the

Thing will'd, and what is the Thing desired : If ;

it were, it would be found that Will and Desire i

don't clash in the least. The Thing will'd on some 1

Coniid^rationr is to utter such Words ; and cer

tainly, the fame Consideration so influences him,

that he don't desire the contrary ; all Things con

sidered, he chuses to utter such Words, and don't

desire not to utter 'em. And so as to the Thing

which Mr. Locke speaks of as desired, viz. that the

Words, tho' They tend to perswade, should not

be effectual to that End, his Will is not contrary to

this ; he don't will that they should be effectual,

but rather wills that they should not, as he desires.

In order to prove that the Will and Desire may

run counter, it should be shown that they may be

contrary one to the other in the same Thing, or

with respect to the very same Object ofWill or De- ^ •

sire : But here the Objects are two ; and in each,-

taken by themselves, the Will and Desire agree.

And 'tis no Wonder that they should not agree in

different Things, however little distinguistied they

are in their Nature, The Will may not agree with

the Will, nor Desire agree with Desire, in different

Things. As in this very Instance which Mr-

B 3 - Locke
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Locke mentions, a Person may, on some Considera

tion, desire to use l'erswasions, and at the fame

Time may desire they may not prevail But yet

no Body will fay, that Desire runs counter to De

sire -, or that this proves that Desire is perfectly a

distinct Thing from Desire—-The, like might be

observed of the other Instance Mr. Locke produces,

of a Man's desiring to be eased of Pain, &c. <

But not to dwell any longer on this, whether

Desire and Will, and whether Preference and Volition

be precisely the same Things or no ; yet, I trust: it

will be allowed by all, thatjjn every Act of Will

there is an Act of Choice ; that in every Volition

there is a Preference, or a prevailing Inclination of

the Soul, whereby the Soul, at that Instant, is out

of a State of perfect Indjfser^nce, with respect to

the direct Object of the Volition. So that in every

Act, or going forth of the Will, there is some

Preponderation of the Mind or Inclination, one

Way rather than another ; and the Soul had ra

ther have or do one Thing than another, or than

pot to have or do that Thing ; and that there,

where there is absolutely no preferring or chusing,

but a perfect conrirminig^Equilibrium^ there is no

Volition.

Section II.

Concerning the Determination of the Will.

BY determining the JVill, if the Phrase be used

with any Meaning, must be intended, causing

that the Acl of the Will or Choice should be thus, and

not otherwise : -! And the Will is said to be deter

mined, when, in Consequence of some Action, or

Influence, its Choice is directed to, and fix'd upT

on a particular Object. As when we speak of the'

Deter
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Determination of Motion, we mean causing the

Motion of the Body to be such a Way, or in such

a Direction, rather than another.

To talk of the Determination of the Will, sup

poses an Effect, which must have a Cause. If the

.Will be determined, there is a Determififr. This

must be supposed to be intended even by them that

fay, the Will determines itself. If it be lo, the

Will is both Determiner and determined ; it is a

Cause that acts and produces Effects upon it self,

and is the Object of its own Influence and Action.

With respect to that grand Enquiry, What de

termines the Will, it would be very tedious and un

necessary at present to enumerate and examine all

the various Opinions, which have been advanced

concerning this Matter ; nor is it needful that I

should enter into a particular Disquisition of all

Points debated in Disputes on that Question, Whe

ther the Will always follows the last Vitiate of the Un

derstanding. It is sufficient to my present Purpose to

fay, —It is that Motive, which., as it stands in the

View of the Mind, is the strongest, that determines the

. Will-—But it may be necessary that I should a little

, explain my Meaning in this.

By Motive, I . mean the whole of that which

moves, excites or invites the Mind to Volition,

whether that be one Thing singly, or many Things

conjunctly.| Many particular Things may concur

and unite their Strength to induce the Mind ; and

when it is so, all together are "as it were one com

plex Motive. And when I speak of the strongest

Motive, I have Respect to the Strength of the

whole that operates to induce to a particular Act

. of Volition, whether that be the Strength of one

Thing alone, or of many together.

B 4 - Whatever
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Whatever is a Motive, in this Sense, must be

something that is extant in the View or Apprehension

of the Understanding, or perceiving Faculty, f No

thing can induce or invite the Mind to will or act

any Thing, any further than it is perceived, or is

someWay or other in the Mind's view; for what is

wholly unperceived, and perfectly out of the Mind's

view, can't affect the Mind at all.I 'Tis most evi

dent, that nothing is in the Mind, or reaches it,

or takes any Hold of it, any otherwise than as it

is perceived or thought of

And I think it must also be allowed by all, that

every Thing that is properly called a Motive, Ex

citement or Inducement to a perceiving willing

Agent, has some Sort and Degree of 'Tendency, or

Advantage to move or excite the Will, ~p1fev76us to

the Effect, or to the Act of the Will excited. [This

previous Tendency of the Motive is what l call

the Strength of the Motive- j' That Motive which has

a less Degree of previous Advantage or Tendency

to move the Will, or that appears less inviting, as

it stands in the View of the Mind, is what I call a

weaker Motive. On the contrary, that which ap

pears most inviting, and has, by what appears con

cerning it to the Understanding or Apprehension,

the greatest Degree of previous Tendency to ex

cite and induce the Choice, is what I call the

fisojig^_Motiye. And in this Sense, I suppose the

Will is always determined by the strongest Mo

tive.

Things that exist in the View of the Mind have

their Strength, Tendency or Advantage to move

or excite its Will, from many Things appertain

ing to the Nature and Circumstances of the Thing

view'd, the Nature and Circumstances of the Mind

that views, and the Degree and Manner of its View,

which
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I which it would perhaps be hard to make a perfect

I Enumeration of. But so much I think, may be

determin'd in general, without Room for Contro

versy, that fvhatever is perceived or apprehended

by an intelligent and voluntary Agent, which has

the Nature and Influence of a Motive to Volition

or Choice, is confider'd or view'd asgood ; nor has

it any Tendency to invite or engage the Election

of the Soul in any further Degree than it appears

such. ) For to say otherwise, would be to say, that

Things that appear have a Tendency by the Ap

pearance they make, to engage the Mind to elect

them, some other "Way than by their appearing

eligible to it j which is absurd. And therefore it -

must: be true, in some Sense, that the Willalways is

as the greatest apparent Good is, But only, for the

right understanding of this, two Things must; be

well and distinctly observed.

Ci j It must be observed in what Sense I use the

Term Good ; namely, as of the fame Import with

Agreulle. To appeargood to the Mind, as I use the

Phrase, is the fame as to appear agreable, or seem

pleasing to the Mind. ) Certainly, nothing appears

inviting and eligibk to the Mind, or tending to

engage it's Inclination and Choice, confider'd as

evil or disagrec.ble ; nor indeed, as indifferent, and

neither agreable nor disagreable. Bur is it tends to

draw the Inclination, and move theWill, it must be

under theNotion ofthat which fuitsthe. Mind. And

therefore that must have the greatest Tendency to

attract and engage it, which, as it stands in the

Mind's View, suits it best, and pleases it most ;

and in that Sense, is the greatest apparent Good :

to fay otherwise, is little, if any Thing, short ot

a direct and plain Contradiction.

The Word Good, in this Sense, includes in its

Signification, the Removal or Avoiding of Evil,

or
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or of that which is disagreable and uneasy, 'Tia

agreable and pleasing, to avoid vvhat is disagrea

ble and displeasing, and to have Uneasiness remo

ved. So that here is' included what Mr. Locke

supposes determines the Will. For when he speaks

of Uneasiness as determining the Will, he must be

understood as supposing that the End Or Aim

which governs in the Volition or Act of Preference,

is the Avoiding or Removal of that Uneasiness ;

and that is the fame Thing as chusing and seeking

what is more easy and agreable.

2. When I say, the Will is as the greatest ap

parent Good is, or (as I have explajn'd it) that

Volition has always for its Object the Thing which

appears most agreable ; it must be carefully ob

served, to avoid Confusion and needless Objection,

that I speak of the dirctl and immediate Object of

the Act of Volition ; and not some Object that the

Act of Will has not an immediate, but only an in

direct and remote Respect to.) Many Acts of Vo

lition have some remote Relation to ah Object,

that is different from the Thing most immediate

ly wiil'd and chosen. Thus, when a Drunkard

has his Liquor before him, and he has to chuse

whether to drink it, or no.; the proper and im

mediate Objects, about which his present Voliti

on is conversant, and between which his Choice

now decides, are his own Acts, in drinking the Li

quor, or letting it alone ; and this will certainly

be done according to what, in thepresent View

ofjiis Mind, taken in the. whose"" of it, is most

ajgreaBre to"Kijbi If he chuses or wills to drink

it, and not to let it alone ; then this Action, as it

stands in the View of his Mind, with all that

belongs to its Appearance there, is more agreable

and pleasing than letting it alone.

But
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But the Objects to which this Act of Volition

may relate more remotely, and between which his

Choice may determine more indirectly, are the pre-

• sent pleasure the Man expects by drinking, and

the future Misery which he judges will be the Con

sequence of it: He may judge that this future

Misery, when it comes, will be more disagreable

and unpleasant, than refraining from drinking

now would be. But these two Things are not the

proper Objects that the Act of Volition spoken

of is nextly conversant about. For the Act of

Will spoken of is concerning present Drinking

or Forbearing to drink, If he wills to drink, then

Drinking is the proper Object of the Act" of his

Will ;^ and drinking, on some Account or other,

now appears most agreable to him, and suits him

best. If he chuses to refrain, then Refraining is

the immediate Object of his Will, and is most

pleasing to him. If in the Choice he makes in

the Case, he prefers a present Pleasure to a future

Advantage, which he judges will be greater when

it comes ; then a lesser present Pleasure appears

more agreable to him than a greater Advan

tage at a Distance. If on the contrary a future

Advantage is prefer'd, then that appears most

agreable, and suits him best. And so still the pre

sent Volition is as the greatest apparent Good at

present is.

I have rather chosen to express my self thus,

that the Will always is as the greatest apparent Good,

or as what appears most agreable, is, than to fay that

the Will is determined by the greatest apparent Good,

or by what seems most agreable ; because an ap

pearing most agreable or pleasing to the Mind, and

the Mind's preferring and chusing, seem hardly to

\Jj£ properly and perfectly distinct. If strict Pro-

• priety of Speech be insisted on, it may more pro

perly
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perly be said, that the voluntary Atlion which is the

immediate Consequence and Fruit of the Mind's

Volition or Choice, is determined by that which ap

pears most agreable, than the Preference or Choice

itself; but thatihe Act of Volition it self is al-

! ways de'termin'd by that in or about the Mind's

View of the Object, which causes it to appear most

agreable. I fay, in or about the Mind's View of the

Object, because what has Influence to render an

Object in View agreable, is not only what appears

r»the Object view'd,but also the Manner oftheView,

and the State and Circumstances of the Mind that

views.—Particularly to enumerate all Things per

taining to the Mind's View of the Objects of Vo

lition, which have Influence in their appearing

agreable to the Mind, would be a Matter of no

small Difficulty, and might require a Treatise by

it self, and is not necessary, to my present Purpose.

I shall therefore only mention some Things in

general.

I. One Thing that makes an Object proposed

to Choice agreable, is the apparent Nature and Cir

cumstances of the Object. And there are various

Things of this Sort, that have an Hand in ren-

dring the Object more or less agreable ; as,

1. That which appears in the Object, which

renders it beautiful and pleasant, or deformed and

irksom to the mind ; viewing it as it is in itself.

2. The apparent Degree of Pleasure or Trouble

attending the Object, or the Consequence of it. Such

Concomitants and Consequents being view'd as

Circumstances of the Object, are to be considered

as belonging to it, and as it were Parts of it ; as

it stands in the Mind's View, as a proposed Object

of Choice.

3. The apparent State of the Pleasure or Trouble

that appears, with Respect to Distance of Time ;

being
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being either nearer or farther off. 'Tis a Thing

in it self agreable to the Mind, to have Pleasure

speedily ; and disagreable, to have it delayed : So

that if there be two equal Degrees of Pleasure set in

the Mind's View, and all other Things are equal,

but only one is beheld as near, and the other far

off j the nearer will appear most agreable, and so

will be chosen. Because, tho' the Agreableness of

the Objects be exactly equal, as view'd in Them

selves, yet not as view'd in their Circumstances ;

one of them having the additional Agreableness of

the Circumstance of Nearness.

IT. Another Thing that contributes to the" Agre

ableness of an Object of Choice, as it stands in the

Mind's View, is the Manner__oj the View. If the

Object be something which appears connected with

future Pleasure, not only will the Degree of ap

parent Pleasure have Influence, but also the Man

ner of the View,, especially in two Respects.

1 . With respect; to the Degree of Judgment, or

Firmness of Affent, with which the Mind judges

the Pleasure to be future. Because it is more

agreable to have a certain Happiness, than an

uncertain one; and a Pleasure view'd as more

probable, all other Things being equal, is more

agreable to the Mind, than that which is view'd as

less probable.

2. With respect to the Degree of the Idea of the

future Pleasure. With Regard to Things which

are the Subject of our Thoughts, either past, pre

sent or future, we have much more of an Idea or Ap

prehension ofsome Things than others ; that is, our

Idea is much more clear, lively and strong. Thus

the Ideas we have of sensible fhings by immediate

Sensation, are usually much more lively than those

we have by meer Imagination, or by Contempla-

. tion of them when absent. My Idea of the Sun,

* when
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when I look upon it, is more vivid, than when I

only think of it. Our Idea of the sweet Relish of

a delicious Fruit is usually stronger when we taste

it, than when we only imagine it. And sometimes,

the Idea we have of Things by Contemplation, are

much stronger aricl clearer, than at other Times.

Thus, a Man at one Time has a much stronger

Idea of the Pleasure which is to be enjoyed in eating

some Sort of Food that he loves, than at another.

Now the Degree, or Strength of the Idea or Sense

that Men have of future Good or Evil, is one

Thing that has great Influence on their Minds to

excite Choice or Volition. When of two Kinds of

future Pleasure, which the Mind considers of, and

are presented for Choice, both are supposed ex

actly equal by the Judgment, and both equally

certain, and all other Things are equal but only

one of them is what the Mind has a far more lively

Sense of, than of the other ; this has the greatest

Advantage by far to affect and attract the Mind,

and move the Will, - 'Tis nbw more agreable to

the Mind, to take the Pleasure it has a itrongand

lively Sense of, than that which it has only a faint

Idea of. (The View of the former is attended with

the strongest Appetite, and the greatest Uneasiness

attends the Want^Bf it ; and 'tis agreable to the

Mind to have Uneasiness removed, and it's Ap

petite gratified. Ancfif several future Enjoyments

are presented together, as Competitors for the

Choice of the Mind, some of them judged to be

greater, and others less ; the Mind also having a

greater Sense and more lively Idea of the Good of

some of them, and of others a less ; and some are

view'd as of greater Certainty or Probability than

others; and those Enjoyments that appear most a-

greable in one of these Respects, appears least io

in others: In this Case, all other Things being

equal, the Agreableness of a proposed Object of

Choice
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Choice will be in a Degree some Way compounded

of the Degree of Good lupposed by the Judgment,

the Degree of apparent Probability or Certainty of

that Good, and the Degree of the View or Senie,

or I^velinefsjpf _the. Idea the Mind has, of that

Good ; because all togethef~concur to constitute

the Degree in which the Object appears at present

agreable ; and accordingly Volition will be de

termined.

I might further observe, the State of the Mind

that views a proposed Object of Choice, is another

Thing that contributes to the Agreablenefs or

Difagreableness of that Object ; the particular

Temper which the Mind has by Nature, or that

haVbeen introduced and. established by Education,

Example, Custom, or some other Means ; or the

Frame or State that the Mind is in on a particular

Occasion. That Object which appears agreable

to" one, does not so to another. And the fame V

Object don't always appear alike agreable to the |

fame Person, at different Times. It is most agre-

. able to some Men, to follow their Reason ; and 10

othersT^Tc^ow" their Appetites : To some Men,

it is mofe'agreable to cteny' a vicious Inclination,

than_^gratify_Jt^: Others it suits best to gratify -

the vilest Appetites. 'Tis more disagreable to

! some Men than others, to counter-act a former,

, Resolution. In these Respects, and many others

fwhich might be mention'd, different Things will

be most agreable to different Persons ; and not

only so, but to the same Persons at different Times.

But possibly 'tis needless and improper, to men

tion the Frame and State of the Mind, as a distinct

Ground of tthe. Agreablenefs of Objects from the

other two rriention'd before; -w'gf* The apparent

Nature and Circumstances of the Objects view'd,

and the Manner of the View : Perhaps if we strictly

consider
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consider the Matter, the different Temper and

State of the Mind makes no Alteration as to the

Agreableness of Objects, any other Way,, than as

it makes the Objects themselves appear, differently

beautiful or deformed, having apparent Pleasure

or Pain attending them : And as it occasions the

Manner of the View to be different, causes the

Idea of Beauty or Deformity, Pleasure or KJa-

eafiness to be more or less lively.

However, I think so much is certain, that Vo

lition, in no one Instance that can be mentioned,

is otherwise than the greatest apparent Good is, in

the Manner which has been explain'd. The

Choice of the Mind never departs from that which,

at that Time, and with Respect to the direct and

immediate Objects of that Decision of the Mind,

appears most agreable and pleasing, all Things

considered. If the immediate Objects of the Will

are a Man's own Actions, then those Actions which

appear most agreable to him he wills. If it be

now most agreable to him, all Things considered,

to walk, then he now wills to walk. If it be now,

upon the whole of what at present appears to him,

most agreable to speak, then he chooses to speak :

If it suits him best to keep Silence, then he chooses

to keep Silence. There is scarcely a plainer and

more universal Dictate of xhfiiten.se and Expedience

of Mankind, than that, when Men act voluntarily,

and do what they please, then they do what suits

them best, or what is most agreable to them. To fay,

that they do what they please, or what pleases them,

but yet don't do what is agreable to them, is the

fame Thing as to fay, they do what they please,

but don't act their Pleasure ; and that is to fay,

that they do what they please, and yet don't do

what they please.

It
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s~: It appears from these Things, that in some Sense,

the Will always follows the last Dictate of the Under- .

standing. But then the Understanding must be taken ^ y

lin a large Sense, as including the whole Faculty

of Perception or Apprehension, and not meerly

what is called Reason or Judgments (if by the Dic

tate of the Understanding is meant what Reason de

clares to be best or most for the Person's Happiness, .} *

taking in the whole of his Duration, it is not true,

that the Will always follows the last Dictate of the

Understanding.^ Such a Dictate of Reason is quite

a different Matter from Things appearing npw

most agreable ; all Things being put together which

pertain to the Mind's present Perceptions, Appre

hensions or Ideas, in any Respect. Altho' that

Dictate of Reason, when it takes Place, is one

Thing that is put into the Scales, and is to be con- .

lidered as a Thing that has Concern in the com

pound Influence which moves and induces the Will;

and isoneThingthatis to be considered in estimating

the Degree of that appearance of Good which the

"Will always follows ; either as having its Influence

added to other Things, or subducted from them.

When it concurswith other things, then itsWeight

is added, to them, as put into the fame Scale ; but

when it is against them, it is as a Weight in the

opposite Scale, where it resists the Influence of

other Things: yet it's Resistance is often overcome

by their greater Weight, and so the Act of the

Will is determined in Opposition to it.

The Things which I have said may, I hope,

serve, in some Measure, to illustrate and confirm

the Position I laid down in the Beginning of this

Section, viz. That the Will is always determined by

the strongest Motive, or by that View of the Mind

which has the greatest Degree of "previous Tendency

to excite Volition. But whether I have been so

C happy
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happy as rightly to explain the Thing wherein con

sists the Strength of_JMotives, or not, yet my

failing in this wilT not overthrow the Position it

self j which carries much of its own Evidence with

it, and is the Thing of chief Importance to the

Purpose ofthe ensuing Discourse : And the Truth

of it* I hope, will appear with greater Clearness,

before I have finished what I have to fay on the

Subject of human Liberty.

Section III.

Concerning the Meaning of the Terms Necessity,-

Impossibility, Inability, &c ; and of Con-

tingence.

THE Word* Necejfary, Impossible, &c. are

abundantly used in Controversies about Free-

will and moral Agency ; and therefore the Sense in-

which they are used, should be clearly understood.

Here I might say, that a Thing is then said to

\ be necejfary, when it must be, and cannot be other-

|wise. But this would not properly be a Definition

of Necessity, or an Explanation of the Word, any

more than if I explain'd theWord m^byjthere being

a Necessity. The Words mustf can, and cannot, need

Explication as much as the Words necejfary, and

impossible \ excepting that the former areWords that

Children commonly use, and know something of

the Meaning of earlier than the latter. -

The Word necejfary, as used in common Speech,

is a relative Term ; and relates.to some supposed

Opposition made to the Existence of the Thing

spoken of, which is overcome, or proves in vain

to hinder or alter it.- That is necessary, in the

. , original and proper Sense'of the Word, which is, |

or will be, notwithstanding all supposable Oppo

sition.
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fition. To say, that a Thing is necessary, is the

fame Thing as to fay, that it is impossible should not

be: But the Word impossible is manifestly a relative

Term, and has Reference to supposed Powerexerted

to bring aThing to pass,which is insufficient forthe

Effect ; As the Word unable is relative, and has

Relation to Ability or Endeavour which is insuffi

cient; and as the Word Irresistible is relative,

and has always Reference to Resistance which is

made, or may be made to some Force or Power

tending to an Effect, and is insufficient to withstand

the Power, or hinder the Effect. The common

Notion bfNecessity and Impossibility implies some- U''

thing that frustrates Endeavour or Desire.

Here several Things are to be noted.

1 . Things are said to be necessary in generals

which are or will be notwithstanding any supposa

ble Opposition from us or others, or from whatever

Quarter. But things are said to be necessary to us,

which are or will be notwithstanding all Opposition

supposable in the Case from us. The same may be

observed of the Word impossible, and other such

like Terms.

2. These Terms necessary, impossible, irresistible,

&c. do especially belong to Controversy about

Liberty and moral Agency, as used in the latter of

the two Senses now mention'd, viz. as necessary or

impossible to us, and with Relation to any supposa

ble Opposition or Endeavour of ours.

3: As the Word Necessity, in it's vulgar and

commonUse, is relative, and has always Reference

to some supposable insufficient Opposition ; so when

we speak of any Thing as necessary to us, it is with

Relation to some supposable Opposition ofourWilhi.

C 2 or
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or some voluntary Exertion or Effort of ours to the

contrary. For we don't properly make Opposition

to an Event, any otherwise than as we voluntarily

oppose it. Things are said to be what must be, or

necejsarily are, as to us, when they are, or will be,

though we desire or endeavour the contrary, or

try to prevent or remove their Existence : But such

Opposition of ours always either consists in, or

implies Opposition of our Wills.

'Tis manifest that all such like Words and

Phrases, as vulgarly used, are used and accepted

in this Manner. A Thing is said to be necessary^

when we can't help it, let us do what we will. So

any Thing is said to be impossible to us, when we

would do it, or would have it brought to pass, and

endeavour it ; or at least may be supposed to de

sire and seek it ; but all 6W Desires and Endea

vours are, or would be vain. And that is said to

be irresistible, which overcomes all our Opposition^

Resistance, and Endeavour to the contrary. And

we are to be said Unable to do a Thing, when our

supposabse Desires and Endeavours to do it are in

sufficient.

We are accustomed, in the common Use of

Language, to apply and understand these Phrases

in this Sense : We grow up with such a Habit ;

which by the daily Use of these Terms, in such a

Senle, from our Childhood, becomes fix'd and

settled ; so that the Idea of a Relation to a sup

posed Will, Desire and Endeavour of ours, is

strongly connected with these Terms, and natu

rally excited in our Minds, whenever we hear the

Words used. Such Ideas, and these Words, are

so united and associated, that they unavoidably go-

together ; one suggests the other, and carries the

other with it, and never can be seperated as long
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as we live. And if we use the Words, as Terms

of Art, in another Sense, yet, unless we are ex

ceeding circumspect and wary, we shall insensibly

Aide into the vulgar Use of them, and so apply

the Words in a very inconsistent Manner : this

habitual Connection of Ideas will deceive and con

found us in our Reasonings and Discourses, where

in we pretend to use these Terms in that Manner,

as Terms of Art.

/ . 4. It follows from what has been observed, that

' wheRthefeTermsneceJsary, impossible, inesistilh,unable^

&c. are used in Cases wherein no Opposition, cr

insufficientWillor Endeavour, is supposed, or can

be supposed, but the very Nature of the supposed

Case it selfexcludes, and denies any such Opposition,

WillorEndeavour ; these Terms are then not used in

theirproper Signification, butquite beside theirUsein

j_epmmon Speech. The Reason is manifest ; namely

that in such Cases we can't use the Words with Re

ference to a fupposable Opposition, Will or En

deavour. And therefore if any'Man uses these Terms

in such Cases, he either uses them nonsensically,

or in some new Sense, diverse from their original

and proper Meaning. As for Instance ; If a Man

should affirm after this Manner, That it is necesiary

for a Man, and what must be, that a Man should

chuse Virtue rather than Vice, during the Time

that he prefers Virtue to Vice \ and that it is a

Thing impossible and irresistable, that it should be

otherwise than that he should have this Choice, so

long as this Choice continues ; such a Man would

use theTerms must, irresistible, &c. with perfect In-

significence and Nonsense, or in some new Sense,

diverse from their common Use; which is with

Reference, as has been observed, to fupposable Op

position, Unwillingness and Resistance ; whereas,

here, the very Supposition exclude* and denies any

C 3 such
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such Thing : for the Case supposed is that of be-,

ing willing, and chusing. • :

'5/It,appears from what has been said, that these

Terms necessary, impossible,' Sac. are often used by

Philosophers and Metaphysicians in a Sense quite

diverse from their common Use and original Signi

fication : For they apply them to many Cases inl

which no Opposition is supposed or supposableU

Thus they use them with Respect to God's Exist

ence before the Creation of the World, when there

was no other Being but He : so with regard to

many of the Dispositions and Acts of the divine

Being, such as his loving himself, his lovingRighte

ousness, hating Sin, &c. So they apply these

Terms to many Cases of the Inclinations and

Actions of created intelligent Beings, Angels and

Men ; wherein all Opposition of the Will is shut

out and denied, in the very Supposition of the Case.

y Metaphysical or Philofophical Necessity is nothing

different from their Certainty. I speak not now"

of the Certainty of Knowledge, but the Certain

ty that is in Things themselves, which is the

Foundation of the Certainty of the Knowledge of

them j of that wherein lies the Ground of the In

fallibility of the Proposition which affirms ^them.

What is sometimes given as the Definition of

Philosophical Necessity, namely, *That by which a

'Thing cannot but be., or whereby it cannot be otherwise,

fails of being a proper Explanation of it, on two

Accounts : First, the Words Can, or Cannot,

need Explanation as much as the Word Necessity ;

and the former may as well be explained by the

latter, as the latter by the former. Thus, if any

one asked us what we mean, when we say, a Thing

cannot but be, we might explain our selves by say-

' •- -- ; ing,
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jng, we mean, it must necessarily be so ; as weJI

as explain Necessity, by faying, it is that by which

a Thing cannot but be. And Secondly, this De

finition is liable to the fore-mention'd great Incon

venience : 1 The Words cannot, ox unable, are pro

perly relative, and have Relation to Power exerted,

or that may be exerted, in order to the Thing

spoken of ; to which, as I have now observed, the

Word Necessity, as used by Philosophers has no

Reference.

C Philosophical Necessity isreallyNothing else than

the full and fix'd Connection between the Things ^

signified by the" Subject and Predicate of aPropor

sition, which affirms Something to be true. When . ,

there is such a Connection, then the Thing affirmed

in the Proposition is necessary, in a Philosophical

Sense ; whether any Opposition, or contrary Effort

be supposed, or supposable in the Case, or, no." W

When the Sabject and Predicate of the Proposition, , -

which affirms the Existence of any Thing, either " *

Substance, Quality, Act or Circumstance, have a \ '

full and certain Connection, then the Existence or \ . •

Being of that Thing is said to be necessary in a

metaphysical Sense. And in this Sense I use the

Word Necessity, in the following Discourse, when

I endeavour to prove that Necessity is not inconsistent

with Liberty?

The Subject: and Predicate of a Proposition,

which affirms Existence of Something, may have

9. full, fix'd, and certain Connection several Ways,

( I.) They may have a full and perfect Connection

in and of themselves ; because it may imply a Con

tradiction, or gross Absurdity, to suppose them not,

connected. T hus many Things are necessary in

their qwn Nature, So the eternal Existence- of

C 4 B?inP
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Being generally considered, is necessary in itself :

because it would be in itself the greatest Absurdity,

to deny the Existence of Being in general, or to.-

say there was absolute and universal Nothing ; and

I is as it were the Sum of all Contradictions* as

Ljmght be shewn, if this were a proper Place for it.

1 So God's Infinity, and other Attributes are ne

cessary. So it is necessary in it's own Nature, that

two and two should be four ; and it is necessary,

that all right Lines drawn from the Center of a

'• Circle to the Circumference should be equal. It

is necessary,• fit and suitable, that Men should do

to others, as they would that they should do to

I them. So innumerable Metaphysical and Mathe

matical Truths are necessary in Themselves : The

Subject and Predicate of the Proposition which af

firms them, are perfectly connected of themselves.

(z.) The Connection of the Subject and Predi

cate of a Proposition, which affirms the Existence

of Something, may befix'd and made certain, be

cause the Existence of that Thing is already come

to pass ; and either now is, or has been ; and so

-has as it were made sure of Existence. And there

fore, the Proposition which affirms present and past

Existence of it, may by this Means be made cer

tain, and necessarily andi*nalterably true ; the past

Event has fix'd and decided the Matter, as to it's

Existence ; and has made it impossible but that

Existence should be truly predicated of it. Thus the

Existence of whatever is already come to pass, is

now become necessary ; 'tis become impossible it

should be otherwise than true, that such a Thing

has been. "' ,..•>.." . >

{3.) The Subject and Predicate of a Propo

sition which affirms Something to be, may have

a real and certain Connection consequentially, and

so
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so the Existenceof theThing maybeconsequentially

necessary ; as it may be surely and firmly connect-

. ed with something elfe, that' is necessary in one of

the former Respects. As it is either fully and

: thoroughly connected with that which is absolute

ly necessary in its own Nature, or with something

which has already received and made sure of Exist-

ence. This Necessity lies*», or may be explained j

by the Connection of two or more Propositions one I

with another. Things which are perfectly con7 j

nested with other Things that are necessary, are ne- /

cessary Themselves, by a Necessity ofConsequence- j

' And here it may be observed, that all Things

which are future, or which \yill hereaster begin to

fy, which can be said to be necessary, are necessa

ry only in this last Way. Their Existence is not

necessary in it. self ; for if so, they always would

have existed. Nor is their Existence become ne

cessary by being made sure, by being already come

to pass. Therefore, the only "Way that any Thing

that is to come to pass hereaster, is or can be ne-

r- -cessary, is by a Connection with something that is

necessary in it's own Nature, or something that

:,'f'l already is, or has been ; so that the one being sup-

^Ijpofed, the other certainly follows. And this also

*is the only Way that all Things past, excepting

those which were from Eternity, could be necessary

before they came to pass, or could come to pass ne

cessarily j and therefore the only Way in which any

Effect or Event, or any Thing whatsoever that

ever has hads or will have a Beginning, has come

into Being necessarily, or will hereaster necessarily

exist. And therefore this is the Necessity which

especially belongs to Controversies about the Acts

or the Will. ' '

It may be of some Use in these Controversies,

furtheftoobferve concerning metapbyfieal Necessity,

that
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that (agreable to the Distinction before observed of

Necessity, as vulgarly understood) Things that ex

ist may be said to be necessary, either with ^gene

ral or particular Necessity. The Existence of a \

Thing may be said to be necessary with a general \

Necessity, when all Things whatsoever being con-: j

stdered, there is a Foundation for Certainty of /

their Existence ; or when in the most general and j

universal View of Things, the Subject and Predi- j

pate of the Proposition, which affirms its Existence,,

would appear with an infallible Connection.

An Event, or the Existence of a Thing, may be

' said to be necessary with a particular Necessity, or

with Regard to a particular Person,Thing or Time,

when Nothing that can be taken into Considera

tion, in or about that Person, Thing or Time, al

ters the Case at all, as to theCertainty of thatEvent,

or the Existence of that Thing ; or can be of any

Account at all, in determining the Infallibility of

the Connection of the Subject and Predicate in

the Proposition which affirms the Existence of the

Thing ; so that it is all one, as to that Person, or

Thing, at least, at that Time, as if the Existence

Lwere necessary with a Necessity that is most univer

sal and absolute. Thus there are many Things that

happen to particular Persons, which they have no.

Hand in, and in the Existence of which no Will

of theirs has any Concern, at least, at that Time ^

which, whether they are necessary or not, with

Regard to Things in general, yet are necessary to

them, and with Regard to any Volition of their?

at that Time ; as they prevent all Acts of the

Will about the Affair.—-—I shall have Occasion, '

to apply this Observation to particular Instances in,

the following Discourse.—Whether the same

Things that are necessarywith a^w/fVa/^rNecessity,

be not also necessary with a general Neceflity, may

' . " '" " t>e
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be a Matter of future Consideration,, Let that be

as it will, it alters not the Case, as to die Use of

this Distinction of the Kinds of Necessity.

These Things may be sufficient for the explain- \

ing of the Terms Necessary and Necessity, asJTexi&k

of Arta_and as often used h^LJ&dfiapiiyikians, and

cqntroyejiial^cjitei^ a Sense di-

yeHefrom, and more extensive than their original

Meaning, in common Language, which was ber j

fore explain'd.

What has been said to shew the Meaning of the

Terms Necessary and Necessity, may be sufficient for

the Explaining ofthe opposite Terms, Impossible and.

Impossibility. For there is noDifference, but only the

latter are negative, and the former positive. Imposs

ibility is the fame as negative Necessity, or a Necessity ,

that aThing should not be. And it is used as a Term I

of Art in a like Diversity from the original and j

yuigar Meaning, with Necessity.

The same may be observed concerning the '

"Words JJn^ble,and Inability. It has been observed,

that theseTeThis, in their original and common

Use, have Relation to Will and Endeavour, as

fupposable in the Case, and as insufficient for the

bringing to pass the Thing will'd and endeavoured.

But as these Terms are often used by Philosophers

and Divines, especially Writers on Controversies

about Free-Will, they are used in a quite different,

and far more extensive Sense, and are applied to

many Cases wherein no Will or Endeavour for the

bringing of the Thing to pass, is or can be sup

posed, but is actually denied and excluded in the

Nature of the Cafe.

As the Words necessary, impossible, unable, &c.

are used by polemic Writers, in a Sense diverse

- " from
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from their common Signification, the like has hap-

pen'd to the Term Contingent. Any Thing is said

S to be contingent, or to come to pass by Chance or

j Accident, in the original Meaning of such Words,

hvhen its Connection with its Causes orAntecedents,

| iccording to the establish'd Course of Things, is

| riot discerned ; and so is what we have no Means

v/pf the Fore-sight of. And especially is any Thing

said to be contingent or accidental with regard to

us, when any Thing comes to pass that we are con

cerned in, as Occasions or Subjects, without our

Foreknowledge, and beside our Design and Scope.

r But the Word Contingent }s abqndantly used \t\

a very different Sense j not for That whose Con

nection with the Series of Things we can't discern,

so as to foresee the Event ; but for something

which has absolutely no previous Ground or Rear

son, with which it's Existence has any fix'd and

certain Connection,

Section IV.

£0/" t&t Di/Unction of natural and moral

Necessity, and Inability.

THAT Necessity which has been explain'd,

consisting in an infallible Connection of the

Things signified by the Subject and Predicate of a

Proposition, as intelligent Beings are the Subjects of

i it, is distinguish'd into moral and natural^eccffity.

I shall not now stand to enquire whether this

Distinction be a proper and perfect Distinction j

but shall only explain how these two Sorts of Ne

cessity are understood, as the Terms are sometimes

used,
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used, and as they are used in the following Dis

course.

The Phrase, moral Necessity, is used variously :

sometimes 'tis used for a Necessity of moral Obli- j

gation. So we say, a Man is under Necessity,

when he is under Bonds of Duty and Conscience,

•which he can't be discharged from. So the Word

Necessity is often used for great Obligation in Point |

of Interest. Sometimes by moral Necessity is

meant that apparent Connection of Things, which

is the Ground of moral Evidence ; and so is distin

guished from absolute Necessity, or that sure Con

nection of Things, that is a Foundation for infalli

ble Certainty. In this Sense, moral Necessity sig

nifies much the fame as that high Degree of Pro

bability, which is ordinarily sufficient to satisfy*

and be relied upon by Mankind, in their Conduct

and Behaviour in the World, as they would con

sult: their own Sasety and Interest, and treat others

properly as Members of Society. And sometimes /

by moral Necessity is meant that Necessity of Con-

nection and Consequence, which arises from such j

moral Causes, as the Strength of Inclination, or

Motives, and the Connection which there is in

many Cases between these, and such certain Vo- x

litions and Actions. And it is in this Sense, that

I use the Phrase, moral Necessity, in the following

Discourse.

By natural Necessity, as applied to Men, I mean

such Necessity as Men are under through the Force

of natural Causes i asdistinguish'd from what are

called"'n^oraTUauses, such as Habits , ajndJDispo-

sitjpJQS_of .thjUEJeArt,-a«d moral Motives and In

ducements. Thus Men placed in certain Circum

stances, are the Subjects of particular Sensations

by Necessity : They feel Pain when their Bodies

are wounded j they fee the Objects presented before

them
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them in a clear Light, when their Eyes are open*d:

so they assent to the Truth of certain Propositions,

as soon as the Terms are understood ; as that two

and two make fbur, that black is not white, that

two parallel Lines can never cross one another i

so by a natural Necessity Men's Bodies move down

wards, when there is nothing to support them.

But here several Things" may be noted concern

ing these two Kinds of Necessity-

j i . Moral Necessity may be as absolute, as natural

Necessity) That is, the Effect may be as perfectly-

connected with its moral Cause,- as a natural ne

cessary Effect is with it's natural Cause. Whether

the Wili in every Case is necessarily determined by

the strongest Motive, or whether the Will ever

makes any Resistance to such a Motive, or cart

ever oppose the strongest present Inclination, or*

not ; it that Matter mould be controverted, yet I

suppose none will deny, but that, in some Cases,

a previous Bias and Inclination, or the Motive pre

sented, may be so powerful, that the Act of the

Will may be certainly and indissolubly connected

therewith. When Motives or previous Bias are

very strong, all will allow that there is some

Dijficulty in going against them. And if they were

yet stronger, the Difficulty would be still greater.

And therefore, if more were still added to their

Strength, to a certain Degree, it would make the

Difficulty so, great, that it would be wholly impos

sible to surmount it ; for this plain Reason, because

whatever Power Men may be supposed to have to"

surmount Difficulties, yet that Power is not in

finite; and so goes not beyond certain Limits.

If a Man can surmount ten Degrees of Difficulty

of this Kind, with twenty Degrees of Strength,

because the Degrees of Strength are beyond the

Degrees of Difficulty ; yet if the Difficulty be in

creased to thirty, or an hundred, or a thousand

Degrees
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Degrees, and his Strength not also increased, hte

Strength will be wholly insufficient to surmount

the Difficulty. As therefore it must be allowed,

that there may be such a Thing as a sure and per-

fe£i Connection between moral Causes and Effects ,

so this only is what I call by the name of moral

Necessity.

2 . When I use this Distinction of moral and na

tural Necessity, I would not be understood to sup

pose, that if any Thing comes to pass by the for

mer Kind of Necessity, the Nature of Things is

not concerned in it, as well as in the latter. I

don't mean to determine, that when a moral Habit

or Motive is so strong, that the Act of the Will

infallibly follows, this is not owing tothe Nature of

Things. But these are the Names that these two

Kinds of Necessity have usually been called by ;

and they must be distinguished by some Names

©r other ; for there is a Distinction or Difference

between them, that is very important in its Conse

quences. Which Difference does not lie so much

in the Natureof the Connexion, as in the two Terms

connected. The Cause with which the Effect is

connected, is of a particular Kind ; viz. that

which is of a moral Nature j either some previ

ous habitual Disposition, or some Motive exhibited

to the Understanding. And the Effect is also of

a particular Kind ; being likewise of a moral Na

ture ; consisting in some Inclination or Volition of

the Soul or voluntary Action.

I suppose, that Necessity which is called natural,

in Distinction from moral Necessity, is so called,

because meer Nature, as the Word is vulgarly used,

is concerned, without any Thing of Choice. The

Word Nature is often used in Opposition to Choke;

not because Nature has indeed never any Hand in

our
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our Choice But this probably comes to pass by

Means that we first get our Notion of Nature

from that discernableand obvious Course of Events,

which we observe in many Things that our Choice

has no Concern in ; and especially in the material

World ; which, in very many Parts of it, we easily

perceive to be in a settled Course ; the stated Or

der and Manner of Succession being very apparent.

But where we don't readily discern the Rule and

Connection, (tho' there be a Connection, accord

ing to an established Law, truly taking Place) we

signify the Manner of Event by some other Name.

Even in many Things which are seen in the ma

terial and inanimate World, which don't discern-

ably and obviously come to pass according to any

settled Course, Men don't call the Manner of the

Event by the Name of Nature, but by such Names

as Accident, Chance, Contingence, Sec. So Men make

a Distinction between Nature and Choice ; as tho'

they were compleatly and universally distinct.

Whereas, I suppose none will deny but that Choice,

in many Cases, arises from Nature, as truly as other

Events. But the Dependance and Connection be

tween Acts of Volition or Choice, and [their

Causes, according to established Laws, is not so

sensible and obvious. And we observe that Choice

is as it were a new Principle of Motion and Action,

different from that established Law and Order of

Things which is most obvious, that is seen especi

ally in corporeal and sensible Things ; And also

that Choice often interposes, interrupts and alters

the Chain of Events in these external Objects, and

causes 'em to proceed otherwise than they would

do, if let alone, and left to go on according to the

Laws of Motion among themselves. Hence it is

spoken of as if it were a Principle of Motion en

tirely distinct from Nature, and properly set in Op

position to it. Names being commonly given to

Things
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Things, according to what is most obvious, and is

suggested by what appears to the Senies without

Reflection and Research.

3- It must be observed, that in what has been

explain'd, as signified by the Name of Moral Net

cejstty, the Word Necejfify is -not used according to

the original Design and Meaning of the Word ':•

For, as was observed before, such Terms ;/eceff'ary,

impojjible, irresistible, &c. in common Speech.,, and

their most proper Sense, are always relative ; ha

ving Reference to some supposable voluntary Op

position or Endeavour, that is insufficient. But no

such Opposition, or contrary Will and Endeavour,

is supposable in the Case of moral Necessity ;

which is a Certainty of the Inclination and Will it

self ; which does not admit of the Supposition of

a Will to oppose and resist it. For 'tis absurd;

to suppose the same individual Will to oppose it

self, in its present Act ; or the present Choice to

be opposite to, and resisting preleht Choice : as

absurd as it is to talk of two contrary Motions, in -

the fame moving. Body, at the fame Time. And

therefore the very Case supposed never admits of

any. Trial, whether an opposing or resisting Will

can overcome this Necessity.

What has been slid of natural and moral Ne

cessity, may. serve to explain what is intended by

natural and moral Inability. We arc said to be na-*i

turally unable to do a Thing, when we can't do it I

if we will, because what is most commonly called 4

Nature don't allow ol it, or because of some im- j

peding Defect or Obstacle that is extrinsic to the I

Will ; either in the Faculty of Understandings

Constitution of Body, or external Objects. Moral *>

Inability consists not in any of these Things ; but

either in the Want of Inclination ; or the Strength

D of
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of a contrary Inclination ; or the want of suffi

cient Motives in View, to induce and excite the

Act of the Will, or the Strength of apparent Mo^

tives to the. contrary. Or both these may be re

solved into one ; \and it may be said in one Word,

that moral Inability consists in the Opposition or

Want of Inclination. For when a Person is un

able to will or chuse such a Thing, through a De

fect of Motives, or Prevalence of contrary Mo

tives, 'tis the fame Thing as his being unable

through the Want of an Inclination, or the Pre

valence of a contrary Inclination, in such Circum

stances, and under the Influence of such Views.

To give some Instances of this moral Inability.—

A Woman of great Honour and Chastity may

have a moral Inability to prostitute her self to her

Slave. A Child of great Love and Duty to his Pa

rents, may be unable to be willing to kill his Fa

ther. A very lascivious Man, in Case of certain

Opportunities and Temptations, and in the Ab

sence of such and such Restraints, may be unable

to forbear gratifying his Lust. A Drunkard, un

der such and such Circumstances, may be unable

to forbear taking of strong Drink. A very malici

ous Man may be unable to exert benevolent Acts to

an Enemy, or to desire his Prosperity : Yea, some

may be so under the Power of a vile Disposition,

that they may be unable to love those who are most

worthy of their Esteem and Affection. A strong

Habit of Virtue, and great Degree of Holiness

may cause a moral Inability to love Wickedness in

general, may render a Man unable to take Com

placence in wicked Persons or Things ; or to chuse

a wicked Life, and prefer it to a vertuous Life.

And on the other Hand, a great Degree of habitual

Wickedness may lay a Man under an Inability to

love and choose Holiness ; and render him utterly

unable to love an infinitely holy Being, or to choose

and cleave to him as his chief Good.
T T
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Here it may be of Use to observe this Distinc

tion of moral. Inability, viz. of that which is gene

ral and habitual, and that which is particular and

occasional. By a general and habitual moral Inabi

lity, I- mean an Inability in the Heart to all Ex

ercises or Acts of Will of that Nature or Kind,

through a fix'd and habitual Inclination, or an

habitual and stated Defect, or Want of a certain

Kind of Inclination. Thus a very ill-natur'd Man

may be unable to exert such Acts of Benevolence,

as another, who is full of good Nature, com

monly exerts ; and a Man, whose Heart is habi

tually void of Gratitude, may be unable to exert

such and such grateful Acts, through that stated

Defect of a grateful Inclination. By particular and

occasional moral Inability, I mean an Inability of

the Will or Heart to a particular Act, through the

Strength or Defect of present Motives, or of In

ducements presented to the View of the Under

standing, on this Occasion. If it be so, that the

Will is always determined by the strongest Mo

tive, then it must always have an Inability, in

this latter Sense, to act otherwise than it does ; it

not being possible, in any Case, that the Will

stiould, at present, go against the Motive which

has now, all Things considered, the greatest

Strength and Advantage to excite and induce it.--

The former of these Kinds; of moral Inability,

consisting in that which is stated habitual and ge

neral, is most commonly called by the Name of

Inability ; because the Word Inability, in its most

proper and original Signification, has Respect to

some stated Deject. And this especially obtains the

Name of Inability also upon another Account :—

I before observed, that the Word Inability in its

original and most common Use, is a relative

Term ; and has Respect to Will and Endeavour,

as suppoiabJe in the Case, and as insufficient to

D 2 bring
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bring to pass the Thing desired and endeavoured.

Now there may be more of an Appearance and

Shadow of this, with Respect to the Acts which

arise from a fix'd and strong Habit, than others

that arise only from transient Occasions and

Causes. Indeed Will and Endeavour against, or

diverse from -present Acts of the Will, are in no

Case supposable, whether those Acts be occasional

or habitual ; for that would be to suppose the

Will, at present, to be otherwise than, at present,

it is. But yet there may be Will and Endeavour

against future Acts of the Will, or Volitions that

are likely to take Place, as view'd at a Distance.

'Tis no Contradiction, to suppose that the Acts

of the Will at one Time, may be against the Acts

of the Will at another Time ; and there may be

Desires and Endeavours to prevent or excite fu

ture Acts of the Will ; But such Desires and En

deavours are, in many Cases, rendered insufficient

and vain, through Fixedness of Habit : When the

Occasion returns, the . Strength of Habit over

comes, and baffles all such Opposition. In this

Respect, a Man may be in miserable Slavery and

Bondage to a strong Habit. But it may be com

paratively easy to make an Alteration with Respect

to such future Acts, as are only occasional and

transient ; because the Occasion or transient Cause,

if foreseen, may often easily be prevented or avoid

ed. On this Account, the moral Inability that at

tends fix'd Habits, especially obtains the Name

of Inability. And then, as the Will may remotely

and indirectly resist it self, and do it in vain, in

the Case of strong Habits ; so Reason may resist

present Acts of the Will, and it's Resistance be in

sufficient ; and this is more commonly the Case

also, when the Acts arise from strong Habit.

But

1
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But it must be observed concerning moral In

ability, in each Kind of it, that the Word Inability

is used in a Sense very diverse from its original

Import. The Word signifies only a natural In

ability, in the proper Use of it ; and is applied to

such Cases only wherein a present Will or Incli

nation to the Thing, wkh Respect to which a

Person is said to be unable, is suppofable. It can't

be truly said, according to the ordinary Use of

Language, that a malicious Man, let him be ne

ver so malicious, can't hold his Hand from stri

king, or that he is not able to shew his Neighbour

Kindness or that a Drunkard, let his Appetite

be never so strong, can't keep the Cup from his

Mouth. In the strictest Propriety of Speech, a

Man has a Thing in his Power, if he has it in his

Choice, or at his Election : And a Man can't be

truly faid to be unable to do a Thing, when he

can do it if he will. ?Tis improperly said, that a

Person can't perform those external Actions, which

are dependent on the Act of the Will, and which

would be easily performed, if the Act of the Will

were present. And if it be improperly said, that

he cannot perform those external voluntary Ac

tions, which depend on the Will, 'tis in some Re

lpect more improperly said, that he is unable to

exert the Acts of the Will themselves because it

is more evidently false, with Respect to these, that

he can't if he will : For to say so, is a down-right

Contradiction : It is to fay, he can't will, if he

does will. And in this Case, not only is it true,

that it is easy for a Man to do the Thing it he

will) but the very willing is the doing ; when once

he has will'd, the Thing is performed j and no

thing else remains to be done. Therefore, in these

Things to ascribe a Non-performance to the want

of Power or Ability, is not just ; because the

Thing wanting is not a being able* but a being

D 3 '- . •" wiling.
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willing. There are Faculties of Mind, and Capa

city of Nature, and every Thing else, sufficient,

but a Disposition : Nothing is wanting but a

Will,

Section V.

Concerning the fisotion of Liberty, and of moral

Agency.

f' I ^ H E plain and obvious Meaning of the

J|_ Words Freedom and Liberty, in common

Speech, is Power, Opportunity, or Advantage, that

any one has, to do as be pleases. Or in other Words,

his being free from Hindrance or Impediment in

the Way of doing, or conducting in any Respect,

as he wills. * And the contrary to Liberty, what

ever Name we call that by,' is a Person's being

hinder'd or unable to conduct: as he will, or being

necessitated to do otherwise. -

If this which I have mentioned be the Meaning

of the Word Liberty, in the ordinary Use of Lan

guage ; as I trust that none that ha^ ever learn'd

to talk, and is unprejudiced, will deny ; then it

will follow, that in Propriety of Speech, neither

Liberty, nor it's contrary, can properly be ascri

bed to any Being or Thing, but that which has

such a Faculty, Power or Property, as is called

Will. For that which is possessed of no such

Thing as Will, can't have any Power or Opportu

nity of doing according to it's Will, nor be necessi

tated to act contrary to its Will, nor be restrained

from acting agreeably to it. And therefore to talk

~ • • ' of

• I fay not only doing, but conducing ; because a voluntary

forbearing to do,' fitting still, keeping Silence &c. are In

stances of Persons ConduSi, about which Liberty is exercised j

tho' they are not so properly called doing. . •
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of Liberty, or the contrary, as belonging to the

very Will it self, is not to speak good Sense ; if we

judge of Sense, and Nonsense, by the original and

proper Signification of Words. For the Will it

self is not an Agent that has a Will : The Power

of choosing, it self, has not a Power of choosing.

That which has the Power of Volition or Choice

is the Man or the SouJ, and not the Power of

Volition it self. And he that has the Liberty of

doing according to his Will, is the Agent or

Doer who is possessed of the Will ; and not the

Will which he is possessed of. We say with Pro

priety, that a Bird let loose has Power and Liber

ty to fly ; but not that the Bird's Power of flying

has a Power and Liberty of flying. To be free is

the Property of an Agent, who is possessed of

Powers and Faculties, as much as to be cunning,

variant, bountiful, or zealous. But these Quali

ties are the Properties of Men or Persons ; and

not the Properties of Properties.

There are two Things that are contrary to this

which is called Liberty in common Speech. One'

is Constraint ; the fame is otherwise called Force, :

Compulsion, and Coaction ; which is a Person's be

ing necessitated to do a Thing contrary to his Will/

The other is Restraint ; which is his being hindred, ,

and not having Power to do according to his Will. .

But that which has no Will, can't be the Subject

of these Things.—I need fay the less on this Head,

Mr. Locke having set the fame Thing fosth, with

so great Clearness, in his Effay on the human Under

standing.

But one Thing more I would observe concern

ing what is vulgarly called Liberty ; namely, that

Power and Opportunity for one to do and conduct

as he will, or according to his Choice, is all that

is. meant by it ; without taking into the Meanings
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of the Word, any Thing of the Cause or Original

of that Choice ; or at all considering how the

Person came to have such a Volition ; whether it

was caused by some external Motive, or internal

habituai Bias ; whether it was determin'd by some

internal antecedent Volition, or whether it hap

pen'd without a Cause j whether it was necessarily

connected with something foregoing, or not con

nected, t Let the Person come by his Volition ~ot

Choice how he will, yet, if he is able, and there

/ is Nothing in the Way to hinder his pursuing and

executing his Will, the Man is fully and perfect-

j ly free, according to the primary and common

': Notion of Freedom. . .

What has been said may be sufficient to shew

what is meant by Liberty, according to the com

mon Notions of Mankind, and in the usual and

primary Acceptation of the Word : But theWord,

as used by Arminians, Pelagians and others, who

oppose the Cahinijls, has an entirely different Sig-

, nification.—These several Things belong to their

-Notion of Liberty. ' t . That it consists in a Self-

determining Power in the Will, or a certain Sove

reignty the Will has over it self, and it's own

-Acts, whereby it determines it's own Volitions ;

so as not to be dependent in it's Determinations,

on any Cause without it self, nor determined by

any Thing prior to it's own Acts. 2. Indifference

belongs to Liberty in their Notion of it, or that

the Mind, previous to the Act of Volition be, .in

equilibria. ' 3. Contingence is another Thing that

belongs and is essential to it ; not in the common

Acceptation of the Word, as that has been alrea

dy explained, but as opposed to all Necessity, or

any fixed and certain Connection with some pre

vious Ground or Reason of it's Existence. They

suppose the Essence of Liberty so much to consist

in these Things, that unless, the Will of Man be

free
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free in this Sense, he has no real Freedom, how

much soever he may be at Liberty to act accord

ing to his Will.

A moral Agent is a Being that is capable of

those Actions that have a moral Quality, and

which can properly be denominated good or evil

in a moral Sense, virtuous or vicious, commen

dable or faulty. To moral Agency belongs a mo

ral Faculty, or Sense of moral Good and Evil, or

of such a Thing as Desert or Worthiness of Praise

or Blame, Reward or Punishment ; and a Capa

city which an Agent has of being influenced in

his Actions by moral Inducements or Motives,

exhibited to the View of Understanding and Rea

son, to engage to a Conduct agreeable to the mo

ral Faculty. 1

The Sun is very excellent and beneficial in it's

Action and Influence on .the Earth, in warming

it, and causing it to bring forth it's Fruits ; but

it is not a moral Agent : It's Action, tho' good,

is not vertuous or meritorious. Fire that breaks

out in a City, and consumes great Part of it, is

very mischievous in its Operation ; but is not a

moral Agent : what it does is not faulty or sin

ful, or deserving* of any Punishment. The brute

Creatures are not moral Agents : the Actions of

some of them are very profitable and pleasant ;

others are very hurtful : yet, seeing they have no

moral Faculty, or Sense of Desert, and don't act

from Choice guided by Understanding, or with a

Capacity of reasoning and reflecting, but only

from Instinct, and are not capable of being in

fluenced by moral Inducements, their Actions are

not properly sinful or vertuous ; nor are they

properly the Subjects of any fcich moral Treat

ment
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ment for what they do, as moral Agents are for

their Faults or good Deeds.

Here it may be noted, that there is a circum-

stantial Difference between the moral Agency of a

Ruler and a Subject. I call it circumstantial, be

cause it lies only in the Difference' of moral In

ducements they are capable of being influenced

by, arising from the Difference of Circumstances.

A Ruler acting in that Capacity only, is not ca

pable of being influenced by a moral Law, and

it's Sanctions of Threatnings and Promises, Re

wards and Punishments, as the Subject is ; though

both may be influenced by a Knowledge of moral

Good and Evil. And therefore the moral Agency

of the Supreme Being, who acts only in the Ca

pacity of a Ruler towards his Creatures, and ne

ver as a Subject, differs in that Respect from the

moral Agency of created intelligent Beings. God's-

Actions, and particularly those which he exerts as

a moral Governour, have moral Qualifications,

are morally good in the highest Degree. They

are most perfectly holy and righteous ; and we

must conceive of Him as influenced in the highest

Degree, by that which, above all others, is pro

perly a moral Inducement ; viz. the moral Good

which He fees in such and such Things : And

therefore He is, in the most proper Sense, a mo

ral Agent, the Source of all moral Ability and

Agency, the Fountain and Rule of all Vertue and

moral Good ; though by Reason of his being Su

preme over all, 'tis not possible He should be un

der the Influence of Law or Command, Promises

or Threatnings, Rewards or Punishments, Coun

sels or Warnings- i The essential Qualities of a

moral Agent are in God, in the greatest possible

Perfection ; such as Understanding, to perceive

the^ Difference between moral Good and Evil ; ^

Capacity of discerning that moral Worthiness and

Demerit,
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Demerit, by which some Things are Praise-wor

thy, others deserving of Blame and Punishment ;

arid also a Capacity of Choice, and Choice guided •

by Understanding, and a Power of acting accord- \

ing to his Choice or Pleasure, and being capable ;

of doing those Things which are in the highest

Sense Praise-worthy. I And herein does very much

consist that Image of God wherein he made Man,

(which we read of Gen. I. 26, 27. and Chap. IX. 6.)

by which God distinguished Man from the Beasts,

''viz. in those Faculties and Principles of Nature,

whereby He is capable of moral Agency. Here

in very much consists the natural Image of God ;

as his spiritual and moral Image, wherein Man was

made at first, consisted in that moral Excellency,

that he wajs endowed with.

t .

 

PART
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PART II.

Wherein it is considered whether there

is or can be any such Sort of Free

dom of Will, as that wherein Ar-

minians place the Essence of the

Liberty of all moral Agents ; and

whether any such Thing ever was

or ccrn be conceived os.

Section I.

Shewing the manifest Inconfijlence of the Arme

nian Notion of Liberty of Will, consisting in

the Will's self-determining Power.

HAving taken Notice of those Things which

may be necessary to. be observed, concern

ing the Meaning of the principal Terms and,

Phrases made use of in Controversies concerning

human Liberty, and particularly observed what

Liberty is, according to the common Language,

and general Apprehension of Mankind, and what

it is as understood and maintained by Arminians ;

I proceed to consider the Arminian Notion of the

-hYeedom of the IFill, and the supposed Necessity of

nl in Order to moral Agency, or in Order to any

One's
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One's being capable of Vertue or Vice, "and pro

perly the Subject of Command or Counsel, Praise

or Blame, Promises or Threatnings, Rewards or

Punishments ; or whether that which has been

described, as the Thing meant by Liberty in

common Speech, be not sufficient, and the only

Liberty, which makes, or can make any one a

moral Agent, and so properly the Subject of these

Things. In this Part, I shall consider whether

any such Thing be possible or conceivable, as that

Freedom of Will which Arminians insist on ; and

shall enquire whether any such Sort of Liberty be

necessary to moral Agency, &c. in the next Part.

And First of all, I shall consider the Notion of

a Self-determining Power in the Will : wherein, ac

cording to the Arminians, does most essentially

consist the Will's Freedom ; and shall particular

ly enquire, whether it be not plainly absurd, and

a manifest Inconsistence, to suppose that the Will

it self determines all thefree ASs of the P/ill.

Here I shall not insist on the great Impropriety

©f such Phrases, and Ways, of speaking, as the

Will's determining it self; because Actions are to be

ascribed to Agents, and not properly to the

Powers of Agents ; which improper Way of

speaking leads to many Mistakes, and much Con

fusion, as Mr. Locke observes. But I shall suppose

that the Armenians, when they speak of the Will's

determining it self, do. by the Will mean the Soul

willing. I shall take it for granted, that when they,

speak of the Will, as the Determiner, they mean

tke Soul in the Exercise of a Power of Willing, or

acting voluntarily. I shall suppose this to be their

Meaning, because nothing else can be meant, with--

out the grossest and plainest Absurdity. In all

Cases, when we speak of the Powers or Principles

of
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of Acting, as doing such Things, we mean that

the Agents which have these Powers of acting, do

them, in the Exercise of those Powers. So when

we fay, Valour fights couragioufly, we mean, the

Man who is under the Influence of Valour fights

courageously. When we fay, Love seeks the Ob

ject loved, we mean, the Person loving fecks that

Object. When we fay, the Understanding discerns,,

we mean the Soul in the Exercise of that Faculty.

So when it is said, the Will decides or determines,

the Meaning must be, that the Person in the Ex

ercise of a Power of Willing and Chusing, or the

Soul acting voluntarily, determines.

Therefore, if the Will determines all its own

Free Acts, the Soul determines all the free Acts of

the Will in the Exercise of a Power of Willing

and Chusing ; or, which is the fame Thing, it

determines them of Choice ; it determines it's own

Acts by chusing it's own Acts. If the Will de

termines the Will, then Choice orders and deter

mines the Choice : and Acts of Choice are sub

ject to the Decision, and follow the Conduct of

other Acts of Choice. And '"therefore if the Will

determines all it's own free Acts, then every free

Act of Choice is determined by a preceeding Act:

of Choice, chusing that Act. And if that pre

ceeding Act of the Will or Choice be also a free

Act, then by these Principles, in this Act too, the

Will is Self-determined : that is, this, in like

Manner, is an Act that the Soul voluntarily chuses ;

or which is the fame Thing, it is an Act deter

mined still by a preceeding Act of the Will, chu

sing that. And the like may again be observed

of the last mentioned Act. Which brings us di

rectly to a Contradiction : for it supposes an Act

of the Will preceeding the first Act in the whole

Train, directing and determining the rest ; or a
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free Act of the Will, before the first free Act of

the Will. Or else we must come at last to an Act

of the Will, determining the consequent Acts,

wherein the Will is not self determined, and so is

not a free Act, in this Notion of Freedom : But

if the first Act in the Train, determining and fix

ing the rest, be not free, none of them all can be

free ; as is manifest at first View, but shall be de

monstrated presently.

If the Will, which we find governs the Mem

bers of the Body, and determines and commands

their Motions and Actions, does also govern it self,

and determine it's own Motions and Actions, it

doubtless determines them the fame Way, even by

antecedent Volitions. The Will determines which

Way the Hands and Feet shall move, by an Act

of Volition or Choice : and there is no other Way

of the Will's determining, directing or command

ing any Thing at all. Whatsoever the Will com

mands, it commands by an Act of the Will. And

if it has itself under it's command, and determines

it self in it's own Actions, it doubtless does it the

same Way that it determines other Things which

are under it's Command. So that if the Freedom

of the Will consists in this, that it has it self and

it's own Actions under it's Command and Direc

tion, and it's own Volitions are determined by it

self, it will follow, that every free Volition arises

from another antecedent Volition, directing and

commanding that : And if that directing Volition

be also free, in that also the Will is determined -,

that is to fay, that directing Volition is determin

ed by another going before that ; and so on, 'till

we come to the first Volition in the whole Series :

And if that first Volition be free, and the Wiil

self-determined in it, then that is determined by

another Volition preceeding that. Which is a.

Con-
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Contradiction ; because by the Supposition, it can

have none before it, to direct: or determine it, be

ing the first in the Train. But if that first Voli

tion is not determined by any preceeding Act of

the Will, then that Act: is not determined by the

"Will, and so is not free, in the Arminian Notion

of Freedom, which consists in the Will's Self-de

termination. And if that first Act: of the Will,

which determines and fixes the subsequent Acts,

be not free, none of the following "Acts, which

are determined by it, can be free.—If we suppose

there are five Acts in the Train, the fifth and last

determined by the fourth, and the fourth by the

third, the third by the second, and the second by

the first; If the first is not determined by the

Will, and so not free, then none of them are truly

determined by the Will : that is, that each of them

are as they are, and not otherwise, is not first

owing to the Will, but to the Determination of

the first in the Series, which is not dependent on

the Will, and is that which the Will has no Hand

in the Determination of. And this being that

which decides what the rest shall be, and deter

mines their Existence ; therefore the first Deter

mination of their Existence is not from the Will.

The Case is just the fame, if instead of a Chain

of five Acts of the Will, we should suppose a Suc

cession of Ten, or an Hundred, or ten Thousand.

If the first Act: be not free, being determined by

something out of the Will, and this determines

the next to be agreeable to it self, and that the

next, and so on ; They are none of them free, but

all originally depend on, and are determined by

some Cause out of the Will : and so all Freedom

in the Case is excluded, and no Act of the Will

can be free, according to this Notion of Freedom.

If we should suppose a long Chain, of ten Thou

sand Links, so connected, that if the first Link

moves,
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moves, it will move the nexr, and that the next ;

and so the whole Chain must be determined to

Motion, and in the Direction of it's Motion, by

the Motion of the first Link ; and that is moved

by something else : In this Cafe, though all the

Links, but one, are moved by other Parts of the

fame Chain yet it appears that the Motion of no

One, nor the Direction of it's Motion, is from

any Self-moving or Self-determining Power in the

Chain, any more than if every Link were imme

diately moved by something that did not belong

to the Chain. If the Will be not free in the

first Act, which causes the next, then neither is

it free in the next, which is caused by that first

Act : for tho' indeed the Will caused it, yet it did

not cause it freely ; because the preceeding Act,

by which it was caused, was not free. And again,

if the Will ben't free in the second Act, so neither

can it be in the third, which is caused by that ;

because, in like Manner, that third was determin

ed by an Act of the Will that was not free. And

so we may go on to the next Act, and from that

to the next ; and how long soever the Succession

of Acts is, it is all one ; if the first on which the

whole Chain depends, and which determines. all

the rest, ben't a free Act, the Will is not free in

causing or determining any one of those Acts ;

because the Act by which it determines them all,

is not a free Act ; and therefore the Will is no

more free in determining them, than if it did not

cause them at all. — Thus, this Arminian Notion

of Liberty of the Will, consisting in the Will's

Self-Determination, is repugnant to itself, and shu^s

itself wholly out of the World.

E Section
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Section II.

Several supposed Ways of evading the fore

going Reasoning, considered.

IF to evade the Force of what has been obser

ved, it should be said, that when the Arminiam

speak of the "Will's determining it's own .Acts,

they don't mean that the Will determines it's Acts

by any preceeding Act, or that one Act of the

Will determines another ; but only that the Fa

culty or Power of Will, or the Soul in the Use of

that Power, determines it's own Volitions ; and

that it does it without any Act going before the

Act determined ; such an Evasion would be full

of the most gross Absurdity.- I confess, it is an

Evasion of my own inventing ; and I don't know

but I should wrong the Arminians, in supposing

that any of them would make use of it. But it

being as good a one as I can invent, I would ob

serve upon it a few Things.

First, If the Faculty or Power of the Will de

termines an Act of Volition, or the Soul in the

Use or Exercise of that Power, determines it, that

is the fame Thing as for the Soul to determine

Volition by an Acl of Will. For an Exercise of the

Power of Will, and an Acl of that Power, are the

fame Thing. Therefore to fay, that the Power

of Will, or the Soul in the Use or Exercise of that

Power, determines Volition, without an Act of

Will preceeding the Volition determined, is a.

Contradiction.

Secondly, If a Power of Will determines the Act

©f the Will, *then a Power of Chusing determines

it.
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it. For, as was before observed, in every Act of

Will, there is Choice, and a Power of Wilding is

a Power of Chusing. But if a Power of Chusing

determines the Act of Volition, it determines it by

chusing it. For 'tis most: absurd to fay, that a

Power of Chusing determines one Thing rather

than another, without chusing any Thing. But

if a Power of Chusing determines Volition by

chusing it, then here is the Act of Volition deter

mined by an antecedent Choice, chusing that Vo

lition.

Thirdly, To fay, the Faculty, or the Soul, de

termines it's own Volition, but not by any Act, is

a Contradiction. Because for the Soul to diretl^

decide, or determine any Thing, is to act ; and this

is supposed ; for the Soul is here spoken of as be

ing a Cause in this Affair, bringing something to

pass, or doing something ; or, which is the lame *.

Thing, exerting it self in order to an Effect, which

Effect is the Determination of Volition, or the

particular Kind and Manner of an Act of Will.

But certainly, this Exertion or Action is not the

fame with the Effect, in order to the Production

of which it is exerted ; but must be something

prior to it.

Again, The Advocates for this Notion ofthe Free -

dom of the Will, speak of a certain Sovereignty in the

Will , whereby it has Power to determine it's own

Volitions. And therefore the Determination of Vo

lition must itself be an Act of the Will ; for other-1

wife it can be no Exercise of that supposed Power

and Sovereignty.

Jgaim If the Will determines it serf, then either

the Will is active in determining it's Volitions, of

it is not. If it be active in it, then* the Determi-

E 2 nation
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nation is an Act of the "Will ; and so there is one

Act of the Will determining another. But if t,he

Will is not active in the Determination, then how

does it exercise any Liberty in it ? These Gentle

men suppose that the Thing wherein the Will ex

ercises Liberty, is in it's determining it's own Acts.

But how can this be, if it ben't active in deter

mining ? Certainly the Will, or the Soul, can't

exercise any Liberty in that wherein it don't act, or

wherein it don't exercise it self. So that if either

Part of this Dilemma be taken, this Scheme of

Liberty, consisting in Self-determining Power, is

overthrown. If there be an Act of the Will in

determining all it's own free Acts, then one free

Act of the Will is determined by another ; and so

we have the Absurdity of every free Act, even the

very first, determined by a foregoing free Act. But

if there be no Act or Exercise of the Will in de

termining it's own Acts, then no Liberty k exer

cised in determining them. From whence it fol

lows, that no Liberty consists in the Will's Power

to determine it's own Acts : Or, which is the

fame Thing, that there is no such Thing as Li

berty consisting in a Self-determining Power of

the Will.

If it should be said, That altho' it be true, if

the Soul determines it's own Volitions, it must

be active in so doing, and the Determination it

self must be an Act ; yet there is no Need of sup

posing this Act to be prior to the Volition deter

mined ; But the Will or Soul determines the Act

of the Will in Willing ; It determines it's own Vo

lition, in the very Act of Volition ; It directs arid

limits the Act of the Will, causing it to be so

and not otherwise, in exerting the Act, with

out any preceeding Act to exert that. If any

should say after this Manner, they must mean

one
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one of these three Things : Either, (1.) That the

determining Act, tho' it be before the Act deter

mined in the Order of Nature, yet is not before

it in Order of Time. Or (2.) That the deter

mining Act is not before the Act determined, ei

ther in the Order of Time or Nature, nor is truly-

distinct from it ; But that the Soul's determining

the Act of Volition is the fame Thing with it's

exerting the Act of Volition : The Mind's exert

ing such a particular Act, is it's causing and de

termining the Act. Or, (3.) That Volition has

no Cause, and is no Effect ; but comes into Ex

istence, with such a particular Determination,

without any Ground or Reason of it's Existence

and Determination. 1 mail consider these dis

tinctly.

(1.) If all that is meant, be, that the deter

mining Act is not before the Act determined in

Order of Time, it will not help the Cafe at all,

tho' it should be allowed. If it be before the de-

termin'd Act in the Order of Nature, being the

Cause or Ground of it's Existence, this as much

proves it to be distinct from it, and independent

on it, as if it were before in the Order of Time.

As the Cause of the particular Motion of a natural

Body in a certain Direction, may have no Dis

tance as to Time, yet can't be the fame with the

Motion effected by it, but must be as distinct from

it, as any other Cause, that is before it's Effect in

the Order of Time : as the Architect is distinct

from the House which he builds, or the Father

distinct from the Son which he begets. And if

the Act of the Will determining be distinct from

the Act determined, and before it in the Order of

Nature, then we can go back from one to another,

'till we come to the first in the Series, which has

no Act of the Will before it in the Order of Na-

E 3 ture,
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tare, determining it ; and consequently is an Act:

not determined by the "Will, and so not a free Act?

in this Notion of Freedom. And this being the

Act which • determines ail the Red, none of them

are free Acts. As when there is a Chain of many

Links, the first of which only is taken hold of and

drawn by Hand ; all the rest may follow and be

moved at the fame Instant, without any Distance

pf Time ; but yet the Motion of one Link is be

fore that of another in the Order of Nature ; the

last is moved by the next, and that by the next,

and so till we come to the first ; which not being

moved by any other, but by .something distinct

from the whole Chain, this as much proves that

no Fart is moved by any Self moving Power in

the Chain, as if the Motion of one Link followed

that of another in the Order of Time.

(2.) If any should say, that the determining:

Act is not before the determined Act, either ir\

the Order of Time, or of Nature, nor is distinct

from it ; but that the Exertion of the Act is the

Determination of the Act ; That for the Soul to

exert a particular Volition, is for it to cause and,

determine that Act of Volition : I would on this

observe, that the Thing in Queston seems to be

forgotten, or kept out of Sight, in a Darkness

and Unintelligibleness of Speech ; unless such an

Objector would mean to contradict himself.

The very Act of Volition it self is doubtless a De

termination of Mind ; i. e. it is the Mind's draw

ing up a Conclusion, or coming to,a Choice be

tween two Things, or more, proposed to it. But

determining among external Objects of Choice, is

not the fame with determining the Act of Choice

it self, among various possible Acts of Choice.

The Question is, What influences, directs, or

determines the Mind or Will to come to such a

Con
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Conclusion or Choice as it does ? or what is the

Cause, Ground or Reason, why it concludes thus,

and not otherwise ? Now it must be answered, ac

cording to the Arminian Notion of Freedom, that

the Will influences, orders and determines it self

thus to Act. And if it does, I fay, it must be

by some antecedent Act. To say, it is caused, in

fluenced and determined by something, and yet

not determined by any Thing antecedent, either

in Order of Time or Nature, is a Contradiction.

For that is what is meant by a Thing's being prior

in the Order of Nature, that it is some Way the

Cause or Reason of the Thing, with Respect to

which it is said to be prior.

If the particular Act or Exertion of Will, which

comes into Existence, be any Thing properly de

termined at all, then it has some Cause of its ex

isting, and of it's existing in such a particular de

terminate Manner, and not another ; some Cause,

whose Influence decides the Matter : which Cause

is distinct from the Effect, and prior to it. But

to fay, that the Will or Mind orders, influences

and determines it self to exert such an Act as it

does, by the very Exertion it self, is to make the

Exertion both Cause and Effect or the exerting

such an Act, to be a Cause of the Exertion of such

an Act. For the Question is, What is the Cause

and Reason of the Soul's exerting fach an Act ?

To which the Answer is, the Soul exerts such an

Act, and that is the Cause of it." And so, by this,

the Exertion must be prior in the Order of Nature

to it self, and distinct from it self.

(3.) If the Meaning be, that the Soul's Exer

tion of such a particular Act of Will, is a Thing

that comes to pass of it self, without any Cause ;

and that there is absolutely no Ground or Reason

E 4 of
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of the Soul's being determined to exert 'such a

Volition, and make such a Choice, rather than

another ; I say, if this be the Meaning of Armi-

nians, when they contend so earnestly for the Will's

determining it's own Acts, and for Liberty of

Will consisting in Self determing Power; they do

nothing but confound Themselves and others with

Words without a Meaning. In the Question,

What determines the Will ? and in their Answer,

that the Will determines it self, and in all the Dis

pute about it, it seems to be taken for granted,

that something determines the Will ; and lthe

♦"Controversy on this Head is not, whether any

Thing at all determines it, or 'whether it's Deter

mination has any Cause or Foundation at all : But

where the Foundation of it is, whether in the

Will it self, or somewhere else. But if the Thing

intended be what is above-mention'd, then all

I comes to this, that Nothing at all determines the

Will ; Volition having absolutely no Cause or

Foundation of it's Existence, either within, or

|i without. ) There is a great Noise made about Self-

determining Power, as the Source of all free Acts

of the Will : But when the Matter comes to be

j explained, the Meaning is, that no Power at all

i is the Source of these Acts,, neither Self-deter -

i mining Power, nor any other, but they arise from

Nothing ; no Cause, no Power, no Influence, be-

- ing at all concern'd in the Matter.

However, this very Thing, even that the free

Acts of the Will are Events which come to pass

without a Cause, is certainly implied in the Armi-

nian Notion of Liberty of Will ; tho' it be very

inconsistent with many other Things in their

Scheme, and repugnant to some Things implied

in their Notion of Liberty. Their Opinion im

plies, that the particular Determination of Voli

tion
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tion is 'without any Cause ; because they hoJd the

free Acts of the Will to be Contingent Events ; and

Contingence is essential to Freedom in their No

tion of it. But certainly, those Things which have

a prior Ground and Reason of their particular

Existence, a Cause which antecedently determines

them to be, and determines them to be just as

they are, don't happen contingently. If some

thing foregoing, by a causal Influence and Con

nection, determines and fixes precisely their com

ing to pass, and the Manner of it, then it don't

remain a contingent Thing whether They /hall

come to pass or no.

And because it is a Question, in many Respects,

very important in this Controversy about the Free-

,dom of Will, Whether the free Ath of the Will are

Events -which come to pass without a Cause ? I shall

be particular in examining this Point in the two

following Sections.

Section III-

Whether any Event whatsoever, and Volition in

particular, can come to pas without a Cause

of it's Existence.

BEFORE I enter on any Argument on this

Subject, I would explain how I would be

understood, when I use the Word Cause in this

Discourse : since, for want of a better Word, I

shall have Occasion to use it in a Sense which is

more extensive, than that in which it is sometimes

used. The Word is often used in so restrained a

Sense as to signify only that which has z positive

Efficiency or Influence to produce a. Thing, or bring

jt to pass. But there are many Things which have
i . . . • no
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no such positive productive Influence ; which yet

are Causes in that Respect, that they have truly

the Nature of a Ground or Reason why some

Things are, rather than others ; or why they are

as they are, rather than otherwise. Thus the

Absence of the Sun in the Night, is not the Cause

of the falling of the Dew at that Time, in the

same Manner as it's Beams are the Cause of the

Ascending of the Vapours in the Day-Time ; and

it's Withdrawment in the Winter, is not in the

fame Manner the Cause of the Freezing of the

Waters, as it's Approach in the Spring is the

Cause of their Thawing. But yet the Withdraw

ment or Absence of the Sun is an Antecedent,

with which these Effects in the Night and Winter

are connected, and on which they depend ; and

is one Thing that belongs to the Ground and

Reason why they come to pass at that Time, ra

ther than at other Times ; tho' the Absence of

the Sun is Nothing positive, nor has any positive

Influence.

It may be further observed, that when I speak

of Connection of Causes 1 and Effects, I have Respect

to moral Causes, as well as those that are called

natural in Distinction from 'em. Moral Causes

may be Causes in as proper a Sense, as any Causes

whatsoever ; may have as real an Influence, and

may as truly be the Ground and Reason of an

Event's coming to pais.

Therefore I sometimes use the Word Cause, in

this Enquiry, to signify any Antecedent, either na

tural or moral, positive or negative, on which an

Event, either a Thing, or the Manner and Cir

cumstance of a Thing, so depends, that it is the

Ground and Reason, either in Whole, or in Part,

why it is, rather than not j or why it is as it is,

rather
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rather, than otherwise ; Or, in other Words, 4ny

Antecedent with which a consequent Event is so !

connected, that it truly belongs to the Reason why

the Proposition which affirms that Event, is true I

whether it has any positive Influence, or not.(~And

in an Agreableness to this, I sometimes use the

Word Effect, for the Consequence of another

Thing, which is perhaps rather an Occasion than

a Cause, most properly speaking.

I am the more careful thus to explain my Mean

ing, that I may cut off Occasion, from any that

might seek Occasion to cavil and object against

some Things which I may fay concerning the De-

pendance of all Things which come to pass, on some

Cause, and their Connection with their Cause.

Having thus explain'd what I mean by Cause* j

J. assert, that Nothing ever comes to pass without/

a Cause. What is Self-existent must be from

Eternity, and must be unchangeable :l But as to

all Things that begin to be, they are not Self-ex

istent, and therefore must have some Foundation

of their Existence without themselves. That

whatsoever begins to be, which before was not,

must have a Cause why it then begins to exist,

seems to be the first Dictate of the common and

natural Sense which God hath implanted in the

Minds of all Mankind, and the main Foundation

pf all our- Reasonings about the Existence of

Things, past, present, or to come.
/ r

And this Dictate of common Sense equally re

spects Substances and Modes, or Things and the

Manner and Circumstances of Things. Thus,

if we fee a Body which has hitherto been at Rest,

start out of a State of Rest, and begin to move,

.we do as naturally and necessarily suppose there is

some

V
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some Cause or Reason of this new. Mode of Exis

tence, as of the Existence of a Body it self which

had hitherto not existed. And so if a Body, which

had hitherto moved in a certain Direction, should

suddenly change the Direction of its Motion ; or

if it mould put offit's old Figure, and take a new

one ; or change it's Colour : the Beginning of

these new Modes is a new Event, and the Mind

of Mankind necessarily supposes that there is some

Cause or Reason of them.

If this grand Principle of common Sense be ta

ken away, all Arguing from Effects to Causes

ceaseth, and so all Knowledge of any Existence,

besides what we have by the most direct and im

mediate Intuition. Particularly all our Proof of

the Being of God ceases : We argue his Being

from our own Being, and the Being of other

Things, which we are sensible once were not, but

have begun to be ; and from the Being of the

World, with all it's constituent Parts, and the

Manner of their Existence all which we fee plain

ly are not necessary in their own Nature, and so

not Self-existent, and therefore must have a Cause.

But if Things, not in themselves necessary, may

begin to be without a Cause, all this arguing is -

vain.

Indeed, I will not affirm, that there is in the

Nature of Things no Foundation for the Know

ledge of the Being of God without any Evidence

of it from his Works. I do suppose there is a

gmat Absurdity, in the Nature of Things simply

considered, in supposing that there should be no

God, or in denying Being in general, and sup

posing an eternal, absolute, universal Nothing ;

And therefore that here would be Foundation of

intuitive Evidence that it cannot be, and that

eternal
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eternal infinite most perfect Being must be ; if we

had Strength and Comprehension of Mind suffi

cient, to have a clear Idea of general and univer

fal Being, or, which is the fame Thing, of the

infinite, eternal, most perfect divine Nature and

Essence. But then we should not properly come

to the Knowledge of the Being of God by arguing;

but our Evidence would be intuitive : We should

see it, as we fee other Things that are necessary in

themselves, the Contraries of which are in their

own Nature absurd and contradictory ; as we sec

that twice two is four and as we fee that a Circle

has no Angles. If we had as clear an Idea of

universal infinite Entity, as we have of these other

Things, I suppose we should most intuitively see

the Absurdity of supposing such Being not to be ;

should immediately see there is no Room for the

Question, whether it is possible that Being, in the

most general abstracted Notion of it, should not

be. But we have not that Strength and Extent

of Mind, to know this certainly in this intuitive

independent Manner: But the Way that Man--

kind come to the Knowledge of the Being of God,

is that which the Apostle speaks of, Rom. i. 20.

The invisible "Things of Him, from the Creation of the

World, are clearly seen ; being understood by the Things

that are made ; even his eternal Power and Godhead.

We first ascend, and prove a Posteriori, or from

Effects, that there must be ah.-eternal Cause ; and

then secondly, prove by Argumentation, not In

tuition, that this Being must be necessarily existent;

and then thirdly, from the proved Necessity of his

Existence, we may descend, and prove many of his

Perfections a Priori.

But if once this grand Principle of common

Sense be given up, that what is not necessary in it

self, must have a Cause ; and we begin to maintain,

that
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that Things may come into Existence, and begin

to be, which heretofore have not been, of them

selves, without any Cause ; all our Means of as

cending in our arguing from the Creature to the

Creator, and all our Evidence of the Being of God,

is cut off at one Blow. In this Case, we can't

prove that there is a God, either from the Being

of the World, and the Creatures in it, or from

the Manner of their Being, their Order, Beauty

and Use. For if Things may come into Existence

without any Cause at all, then they doubtless may

without any Cause answerable to the Effect. Our

Minds do alike naturally suppose and determine

both these Things ; namely, that what begins to

be has a Cause, and also that it has a Cause pro

portionable and agreable to the Effect. The same

Principle which leads us to determine, that there

cannot be any Thing coming to pass without a _

Cause, leads us to determine that there cannot be

more in the Effect than in the Cause.

Yea, if once it should be allowed, that Things

may come to pass without a Cause, we should not

only have no Proof of the Being of God, but we

should be without Evidence of the Existence of

any Thing whatsoever, but our own immediately

jf present Ideas and Consciousness. For we have no

j Way to prove any Thing else, but by arguing

j from Effects to Causes : from the Ideas now im

mediately in View, we argue other Things not

immediately in View : from Sensations now ex

cited in us, we infer the Existence of Things with.--

out us, as the Causes of these Sensations : And

from the. Existence of these Things, we argue

other Things, which they depend on, as Effects

on Causes. We infer the past Existence of our

Selves, or any Thing else, by Memory ; only as

we argue, that the Ideas, which are now in our

Minds,-
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Minds, are the Consequences of past Ideas and

Sensations. We immediately perceive nothing

else but the Ideas which are this Moment extant

in our Minds. We perceive or know other Things

only by Means of these, as necessarily connected

with others, and dependent on them. But if

Things may be without Causes, all this necessary

Connection and Dependence is dissolved, and io

all Means of our Knowledge is gone. If there be

no Absurdity or Difficulty in supposing one Thing

to start out of Non-Existence, into Being, of it

self' without a Cause ; then there is no Absurdity

or Difficulty in supposing the same of Millions of

Millions. For Nothing, or no Difficulty multi

plied, still is Nothing, or no Difficulty : Nothing

multiplied by Nothing don't increase the Sum.

And indeed, according to the Hypothesis I am

opposing, of the Acts of the Will coming to pals

without a Cause, it is the Cafe in Fact, that Mil

lions of Millions of Events are continually coming

into Existence Contingently, without any Cause or

Reason why they do so, all over the "World, every

Day and Hour, thro' all Ages. So it is in a con

stant Succession, in every moral Agent. This

Contingency, this efficient Nothing, this effectual

No-Cause, is always ready at Hand, to produce

this Sort of Effects, as long as the Agent exists,

and as often as he has Occasion.

If it were so, that Things only of one Kind,,

4iz. Acts of the Will, seem'd to come to pals of

Themselves ; but those of this Sort in general

came into Being thus ; and it were an Event that -

was continual, and that happen'd in a Course,

wherever were capable Subjects of such Events

this very Thing would demonstrate that there Was

some Cause of them, which made such a Difference
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between this Event and others, and that they did

not really happen contingently. For Contingence

is blind, and does not pick and choose for a par

ticular Sort of Events: Nothing has no Choice.

This No-Cause, which causes no Existence, can't

cause the Existence which comes to pass, to be of"

one particular Sort only, distinguish'd from all

others. Thus, that only one Sort of Matter drops

out of the Heavens, even Water, and that this

comes so often, so constantly and plentifully, all

over the World, in all Ages, shows that there is

some Cause or Reason of the falling of Water out

of the Heavens ; and that something besides meer

Contingence has a Hand in the Matter.

If we should suppose Non-entity to be about to

bring forth ; and Things were coming into Exis

tence, without any Cause or Antecedent, on which

the Existence, or Kind or Manner of Existence

depends ; or which could at all determine whether

the Things should be ; Stones, or Stars, or Beasts,

or Angels, or human Bodies, or Souls, or only

some new Motion or Figure in natural Bodies^ or

some new Sensations in Animals, or new Ideas in

the human Understanding, or new Volitions in

the Will ; or any Thing else of all the infinite

Number of Possibles ; then certainly it would not

be expected, altho' many Millions of Millions of

Things are coming into Existence in this Manner,

all over the Face of the Earth, that they should

all be only of one particular Kind, and that it

should be thus in all Ages, and that this Sort of

Existences should never fail to come to pass where

there is Room for them, or a Subject capable of

them, and that constantly, whenever there is Oc

casion for them.

1

If
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- If any should imagine, there is something in the

Sort of Event that renders it possible for it to

come into Existence without a Cause ; and should

fay, that the free Acts of the Will are Existences

ef an exceeding different Nature from bther

Things by Reason of which they may come inters

Existence without any previous Ground or Reason

of it, tho' other Things cannot ; If they make this

Objection in good Earnest, it would be an Evi

dence of their strangely forgetting themselves :

For they would be giving an Account of some

Ground of the Existence of a Thing, when at the

same Time they would maintain there is no

Ground of it's Existence. Therefore I would ob

serve, that the particular Nature of Existence, be

it never so diverse from others, can lay no Foun

dation for that Thing's coming into Existence

without a Cause ; because to suppose this, would

be to suppose the particular Nature of Existence

to be a Thing prior to the Existence ; and so a

Thing which makes Way for Existence, with such

a Circumstance, namely without a Cause or Reason

of Existence. But that which in any Respect makes

Way for a Thing's coming into Being, or for

any Manner or Circumstance of it's first Existence,

must be prior to the Existence. The distinguisti'd

Nature of the Effect, which is something belong

ing to the Effect, can't have Influence backward,

to act before it is. The peculiar Nature of that

Thing called Volition, can do Nothing, can have

no Influence, while it is not. And asterwards it

is too late for it's Influence : for then the Thing

has made sure of Existence already, without it's

Help.

So that it is indeed as repugnant to Reason, to

suppose that an Act of the Will should come into

Existence without a Cause, as to suppose the hu-

F man
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man Soul, or an Angel, or the Globe of the

Earth* or the whole Universe, should come into

Existence without a Cause. And if once we allow,

that such a Sort of Effect as a Volition may come

to pass without a Cause, how do we know but

that many other Sorts of Effects may do so too ?

9Tis not the particular Kind of Effect that makes

the Absurdity of supposing it has Being without

a Cause, but something which is common to all

Things that ever begin to be, viz. that they are

not Self-existient, or necessary in the Nature of

Things.

Section IV.

Whether Volition can arise without a Cause,

through the Activity of the Nature of the

Soul.

THE Author of the Essay on the Freedom of the

Will in God and the Creatures, in Answer to

that Objection against his Doctrine of a Self-deter

mining Power in the Will, (P. 68, 69.) That no

thing is, or comes to pass, without a sufficient Reason

why it is, and why it is in this Manner rather than

another, allows that it is thus in corporeal Things,

which are properly and philofophically speaking passive

Beings ; but denies that it is thus in SpiritSi -which

are Beings of an active Nature, who have the Spring

of Aclion within themselves, and can determine them

selves. By which it is plainly supposed, that such

an Event as an Act of the Will, may come to pass

in a Spirit, without a sufficient Reason why it

comes to pass, or why it is aster this Manner, ra

ther than another ; by Reason of the Activity of

the Nature of a Spirit.-?-—But certainly this Au

thor,
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thor, in this Matter, must be very unwary and

inadvertent. For,

1. The Objection or Difficulty proposed by this

Author, seems to be forgotten in his Answer or

Solution. The very Difficulty, as he himself

proposes itj is this ; How an Event can come to

pass without a sufficient Reason why it is, or why it is

in this Manner rather than another ? Instead of sol

ving this Difficulty, or answering this Question

with Regard to Volition, as he proposes, he for

gets himself, and answers another Question quite

diverse, and wholly inconsistent with this, viz.

What is a sufficient Reason why it is, and why it

is in this Manner rather than another ? And he

assigns the Active Being's own Determination as the

Cause, and a Cause sufficient for the Effect ; and

leaves all the Difficulty unresolved, and the Ques

tion unanswered, which yet returns, even, How

the Soul's own Determination, which he speaks

of, came to exist, and to be what it was without a

Cause ? The Activity of the Soul may enable it to'

be the Cause of Effects ; but it don't at all enable

or help it to be the Subject of Effects which have

no Cause ; which is the Thing this Author sup

poses concerning Acts of the Will. Activity of

Nature will no more enable a Being to produce

Effects, and determine the Manner of their Exis

tence, within it self, without a Cause, than out of

it self, in some other Being. But if an active Be

ing should, through it's Activity, produce and

determine an Effect in some external Object, how

absurd would it be to say, that the Effect was pro

duced without a Cause !

2. The Question is not so much, How a Spirit

endowed with Activity comes to act, as why it

exerts such an Act, and not another j or why it

F 2 acts
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acts with such a particular Determination ? If Ac

tivity of Nature be the Cause why a Spirit (the

Soul of Man for Instance) acts, and don't lie still ;

yet that alone is not the Cause why it's Action is

thus and thus limited, directed and determined.

Active Nature is a general Thing ; 'us an Ability

or Tendency of Nature to Action, generally taken j

which may be a Cause why the Soul acts as Occa

sion or Reason is given ; but this alone can't be a

sufficient Cause why the Soul exerts such a par

ticular Act, at such a Time, rather than others.

In order to this, there must be something besides

a general Tendency to Action ; there must also be

a particular Tendency to that individual Action.—

If it should be asked, why the Soul of Man uses

it's Activity in such a Manner as it does ; and it

should be answered, that the Soul uses it's Acti

vity thus, rather than otherwise, because it has

Activity ; would such an Answer satisfy a rational

Man ? Would it not rather be looked upon as a

very impertinent one ?

3. An active Being can bring no Effects to pass

by his Activity, but what are consequent upon

his acting : He produces Nothing by his Activity,

any other Way than by the Exercise of his Acti

vity, and so Nothing but the Fruits of it's Exer

cise : He brings Nothing to pass by a dormant

Activity. But the Exercise of his Activity is Ac

tion ; and so his Action, or Exercise of his Ac

tivity, must be prior to the Effects of his Acti

vity. If an active Being produces an Effect in

another Being, about which his Activity is con

versant, the Effect being the Fruit of his Activity,

his Activity must be first exercised or exerted,

and the Effect of it must follow. So it must be,

with equal Reason, if the active Being is his own

f Object, and his Activity is conversant about Him

self,
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self, to produce and determine some Effect in

himself ; still the Exercise of his Activity must go

before the Effect, which he brings to pass and de

termines by it. And therefore his Activity can't

be the Cause of the Determination of the first Ac

tion, or Exercise of Activity it self, whence the

Effects of Activity arise ; for that would imply

a Contradiction ; It would be to say, the first Ex- .

ercise of Activity is before the first Exercise of

Activity, and is the Cause of it.

4. That the Soul, tho' an active Substance,

can't diversify it's own Acts, but by first acting ;

or be a determining Cause of different Acts, or any

different Effects, sometimes of one Kind, and

sometimes of another, any other Way than in

Consequence of it's own diverse Acts, is manifest

by this ; That if so, then the same Cause, the same

causal Power, Force or Influeuce, without, Varia

tion in any Respect, would produce different Effects

at different Times. For the fame Substance of the

Soul before it acts, and the fame active Nature of

the Soul before it is exerted (i. e. , before in the

Order of Nature) would be the Cause of different

Effects, viz. different Volitions at different Times.

But the Substance of the Soul before it acts, and

it's active Nature before it is exerted, are the fame

without Variation. For 'tis some Act that makes

the first Variation in the Cause, as to any causal

Exertion, Force or Influence. But if it be so,

that the Soul has no different Causality, or diverse

causal Force or Influence, in producing these di

verse Effects ; then 'tis evident, that the Soul has

no Influence, no Hand in the diversity of the Ef-.

sect ; and that the Difference of the Effect can't

be owing to any Thing in the Soul ; or which is

the fame Thing, the Soul don't determine the

Diversity of the Effect ; which is contrary to the

F 3 Sup
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Supposition. 'Tis true, the Substance of the

Soul before it acts, and before there is any Diffe

rence in that Respect, may be in a different State

and Circumstances : But those whom I oppose,

will not allow the different Circumstances of the

Soul to be the determining Causes of the Acts of

the Will ; as being contrary to their Notion of

Self-determination and Self-motion.

5. Let us suppose, as these Divines do, that

there are no Acts of the Soul, strictly speaking,

but free Volitions ; Then it will follow, that the

Soul is an active Being in Nothing further than it

is a voluntary or elective Being ; and whenever it

produces Effects actively, it produces Effects vo

luntarily and electively. But to produce Effects

thus, is the fame Thing as to produce Effects in

Consequence of, and according to it's own Choice.

And if so, then surely the Soul don't by it's Ac

tivity produce all it's own Acts of Will or Choice

themselves : For this, by the Supposition, is to

produce all it's free Acts of Choice voluntarily and

electively, or in Consequence of it's own free Acts

of Choice, which brings the Matter directly to the

fore-mentioned Contradiction, of a free Act of

Choice before the first free Act of Choice. — Ac

cording to these Gentlemen's own Notion of Ac

tion, if there arises in the Mind a Volition with-

pu£a free Act of the Will or Choice to determine

and produce it, the Mind is not the active volun

tary Cause of that Volition ; because it don't arise

from, nor is regulated by Choice or Design. And

therefore it can't be, that the Mind should be the

active, voluntary, determining Cause of the first

and leading Volition that relates to the Affair.—

The Mind's being a designing Cause, only enables

it to produce Effects in Consequence of it's Design ;

it will not enable it to be the designing Cause of

. all
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all it's own Designs. The Mind's being an elective

Cause, will only enable it to produce Effects in

Consequence of it's Elections^ and according to

them ; but can't enable it to be the elective Cause

of all it's own Elections j because that supposes an

Election before the first Election. So the Mind's

being an active Cause enables it to produce Effects

in Consequence of it's own Æs, but can't enable

it to be the determining Cause of all it's own Acts;

for that is still in the fame Manner a Contradic

tion ; as it supposes a determining Act conversant'

about the first Act, and prior to it, having a cau

sal Influence on it's Existence, and Manner of

, Existence.

1 can conceive of Nothing else that can be meant

by the Soul's having Power to cause and deter

mine it's own Volitions, as a Being to whom God

has given a Power of Action, but this ; that God

has given Power to the Soul, sometimes at least,

to excite Volitions at it's Pleasure, or according

as it chuses. And this certainly supposes, in al}

such Cases, a Choice preeeeding all Volitions

which are thus caused, even the first of them.

Which runs into the fore-mentioned great Absur

dity.

Therefore the Activity of the Nature of the

Soul affords no Relief from the Difficulties which

the Notion of a Self-determining Power in the

Will is attended with, nor will it help, in the

Jeast, it's Absurdities and Inconsistences.

Section

»
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Section V.

Shewing, that, if the Things asserted in these

Evasions should besupposed to be true, they are

altogether impertinent, and can't help the

Cause of Arminian Liberty ; And how (this

being the State of the Cafe) Arminian Writers

are obliged to talk inconsistently.

WHAT was last observed in the preceeding

Section may shew, not only'that the active

Nature of the Soul can't be a Reason why an Act

of the Will is, or why it is in this Manner, rather

than another ; but also that if it could be so, and

it could be proved that Volitions are contingent

Events, in that Sense, that their Being and Man

ner of Being is not fix'd or determined by any

Cause, or any Thing antecedent ; it would not at

all serve the Purpose of Arminians, to establish the

Freedom of the Will, according to their Notion

of it's Freedom, as consisting in the Will's Deter

mination ofit's self ; which supposes every free Act

of the Will to be determined by some Act of the

Will going before to determine it; in as much as

for the Will to determine a Thing, is the fame as

for the Soul to determine a Thing by Willing ; and

there is no Way that the Will can determine an

Act of the Will, than by willing that Act of the

Will, or, which is the fame Thing, chusing it. So

that here must be two Acts of the Will in the

Case, one going before another, one conversant

about the other, and the latter the Object of the

former, and chosen by the former. If the Will

don't cause and determine the Act by Choice, it

don't cause or determine it at all ; for that which

is
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is not determined by Choice, is not determined

voluntarily or willingly : And to fay, that the Will

determines something which the Soul don't deter

mine willingly, is as much as to fay, that some

thing is done by the Will, which the Soul don't

do with it's Will.

. So that if Arminian Liberty of Will, consisting

in the Will's determining it's own Acts, be main

tained, the old Absurdity and Contradiction must

be maintained, that every free Act of Will is

caused and determined by a foregoing free Act of

Will. Which don't consist with the free Act's

arising without any Cause, and being so contingent,

as not to be fix'd by any Thing sore-going. So

that this Evasion must be given up, as not at all

relieving, and as that which, instead of support

ing this Sort of Liberty, directly destroys it.

Apd if it should be supposed, that the Soul de

termines it's own Acts of Will some other Way,

than by a foregoing Act of Will ; still it will not

help the Cause of their Liberty of Will. If it de

termines them by an Act of the Understanding,

or some other Power, then the Will don't deter

mine itself ; and so the Self-determining Power of

berty, by the Soul's being determined by some

thing besides iss own Choice? The Acts of the

Will, it is true, may be directed, and effectually

determined and fix'd ; but it is not done by the

Soul's own Will and Pleasure : There is no Exer-j

cife at all of Choice or Will in producing the Ef

fect : And if Will and Choice are not exercised in/

\t, how is the Liberty of the Will exercised in it ? ,￼

 

And what Liberty is there

to their own Opinion of Li-

 

So
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So that let Arminians turn which Way they

please with their Notion of Liberty, consisting in

the Will's determining it's own Acts, their No

tion destroys it self. If they hold every free Act:

of Will to be determined by the.. Soul's own free

Choice, or foregoing free Act of Will ; foregoing,

either in the Order of Time, or Nature ; it im

plies that gross Contradiction, that the first free

Act belonging to the Affair, is determined by a

free Act which is before it. Or if they fay that

the free Acts of the Will are determined by some

other Act of the Soul, and not an Act of Will or

Choice. This also destroys their Notion of Li

berty, consisting in the Acts of the Will being

determined by the Will it self; or if they hold

that the Acts of the Will are determined by No

thing at all that is prior to them, but that they are

contingent in that Sense, that they are determined

and fixed by no Cause at all ; this also destroys

their Notion of Liberty, consisting in the Will's

determining it's own Acts.

This being the true State of the Arminian No

tion of Liberty, it hence comes to pass, that the

Writers that defend it are forced into gross Incon-

sistences, in what they fay upon this Subject. To

instance in Dr. Whitby j he in his Discourse on the

Freedom of the Will, * opposes the Opinion of

the Calvinists, who place Man's Liberty only in a

Power of doing what He will, as that wherein they

plainly agree with Mr. Hobbes. And yet he him

self mentions the very fame Notion of Liberty,

as the Dictate of the Sense and common Reason of

Mankind, and a Rule laid down by the Light of Na

ture; viz. that Liberty is a Power of acting from

our Selves, or DOING WHAT WE WILL- f This

* In his Book on the five Pointsj 2d Edit. P. 350, 351, 352.

+ Ibid. P. 325, 326.
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is indeed, as he fays, a Thing agreable to tbt

Sense and common Reason of Mankind and therefore

'tis not so much to be wondered at, that he una

wares acknowledges it against himself: For if

Liberty don't consist in this, what else can be de

vised that it mould consist in ? If it be said, as

Dr. Wbitby elsewhere insists, that it don't only

consist in Liberty of doing what we will, but also

a Liberty of willing without Necessity ; still the

Question returns, What does that Liberty of wil*

ling without Necessity consist in, but in a Power

of willing as ive please, without being impeded by

a contrary Necessity ? or in other Words, a Li

berty for the Soul in it's willing to act according to

it's own Choice ? Yea, this very Thing the fame

Author seems to allow, and suppose again and

again, in the Use he makes of Sayings of the

Fathers, whom he quotes as his Vouchers. Thus

he cites the Words of Origen, which he produces

as a Testimony on his Side ; $ The Soul atlt By

HER OWN CHOICE, and it is free for her to in

cline to whatever Tart SHE WILL. And those /

Words of Justin Martyr ; § The Doctrine of the

Christians is this, that Nothing is done or suffered ac

cording to Fate, but that every Man doth Good or

EviUCCORDING TO HIS OWNFREE CHOICE.

And from Eusebius, these Words ; || If Fate be

establish'd, Philosophy and Piety are overthrown.

All these Things depending upon the Necessity introduced

by the Stars, and not upon Meditation and Exercise

PROCEEDING FROM OUR OWN FREE

CHOICE. And again, the Words of Maccarius ;

* God, to preserve the Liberty of Man's Will, suffered

their Bodies to die, that it might be IN 1 HEIR

CHOICE to tarn to Good or Evil. They who are

atled by the Holy Spirit, are not held under any Ne-

% In his Book on the five Points, zd Edit. P. 342. 5

P. 360. (| Ibid. P. 363. * Ibid. 369, 370.

ceffity,
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cefsity, but have Liberty to turn themselves, and DO

WHM1HET WILL in this Life.

Thus, the Doctor in Effect comes into that very

Notion of Liberty, which the Cahinists have ;

which he at the fame Time condemns, as agree

ing with the Opinion of Mr. Hobbes, namely,

the Soul's acting by it's own Choice, Men's doing

Good or Evil according to their ownfree Choice, Their

being in that Exercise which proceeds from their own

free Choice, Having it in their Choice to turn to Good

or Evil, and doing what they will. So that if Men

exercise this Liberty in the Acti of the Will them

selves, it must be in exerting Acts of Will as they

will, or according to their own free Choice-, or ex

erting Acts of Will that proceed from their Choice.

And if it be so, then let every onejudge whether

this don't suppose a free Choice going before the

free Act of Will, or whether an Act of Choice

don't go before that Act of the Will which pro

ceeds from it. And if it be thus with all free Acts

of the Will, then let every one judge, whether it

won't follow that there is a free Choice or Will

going before the first free Act of the Will exerted

in the Case. And then let every one judge, whe

ther this be not a Contradiction. And finally,

let every one judge whether in the Scheme of these

Writers there be any Possibility of avoiding these

Absurdities. •

If Liberty consists, as Dr. Whitby himself says,

in a Man's doing what He will ; and a Man exer

cises this Liberty, not only in external Actions,"

but in the Acts of the Will themselves ; then so

far as Liberty is exercised in the latter, it consists

in willing what he wills : And if any fay so, one

" of these two Things must be meant, either i . That

a Man has Power to will, as he does will ; becaur~

wh.
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what he wills, he wills ; and therefore has Power

to will what he has Power to will. If this be their

Meaning, then all this mighty Controversy about

Freedom of the "Will and Self-determining Power,

comes wholly to Nothing ; all that is contended

for being no more than this, That the Mind of

Man does what it does, and is the Subject of what

it is the Subject of, or that what is, is ; wherein

None has any Controversy with them. Or, 2. The

Meaning must be, that a Man has Power to will

as he pleases or chuses to will : That is, he has

Power by one Act of Choice, to chuse another j

by an antecedent Act of "Will to chuse a conse

quent Act ; and therein to execute his own Choice.

And if this be their Meaning, it is nothing but

shuffling with those they dispute with, and baffling

their own Reason. For still the Question returns,

wherein lies Man's Liberty in that antecedent Act

of "Will which chose the consequent Act. The An

swer according to the same Principles must be,

that his Liberty in this also lies in his willing as

he would, or as he chose, or agreable to another

Act of Choice preceeding that. And so the Que

stion returns in infinitum., and the like Answer

must be made in infinitum : In order to support

their Opinion, there must be no Beginning, but

free Acts of Will must have been chosen by fore

going free Acts of Will, in the Soul of every

Man, without Beginning ; and so before he had

a Being, from all Eternity.

Section
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Section VI.

Concerning the Wilss determining in *Things

which are perfectly indifferent, in the View

of the Mind.

\ Great Argument for Self-determining Power,

±\. is the supposed Experience we universally

' have of an Ability to determine our Wills, in

Cases wherein no prevailing Motive is presented :

The Will (as is supposed) has it's Choice to make

between two or more Things, that are perfectly

equal in the View of the Mind ; and the Will is

apparently altogether indifferent ; and yet we find

no Difficulty in coming to a Choice ; the Will

can instantly determine it self to one, by a sove

reign Power which it has over it self, without be

ing moved by any preponderating Inducement.

Thus the forementioned Author of an EJsay on

the Freedom of the Will, &c. P. 25, 26, 27, sup

poses, " That there are many Instances, wherein

" the Will is determined neither by present Un-

" easiness, nor by the greatest apparent Good, nor

" by the last Dictate of the Understanding, nor

" by any Thing else, but meerly by it self, as a

** sovereign Self-determining Power of the Soul v

" and that the Soul does not will this or that Ac-

" tioh, in some Cases, by any other Influence,

" but because it will. Thus (fays he) I can turn

" my Face to the South, or the North ; I can ,

" point with my Finger upward, or downward.—

" And thus, in some Cases, the Will determines

" it self in a very sovereign Manner, because it

" will, without a Reason borrowed from the Un-

" derstanding : and hereby it discovers it's own

" perfect Power of Choice, rising from within it

? self,
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" self, and free from all Influence or Restraint of

** any Kind." And in Pages 66, 70, and 73, 74.

This Author very exprefly supposes the Will in

many Cases to be determined by no Motive at all,

and acts altogether without Motive, er Ground of

Preference.—Here I would observe,

1 . The very Supposition which is here made,

directly contradicts and overthrows it self. For

the Thing supposed, wherein this grand Argument

consists, is, That among several Things the Will

actually chuses one before another, at the fame

Time that it is perfectly indifferent ; which is the

very fame Thing as to fay, the Mind has a Pre

ference, at the fame Time that it has no Prefe

rence. What is meant can't be, that the Mind is

indifferent before it comes to have a Choice, or

'till it has a Preference ; or, which is the fame

Thing, that the Mind is indifferent until it comes

to be not indifferent. For certainly this Author

did not suppose he had a Controversy with any

Person in supposing this. And then it is Nothing

to his Purpose, that the Mind which chuses, was

indifferent once ; unless it chuses, remaining in

different ; for otherwise, it don't chuse at all in

that Case of Indifference, concerning which is all

the Question. Besides, it appears in Fact, that

the Thing which this Author supposes, is not that

the Will chuses one Thing before another, con

cerning which it is indifferent before it chuses ; but

also is indifferent when it chuses ; and that it's be

ing otkerwise than indifferent is not 'till asterwards,

in Consequence of it's Choice ; that the chosen

Thing's appearing preferable and more agreable

than another, arises from it's Choice already made.

His Words are (P. 30.) " Where the Objects

" which are proposed, appear equally fit or good,

^ the Will is left without a Guide or Director ;

" and
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" and therefore must take it's own Choice, by it's

** own Determination; it being properly a Self-

" determining Power. And in such Cases the

" Will does as it were make a Good to it self by

.** it's own Choice, /'. e. creates it's own Pleasure

" or Delight in this Self-chosen Good. Even as

" a Man by seizing upon a Spot of unoccupied

** Land, in an uninhabited Country, makes it his

" own Possession and Property, and as such re-

" joyces in it. Where Things were indifferent

" before, the Will finds Nothing to make them

" more agreable, considered meerly in themselves j

" but the Pleasure it feels ARISING FROM

" IT'S OWN CHOICE, and it's Perseverance

" therein. We love many Things which we

" have chosen, AND PURELY BECAUSE

" WE CHOSE THEM."

This is as much as to fay, that we first begin to

prefer many Things, now ceasing any longer to

be indifferent with Respect to them, purely be

cause we have prefer'd and chosen them before.—

These Things must needs be spoken inconside

rately by this Author. Choice or Preference

can't be before it self, in the same Instance, either

in the Order of Time or Nature : It can't be the

Foundation of it self, or the Fruit or Consequence

of it iels. The very Act of chusing one Thing

rather than another, is preferring that Thing, and

that is setting a higher Value on that Thing. But

that the Mind sets an higher Value on one Thing

than another, is npt, in the first Place, the Fruit .

of it's setting a higher Value on that Thing.

This Author says, P. 36. " The Will may be

" perfectly indifferent, and yet the Will may de-

" termine it self to chuse one or the other." And

again in the same Page, " I am entirely irt-

" different
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" different to either ; and yet my Will may de-

" termine it self to chuse." And again, " Which

" I shall chnse must be determii.ed by the meer

" Act of my Will." If the Choice is determined

by a meer Act of Will, then the Choice is deter

mined by a meer Act of Choice. And concern

ing this Matter, viz. that the Act of the Will it

self is determined by an Act of Choice, this Wri

ter is express, in P. 72. Speaking of the Cafe1,

where there is no superiour Fitness in Objects pre

sented, he has these Words : " There it must act

" by it's own CHOICE, and determine it self as

" it PLEASES." Where it is supposed that the

very Determination, which is the Ground and Spring

of the Will's Act, is an Act of Choice and Pleasure,

wherein one Act is more agreable, and the Mind

better pleased in it than another ; and this Prefe

rence, and superiour Pleasedness is the Ground of all

it does in the Case. And if so, the Mind is not

indifferent when it determines it self, but had ra

ther do one Thing than another, had rather deter

mine it self one Way than another. And there

fore the Will don't act at all in Indifference ; not

so much as in the first Step it takes, or the first

Rise and Beginning of it's acting. If it be possi

ble for the Understanding to act in Indifference,

yet to be sure the Will never does ; because the

Will's beginning to act is the very fame Thing as

it's beginning to chuse or prefer. And if in the

very first Act of the Will, the Mind prefers some

thing, then the Idea of that Thing prefer'd, does

at that Time preponderate, or prevail in the

Mind j or, which is the fame Thing, the Idea

of it has a prevailing Influence on the Will. So

that this wholly destroys the Thing supposed, viz.

That the Mind can by a sovereign Power chuse

one of two or more Things, which in the View

of the Mind are, in every Respect, perfectly

G equal,
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equal, one of which does not at all preponderate,

nor has any prevailing Influence on the Mind a-

bove another.

So that this Author, in his grand Argument

for the Ability of the Will to chuse one of two,

or more Things, concerning which it is perfectly

indifferent, does at the fame Time, in Effect,

deny the Thing he supposes, and allows and as

serts the Point he endeavours to overthrow ; even

that the Will, in chusing, is subject to no pre

vailing Influence of the Idea, or View of the

Thing chosen. And indeed it is impossible to

offer this Argument without overthrowing it ; the

Thing supposed in it being inconsistent with it

self, and that which denies it self. To suppose

the Will to act at all in a State of perfect Indiffe

rence, either to determine it self, or to do any

Thing else, is to assert that the Mind chuses witk-

out chusing. To fay that when it is indifferent,

it can doas it pleases, is to fay that it can follow

it's Pleasure, when it has no Pleasure to follow.

And therefore if there be any Difficulty in the In

stances of two Cakes, or two Eggs &c. which are

exactly alike, one as good as another concerning

which this Author supposes the Mind in Fact has

a Choice^ and so in Effect supposes that it has a

Preference ; it as much concern'd Himself to solve

the Difficulty, as it does those whom he opposes.

For ifthese Instances prove any Thing to his Pur

pose, they prove that a Man chuses without

.Choice. And yet this is not to his Purpose ; be

cause if this is what he asserts, his own Words are

as much against him, and do as much contradict

him, as the Words of those he disputes against;

can do.

2. There
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2. There is no great Difficulty in shewing, in

iuch Instances as are alledged, not only that it

must needs be so, that the Mind must be influenced

in it's Choice by something that has a preponde

rating Influence upon it, but also bow it is Jo. A

little Attention to our own Experience, and a di

stinct Consideration of the Acts of our own Minds

in such Cases, will be sufficient to clear up the

Matter.

Thus, supposing I have a Chess-board before

me ; and because I am required by a Superiour, or

desired by a Friend, or to make some Experiment

concerning my own Ability and Liberty, or on

some other Consideration, I am determined to

touch some one of the Spots or Squares on the

Board with my Finger ; not being limited or di -

rected in the first Proposal, or my own first Pur

pose, which is general, to any one in particular ;

and there being nothing in the Squares in them

selves considered, that recommends any one of all

the sixty four, more than another : In this Case,

my Mind determines to give it self up to what is

vulgarly called Accident *, by determining to touch

that Square which happens to be most in View,

which my Eye is especially upon at that Moment,

or which happens to be then most in my Mind, or

which I shall be directed to by some other such

like Accident. Here are several Steps of the

Mind's proceeding (tho' all may be done as it

were in a Moment) the first Step is it's general De

termination that it will touch one of the Squares,

G 2 The

* I have elsewhere observed what that is which is vulgarly

called Accident ; That it is nothing akin to the Arminian meta

physical Notion of Contitigence, something not connected with

any Thing foregoing ; But that it is something that comes to

pass in the Course os Things, in some Affair that Men are

concerned in, unforeseen, and not owing to their Design.
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The next Step is another general Determination to

give it self up to Accident, in some certain Way ;

as to touctiVthat which fhalUbe most in the Eye or

Mind at that Time, "or to some other such-like

Accident. The third and last Step is a particular

Determination to touch a certain individual Spot,

even that Square, which, by that Sort of Accident

the Mind has pitched upon, has actually offered

it self beyond others. Now 'tis apparent that in

none of these several Steps does the Mind proceed

in absolute Indifference, but in each of them is

influenced by a preponderating Inducement. So

it is in the first Step; The Mind's general Deter

mination to touch one of the sixty four Spots :

The Mind is not absolutely indifferent whether it

does so or no : It is induced to it, for the Sake of

making some Experiment, or by the Desire of a

Friend, or some other Motive that prevails. So

it is in the second jStep, The Mind's determining

to give it self up to Accident, by touching that

which shall be most in the Eye, or the Idea of

which (hall be most prevalent in the Mind &c.

The Mind is not absolutely indifferent whether it

proceeds by this Rule or no ; but chuses it, be

cause it appears at that Time a convenient and re

quisite Expedient in order to fulfil the general

Purpose asoresaid. And so it is in the third and

last Step, It's determining to touch that individual

Spot which actually does prevail in the Mind's

View. The Mind is not indifferent concerning

this j but is influenced by a prevailing Induce

ment and Reason ; which is, that this is a Prose

cution of the preceeding Determination, which

appeared requisite, and was fiVd before in the se

cond Step.

Accident will ever serve a Man, without hin-

dring him a Moment, in such a Case. It will al-

- • • ways
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ways be so among a Number of Objects in View,

one will prevail in the Eye, or in Idea beyond

others. When we nave our.iEyes open in the clear

Sun-shine, many Objects strike the Eye at once,

and innumerable Images may be at once painted

in it by the Rays of Light but the Attention of

the Mind is not equal to. several of them at once ;

or if it be, it don't continue so for any Time.

And so it is with Respect to the Ideas of the Mind

in general : Several Ideas are not in equal Strength

in the Mind's View and Notice at once ; or at

least, don't remain so for any sensible Continuance.

There is nothing in the Worjd more constantly

varying, than the Ideas of the Mind ; They don't

remain precisely in the same State for the least per

ceivable Space of Time : as is evident by this,

That all perceivable Time is judged and perceived

by the Mind only by the Succession or the succes

sive Changes of it's own Ideas. Therefore while

the Views or Perceptions of the Mind remain pre

cisely in the fame State, there is no perceivable

Space or Length of Time, because no sensible

Succession at all.

As the Acts of the Will, in each Step of the

fore-mentioned Proceedure, don't come to pass

without a particular Cause, every Act is owing

to a prevailing Inducement ; so the Accident, as

I have called it, or that which happens in the un

searchable Course of Things, to which the Mind

yields it self, and by which it is guided, is not any

Thing that comes to pass without a Cause -, and

the Mind in determining to be guided by it, is

not determined by something that has no Cause ;

any more than if it determined to be guided by a

Lot, or the casting of a Die. For thp' the Die's

falling in such a Manner be accidental to him that

casts it, yet none will suppose that there is no

. G 3 Cause
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Cause why it falls as it does. The involuntary

Changes in the Succession of our Ideas, tho' the

Cause may not be observed, have as much a Cause,

as the changeable Motions of the Motes that float

in the Air, or the continual, infinitely various,

successive Changes of the Unevenesses on the Sur

face of the Water.

There are two Things especially, which are pro

bably the Occasions of Confusion in the Minds of

them who insist upon it, that the Will acts in a

proper Indifference, and without being moved by

any Inducement, in it's Determinations in such

Cases as have been mentioned.

i . They seem to mistake the Point in Question,

or at least not to keep it distinctly in View. The

Question they dispute about, is, Whether the

Mind be indifferent about the Objects presented,

one of which is to be taken, touch'd, pointed to

&c. -as two Eggs, two Cakes, which appear equal

ly good. Whereas the Question to be considered,

is, Whether the Person be indifferent with Respect

to his own Actions ; whether he don't, on some

Consideration or other, prefer one Act with Re

spect to these Objects before another. The Mind

in it's Determination and Choice, in these Cases,

is not most immediately and directly conversant

about the Objects presented ; but the Acts to be done

concerning these Objects. The Objects may ap

pear equal, and the Mind may never properly

make any Choice between them : But the next

Act of the Will being about the external Actions

to be performed, Talcing, Touching &c. these

may not appear equal, and one Action may pro

perly be chosen before another. In each Step of

the Mind's Progress, the Determination is not a-

bout the Objects, unless indirectly and improper

ly, but about the Actions, which it - chuses for

other
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other Reasons than any Preference of the Ob

jects, and for Reasons not taken at all from the

Objects. •

There is no Necessity of supposing, that -the

Mind does ever at all properly chuse one of the

Objects before another ; either before it has taken,

or asterwards. Indeed the Man chuses to take or

touch one rather than another ; but not because it

chuses the 'thing taken, or touch''d ; but from fo

reign Considerations. The Case may be so, that

of two Things offered, a Man may, for certain

Reasons, chuse and prefer the taking of that which

he undervalues, and chuse to neglect to take that

which his Mind prefers. In such a Case, chusing

the Thing taken, and chusing to take, are diverse :

and so they are in a Case where the Things pre

sented are equal in the Mind's Esteem, and nei

ther of them preferred. All that Fact and Ex

perience makes evident, is, that the Mind chuses

one Action rather than another. And therefore

the Arguments which they bring, in order to be

to their Purpose, ought to be to prove that the

Mind chuses the Action in perfect Indifference,

with Respect to that Action ; and not to prove that

the Mind chuses the Action in perfect Indifference

with Respect to the Object ; which is very possible,

and yet the Will not act at all without prevalent

Inducement, and proper Preponderation."

2. Another Reason of Confusion and Difficulty

in this Matter, seems to be, not distinguishing

between a general Indifference, or an Indifference

with Respect to what is to be done in a more dis

tant and general View of it, and a particular In

difference, or an Indifference with Respect to the

next immediate Act, view'd with it's particular

and present Circumstances. A Man may be per

fectly indifferent with Respect to his own Actions,

G 4 in
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in the former Respect ; and yet not in the latter.

Thus, in the foregoing Instance of touching one

one of. the Squares of a Chess-board ; when'tis first

proposed that I should touch one of them, 1 may

be perfectly indifferent which I touch ; because as

yet I view the Matter remotely and generally, be

ing but in the first Step of the Mind's Progress

in the Affair. But yet, when I am actually come

to the last Step, and the very next Thing to be

determined is, which is to be touch'd, having al

ready determined that I. will touch that which

happens to be most in my Eye or Mind, and my

Mind being now fix'd on a particular one, the

Act oi touching that, considered thus immediate

ly, and in these particular present Circumstances,

is not what my Mind is absolutely indifferent

about.

Section VII.

Concerning the Notion of Liberty of Will con"

fjling in Indifference.

WHAT has been said in the foregoing Sec

tion, has a Tendency in some Measure to

evince the Absurdity of the Opinion of such as

place Liberty in Indifference, or in that Equili

brium whereby the Will is without all antecedent

Determination or Bias, and left hitherto free from

any prepossessing Inclination to one Side or the

other ; that the Determination of the Will to ei

ther Side may be entirely from it self, and that it

may be owing only to it's own Power, and that

Sovereignty which it has over it self, that it goes

this Wav rather than that *.

But

* Dr. Wbithy, and some othei ^rainians, make a Distinc

tion of different Kinds of Freedom ; one of God, and per
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But in as much as this has been of such lon°-

standing, and has been so generally received, and

so much insisted on by Pelagians, Semi- Pelagians,

"Jesuits, Socinians, Arminians, and others, it may-

deserve a more full Consideration. And therefore

I (hall now proceed to a more particular and tho

rough Enquiry into this Notion.

Now left some mould suppose that I don't un

derstand those that place Liberty in Indifference,

or should charge me with misrepresenting their

Opinion, I would signify, that I am sensible, there

are some, who when they talk of the Liberty of

the Will as consisting in Indifference, express

themselves as tho' they would not be understood

of the Indifference of the Inclination or Tendency

of the Will, but of, I know not what, Indifference

of the Soul's Power of Willing ; or that the Will,

with Respect to it's Power or Ability to chuse, is

indifferent, can go either Way indifferently, either

to

sect Spirits above ; another of Persons in a State of Trial.

The former Dr. Whitby allows to consist with Necessity ; ths

latter he holds to be without Necessity: Arid this latter he

supposes to be requisite to our being the Subjects of Praise or

Dispraise, Rewards or Punishments Precepts and Prohibitions,

Promises and Threats, Exhortations and Denotations, and a

'Covenant-Treaty. And to this Freedom he supposes Indiffe

rence to be requisite. In his Discourse on the five Points, P. 299,

300, he fays; " It is a Freedom (speaking of a Freedom not ^

only from Co-action, but from Necessity) requisite, as we

" conceive, to render us capable of Trial or Probation, and to

" render our Actions worthy of Praise or Dispraise, and our

" Persons of Rewards or Punishments." And in the next Page,

speaking of the same Matter, He says, " Excellent to this

•' Purpose, are the Words of DAt.Shornc'ihe: Wefay not, that

" Indifference is requijite to all Freeiorti, but to the Freedom ofMm

" alone in this State of Travail and Proficicnce : the Ground of

** <-Mbich is God\i Tender of a Treaty, and Conditions of Peace and

" Reconcilement to /alien Man, together with those Precepts and

" Prohibitions, those Promises and "Threats, those Exhortations and

" Deportations, it is enforced ivitb".
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to the right Hand or left, either act or, forbear to

act, one as well as the other. Tho' this seems to

be a Refining only of some particular Writers,

and newly invented, and which will by no Means

consist with the Manner of Expression used by the

Defenders of Liberty of Indifference in general.

And I wish such Refiners would thoroughly con

sider, whether they distinctly know their own

Meaning, when they make a Distinction between

Indifference of the Soul as to it's Power or Ability

of Willing or Chusing, and the Soul's Indifference

as to the Preference or Choice it self ; and whether

they don't deceive themselves in imagining that

they have any distinct Meaning at all. The In

difference of the Soul as to it's Ability or Power

to Will, must be the fame Thing as the Indiffe

rence of the State of the Power or Faculty of the

Will, or the Indifference of the State which the

Soul it self, which has that Power or Faculty,

hitherto remains in, as to the Exercise of that

Power, in the Choice it shall by and by make.

But not to insist any longer on the Abstruseness

and Inexplicableness of this Distinction ; let what

will be supposed concerning the Meaning of them

that make Use of it, thus much must at least be

intended by Arminicns, when they talk of Indiffe

rence as essential to Liberty of Will, if they in

tend any Thing, in any Respect to their Purpose,

viz. That it is such an Indifference as leaves the

Will not determined already ; but free from ac

tual Possession, and vacant of Predetermination,

so far, that there may be Room for the Exercise

of the Self-determining Power of the Will ; and that

the Will's Freedom consists in, or depends upon

this Vacancy and Opportunity that is left for the

Will it sejf to be the Determiner of the Act that

is to be the free Act.

And
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And here I would observe in the first Place, that

to make out this Scheme of Liberty, the Indiffe

rence must be perfeil and absolute ; there must be

a perfect Freedom from all antecedent Preponde-

ration or Inclination. Because if the Will be al

ready inclined, before it exerts it's own sovereign

Power on it self, then it's Inclination is not whol

ly owing to it self : If when two Opposites are

proposed to the Soul for it's Choice, the Proposal

don't find the Soul wholly in a State of Indiffe

rence, then it is not found in a State of Liberty

for meer Self-determination.——The least Degree

of antecedent Bias must be inconsistent with their

Notion of Liberty. For so long as prior Inclina

tion posteffes the Will, and is not removed, it binds

the Will, so that it is utterly impossible that the

Will sttould act otherwise than agreably to it.

Surely the Will can't act or chuse contrary to a

remaining prevailing Inclination of the Will. To

suppose otherwise, would be the same Thing as to

suppose, that the Will is inclined contrary to it's

present prevailing Inclination, or contrary to what

it is inclined to. That which the Will chuses and

prefers, that, all Things considered, it prepon

derates and inclines to. It is equally impossible

for the Will to chuse contrary to it's own remain

ing and present preponderating Inclination, as 'tis

to prefer contrary to it's own present Preference, or

chuse contrary to it's own present Choice. The Will

therefore, so long as it is under the Influence of

an old preponderating Inclination, is not at Li

berty for a new free Act, or any Act that shall

now be an Act of Self-determination. The. Act

which is a Self-determin'd free Act, must be an

Act which the Will determines in the possession

and Use of such a Liberty, as consists in a Free

dom from every Thing, which, if it were there,

would make it impossible that the Will, at that

Time,
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Time, should be otherwise than that Way to

which it tends.

If any one should say, there is no Need that the

Indifference should be perfect: ; but altho' a former

Inclination and Preference still remains, yet, if it

ben't very strong and violent, possibly the Strength

of the Will may oppose and overcome it :—

This is g.ofly absurd ; for the Strength of the

Will, let it be never so great, does not at all en

able it to act one Way, and not the contrary Way,

both at the same Time. It gives it no such So

vereignty and Command, as to cause it self to pre

fer and not to prefer at the same Time, or to

chuse contrary to it's own present Choice.

Therefore, if there be the least Degree of ante

cedent Prepanderation of the Will, it must be per

fectly abolished, before the Will can be at Liberty

to determine it felt the contrary Way. And if

the Will determines it self the fame Way, it was

not a jree Determination, because the Will is not

wholly at Liberty in so doing : It's Determina

tion is not altogetherfrom it self, but it was partly-

determined before, in it's prior Inclination : And

all the Freedom the Will exercises in the Case, is-

in an Increase of Inclination, which it gives it self,

over and above what it had by foregoing Bias ;

so much is from it self, and so much is from per

fect Indifference. For tho' the Will had a pre

vious Tendency that Way, yet as to that ad

ditional Degree of Inclination, it had no Ten

dency. Therefore the previous Tendency is of no

Consideration, with Respect to the Act wherein

the Will is free. So that it comes to the fame

Thing which was said at tirst, that as to the Act

of the Will, wherein the Will is fee, there must

be perfefl Indifference, or Equilibrium.

To
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To illustrate this ; If we should suppose a sove

reign Self-moving Power in a natural Body : But

that the Body is in Motion already, by an ante

cedent Bias ; for Instance, Gravitation towards the

Center of the Earth ; and has one Degree of Mo

tion already, by Vertue of that previous Tendency ;

but by it's self-moving Power it adds one Degree

more to it's Motion, and moves so much more

swiftly towards the Center of the Earth than it

would do by it's Gravity only : It is evident, that

all that is owing to a self-moving Power in this

Cafe, is the additional Degree of Motion ; and that

the other Degree of Motion which it had from

Gravity, is of no Consideration in .the Case, don't

help the Effect of the free self-moving Power in

the least ; the Effect is just the fame, as if the Body

had received from it self one Degree of Motion

from a State of perfect Rest. So if we mould

suppose a self-moving Power given to the Scale of

a Balance, which has a Weight of one Degree be

yond the opposite Scale ; and we ascribe to it an

Ability to add to it self another Degree of Force

the fame Way, by it's self-moving Power ; This

is jqst the fame Thing as to ascribe to it a Power

to give it self one Degree of Preponderation from

a perfect Equilibrium ; and so much Power. as

the Scale has to give it self an Over-balance from

a perfect Equipoise, so much self-moving self-pre

ponderating Power it has, and no more. So that

it's free Power this Way is always to be measured

from perfect Equilibrium.

I need say no more to prove, that, if Indiffe

rence be essential to Liberty, it must be perfect

Indifference ; and that so far as the Will is desti

tute of this, so far it is destitute of that Freedom

by which it is it's own Master, and in a Capacity

of being it's own Determiner, without being at

all
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all passive, or subject to the Power and Sway of

something else, in it's Motions and Determina

tions. ,

Having observed these Things, let us now try

whether this Notion of the Liberty of Will con-

Will's Self-determination in such a State, be not

absurd and inconsistent.

And here I would lay down this as an Axiom

of undoubted Truth ; 'That every free Act is done in

es State of Freedom, and not only after such a State.

It an Act of the Will be an Act wherein the Soul

is free, it must be exerted in a State of Freedom,

and in the Him of Freedom. It will not suffice, that

the Act immediately follows a State of Liberty j

but Liberty must yet continue, and co- exist with

the Act ; the Soul remaining in Possession of Li

berty. Because that is the Notion of a free Act

of the Soul, even an Act wherein the Soul uses or

exercises Liberty. But if the Soul is not, in the

very Time of the Act, in the Possession of Liberty,

it can't at that Time be in the Use of it.

Now the Question is, whether ever the Soul of

Man puts forth an Act of Will, while it yet re

mains in a State of Liberty, in that Notion of a

State of Liberty, viz. as implying a State of In

difference i or whether the Soul ever exerts an Act

of Choice or Preference, while at that very Time

the Will is in a perfect Equilibrium, not inclining

one Way more than another. The very putting

of the Question is sufficient to shew the Absurdity

of the affirmative Answer : For how ridiculous

would it be for any Body to insist, that the Soul

chuses one Thing before another, when #t the

very fame Instant it is perfectly indifferent with

fisting in Indifference

 

Re-
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Respect to each ! This is the fame Thing as

to fay, the Soul prefers one Thing to another, ac

the very fame Tune that it has no Preference.

Choice and Preference can no more be in a State

of Indifference, than Motion cap be in a State of

Rest, or than the Preponderation of the Scale of a

Balance can be in a State of Equilibrium, Motion

may be the next Moment aster Rest; but can't

. co-exist with it, in any, even the least Part of it.

So Choice may be immediately aster a State of In

difference, but has no Co-existence with it : Even

the very Beginning of it is not in a State of In

difference. And therefore if this be Liberty, no

Act of the Will, in any Degree, is ever perform

ed in a State of Liberty, or in the Time of Liber

ty. Volition and Liberty are so far from agree

ing together, and being eflential one to another,

that they are contrary one to another, and one

excludes and destroys the other, as much as Mo

tion and Rest, Light and Darkness, or Life and

Death. So that the Will acts not at all, does not

so much as begin to act in the Time of such Li

berty : Freedom is perfectly at an End, and has

ceased to be, at the first Moment of Action ; and

therefore Liberty can't reach the Action, to affect,

or qualify it, or give it a Denomination, or any

Part of it, any more than if it had ceased to be

twenty Years before the Action began. The Mo

ment that Liberty ceases to be, it ceases to be a

Qualification of any Thing. If Light and Darkness

succeed one another instantaneously, Light quali

fies Nothing aster it is gone out, to make any

thing lightsome or bright, any more at the first

Moment of perfect Darkness, than Months 'or

Years after. Life denominates Nothing vital at

the first Moment of perfect Death. So Freedom,

if it consists in, or implies Indifference, can de

nominate nothing free, at the first Moment' of .

Pre-
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Preference or Preponderation. Therefore 'tis

manifest, that no Liberty which the Soul is pos

sessed of, or ever uses, in any of it's Acts of Voli

tion, consists in Indifference ; and that the Opinion

of such as suppose, that Indifference belongs to

the very Essence of Liberty, is to the highest De

gree absurd and contradictory.

If any one should imagine, that this Manner

of arguing is Nothing but Trick and Delusion ;

and to evade the Reasoning, should say, that the

Thing wherein the Will exercises it's Liberty, is

not in the Act of Choice or Preponderation it self,

but in determining it self to a certain Choice or

Preference ; That the Act of the Will wherein if

is free, and uses it's own Sovereignty, consists in

it's causing or determining the Change or Transition

from a State of Indifference to a certain Prefe

rence, or determining to give a certain Turn to

the Balance, which has hitherto been even ; and

that this Act the Will exerts in a State of Liberty,

or while the Will yet remains in Equilibrium, and

perfect Master of it self. I say, if any One

chuses to express his Notion of Liberty aster this,

or some such Manner, let us fee if he can make

out his Matters any better than before.

What is asserted is, that the Will, while it yet

remains in perfect Equilibrium, without Prefe

rence, determines to change it self from that State,

and excite in it self a certain Choice or Preference.

Now let us see whether this don't come to the

fame Absurdity we had before. If it be so, that

the Will, while it yet remains perfectly Indifferent,

determines to put it self out of that State, and

give it self a certain Preponderation; Then I

would enquire, whether the Soul don't determine

this of Choice ; or whether the Will's coming to

a Determination to do so, be not the same Thing

as
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as the Soul's coming to a Choice to do so. If the

Soul don't determine this of Choice, or in the

Exercise of Choice, then it don't determine it

voluntarily. And if the Soul don't determine it

voluntarily, pr of it's own Willt then in what

Sense does it's Will determine it ? And if the Will

don't determine it, then how is the Liberty of the

Will exercised in the Determination ? What Sort

of Liberty is exercised by the Soul in those Deter

minations, wherein there is no exercise of Choice,

which are not voluntary, and wherein the Will is

not concerned ? --- But if it be allowed, that this

Determination is an Act of Choice, and it be in

sisted on, that the Soul, while it yet remains in a

State of perfect Indifference, chuses to put it self-

out of that State, and to turn it self one Way ;

then the Soul is already come to a Choice, and

chuses that Way. And so we have the very fame

Absurdity which we had before. Here is the

Soul in a State of Choice, and in a State of Equi

librium, both at the fame Time : the Soul alrea

dy chusing one Way, while it remains in a State"

of perfect Indifference, and has no Choice of one

Way more than the other. --- And indeed this

Manner of talking, tho' it may a little hide the

Absurdity, in the Obscurity of Expression, is more

nonsensical, and increases the Inconsistence. To

fay, the free Act of the Will, or the Act which

the Will exerts in a State of Freedom and Indiffe

rence, does not imply Preference in it, but is what

the Will does in Order to causing or producing a

Preference, is as much as to fay, the Soul chuses

(for to Will and to Chuse are the fame Thing)

without Choice, and prefers without Preference,

in order to cause or produce the Beginning of a

Preference, or the first Choice. And that is, that

the first Choice is exerted without Choice, in order

to produce it self.

H If
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If any, to evade these Things, should own, that

a State of Liberty, and a State of Indifference are

not the fame, and that the former may be without

the latter But should say, that Indifference is still

essential to the Freedom of an Act of Will, in some

Sort, namely, as 'ti-s necessary to go immediately

before it ; It being essential to the Freedom of an

Act of Will that it should directly and immediately

arise out of a State of Indifference : still this will

not help the Cause of Arminian Liberty, or make

it consilient with it self. For if the Act springs

immediately out of a State of Indifference, then it

do's not arise from antecedent Choice or Preference.

But if the Act arises directly out of a State of In

difference, without any intervening Choice to

chuse and determine it, then the Act rnot being

determined by Choice, is not determined by the

Will ; the Min«l exercises no free Choice in the

Affair, and free Choice and free Will have no

Hand in the Determination of the Act. Which

is entirely inconsistent with their Notion of the

Freedom of Volition.

If any should suppose, that these Difficulties

and Absurdities may be avoided, by saying, that

the Liberty of the Mind consists in a Power to

suspend the Act of the Will, and so to keep it in a

State of Indifference, 'till there has been Oppor

tunity for Consideration ; and so shall say, that

however Indifference is not essential to Liberty in

such a Manner, that the Mind must make it*s>

Choice in a State of Indifference, which is an In

consistency, or that the Act of Will must spring

immediately out of Indifference ; yet Indifference

may be essential to the Liberty ot Acts of the Will

in this Respect ; viz. That Liberty consists in a

Power of the Mind to forbear or suspend the Act

of Volition, and keep the Mind in a State of In

difference
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difference for the present, 'till there has been Op

portunity for proper Deliberation : I fay, if any

one imagines that this helps the Matter, it(is a

great Mistake : It reconciles no Inconsistency, and

relieves no Difficulty which the Affair is attended

with. — For here the following Things must be

observed,

1. That this suspending of Volition, if there be

properly any such Thing, is it self an Act of Vo

lition. If the Mind determines to suspend it's

Act, it determines it voluntarily ; it chuses, on

some Consideration, to suspend it. And this

Choice or Determination, is an Act of the Will :

And indeed it is supposed to be so in the very

Hypothesis for 'tis supposed, that the Liberty

of the Will consists in it's Power to do this, and

that it's doing it is the very Thing wherein the

Will exercises it's Liberty. But how can the Will

exercise Liberty in it, if it ben't an Act of the

Will ? The Liberty of the Will is not exercised

in any Thing but what the Will does.

2. This determining to suspend acting is not

only an Act of the Will, but 'tis supposed to be the

only free Act of the Will ; because 'tis said, that

this is the Thing wherein the Liberty of the Will con-

fists. — Now if this be so, then this is all the Act

of Will that we have to consider in this Contro

versy, about the Liberty of Will, and in our En

quiries, wherein the Liberty of Man consists.

And now the fore-mentioned Difficulties remain r

the former Question returns upon us ; viz.

Wherein consists the Freedom of the Will in

thofe Acts wherein it is free ? And if this Act of

determining a Suspension be the only Act in whicfy

the Will is free, then wherein consists the Will's

Freedom with Respect to this Act of Suspension ?

H 2 And
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And how is Indifference essential to this Act: ? The

Answer mult be, according to what is supposed in

the Evasion under Consideration, That the Liberty

of the Will in this Act of Suspension, consists in a

Power to suspend even this Act, 'till there has been

Opportunity for thorough Deliberation. But this

will be to plunge directly into the grossest Nonsense:

for 'tis the Act of Suspension it self that we are

speaking of ; and there is no Room for a Space of

Deliberation and Suspension, in order to deter

mine whether we will suspend or no. For that

supposes, that even Suspension it self may be de-

fer'd : Which is absurd •, for the very deferring

the Determination of Suspension, to consider whe

ther we will suspend or no, will be actually sus

pending. For during the Space of Suspension,

to consider whether to suspend, the Act; is ipso

saSo suspended. There is no Medium between

suspending to act, and immediately acting ; and

therefore no Possibility of avoiding either the one

or the other one Moment. '

And besides, this is attended with ridiculous Ab

surdity another Way : For now it is come to that,

that Liberty consists wholly in the Mind's having

Power to suspend it's Determination whether to

suspend or no ; that there may be Time for Con

sideration, whether it be best to suspend. And

if Liberty consists in this only, then this is the Li

berty under Consideration : We have to enquire

now, how Liberty with Respect to this Act: of

suspending a Determination of Suspension, consists

in Indifference, or how Indifference is essential to

it. The Answer, according to the Hypothesis

we are upon, must be, that it consists in a Power

of suspending even this last mentioned Act, to

have Time to consider whether to suspend that.

And then the same Difficulties and Enquiries

return
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return over again with Respect to that ; and so on

fprever. Which, it it would (hew any Thing,

would shew only that there is no such Thine; as a

free Act. It drives the Exercise of Freedom back

in infinitum ; and that is to drive it out of the

World.

And besides all this, there is a Delusion, and a

latent gross Contradiction in the Affair another

Way ; in as much as in explaining how, or in

what Respect the Will is free with Regard to a

particular Act of Volition, 'tis said, that it's Li

berty consists in a Power to determine to suspend

that AEt, which places Liberty not in that Act of

Volition which the Enquiry is about, but alto

gether Ln another antecedent Act. Which contra

dicts the Thing supposed in both the Question

and Answer. The Question is, wherein consists

the Mind's Liberty in any particular Act of Voli

tion ? And the Answer, in pretending to stiew

wherein lies the Mind's Liberty in that Act, in Effect

fays, it don't lie in that Act at all, but in another)

viz. a Volition to suspend that Act. And therefore

the Answer is both contradictory, and altogether

impertinent and beside the Purpose. For it don't

shew wherein the Liberty of the Will consists in

the Act in Question ; Instead of that, it supposes

it don't consist in that Act at all, but in another

distinct from it, even a Volition to suspend that

Act, and take Time to consider of it. And no

Account is pretended to be given wherein the

Mind is free with Respect to that Act, wherein

this Answer supposes the Liberty of the Mind in

deed consists, viz. the Act of Suspension, or of

determining the Suspension.

. On the whole, 'tis exceeding manifest, that the

Liberty of the Mind does not cpnsist in Indiffe-

H 3 rence,
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rence, and that Indifference is not essential or ne

cessary to it, or at all belonging to it, as the Ar-

minians suppose ; that Opinion being full of Nq-

thing but Absurdity and Self-Contradiction.

Section VIII.

Concerning the supposed Liberty of the Will, as

opposite to all Necessity.

TT^IS a Thing chiefly insisted on by Arminians,

X in this Controversy, as a Thing most im

portant and essential in human Liberty, that Vo

litions, or the Acts of the Will, are contingent

Events ; understanding Contingence as opposite,

not only to Constraint, but to all Necessity. There

fore I would particularly consider this Matter,

And

i.I would enquire, whether there is, or can' be

any such Thing, as a Volition which is contingent

in such a Sense, as not only to come to pass with

out any Necessity of Constraint or Co-action, but

also without a Necessity of Consequence, or an infal

lible Connection with any Thing foregoing.

2. Whether, if it were so, this would at all help

the Cause of Liberty.

I. I would consider whether Volition is a Thing

that ever does, or can come to pass, irt this Man

ner, contingently.

And here it must be remembred, that it has

been already shewn, that. Nothing can ever come

to pass without a Cause, or Reason why it exists

in thjs Manner rather than another; and the Evi

dence of this has been particularly applied to the

Acts
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Acts of the Will. Now if this be so, it will de-

monstrably follow, that the Acts of the Will are

never contingent, or without Necessity, in the

Sense spoken of; in as much as those Things

which have a Cause, or Reason of their Existence,

must be connected with their Cause. This ap

pears by the following Considerations.

1. For an Event to have a Cause and Ground

of it's Existence, and yet not to be connected with

it's Cause, is an Inconfistence. For if the Event

ben't connected with the Cause, it is not depen

dent on the Cause ; it's Existence is as it were

loose from it's Influence, and may attend it, or

may not ; it being a meer Contingence, whether

* it follows or attends the Influence of the Cause, or

not : And that is the fame Thing as not to be

dependent on it. And to fay, the Event is not

dependent on it's Cause, is absurd : 5Tis the fame

Thing as to fay, it is not it's Cause, nor the Event

the Effect of it: For Dependence on the Influ

ence of a Cause, is the "ery Notion of an Effect.

If there be no such Relation between one Thing

and another, consisting in the Connection and De

pendence of one Thing on the Influence of an

other, then it is certain there is no such Relation

% between them as is signified by the Terms Cause

and EffeSt. So far as an Event is dependent on a

Cause, and connected with it, so much Causality

is there in the Case, and no more. The Cause

does, or brings to pass no more in any Event,

than is dependent on it. If we fay, the Connec

tion and Dependence is not total, but partial, and

that the Effect, tho' it has some Connection and

Dependence, yet is not entirely dependent on it ;

That is the fame Thing as to fay, that not all that

js in the Event is an Effect of that Cause, but that

H 4 only
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only Part of it arises from thence, and Part some

other Way.

2. If there are some Events which are not ne

cessarily connected with their Causes, then it will

follow, that there are some Things which come

to pass without any Cause, contrary to the Sup

position. For if there be any Event which was

not necessarily connected with the Influence of the

Cause under such Circumstances, then it was con

tingent whether it would attend or follow the In

fluence of the Cause, or no ; It might have fol

lowed, and it might not, when the Cause was the

fame, it's Influence the same, and under the fame

Circumstances. And if so, why did it follow, ra-

ther than not follow ? There is no Cause or Rea

son of this. Therefore here is something without

any Cause or Reason why it is, viz. the following

of the Effect on the Influence of the Cause, with

which it was not necessarily connected. If there

be a necessary Connection of the Effect on any

Thing antecedent, then we may suppose that

sometimes the Event will follow the Cause, and

sometimes not, when the Cause is the fame, and

in every Respect in the same State and Circum

stances. And .what can be the Cause and Reason

of this strange Phenomenon, even this Diversity,

that in one Instance, the Effect should follow, in

another not ? 'Tis evident by the Supposition,

that this is wholly without any Cause or Ground.

Here is something in the present Manner of the

Existence of Things, and State of the World,

that is absolutely without a Cause. Which is con

trary to the Supposition, and contrary to what

has been before demonstrated.

3. To suppose there are some Events which

have a Cause and Ground of their Existence, that

yet
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yet are not necessarily connected with their Cause,

is to suppose that they have a Cause which is not

their Cause. Thus ; If the Effect be not neces

farily connected with the Cause, with it's Influ

ence, and influential Circumstances ; then, as I

observed before, 'tis a Thing possible and sup-

posable, that the Cause may sometimes exert the

fame Influence, under the fame Circumstances,

and yet the Effect not follow. And if this ac

tually happens in any Instance, this Instance is a

Proof, in Fact, that the Influence of the Cause is

not sufficient to produce the Effect. For if it had

been sufficient, it would have done it. And yet,

by the Supposition, in another Instance, the same

Cause, with perfectly the same Influence, and when

all Circumstances which have any Influence, a;e

the fame, it was followed with the Effect. By

which it is manifest, that the Effect in this last

Instance was not owing to the Influence of the

Cause, but must come to pass some other Way.

For it was proved before, that the Influence of

the Cause was not sufficient to produce the Effect.

And if it was not sufficient to produce it, then the

Production of it could not be owing to that In

fluence, but must be owing to something else, or

owing to Nothing. And if the Effect be not

owing to the Influence of the Cause, then it is

not the Cause. Which brings us to the Contra

diction, of a Cause, and no Cause, that which is

the Ground and Reason of the Existence of a

Thing, and at the same Time is not the Ground

and Reason of it's Existence, nor is sufficient to

be so.

If the Matter be not already so plain as to ren

der any further Reasoning upon it impertinent, I

would say, that that which seems to be the Cause

in the supposed Case, can be no Cause ; it's rWer
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and Influence having, on a full Trial, proved in

sufficient to produce such an Effect : and if it be

not sufficient to produce it, then it don't produce

it. To say otherwise, is to fay, there is Power to

do that which there is not Power to do. If there

be in a Cause sufficient Power exerted, and in

Circumstances sufficient to produce an Effect, and

so the Effect be actually produced at one Time ;

These, Things all concurring, will produce the

Effect at all Times. And so we may turn it the

other Way ; That which proves not sufficient at

one Time, cannot be sufficient at another, with

precisely the same influential Circumstances. And

therefore if the Effect follows, it is not owing to

that Cause ; unless the different Time be a Cir

cumstance which has Influence : But that is con

trary to the Supposition ; for 'tis supposed that all

Circumstances that have Influence, are the fame.

And besides, this would be to suppose the Time

to be the Cause ; which is contrary to the Sup

position of the other Thing's being the Cause.

But if meerly Diversity of Time has no Influence,

then 'tis evident that it is as much of an Absur

dity to say, the Cause was sufficient to produce the

Effect at one Time, and not at another ; as to fay,

that it is sufficient to produce the Effect at a cer

tain Time, and yet not sufficient to produce the

same Effect at the same Time.

On the whole, it is clearly manifest, that every

Effect has a necessary Connection with it's Cause,

or with that which is the true Ground and Rea

son of it's Existence. And therefore if there be

no Event without a Cause, as was proved before,

then no Event whatsoever is contingent in the

Manner that Arminians suppose the free Acts of

the Will to be contingent.

- i

Section
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Section IX.

Of the Connection of the Acts of the Will with

the Dictates of the Understanding.

IT is manifest, that the Acts of the Will are

none of them contingent in such a Sense as to

be without all Necessity, or so as not to be neces

sary with a Necessity of Consequence and Con

nection ; because every Act of the Will is some

Way connected with the Understanding, and is as

the greatest apparent Good is, in the Manner

which has already been explained ; namely, that

the Soul always wills or chuses that which, in the

present View of the Mind, considered in the whole

of that View, and all that belongs to it, appears

most agreable. Because, as was observed before,

Nothing is more evident than that, when Men act

voluntarily, and do what they please, then they

do what appears most agreable to them ; and to

fay otherwise, would be as much as to affirm, that

Men don't chuse what appears to suit them best,

or what seems most pleasing to them ; or that

they don't chuse what they prefer. Which brings

the Matter to a Contradiction. p

And 'tis very evident in it self, that the Acts of

the Will have some Connection with the Dictates

or Views of the Understanding, so this is allowed

by some of the chief of the Armiman Writers :

Particularly by Dr. Whitby and Dr. Samuel Clark. --

Dr. Turnbull, tho' a great Enemy to the Doctrine

of Necessity, allows the fame Thing. In his

Christian Philosophy (P. 19.6.) He with much Ap

probation cites another Philosopher, as of the fame

Mind, in these Words : " No Mart (fays an ex

cellent
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" cellent Philosopher) sets himself about any

" Thing, but upon some View or other, which

" serves him for *. Reason for what he does ; and

** whatsoever Faculties he employs, the Under-

" standing, with such Light as it has, well or ill

" formed, constantly leads ; and by that, Light,

" true or false, all her operative Powers are di-

" rected. The Will it self, how absolute and in*

" controulable soever it may be thought, never

" fails in it's Obedience to the Dictates of the

" Understanding. Temples have their sacred

" Images ; and we fee what Influence they have

" always had over a great Part of Mankind ; But

• " in Truth, the Ideas and Images in Men's Minds

" are the invisible Powers that constantly govern

" them and to these they all pay universally a

" ready Submission."

But whether this be in a just Consistence with

themselves, and their own Notions of Liberty, I

desire may now be impartially considered.

Dr. Whitby plainly supposes, that the Acts and

Determinations of the Will always follow the Un

derstanding's Apprehension or View of the great

est Good to be obtain'd, or Evil to be avoided ;

or in other Words, that the Determinations of

the Will constantly and infallibly follow these two

Things in the Understanding : i . The Degree of

Good to be obtained, and Evil to be avoided, pro

posed to the Understanding, and apprehended,

viewed, and taken Notice of by it. 2. The De

gree of the Understanding's View, Notice or Appre

hension of that Good or Evil ; which is increased

by Attention and Consideration. That this is an

Opinion he is exceeding peremptory in (as he is

in every Opinion which he maintains in his Con

troversy with the Calvinifis) with Disdain of the

contrary Opinion, as absurd and self-contradic

tory>
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tory, will appear by the following Words of his,

in his Discourse on the five Points *.

" Now, 'tis certain, that what naturally makes

" the Understanding to perceive, is Evidence

" proposed, and apprehended, considered or ad-

" verted to : for Nothing else can be requisite to

" make us come to the Knowledge of the Truth.

" Again, what , makes the Will chuse, is some-

" thing approved by the Understanding; and

" consequently appearing to the Soul as Good.

" And whatsoever it retuseth, is something re-

" presented by the Understanding, and lb appear-

" ing to the Will, as Evil. Whence all that God

" requires of us is and can be only this ; to re -

" fuse the Evil, and chuse the Good. Where-

" fore, to fay that Evidence proposed, apprehend-

" ed and considered, is not sufficient to make the

" Understanding approye ; or that the greatest

" Good proposed, the greatest Evil threatned,

" when equally believ'd and reflected on, is

" not sufficient to engage the Will to chuse the

" Good and refuse the Evil, is in Effect to fay,

** that which alone doth move the" Will to chuse or to

" refuse, is not sufficient to engage it so to do ;

" which being contradictory to it self, must of

** Necessity be false. Be it then so, that we na-

" turally have, an Aversation to the Truths pro-

" posed to us in the Gospel ; that only can make

** us indisposed to attend to them, but cannot

" hinder our Conviction, when we do apprehend

" them, and attend to them.—Be it, that there is

** in us also a Renitency to the Good we are to

" chuse ; that only can indispose us to believe it

" is, and to approve it as our chiefest Good. Be

"' it, that we are prone to the Evil that we should

" decline ; that only can render it the more diffi-

; " cuk

* Edit. 2d P. 211, 212, 213.
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cult for us to believe it is the worst of Evils*

" But yet, what we do really believe to be our chiefest

" Good, will still be chofen ; and what we apprehend

** to be the worst of Evils, will, whilst we do continue

'* under that Conviction, be refused by us. It there-

" fore can be only requisite, in order to these Ends,

** that the good Spirit should so illuminate our

" Understandings, that we attending to, and con-

" sidering what lies before us, should apprehend,

" and be convinced of our Duty ; and that the

" Blessings of the Gospel should be so propounded

" to us, as that we may discern them to be our

" chiefest Good ; and the Miseries it threateneth,

" so as we may be convinced that they are the

" worst of Evils ; that we may chuse the one,

** and refuse the other."

Here let it be observed, how plainly and peremp

torily it is asserted, that the greatest Goodpropofed, and

the greatest Evil threatned, when equally believed and

reflected on, is sufficient to engage the Will to chuse the

Good, and refuse the Evil, and is that alone which doth

move the Will to chuse or to refuse ; and that it is con

tradictory to it self, tosuppofe otherwise ; and therefore

must of Necessity be false ; and then what we do really

belitve to be our chiefest Good will still be chofen, and

what we apprehend to be the worst of Evils, will,

whilst we continue under that Conviction, be refused by

us. Nothing could have been said more to the Pur

pose, fully to signify and declare, that the Deter

minations of the Will must evermore follow the

Illumination, Conviction and Notice of the Un

derstanding, with Regard to the greatest Good

and Evil proposed, reckoning both the Degree of

Good and Evil understood, and the Degree of

Understanding, Notice and Conviction of that

proposed Good and Evil ; and that it is thus ne

cessarily, and can be otherwise in no Instance :

because
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because it is asserted, that it implies a Contradic

tion, to suppose it ever to be otherwise.

I am sensible, the Doctor's Aim in these Asser

tions is against the Calvinists ; to mew, in Oppo

sition to them, that there is no Need of any phy

sical Operation of the Spirit of God on the Will,

. to change and determine that to a good Choice,

but that God's Operation and Assistance is only

moral, suggesting Ideas to the Understanding ;

which he supposes to be enough, if those Ideas

are attended to, infallibly to obtain the End. But

whatever his Design was, Nothing can more di

rectly and fully prove, that every Determination

of the Will, in chusing and refusing, is necessary ;

directly contrary to his own Notion of the Liberty

of the Will. For if the Determination of the Will,

evermore, in this Manner, follows the Light,

Conviction and View of the Understanding, con-,

cerning the greatest Good and Evil, and this be

that alone which moves the Will, and it be a

Contradiction to suppose otherwise ; then it is m-

cejfarily so, the Will necessarily follows this Light

or View of the Understanding, not only in some

of it's Acts, but in every Act of chusing and re

fusing. So that the Will don't determine it self

in any one of it's own Acts ; but all it's Acts,

every Act of Choice and Refusal, depends on,

and is necessarily connected with some antecedent

Cause ; which Cause is not the Will it self, nor

any Act of it's own, nor any Thing pertaining to

that Faculty, but something belonging to another

Faculty, whose Acts go before the Will, in all it's

Acts, and govern and determine them every one.

Here, if it should be replied, that altho' it be

true, that according to the Doctor, the final De

termination of the Will always depends upon, and

is infallibly connected with the Understanding's

Con
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Conviction, and Notice of the greatest Good ; yet

the Acts of the Will are not necessary ; because

that Conviction and Notice of the Understanding

is first dependent on a preceeding Act of the Will,

in determining to attend to, and take Notice of

the Evidence exhibited ; by which Means the

Mind obtains thnt Degree of Conviction which is

sufficient and effectual to determine the consequent

and ultimate Choice of the Will ; and that the

Will with Regard to that preceeding Act, whereby

it determines w hether to attend or no, is not ne

cessary ; and that in this, the Liberty of the WilL

consists, that when God holds forth sufficient ob

jective Light, the Will is at Liberty whether to

command the Attention of the Mind to it.

Nothing can b; more weak and inconsiderate

than such a Reply as this. For that preceeding

Act of the Will, in determining to attend and

consider, still is an AR of the Will (it is so to be

sure, if the Liberty of the Will consists in it, as is

supposed) and if it be an Act of the Will, it is an

Act of Choice or Refusal. And therefore, if what

the Doctor asserts be true, it is determined by some

antecedent Li"ht in the Understanding concern-

ing the greatest apparent Good or Evil. For he

asserts, it is that Light which alone doth move the

Will to chuse cr refuse. And therefore the Will

must be moved by that in chusing to attend to the

objective Light offered, in order to another con

sequent Act of Choice : so that this Act is no less

necessary than the other. And if we suppose ano

ther Act of the Will, still preceeding both these

mention'd, to determine botli, still that also must

be an Act of the Will, and an Act of Choice ; and

so must, by the same Principles, be infallibly de-

termin'd by some certain Degree of Light in the

Understanding concerning the greatest Good^

And -
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And let us suppose as many Acts of the Will, one

preceeding another, as we please, yet they are

every one of them necessarily determined by a

certain Degree of Light in the Understanding,

concerning the greatest and most eligible Good in

that Case and so, not one of them free according

to Dr. IVhitby's Notion of Freedom. And if ic

be said, the Reason why Men don't attend to

Light held forth, is because of ill Habits con

tracted by evil Acts committed before, whereby

their Minds are indisposed to attend to, and con

sider of the Truth held forth to them by God, the

Difficulty is not at all avoided : still the Question

returns, What determined the Will in those pre

ceeding evil Acts ? It must, by Dr. Whishs% Prin

ciples, still be the View of the Understanding

concerning the greatest Good and Evil. If this

View of the Understanding be that alone which doth

move the Will to chuse or refuse, as the Doctor as

serts, then every Act of Choice or Refusal, from a

Man's first Existence, is moved and determined

by this View ; and this View of the Understand

ing exciting and governing the Act, must be be

fore the Act : And therefore the Will is necessa

rily determined, in every one of it's Acts, from a

Man's first Existence, by a Cause beside the Will,

and a Cause that don't proceed from, or depend on

any Act of the Will at all. Which at once utter

ly abolislies the Doctor's whole Scheme of Li

berty of Will -, and he, at one Stroke, has cut the

Sinews of all his Arguments from the Goodness,

Righteousness, Faithfulness and Sincerity of God,

in his Commands, Promises, Threatning?, Calls,

Invitations, Expostulations ; which he makes

Use os, under the Pleads of Reprobation, Elec

tion, Universal Redemption, sufficient and effec

tual Grace, and the Freedom of the Will of Man ;

and has enervated and made vain all those Excta-

I mations
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mations against the Doctrine of the Calvinists, as

charging God with manifest Unrighteousness, Un

faithfulness, Hypocrisy, Fallaciousness, and Cru

elty ; which he has over, and over, and over again,

numberless Times in his Book.

Dr. Samuel Clark, in 4iis Demonstration of the

Being and Attributes of God, f to evade the Ar

gument to prove the Necessity of Volition, from

it's necessary Connection with the last Dictate of

the Understanding, supposes the latter not to be

diverse from the Act of the Will it self. But if it

be so, it will not alter the Case as to the Evidence

of the Necessity of the Act of the Will. If the

Dictate of the Understanding be the very fame

with the Determination of the Will or Choice, as

Dr. Clark supposes, then this Determination is no

Fruit or Effect of Choice : And if so, no Liberty of

Choice has any Hand in it : As to Volition or

Choice, it is necessary ; That is, Choice can't pre

vent it. If the last Dictate of the Understanding

be the fame with the Determination of Volition it

self, then the Existence of that Determination

must be necessary as to Volition ; in as much as

Volition can have no Opportunity to determine

whether it shall exist or no, it having Existence

already before Volition has Opportunity to deter

mine any Thing. It is it self the very Rise and

Existence of Volition. But a Thing, aster it

exists, has no Opportunity to determine as to it's

own Existence ; it is too late for that.

If Liberty consists in -that which Arminians sup

pose, viz. in the Will's determining it's own Acts,

having free Opportunity, and being without all

Necessity •> This is the fame as to fay, that Liber

ty

t Edit. 6. P. 93.
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ty consists in the Soul's having Power and Op

portunity to have what Determinations of the

Will it pleases or chuses. And if the Determi

nations of the Will, and the last Dictates of the

Understanding be the fame Thing, then Liberty

consists in the Mind's having Power to have what

Dictates os' the Understanding it pleases, having

Opportunity to chuse it's own Dictates of Under

standing. But this is absurd ; for it is to make

the Determination ofChoice prior to the Dictate of

Understanding, and the Ground of it; which can'c

consist with the Dictate of Understanding's being

the Determination of Choice it self.

Here is no Way to do in this Case, but only to

recur to the old Absurdity, of one Determination

before another, and the Cause of it ; and another

before that, determining that ; and so on in infim-

turn. If the last Dictate of the Understanding be

the Determination of the Will it self, and the Soul

be free with Regard to that Dictate, in the Armi-

nian Notion of Freedom ; then the Soul, before

•that Dictate of it's Understanding exists, volun

tarily and according to it's own Choice determines,

in every Case, what that Dictate of the Under

standing shall be; otherwise that Dictate, as to

the Will, is necessary ; and the Acts determined

by it, must also be necessary. So that here is a

Determination of the Mind prior to that Dictate

of the Understanding, an Act of Choice going

before it, chusing and determining what that Dic

tate of the Understanding shall be : and this pre-

ceeding Act of Choice, being a free Act of Will,

must also be the fame with another last Dictate of

the Understanding : And if the Mind also be free

in that Dictate of Understanding, that must be

determined still by another ; and so on forever.

Besides,
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Besides, if the Dictate of the Understanding,

and Determination of the "Will be the fame, this

confounds the Understanding and Will, and makes

them the fame. Whether they be the fame or

no, I will not now dispute.; but only would

observe, that if it be so, and the Arminian Notion

of Liberty consists in a Self- determining Power

in the Understanding, free of all Necessity ; ( being

independent, undetermined by any Thing prior to

it's own Acts and Determinations ; and the more

the Understanding is thus independent, and sove

reign over it's own Determinations, the more free.

By this therefore the Freedom of the Soul, as a

moral Agent, must consist in the Independence

of the Understanding on any Evidence or Appear

ance of Things, or any Thing whatsoever that

stands forth to the View of the Mind, prior to rhe

Understanding's Determination. And what a

Sort of Liberty is this ! consisting in an Ability,

Freedom and Easiness of judging, either accord

ing to Evidence, or against it ; having a sovereign

Command over it self at all Times, to judge* ei

ther agreably or difagreably to what is plainly ex

hibited to it's own View. Certainly, 5tis no Li

berty that renders Persons the proper Subjects of

perswasive Reasoning, Arguments, Expostula

tions, and such like moral Means and Induce

ments. The Use of which with Mankind, is a

main Argument of the Arminians, to defend their

Notion of Liberty without all Necessity. P'or ac

cording to this, the more free Men are, the less

they are under the Government of such Means,

less subject to the Power of Evidence and Reason,

and more independent on their Influence, in their

Determinations.

And whether the Understanding and Will are

the fame or no, as Dr. Clark seems to suppose,

yet
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yet in order to maintain the Arminian Notion of

Liberty without Necessity, the free Will is not

determined by the Understanding, nor necessarily

connected with the Understanding ; and the fur^.

ther from such Connection, the greater the Free

dom. And when the Liberty is full and com-

pleat, the Determinations of the Will have no

Connection at all with the Dictates of the Under

standing. And if so, in vain are all the Appli

cations to the Understanding, in order to induce

to any free vertuous Act ; and so in vain are all

Instructions, Counsels, Invitations, "Expostula

tions, and all Arguments and Perfwafives what

soever : For these are but Applications to the Un

derstanding, and a clear and lively Exhibition

of the Objects of Choice to the Mind's View. But

if, aster all, the Will must be self-determined,

and independent on the Understanding, to what

Purpose are Things thus represented to the Un

derstanding, in order to determine the Choice ?

Section X.

Volition necessarily connected with the Influence

of Motives ; ivith particular Observations on

the great Inconjiftence of Air. Chubb's Asser

tions and Reasonings, about the Freedom of

the Will.

TH A Tj every Act of the Will has some "

Causes and consequently (by what has been

already proved; has a necessary Connection with

it's Cause, and so is necessary by a Necessity of

Connection and Consequence, is evident by this,

That every (jfVct of the Will whatsoever, is excited

by some Motive : Which is manifest, because, if

I 3 the
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the Will or Mind, in willing and chusing aster

the Manner that it does, is excited so to do hy no

Motive or Inducement, then it has no End which

it proposes to it self, or pursues in so doing it

aims at Nothing, and seeks Nothing. And if it

seeks Nothing, then it don't go aster any Thing,

or exert any Inclination or Preference towards any

Thing. Which brings the Matter to a Contra

diction ; Because for the Mind to will something,

and for it to go aster something by an Act of Pre

ference and Inclination, are the same Thing.

But.if every Act of the Will is excited by a

Motive, then that Motive is the Cause of the Act

of the Will. If the Acts of the Will are excited .

by Motives, then Motives are the Causes of their

being excited ; or, which is the fame Thing, the

Cause of their being put forth into Act and Exis

tence. And if so, the Existence of the Acts of the

Will is properly the Effect of their Motives.

Motives do Nothing as Motives or Inducements,

but by their Influence ; and so much as is done

by their Influence, is the Effect of them. For

that , is the Notion of an Effect, something that

is brought to pass by the Influence of another

And if Volitions are properly the Effects of

their Motives, then they are necessarily connected

with their Motives./ Every Effect and Event be

ing, as was proved before, necessarily connected

with that which is the proper Ground and Reason

of it's Existence. Thus it is manifest, that Volition

is necessary, and is not from any Self-determin

ing Power in the Will : The Volition which is

caused by previous Motive and Inducement, is

not caused by the Will exercising a sovereign

Power over it self, to determine, cause and excite

Volitions
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Volitions in it self. This is not consistent with

the Will's acting in a State of Indifference and

Equilibrium, to determine it self to a Preference ;

for the Way in which Motives operate, is by bias-

sing the Will, and giving it a certain Inclination

or Preponderation one Way.

Here it may be proper to observei that Mr.

Chubb, in his Collection of Tracts on various Sub

jects, has advanced a Scheme of Liberty, which

is greatly divided against it self, and thoroughly

subversive of it self ; and that many Ways.

I. He is abundant in asserting, that the Will,

In all it's Acts, is influenced by Motive and Ex

citement ; and that this is the previous Ground and

Reason of all it's Acts, and that it is never other

wise in any Instance. He says, (P. 262.) No Ac

tion can take Place without some Motive to excite it.

And jn P. 263. Volition cannot take Place without

some PREVIOUS Reason or Motive to induce it. And

in P. 310. Action would not take Place without some

Reason or Motive to induce it ; it being absurd to sup

pose, ihat the active Faculty would be exerted without

some PREVIOUS Reason to dispofe the Mind 'to Ac

tion. So also P. 257. And he speaks of these

Things as what we may be absolutely certain of,

and which are the Foundation, the only Founda

tion we have of a Certainty of the moral Perfec

tions of God. P. 252, 253, 254, 255, 261, 262,

263, 264.

And yet at the fame Time, by his Scheme, the

Influence of Motives upon us to excite to Action,

and to be actually a Ground of Volition, is conse

quent on the Volition or Choice of the Mind. For

he very greatly insists upon it, that in all free Ac

tions, before the Mind is the Subject of those Vo-

I 4, litions
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litions which Motives excite, it chuses to be sou It

chuses whether it will comply with the Motive,

which presents it self it> View, or not and when

various Motives are presented, it chuses which it

will yield to, and which it will reject. So P. 2 56.

Every Man has Power to act, or to refrain from ail

ing agreably with, or contrary to, any Motive that

presents. P. 257. Every Man is at Liberty to act, or

refrain from ailing agreably with, or contrary to, what

each of these Motives, consideredsingly, would excite

him to. Man has Power, and is as much at Li

berty to. reject the Motive that dees prevail, as he has

Power, and is at Liberty, to reject thofe Motives that

do not. And so P. 310, 311. In order to constitute

a moral Agent, it is necessary, that he should have

Power to act, or to refrain from acting, upon such mo

ral Motives as he pleases. And to the like Purpose

in many other Places. According to these Things,

the Will acts first, and chuses or refuses to comply

with the Motive that is presented, before it falls

under it's prevailing Influence : And 'tis first de

termined by the Mind's Pleasure or Choice, what

Motives it will be induced by, before it is induced

by them.

Now, how can these Things hang together?

How can the Mind first act, and by it's Act of

Volition and Choice determine what Motives shall "

be the Ground and Reason of it's Volition and

Choice ? For this supposes, the Choice is already

made, before the Motive has it's Effect •» and that

the Volition is already exerted, before the Motive

prevails, so as actually to be the Ground of the

Volition ; and makes the prevailing of the Mo

tive, the Consequence of the Volition, which yet

it is the Ground of. If the Mind has already

chosen to comply with a Motive, and to yield to

it's Excitement, it don't need to yield to it after

this :
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this : for the Thing is effected already, that the

Motive would excite to, and the Will is before

hand with the Excitement; and the Excitement

comes in too late, and is needless and in vain af

terwards. If the Mind has already chosen to yield

to a Motive which invites to a Thing, that implies '

and in Fact, is a chusing the Thing invited to ; and

the very Act of Choice is before the Influence of

the Motive which induces, and is the Ground of

the Choice •, the Son is belore-hand with the Fa

ther that begets him : The Choice is supposed to

be the Ground of that Influence of the Motive,

-which very Influence is supposed to be the Ground

of the Choice. And so Vice versa, The Choice is

supposed to be the Consequence of the Influence

of the Motive, which Influence of the Motive is

the Consequence of that very Choice.

And besides, if the Will acts fust towards the

Motive before it falls under it's Influence, and the

prevailing of the. Motive upon it to induce it to

act and chuse, be the Fruit and Consequence ot

it's Act and Choice, then how is the Motive a

PREVIOUS Ground and Reason os the Act and Choice,

so that in the Nature of the Things, Volition cannot

take Place without some PREVIOUS Reason and Mo

tive to induce it ; and that this Act is consequent

upon, and follows the Motive ? Which Things

Mr. Chubb often asserts, as of certain and un

doubted Truth. So that the very fame Motive is

both previous and consequent, both before and as

ter, both the Ground and Fruit of the very fame

Thing !

II. Agreable to the fore-mention'd inconsistent

Notion of the Will's first acting towards the Mo

tive, chusing whether it will complywith it, "V

order to it's becomino- a Ground of the Will's

acting,
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acting, before any Act of Volition can take Place,

Mr. Cbubb frequently calls Motives and Excite

ments to the Action of the Will, the passive Ground

or Reason of that Action. Which is a remarkable

Phrase ; than which I presume there is none more

unintelligible, and void of distinct and consistent

Meaning, in all the Writings of Duns, Scotus, or

Thomas Aquinas. When he represents the Motive

to Action or Volition as passive, he must mean—

passive in that Affair, or passive with Respect to

that Action which he speaks of j otherwise it is

Nothing to his Purpose, or relating to the Design

of his Argument : He must mean (if that can be

called a Meaning) that the Motive to Volition is

first acted upon or towards by the Volition, chusing

to yield to it, making it a Ground of Action, or

determining to fetch it's Influence from thence ;

and so to make it a previous Ground of it's own

Excitation and Existence. Which is the fame

Absurdity, as if one should fay, that the Soul of

Man, or any other Thing should, previous to it's

existing, chuse what Cause it would come into

Existence by, and should act upon it's Cause, to

fetch Influence from thence, to bring it into Be

ing ; and so it's Cause should be a passive Ground

of it's Existence !

Mr. Chubb does very plainly suppose Motive or

Excitement to be the Ground of the Being of Voli

tion. He speaks of it as the Ground or Reason

of the EXERTION of an Act of the Will,

P. 391, and 392. and exprefly fays, that Volition

cannot TAKE PLACE without some previous

Ground or Motive to induce it, P. 363. And he

speaks of the Act as FROMthe Motive, and FROM:

THE INFLUENCE of the Motive, P. 352. and

from the Influence that the Motive has on the Man,

for the PRODUCTIONof an Action. P. J17. Cer

tainly,
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tainly, there is no Need of multiplying Words

about this ; 'Tis easily judged, whether Motive

can be -the Ground of Volition's being exerted and

taking Place, so that the very Production of it is

from the Influence of the Motive, and yet the

Motive, before it becomes the Ground of the Vo

lition, is passive, or acted upon by the Volition.

But this 1 will fay, That a Man who insists so

much on Clearness of Meaning in others, and is

so much in blaming their Confusion and Incon-

sistence, ought, if he was able, to have explained

his Meaning in this Phrase of passive Ground of

Aflion, so as to stiew it not to be confused and in

consistent. i

If any should suppose, that Mr. Chubb, when

he speaks of Motive as a passive Ground of ASiion,

don't mean passive with Regard to that Volition

which it is the Ground of, but some other ante

cedent Volition (tho' his Purpose and Argument,

and whole Discourse, will by no Means allow of

such a Supposition) yet it would not help the

Matter in the least. For, (1.) If we suppose there

to be an Act of Volition or Choice, by which the

Soul chuses to yield to the Invitation of a Motive

to another Volition, by which the Soul chuses

something else ; both these supposed Volitions are

in Effect the very fame. A Volition, or chusing

to yield to the Force of a Motive inviting to chule

something, comes to just the fame Thing as chu

sing the Thing which the Motive invites to, as I

observed before. So that here can be no Room

to help the Matter, by a Distinction of two Voli

tions. (2.) If the Motive be passive with Respect,

jiot to the same Volition that the Motive excites

to, but one truly distinct and prior ; yet, by Mr.

Chubb, that prior Volition can't take Place, with

out a Motive or Excitement, as a- previous Ground

of
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of it's Existenee. For he insists, that it is absurd

to suppofe any Volition Jhould take Place withoutsome

previous Motive to induce it. So that at last it comes

to just the fame Absurdity : for if every Volition

must have a previous Motive, then the very first

in the whole Series must be excited by a previous

Motive ; and yet the Motive to that Hrst Volition

is passive ; but can't be passive, with Regard to

another antecedent Volition, because, by the Sup

position, it is the very first : Therefore if it be

passive with Respect to any Volition, it must be so

with Regard to that very Volition that it is the

Ground of, and that is excited by it.

III. Tho' Mr. Chubb asserts, as above, that

every Volition has, some Motive, and that, in the

JSiature of the Ihing, no Volition can take Place with

out some Motive to induce it \ yet he asserts, that

Volition does not always follow the strongest Mo

tive ; or in other Words, is not governed by any

superiour Strengtk of the Motive that is followed,

beyond Motives to the contrary, previous to the

Volition it self. His own Words, P. 258, are as

follows : " Tho' with regard to physical .Causes,

" that which is strongest always prevails, yet it is ,

" otherwise with regard to moral Causes. Of

" these, sometimes the stronger, sometimes the

" weaker, prevails. And the Ground of this

" Difference is evident, namely, that what we

u call moral Causes, strictly speaking, are no

" Causes at all, but barely passive, Reasons of, or

" Excitements to the Action, or to the refrain-

" ing from acting : which Excitements we have

" Power, or are at Liberty to comply with or re-

." ject, as I have shewed above." And so through

out the Paragraph, he, in a variety of Phrases,

insists, that the Will is not always determined by

the strongest Motive, unless by strongest we pre-

. > , poste-
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posteroufly mean actually prevailing in the Event;

which is not in the Motive, but in the Will; but

that the Will is not always determined by the Mo

tive which is strongest, by any Strength previous

to the Volition it self. And he elsewhere does a-

bundantly assert, that the Will is determined by

no fuperiour Strength or Advantage that Motives

have, from any Constitution or State of Things,

or any Circumstances whatsoever, previous to the

actual Determination of the Will. And indeed

his whole Discourse on human Liberty implies it,

his whole Scheme is founded upon it.

But these Things cannot stand together.
***** 0

There is such a Thing as a Diversity of Strength

in Motives to Choice, previous to the Choice it

self. Mr. Chubb himself supposes, that they do

previously invite, induce, excite and dispofe the Mind

to Action. This implies, that they have something

in themselves that is inviting, some Tendency to

induce and dispofe to Volition, previous to Volition

it self. And if they have in themselves this Na

ture and Tendency, doubtless they have it in cer

tain limited Degrees, which are capable of Diver

sity ; and some have it in greater Degrees, others

in less; and they that have most of this Ten

dency, considered with all their Nature and Cir

cumstances, previous to Volition, they are the

strongest Motives ; and those that have least, arc

the weakest Motives.

Now ifVolition sometimes don't follow the Motive

which is strongest, or has most previous Tendency

or Advantage, all Things considered, to induce

or excite it, but follows the weakest, or that, which

as it stands previously in the Mind's View, has

least Tendency to induce it ; herein the Will ap

parently acts wholly without Motive, without any

previous
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previous Reason to dispose the Mind to it, con

trary to what the same Author supposes. The Act

wherein the Will must: proceed without a previous

Motive to. induce it, is the Act of preferring the

weakest Motive. For how absurd is it to fay, The

Mind fees previous Reason in the Motive, to pre

fer that Motive before the other ; and at the fame

Time to suppose, that there js Nothing in the

Motive, in it's Nature, State, or any Circum

stance of it whatsoever, as it stands in the pre

vious View of the Mind, that gives it any Pre

ference ; but on the contrary, the other Motive

that stands in Competition with it, in all these

Respects, has most belonging to it, that is invi

ting and moving, and has most of a Tendency to

Choice and Preference ? This is certainly as much

as to fay, there is previous Ground and Reason

in the Motive for the Act of Preference, and yet

no previous Reason for it. By the Supposition,

as to all that is in the two rival Motives which

tends to Preference, previous to the Act of Pre

ference, it is not in that which is prefer'd, but

wholly in the other : Because appearing superiour

Strength, and all appearing Preferableness is in

that ; and yet Mr. Chubb supposes, that the Act

of Preference is from previous Ground and Reason

in_ the Motive which is preferred. But are these

Things consistent ? Can there be previous Ground

in a Thing for an Event that takes Place, and

yet no previous Tendency in it to that Event ? If

one Thing follows another, without any previous

Tendency to its following, then I should think it

very plain, that it follows it without any Manner

of previous Reason why it should follow.

Yea, in this Cafe, Mr. Chubb supposes, that

the Event follows an Antecedent or a previous

Thing, as the Ground of it's Existence, not only

that
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that has no Tendency to it, but a contrary Tendency.

The Event is the*Preference which the Mind gives

to that Motive which is weaker, as it stands in the

.previous View of the Mind ; the immediate An

tecedent is the View the Mind has of the two ri

val Motives conjunctly ; in which previous View

of the Mind, all the Preferableness, or previous

Tendency to Preference, is supposed to be on the

other Side, or in the contrary Motive ; and all

the Unworthiness of Preference, and so previous

Tendency to Comparative Neglect, Rejection or

Undervaluing, is on that Side which is prefer'd :

And yet in this View of the Mind is supposed to

be the previous Ground or Reason of this Act of

Preference, exciting it, and disposing the Mind to it.

Which, I leave the Reader to judge, whether it

be absurd or not. If it be not, then it is not ab

surd to say, that the previous Tendency of an

Antecedent to a Consequent, is the Ground and

Reason why that Consequent does not follow ;

and the Want of a previous Tendency to an E-

vent, yea, a Tendency to the Contrary, is the

true Ground and Reason why that Event does

follow.

An Act of Choice or Preference i« a compa

rative Act, wherein the Mind acts with Reference

to two or more Things that . are compared, and

stand in Competition in the Mind's View. If the

Mind, in this comparative Act, prefers that which

appears inferiour in the Comparison, then the

Mind herein acts absolutely without Motive, or

Inducement, or any Temptation whatsoever.

Then, if a hungry Man has the Offer of two

Sorts of Food, both which he finds an Appetite

to, but has a stronger Appetite to one than the

other ; and there be no Circumstances or Excite

ments whatsoever in the Case to induce him to

take
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take either the one or the other, but meerly his

Appetite : If in the Choice he makes between

them, he chuses that which he has least Appetite

to, and refuses that to which he has the strongest

Appetite, this is a Choice made absolutely with

out previous Motive, Excitement, Reason or

Temptation, as much as if he were perfectly

without all Appetite to either : Because his Vo

lition in this Cafe is a comparative Act, attend

ing and following a comparative View of the Food

which he chuses, viewing it . as related to, and

compared with the other Sort of Food, in which

View his Preference has absolutely no previous

(i round, yea, is against all previous Ground, and'

Motive. And if there be any Principle in Man

from whence an Act of Choice may arise aster this

Manner, from the fame Principle Volition may

arise wholly without Motive on either Side. If

the Mind in it's Volition can go beyond Motive,

then it can go without Motive : for when it is

beyond the Motive, it is out of the Reach of the

Motive, out of the Limits of it's Influence, and

ib without Motive. If Volition goes beyond the

Strength and Tendency of Motive, and especially

if it goes against it's Tendency, this demonstrates

the Independence of Volition or Motive. And

if so, no Reason can be given for what Mr. Chubb

so often asserts, even that in the Nature- of Things

Edition cannot take Place without a Motive to in

duce it.

If the most High should endow a Balance with

Agency or Activity of Nature, in such a Manner

that when unequal Weights are put into the Scales,

it's Agency could enable it to cause that Scale .to

descend which has the least Weight, and so to

raise the greater Weight ; this would clearly de

monstrate, that the Motion of the Balance do's

- not
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not depend on Weights in the Scales, at least as

much as if the Balance mould move it self, when

there is no Weight in either Scale. And the Ac

tivity of the Balance which is sufficient to move

it self against the greater Weight, - must certainly

be more than sufficient to move it when there is

no Weight at all.

Mr. Chubb supposes, that the Will can't stir at

all without some Motive j and also supposes, that

if there be a Motive to one Thing, and none to

the Contrary, Volition will infallibly follow that

Motive. This is vertually to suppose an entire

Dependence of the Will on Motives : If it were

not wholly dependent on them, it could surely

help it self a little without them, or help it self a

little against a Motive, without help from the

Strength and Weight of a contrary Motive. And

yet his supposing that the Will, when it has be

fore it various opposite Motives, can use them as

it pleases, and chuse it's own Influence from them,

and neglect the strongest, and follow the weakest,

supposes it to be wholly independent on Motives.

It further appears, on Mr. Cbub'b's Supposition,

that Volition must be without any previous Ground

in any Motive, thus: If it be as he supposes, that

the Will is not determined by any previous supe-

riour Strength of the Motive, but determines and

chuses it's own Motive, then, when the rival Mo

tives are exactly equal in Strength and Tendency

to induce, in all Respects, it may follow either

and may in such a Case, sometimes follow one,

sometimes the other. And if so, this Diversity

which appears between the Acts of the Will, is

plainly without previous Ground in either of thz

Motives ; for all that is previously in the Motives,

is supposed jirecisely and perfectly the same, with-

it out
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out any Diversity whatsoever. Now perfect Iden

tity, as to all that is previous in the Antecedent,

can't be the Ground and Reason of Diversity in

the Consequent. Perfect Identity in the Ground

can't be a Reason why it is not followed with the

fame Consequence. And therefore the Source of

this Diversity of Consequence must be sought for

elsewhere.

And lastly, it may be observed, that however

Mr. Chubb does much insist that no Volition can

take Place without some Motive to induce' it,

which previously disposes the Mind to it ; yet, as

he also insists that the Mind without Reference to

any fuperiour Strength of Motives, picks and

chuses for it's Motive to follow ; He himself herein

plainly supposes, that with Regard to the Mind's

Preference of one Motive before another, it i»

not the Motive that disposes the Will, but the

Will disposes itself to follow the Motive.

IV. Mr. Chubb supposes Necessity to be utterly

inconsistent with Agency ; and that to suppose a Be

ing to be an Agent in that which is necessary, is a

plain Contradiction. P. 311. and throughout his

Discourses on the Subject of Liberty, he supposes,

that Necessity cannot consist with Agency or Free

dom ; and that to suppose otherwise, is to make

Liberty and Necessity, Action and Passion, the

same Thing. And so he seems to suppose, that

there is no Action strictly speaking, but Volition j

and that as to the Effects of Volition in Body or

Mind, in themselves considered, being neceflary-j

they are said to be free, only as they are "the Ef

fects of an Act that is not necesfary.

And yet, according to him, Volition itself iS

the Effect of Volitim ; yea, every Act of free Vo

lition :
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lition : and therefore every Act of free Volition

must, by what has now been observed from Him,

be necessary. That every Act of free Volition is

it self the Effect of Volition, is abundantly sup

posed by Him. In P. 341, he says, " If a Man

" is such a Creature as I have proved him to be,

" that is, if he has in him a Power or Liberty

** of doing either Good or Evil, and either of

" these is the Subject of his own free Choice, so

" that he might, IF HE HAD PLEASED,

** have CHOSEN and done the contrary."- ,

Here he supposes, all that is Good or Evil in Man

is the Effect of his Choice ; and so that his good

or evil Choice it self is the Effect of his Pleasure

or Choice, in these Words, He might if be bad

PLEASED, have CHOSEN the contrary. So in P.

356. " Though it be highly reasonable, that a

** Man should always chuse the greater Good, ---

** yet he may, if he PLEASE, CHUSE other-

" wife." Which is the fame Thing as if he had

said, He may, if he chuses, chuse otherwise. And

then he goes on, "---that is, he may, if he pleases,

** chuse what is good for himself, &c." And a-

gain in the same Page, " The Will is not con-

** fined by the Understanding, to any particular

" Sort of Good, whether greater or less ; but is

** at Liberty to chuse what Kind of Good it pleases."

— If there be any Meaning in the last Words,

the Meaning must be this, that the Will is at Li

berty to cbufe what Kind of Good it chuses to chuse ;

supposing the Act of Choice it self determined

by an antecedent Choice. The Liberty Mr. Chubb

speaks of, is not only a Man's having Power to

move his Body agreably to an antecedent^Act of

Choice, but to use or exert the Faculties of his

Soul. Thus, in P. 379. speaking of the Facul

ties of his Mind, he fays, ** Man has Power, and

" is at Liberty to neglect these Faculties, to use

K 2 " them
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" them aright, or to abuse them, as he -pleases."

And that he supposes an Act of Choice, or Exer

cise of Pleasure, properly distinct from, and ante

cedent to those Acts thus chosen, directing, com

manding and producing the chosen Acts, and even

the Acts of Choice themselves, is very plain in

P. 283. " He can command his Actions ; and here-

" in consists his Liberty; He can give or deny

" himself that Pleasure as he pleases." And P. 377.

" If the Actions of Men— are not the Produce ofa

" free Choice, or Election, but spring from a Ne-

" ceffity of Nature, he cannot in Reason be

" the Object of Reward or Punishment on their

" Account. Whereas, if Action in Man, whether

" Good or Evil, is 'the Produce of Will or free

" Choice ; so that a Man in either Case, had it in

" his Power, and was at Liberty to have CH.O-

" SEN the contrary, he is the proper Object of

" Reward or Punishment, according as he CHU-

" SES to behave Himself." Here in these last

Words, he speaks of Liberty of CHUSING, accord

ing as he CHUSES. S' that the Behaviour which

he' speaks of as subjecc to his Choice, is his chic/ing

it self, as well as his external Conduct consequent

upon it. And therefore 'tis evident,, he means

not only external Actions, but the "Acts of Choice

* themselves, when he speaks of all free Actions, as

the PRODUCE of free Choice. And this is abun

dantly evident in what he lays in & 373.

Now these Things imply a twofold great Ab

surdity and Inconsistence.

1. To suppose, as Mr. Chubb plainly does, that

every free Act of Choice is commanded by, and is

the Produce of free Choice, is to suppose the first

free Act of Choice belonging to the Case, yea, the

first free Act of Cfhoice that ever Man exerted, to

be the Produce of an antecedent Act of Choice.

But
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But I hope I need not labour at all to convince my

Readers, that 'tis an Absurdity to say, the very

first Act is the Produce of another Act that went

before it.

2. If it were both possible and real, as Mr.

Chubb insists, that every free Act of Choice were '[

the Produce or the Effect of a free Act of Choice ; i

yet even then, according to his Principles, no one

Act of Choice would be free, but every one ne

cessary because, every Act of Choice being the-

Effect of a foregoing Act, every Act would be j

necessarily connected with that foregoing Cause. ,

For Mr. Chubb himself says, P. 389. ." When the

" Self moving Power is exerted, it becomes the

" necessary Cause of it's Effects." So that his j

Notion of a free Act, that is rewardable or punish - j

able, is a Heap of Contradictions. It is a free

Act, and yet, by his own Notion of Freedom, is

necessary ; and therefore by him it is a Contra

diction, to suppose it to be free. According to

him, every free Act is the Produce of a free Act ;

so that there must be an infinite Number of free

Acts in Succession, without any Beginning, in an

Agent that has a Beginning. And therefore here

is an infinite Number ot free Acts, every one

of them free ; and yet not any one of them free,

but every Act in the whole infinite Chain a ne#

cejTary Effect. All the Acts are rewardable or :

punishable, and yet the Agent cannot, in Reason,

be the Object of Reward or Punishment, on Ac

count of any one of these Actions. He is active

in them all, and passive in none; yet active in

none, but passive in all, csV.

V. Mr. Chubb does most strenuously deny, that

Motives are Causes of the Acts of the ."Will \ or

that the moving Principle in Man is moved, or

caused to be exerted by Motives. His Words P. 388

K 3 and
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and 389. are, " If the moving Principle in Man

« is MOVED, or CAUSED TO BE EXERT-

.** ED, by something external to Man, which all

** Motives are^ then it would not be a Self-moving

" Principle, seeing it would be moved by a Prin-

** ciple external to it self. And to say, that a

" Self-moving Principle is MOVED, or CAU-

** SED TO BE EXERTED, by a Cause ex-

** ternal to it self, is absurd and a Contradic-

f* tion &c."—And in the next Page, "tis parti

cularly and largely insisted, that Motives are

Causes in no Case, that they are meerly passive in

she Production of Action, and have no Causality in the.

Production of it,—no Causality, to be the Cause os the

Exertion of the Will.

Now I desire it may be considered, how this

can possibly consist with what he fays in other

Places. Let it be noted here,

1. Mr. Chubb abundantly speaks of Motives as

Excitements of the Acts of the Will ; and fays, that

Motives do excite Volition, and induce it, and that

they are necessary to this End j that in the Reason

and Nature of 'Things, Volition cannot take Place

without Motives to excite it. But now if Motives

txcite the Will, they move it ; and yet he fays, 'tis

absurd to say, the Will is moved by Motives.

And again (if Language is of any Significancy at

all) If Motives excite Volition, then they are the

Cause of it's being excited ; and to cause Volition

to be excited, is to cause it to be put forth or ex

erted. Yea, Mr. Chubb says himself, P. 317. Mo

tive is necessary to the Exertion of the active Fa

culty. To excite, is positively to do something

and certainly that which does something, is the

Cause of the Thing done by it. To create, is to

cause to be created 5 to make, is to cause to be'

made ;
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made ; to kill, is to cause to be killed ; to quicken,

is to cause to be quickened ; and to excite, is to

cause to be excited. To excite, is to be a Cause, in

the most proper Sense, not meerly a negative Oc

casion, but a Ground of Existence by positive In

fluence. The Notion of exciting, is exerting In

fluence to cause the Effect to arise or come forth

into Existence.

2. Mr. Cbubb himself, P. 317, speaks of Mo

tives as the Ground and Reason of Action BY

INFLUENCE, and BY PREVAILING IN

FLUENCE. Now, what can be meant by a

Cause, but something that is the Ground and

Reason of a Thing by it's Influence, an Influence

that is prevalent and so effectual ?

3. This Author not only speaks of Motives as

the Ground and Reason of Action, by prevailing

Influence j but exprefly of their Influence as prevail

ing FOR THE PRODUCTION of an Action,

in the fame P. 317: which makes the Incon

sistency still more palpable and notorious. The

Production of an Effect is certainly the Causing of

an Effect ; and productive Influence is causal In

fluence, if any Thing is ; and that which has this

Influence prevalently, so as thereby to become

the Ground of another Thing, is a Cause of that

Thing, if there be any such Thing as a Cause.

This Influence, Mr. Chubb fays, Motives have to

produce an Action ; and yet he fays, 'tis absurd

and a Contradiction, to say they are Causes.

4. In the fame Page, He once and again speaks

of Motives as dispofng the Agent to Action, by

their Influence. His Words are these : " As Mo-

** tive, which takes Place in the Understanding,

" apd is the Product of Intelligence, is NECES-

K 4 " SARY
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" SARY to Action, that is, to the EXERTION

" of the active Faculty, because that Faculty

" would not be exerted without some PRE-

« VIOUS REASON to DISPOSE the Mind to

" Action ; so from hence it plainly appears, that

** when a Man is said to be disposed to one Action

" rather than another, this properly signifies the

" PREVAILING INFLUENCE that one Ma-

« tive has upon a Man FOR THE PRODUC-

" TION of an Action, or for the being at Reft,

" before all other Motives, for the Production of

" the contrary. For as Motive is the Ground

" and Reason of any Action, so the Motive that

" prevails,' DISPOSES the Agent to the Perform -

" ance of that Action."

Now, if Motives dispose the Mind to Action,

then they cause the Mind to be disposed ; and to

cause the Mind to be disposed, is to cause it to be

willing ; and to cause it to be willing, is to cause

it to will ; and that is the fame Thing as to be the

Cause of an Act of the Will. And yet this fame

Mr. Chubb holds it to be absurd, to suppose Mo

tive to be a Cause of the Act of the Will.

/" And if we compare these Things together, we

have here again a whole Heap of Inconsistences.

Motives are the previous Ground and Reason of the

Acts of the Will ; yea, the necessary Ground and

Reason of their Exertion, without which they will not

be exerted, and cannot in the Nature of 'Things take

Place ; and thty do excite these Acts*of the Will,

and do this by a prevailing Influence ; yea, an In

fluence which prevails for the Production of the Act of

the Will, and for the disposing of the Mind to it -t

And yet 'tis absurd, to suppose Motive to be a Cause

of an Act of the Will, or that a Principle of IVill

is moved or caused to be exerted by it, or that,it has

any
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any Causality in the Production of it, or any Causality

to be the Cause ofthe Exertion of the Will.

A due Consideration of these Things which

Mr. Chubb has advanced, the strange Inconsistences

which the Notion of Liberty consisting in the

Will's Power of Self-determination void of all

Necessity, united with that Dictate of common

Sense, that there can be no Volition without a

Motive, drove him into, may be sufficient to con

vince us, that it is utterly impossible ever to make

that Notion of Liberty consistent with the Influ

ence of Motives in Volition. And as it is in a \

manner self-evident, that there can be no Act of '

Will, Choice or Preference of the Mind, without!

some Motive or Inducement, something in the 1

Mind's View, which it aims at, seeks, inclines to, j

and goes aster ; so 'tis most manifest, there is no \

such Liberty in the Universe as Arminians insist

on ; nor any such Thing possible, or conceivable. !

Section XI.

'The Evidence of GOD's certain Foreknowledge

of the Volitions of moral Agents.

/TpHAT the Acts of the Wills of moral Agents /

as to be without all Necessity, appears by God's

certain Foreknowledge of such Events.

In handling this Argument, I would in the first

Place prove, that God has a certain Foreknow

ledge of the voluntary Acts of moral Agents ; and

secondly, shew the Consequence, or how it follows

from hence, that the Volitions of moral Agents

 

contingent Events, in that Sense, /

are
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are not contingent, so as to be without Necessity

of Connection and Consequence.

First, I am to prove, that God has an abso

lute and certain Foreknowledge of the free Ac

tions of moral Agents.

One would think, it should be wholly needless

to enter on such an Argument with any that pro

fess themselves Christians : But so it is ; God's

certain Foreknowledge of the free Acts of moral

Agents, is denied by some that pretend to believe

the Scriptures to be the Word of God ; and espe

cially of late. I therefore shall consider the Evi

dence of such a Prescience in the most High, as

fully as the designed Limits of this Essay will ad

mit of ; supposing my self herein to have to do

with such as own the Truth of the Bible.

Arc I. My first Argument shall be taken from

God's Prediction of such Events. Here I would

in the first Place lay down these two Things as

Axioms.

*

(1.) If God don't foreknow, He can't foretell

such Events ; that is, He can't peremptorily and

certainly foretell them. If God has no more than

an uncertain Guess concerning Events of this

Kind, then He can declare no more than an un

certain Guess. Positively to foretell, is to profess

to foreknow, or to declare positive Foreknowlege.

(2.) If God don't certainly foreknow the future

Volitions of moral Agents, then neither can He

certainly foreknow those Events which are conse

quent and dependent on these Volitions. The Ex

istence of the one depending on the Existence of

the other, the Knowledge of the Existence of the

one
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one depends on the Knowledge of the Existence

of the other ; and the one can't be more certain

than the other.

Therefore, how many, how great, and, how ex

tensive soever the Consequences of the Volitions

of moral Agents may be ; tho' they should ex

tend to an Alteration of the State of Things thro'

the Universe, and should be continued in a Series

of successive Events t6 all Eternity, and should in

the Progress of Things branch forth into an in

finite Number of Series, each of them going on

in an endless Line or Chain of Events ; God must

be as ignorant of all these Consequences, as He is

of the Volition whence they first take their Rife :

AK these Events, and the whole State of Things

depending on them, how important, extensive and

vast soever, must be hid from him.

These Positions being such as I suppose none

will deny, I now proceed to observe the following

Things. .

r. Men's moral Conduct and Qualities, their

Vertues and Vices, their Wickedness and good

Practice, Things rewardable and punishable, have

often been foretold by God. — Pharaoh's moral

Conduct, in refusing to obey God's Command, in

letting his People go, was foretold. God fays to

Mofes., Exod. iii. 19. I am sure, that the King of

Egypt will not letyou go. Here God profesies not

only to guess at, but to know Pharaoh's future

Disobedience. In Chap. vii. 4. God says, But

Pharaoh shall net hearken unto you; that I may lay

mine Hand upon Egypt, &c. And Chap. ix. 30.

Mofes says to Pharaoh, Asfor thee, and thy Servants,

I KNOIV that ye will not fear the Lord. See also

Chap. xi. 9. — The moral Conduct of Josiah, by

Name,
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Name, in his zealously exerting himself in Oppo

sition to Idolatry, in particular Acts of his, was

foretold above three Hundred Years before he was

born, and the Prophecy scal'd by a Miracle, and

renewed and confirmed by the Words of a second

Prophet, as what surely would not fail, 1 Kings xiii.

i • 6,' 32. This Prophecy was also in Effect

a Prediction of the moral Conduct of the People,

in upholding their Schismatical and Idolatrous

Worship 'till that Time, and the Idolatry of those

Priests of the high Places, which it is foretold

Jofiab should offer upon that Altar of Bethel.

Micaiah foretold the foolish and sinful Conduct of

Ahab, in refusing to hearken to the Word of the

Lord by him, and chusing rather to hearken to the

false Prophets, in going to Ramotb-Gilead to his

Ruin, 1 Kings xxi. 20,-22.— The moral Con

duct of Hazael was foretold, in that Cruelty he

should be guilty of ; on which Hazael says, What,

is thy Servant a Dog, that he should do this Thing !

The Prophet speaks of the Event as what he knew,

and not what he conjectured. 2 Kings viii. 12.

I know the Evil that thou wilt do unto the Children of

Israel : Thou wilt da/h their Children, and rip up their

Women with Child.-—The moral Conduct of Cyrus

is foretold, long before he had a Being, in his

Mercy to God's People, and Regard to the true

God, in turning the Captivity of the Jews, and

promoting the building of the Temple. Ifai. xliv.

28. & lxv. 13. Compare 2 Chron. xxxvi. 22, 23.

and Ezra 1. 1,- -4.—-How many Instances of the

moral Conduct of the Kings of the North and South,

particular Instances of the wicked Behaviour of

the Kings of Syria and Egypt, are foretold in the

xith Chapter of Daniel ? Their Corruption, Vio

lence, Robbery, Treachery, and Lies. And par

ticularly, how much is foretold of the horrid

Wickedness of Aniiochus Epiphams, called there

a vite
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a vile Person, instead of Epiphanes, or Illustrious.

In that Chapter, and also in Chap. viii. ver. 9,— -

14, 23, to the End, are foretold his Flattery,

Deceit and Lies, his having his Heart set to do

Mischief and set against the holy Covenant, his de

stroying and treading under Foot the holy People, in a

marvellous Manner, his having Indignation against

the holy Covenant, setting his Heart against it, and

conspiring against it, his polluting the Santluary of

Strength, treading it under Foot, taking away the

daily Sacrifice, and placing the Abomination that ma-

keth desolate ; his great Pride, magnifying himself a-

gainst God, and uttering marvellous Blasphemies a-

gainst Him, 'till God in Indignation should destroy

him. Withal, the moral Conduct of the Jews, on

Occasion of his Persecution, is predicted. 'Tis

foretold, that he should corrupt many by Flatteries,

Chap. xi. g2,— -34. But that others should be

have with a glorious Constancy and Fortitude, in

Opposition to him, ver. 32. And that some good

Men should fall and repent, ver. 35. Christ fore

told Peter's Sin, in denying his Lord, with it's

Circumstances, in a peremptory Manner. And

so, that great Sin of Judas, in betraying his Mas

ter, and it's dreadful and eternal Punishment in

Hell, was foretold in the like positive Manner.

Matt. xxvi. 21,-25. and parallel Places in the

other Evangelists.

1

2. Many Events have been foretold by God,

which were consequent ar.d dependent on the mo-

ral Conduct of particular Persons, and were , ac

complished, either by their vertuous or vicious

Actions.---Thus, the Children of Israel's going

down into Egypt to dwell there, was foretold to

Abraham^ Gen. xv. which was brought about by

the Wickedness of Jofeph's Brethren in felling him,

and the Wickedness of JosepV% Mistress, and his

ov.n
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own signal Vertue in resisting her Temptation.

The Accomplishment of the Thing prefigur'd in

Joseph's Dream, depended on the same moral

Conduct. Jotham's Parable and Prophecy, Judges

ix. .15, 20. was accomplished by the wicked

Conduct of Abimelech, and the Men of Shecbem.

The Prophecies against the House of Eli., 1 Sam.

Chap. ii. & iii. were accomplished by the Wick

edness of Doeg the Edomite, in accusing the Priests ;

' and the great Impiety, and extreme Cruelty of

Saul in destroying the Priests at Nob. 1 Sam. xxii.

---Nathan's, Prophecy against David, 2 Sam. xii.

li4 ,12. was fulfill'd by the horrible Wickedness

of Absalom, in rebelling against his Father, seek

ing his Life, and lying with his Concubines in

the Sight of the Sun. The Prophecy against So

lomon, 1 Kings xi. 11,-13. vvas fulfilled by Je

roboam's Rebellion and Usurpation, which are spo

ken of as his Wickedness, 2 Cbron. xiii. 5, 6.

compare ver. 18. The Prophecy against Jerobo

am's Family, 1 Kings xiv. was fulfilled by the

Conspiracy, Treason, and cruel Murders of Baa-

jha, 2 Kings xv. 27, &c. The Predictions of the

Prophet Jehu against the House of Baa/ha, 1 Kings

xvi. at the Beginning, were fulfilled by the Trea

son and Parricide of Zimri, 1 Kings xvi. 9,-— 13,

20.

3. How often has God foretold the future mo

ral Conduct of Nations and Peoples, of Numbers,

Bodies, and Successions of Men; with God's ju

dicial Proceedings, and many other Events con

sequent and dependent on their Vertues and Vices ;

which could not be foreknown, if the Volitions

of Men, wherein they acted as moral Agents, had

not been foreseen ? The future Cruelty of the E-

gyptians in oppressing Israel, and God's judging

and punishing them for it, was foretold long be

fore
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fore it came to pass. Gen. xv. 13, 14, The Con

tinuance of the Iniquity of the Amorites, and the

Increase of it until it JhouU be full, and they ripe

for Destruction, was foretold above four Hundred

Years before-hand, Gen. xv. 16. AH. vii. 6, 7.

The Prophecies of the Destruction of Jerusalem,

and the Land of Judah, were absolute ; 2 Kings

xx. 17-,—19. Chap. xxii. 15, to the End. It

was foretold in HezekiaFs Time, and was abun

dantly insisted on in the Book of the Prophet Isaiah,

who wrote nothing aster Hezekiab's Days. It was

foretold in Jojiab's Time, in the Beginning of a

great Reformation, 2 Kings xxii. And it is manifest

by innumerable Things in the Prediction of the

Prophets, relating to this Event, it's Time, it*s

Circumstances, it's Continuance and End ; the Re

turn from the Captivity, the Restoration of the

Temple, City and Land, and many Circumstan

ces, and Consequences of Thai ; I fay, these' shew

plainly, that the Prophecies of this great Event

were absolute. And yet this Event was connected

with, and dependent on two Things in Men's

moral Conduct : first, the injurious Rapine and

Violence of the King of Babylon and his People,

as the efficient Cause ; which God often speaks of

as what he highly resented, and would severely

punish; and 2dly, The final Obstinacy of the

Jews. That great Event is often spoken of as

suspended on this. Jer. iv. 1. & v. 1. vii. 1,— -7.

xi. 1,—6. xvii. 24, to the End. xxv. 1,-7. xxvi.

1,— 8, 13. & xxxviii. 17, 18. Therefore, this

Destruction.and Captivity could not be foreknown,

unl< fs such a moral Conduct of the Chaldeans and

yew;- had been foreknown. And then it was fore

told, that the People should be fincdfy obstinate, to

the Destruction and utter Desolation of the City

and' Land. Ifai. vi. 9,— 1 1 . Jer. i. »8, 19. vii.

27,-—29. Ezek. iii. 7. & xxiv. 13, 14.
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The final Obstinacy of those yews who were

left in the Land of Israel, and who afterwards

went down into Egypt, in their Idolatry and Re

jection of the true God, was foretold by God, and

the Prediction confirmed with an Oath, Jer. xliv.

26, 27. And God tells the People, Ifai. xlviii. 3,

4,-8. that he had predicted those Things which

should be consequent on their Treachery and Ob

stinacy, because he knew they would be obsti

nate ; and that he had declared these Things be

fore-hand, for their Conviction of his being the

only true God, &c.

The Destruction of Babylon, with many of the

Circumstances of it, was fore-told, as the Judg

ment of God for the exceeding Pride and Haugh

tiness of the Heads of that Monarchy, Nebuchad

nezzar, and his Successors, and their wickedly de

stroying other Nations, and particularly for their

exalting themselves against the true God and his

People, before any of these Monarche had a Be

ing ; Ifai. Chap- xiii, xiv, xlvii : Compare Hab-

bak. ii. 5, to the End, and Jer. Chap. 1. and li.

That Babylon 's Destruction was to be a Recompence,

according to the Works of their own Hands, appears

by Jer. xxv. 14. The Immorality which the

People of Babylon, and particularly her Princes

and great Men, were guilty of, that very Night

that the City was destroyed, their Revelling and

Drunkenness at Beljhazzar's Idolatrous Feast, was

foretold, JerAi. S9^57-

The Return of the Jews from the Babylonish

Captivity is often very particularly foretold, with

many Circumstances, and the Promises of it are

very peremptory; Jer. xxxi. 35,-40. and xxxii,

6,-15, 4I,-"44- and xxxiii. 24,— 26. And the

very Time of their Return was prefix'd ; Jer.

xxv.
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xxv. 11, 12. and xxix. 10, ir. 2 Chron. xxxvi.

21. Ezek. iv. 6. and Dan. ix. 2. And yet the

Prophecies represent their Return as consequent

on their Repentance. And their Repentance it

self is very exprefly and particularly foretold,

Jer. xxix. 12, 13, 14. xxxi. 8, 9, 18,— -31. xxxiii.

8. 1. 4, 5. Ezek. vi. 8, 9, 10. vii. 16. xiv. 22, 23.

and xx. 43, 44-

It was foretold under the old Testament, that

the Messiah should suffer greatly through the Ma

lice and Cruelty of Men ; as is largely and fully

set forth, Psal. xxii. applied to Christ in the. new

Testament, Matt- xxvii. 35', 43. Luke xxiii. 34.

John xix. 24. Heb. ii. 12. And likewise in Pfal.

Ixix. which, it is also evident by the New Testa

ment, is spoken of Christ ; John xv. 2 5. vii. 5,

• &c. and ii. 17. Rom. xv. 3. Matt. Xxvii. 34, 48.

As<ar£ xv. 23. John xix. 29. The same Thing is

also foretold, Ifai. liii. and 1. 6. and Mic. v. 1.

This Cruelty of Men was their Sin, and what

they acted as moral Agents. It was foretold,

that there should be an Union of Heathen and

Jewish Rulers against Christ, Psal. ii. 1, 2. com -

par'd with Acts iv. 25,— -28. It was foretold, that

the Jews should generally reject and despise the

Messiah, Ifai. xlix. 5, 6, 7. and liii. 1,—-3. Psalm

Xxii. 6, 7. and lxix. 4, 8, 19, 20. And it was

foretold, that the Body of that Nation should bd

rejected in the Messiah's Days, from being God's

People, for their Obstinacy in Sin ; Ifai. xlix. 4,

---7. and viii. 14, 15, 16. compared with Rom.

X. 19. and Ifai lxv» at the beginning, compared

with Rom. x. 20, 21. It was foretold, that Christ

should be rejected by the chief Priests and Rulers

among the Jews, Psalm cxviii. 22. compared with

JSfyttb. xxi. 42. Acts'w. 11. 1 Pet. ii. 4, 7.

L Christ
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Christ himself foretold his being delivered, into-

the Hands of the Elders, chief Priests and Scribes,

and his being cruelly treated by them, and con

demned to Death ; and that he by them should be

delivered to the Gentiles : and that He should be

mocked, and scourged, and crucified, (Matt. xvi. 21.

and xx. 17,-19. Luke ix. 22. John viii. 28.) and

that the People should be concerned in and con

senting to his Death, (Lukexx. 13,-18.) especi

ally the Inhabitants of Jerusalem ; Luke xiii. 33,

—35. He foretold, that the Disciples should all

be offended because of Him that Night that he

was betrayed, and should forsake him ; Matt. xxvi.

31. John xvi. 32. He foretold, that He should

De rejected of that Generation, even the Body of

the People, and that they should continue obsti

nate, to their Ruin; Matt. xii. 45. xxi'. 33,-42.

and xxii- 1,-7. Luke xiii. 16, 21, 24. xvii. 25.

xix. 14, 27, 41, -44. xx. 13,-18. and xxiii.

34,-39-

As it was foretold in both old Testament and

Hew, that the Jews should reject the Messiah, so

it was foretold that the Gentiles should receive

Him, and so be admitted to the Privileges of

God's People ; in Places too many to be now par

ticularly mentioned. It was foretold in the old

Testament, that the Jews mould envy the Gentiles

on this Account; Deut. xxxii. 21. compar'd with

Rom. x. 19. Christ himself often foretold, that

the Gentiles would embrace the true Religion, and

become his Followers and People ; Matt. viii. 10,

», 12. xxi. 41,-43. and xxii. 8,— 10. Luke xiii.

28. xiv. 16,-24. and xx. 16. John x. 16. He

also foretold the Jews Envy of the Gentiles on this

Occasion; Matt. xx. 12,— 16. Luke xv. 26, to

the End. He foretold, that they should continue

in this Opposition and Envy, and should mani-
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fest it in the cruel Persecutions of his Followers,

to their utter Destruction; Matt. xxi. 33,— -42.

Xxii. 6. and xxiii. 34,-—39. Luke xi. 49, ---51.

The Jews Obstinacy is also foretold, Acts xxii. 18.

Christ often foretold the great Persecutions his

Followers should meet with, both from Jews and

Gentiles; Matt. x. 1 6,— 1 8* 21, 22, 34,—36. and

xxiv. 9. Mark xiii. 9. Lukex. 3; xii. 11, ^.g,--^^-

and xxi. 12, 16, 17. xv. 18,-— 21. and xvi.

1,—4. 20?- — 22, 23. He foretold the Martyr

dom of particular Persons; Matt. xx. 23. John

xiii. 36. and xxi. 18, 19, 22. He foretold the

great Success of the Gospel in the City of Samaria,

as near approaching ; which asterwards was ful

filled by the Preaching of Philip, John iv. 35,—

38. He foretold the Rising of many Deceivers

aster his Departure, Matt. xxiv. 4, 5, 1 1 . and tha

Apostacy of many of his profess'd Followers ;

Matt. xxiv. io,— 12.

The Persecutions, which the Apostle Paul was

to meet with in the World, were foretold ; Acts

ix. 16.—xx. 23, and xxi. 11. The Apostle fays

to the Christian Ephefians, Acts xx. 29, 30. Iknow,

that after my Departure shall grievous Wolves enter in

among you, not sparing the Flock : Also of your own

selves Jhall Men arise, speaking perverse 'Things, to

draw away Disciples after them. The Apostle fays,

He knew this ; but he did not know it, if God did

not know the future Actions of moral Agents".

4. Unless God foreknows the future Acts of

moral Agents, all the Prophecies we have in

Scripture concerning the great Antichristian Apo

stacy ; the Rife, Reign, wicked Qualities, and

Deeds of the Man of Sin, and his Instruments and

Adherents; the Extent and long Continuance of

L 2. nis
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his Dominion, his Influence on the Minds of

Princes and others, to corrupt them, and draw

them away to Idolatry, and other foul Vices ; his

great and cruel Persecutions ; the Behaviour of

the Saints under these great Temptations, &c.

&c. I fay, unless the Volitions of moral Agents

are foreseen, all these Prophecies are uttered with

out knowing the Things foretold.

The Predictions relating to this great Apostacy

/are all of a moral Nature, relating to Men's Ver-

/ tues and Vices, and their Exercises, Fruits and

I Consequences, and Events depending on them ; .

I and are very particular ; and most of them often,

repeated, with many precise Characteristicks, De

scriptions, and Limitations of Qualities, Conduct,

Influence, Effects, Extent, Duration, Periods,

Circumstances, final Issue, &c. which it would

be very long to mention particularly. / And to

I suppose, all these are predicted by God without

any certain Knowledge of the future moral Beha

viour of free Agents, would be to the utmost

Degree absurd.

5. Unless God foreknows the future Acts of

Men's Wills, and their Behaviour as moral A-

gcnts, all those great Things which are foretold

in both Old Testament and New concerning the

Erection, Establishment, and universal Extent of

the Kingdom of the MeJJlab, were predicted and

promised while God was in Ignorance whether any

of these Things would come to pass or no, and

did but guess at them. For that Kingdom is not

of this World, it don?t consist in Things exter

nal, but is within Men, and consists in the Do

minion of Vertue in their Hearts, in Righteous

ness, and Peace, and Joy in the Holy Ghost ;

and in these Things made manifest in Practice, ro

the
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the Praise and Glory of God. The Messiah came

to save Men from their Sins, and deliver them from

their spiritual Enemies ; that they might serve Him in

Righteousness and Holiness before Him: He gave Him

self for us, that he might redeem us from all Iniquity,

and purify unto Himself a peculiar People, zealous of

good Works. And therefore his Success consists in

gaining Men's Hearts to Vertue, in their being

made God's willing People in the Day of his Power.

His Conquest of his Enemies consists in his Vic

tory over Men's Corruptions and Vices. And such

Success, such Victory, and such a Reign and Do

minion is often exprefly foretold : That his King

dom pall fill the Earth ; that all People, Nations

and Languages should serve and obey Him : and so,

that all Nations floould go up to the Mountain of the

House of the Lord, that He might teach them his

Ways, and that they might walk in his Paths : And

that all Men floould be drawn to Christ, and the Earth

he full of the Knowledge of the Lord (by which, in

the Style of Scripture, is meant true Vertue and

Religion) as the Waters cover the Seas ; that God's

Law floould be put into Mat's inward Parts, and writ

ten in their Hearts ; and that God's People should be

nil Righteous, &c. &c.

A very great Part of the Prophecies of the

Old Testament is taken up in such Predictions as

these. And here I would observe, that the Pro

phecies of the universal Prevalence of the King

dom of the Messiah, and true Religion of Jesus

Christ are delivered in the most peremptory Man

ner, and confirmed by the Oath of God, Jfai. xlv.

22, to the End, Look to me, and be yesaved, all the

Ends of the Earth ; for I am God, and there is none

else. I have SWORN by my Self, the Word is gone

out of my Mouth in Righteousness, and shall not re

turn, that unto Me every Knee Jhall bow ; and every

L 3 Tongue
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¥ongue shallswear. SURELT, shall one fay, in the

Lord have I Righteousness and Strength : even to Him

shall Men come, Sec. Bat here this peremptory-

Declaration, and great Oath of the most High,

are delivered with such mighty Solemnity, to

Things which God did not know, if he did not

certainly foresee the Volitions of moral Agents.

And all the Predictions of Christ and his A-

postles, to the like Purpose, must be without

Knowledge : As those of our Saviour comparing

the Kingdom of God to a Grain of Mustard-

Seed, growing exceeding great, from a small Be

ginning; and to Leaven, hid in three Measures of

Meal, 'till the whole was leaven'd, tSc. And

the Prophecies in the Epistles concerning the

Restoration of the Nation of the Jews to the true

Church of God, and the bringing in the Fulness

of the Gentiles ; and the Prophecies in all the Re

velation concerning the glorious Change in the

moral State of the World of Mankind, attending

the Destruction of Antichrist, the Kingdom of the

World becoming the Kingdoms of our Lord and of his

Christ ; and it's being granted to the Church to be ar

rayed in that fine Linnen, white and clean, which is '

the Righteousness of Saints, &c.

Corel. 1. Hence that great Promise and Oath of

God to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, so much cele -

brated in Scripture, both in the Old Testament

and New, namely, ¥hat in their Seed all the Na

tions and Families of the Earth should be blessed, must

be made on Uncertainties, if God don't certainly

foreknow the Volitions of moral Agents. For the

Fulfilment of this Promise consists in that Success

pf Christ in the Work of Redemption, and that

Setting up of his spiritual Kingdom over the Na

tions of the World, which has been spoken of.

Men
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Men are bleffed in Christ no otherwise than as they

are brought to acknowledge Him, trust in Him,

love and serve Him, as is represented and pre

dicted in Pfal. lxxii. 11. All Kings shall fall down

before Him ; all Nationsshall serve Him. With ver.

17. Men shall be bleffed in Him-, all Nations jhall

call Him Bleffed. This Oath to Jacob and Abra

ham is fulfilled in subduing Men's Iniquities ; as

is implied in that of the Prophet Micah, Chap-

vii. 19, 20.

Corol. 2. Hence also it appears, That first Gos

pel-Promise that ever was made to Mankind, that

great Prediction of the Salvation of the Messiah,

and his Victory over Satan, made to our first Pa

rents, Gen. iii. 15. if there be no certain Presci

ence of the Volitions of moral Agents, must

have no better Foundation than Conjecture. For

Christ's Victory over Satan consists in Men's be

ing saved from Sin, and in the Victory of Vertue

and Holiness, over that Vice and Wickedness,

which Satan by his Temptation has introduced,

and wherein his Kingdom consists.

6. If it be so, that God has not a Prescience of

the future Actions of moral Agents, it will fol

low, that the Prophecies of Scripture in general

are without Fore-knowledge. For Scripture-Pro

phecies, almost all of them, if not universally

without any Exception, are either Predictions of

the Actings and Behaviours of moral Agents, or

of Events depending on them, or some Way con

nected with them ; judicial Dispensations, Judg

ments on Men for their Wickedness, or Rewards

of Vertue and Righteousness, remarkable r Mani

festations of Favour to the Righteous, or Mani

festations of sovereign Mercy to Sinners, forgiving

their Iniquities, and magnifying the Riches of di-

JL 4 vine
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vine Grace ; or Dispensations of Providence, in

some Respect or other, relating to the Conduct of

the Subjects of God's moral Government, wisely

adapted thereto ; either providing for what mould

be in a future State of Things, through the Voli

tions and voluntary Actions of moral Agents, or

consequent upon them, and regulated and ordered

according to them. So that all Events that are

foretold, are either moral Events, or other Events

which are connected with, and accommodated to

moral Events.

i That the Predictions of Scripture in general

must be without Knowledge, if God don't foresee

the Volitions of Men, will further appear, if it be

considered, that almost all Events belonging to

the future State of the World of Mankind, the

Changes and Revolutions which come to pass in

Empires, Kingdoms, and Nations, and all So

cieties, depend innumerable Ways on the Acts of

Men's Wills ; yea, on an innumerable Multitude

of Millions of Millions of Volitions of Mankind.

Such is the State and Course of Things in the

World of Mankind, that one single Event, which

appears in it self exceeding inconsiderable, may in

the Progress and Series of Things, occasion a Suc

cession of the greatest and most important and ex

tensive Events ; causing the State of Mankind to

be vastly different from what it would otherwise

have been, for all succeeding Generations.

For Instance, the coming into Existence ofthose

particular Men, who have been the great Con

querors of the World, which under God have

had the main Hand in all the consequent State of

the World, in all aster-Ages ; such as Nebuchad

rezzar, Cyrus, Alexander, Pompey, Julius Cæsar, &c.

undoubtedly depended on many Millions of Acts

of
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of the Wills which followed, and were occasion'd

one by another, in their Parents. And perhaps

most of these Volitions depended on Millions of

Volitions of Hundreds and Thousands of others,

their Contemporaries of the fame Generation ; and

most of these on Millions of Millions of Volitions

of others in preceeding Generations.-—As we go

back, still the Number of Volitions, which were

some Way the Occasion of the Event, multiply

as the Branches, of a River, 'till they come at last,

as it were, to an infinite Number. This will not

seem strange, to any one who well considers the

Matter ; if we recollect what Philosophers tell us

of the innumerable Multitudes of those Things

which are as it were the Principia, or Stamina Visœ,

concerned in Generation ; the Animalcula in Se-

tnine mafeu/o, and the Ova in the Womb of the

Female ; thje Impregnation, or animating of one

of these in Distinction from all the rest, must de

pend on Things infinitely minute, relating to the

Time and Circumstances of the Act of the Pa

rents, the State of their Bodies, &c. which must

depend on innumerable foregoing Circumstances

and Occurrences ; which must depend, infinite

Ways, on foregoing Acts of their Wills ; which

are occasioned by innumerable Things that happen

in the Course of their Lives, in which their oyyn,

and their Neighbour's Behaviour, must have a

Hand, an infinite Number of Ways. And as the

Volitions of others must be so many Ways con

cerned in the Conception and Birth of such Men ;

so, no less, in their Preservation, and Circum

stances of Life, their particular Determinations

and Actions, on which the great Revolutions they

were the Occasions of, depended. As for Instance,

When the Conspirators in Persia, against the Magi,

were consulting about a Succession to the Empire,

it came into the Mind of one of them, to propose,

that
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that he whose Horse neighed first, when they came

together the next Morning, should be King. Now

such a Thing's coming into his Mind, might de

pend on innumerable Incidents, wherein the Voli

tions of Mankind had been concerned. But in

Consequence of this Accident, Darius, the Son of

Hista/pes, was King. And if this had not been,

probably his Successor would not have been the

same, and all the Circumstances of the Persian

Empire might have been far otherwise. And then

perhaps Alexander might never have conquered

that Empire. And then probably the Circum

stances of the World in all succeeding Ages, might

have been vastly otherwise. I might further in

stance in many other Occurrences ; such as those

on which depended Alexander's Preservation, in

the many critical Junctures of his Life, wherein

a small Trifle would have turned the Scale against

him ; and the Preservation and Success of the Ro

man People, in the Infancy of their Kingdom and

Common-Wealth, and asterwards ; which all the

succeeding Changes in their State, and the mighty-

Revolutions that asterwards came to pass in the

habitable World, depended upon- But these

Hints may be sufficient for every discerning consi

derate Person, to convince him, that the whole

State of the World of Mankind, in all Ages, and

the very Being of every Person who has ever lived

in itj in every Age, since the Times of the an

cient Prophets, has depended on more Volitions,

or Acts of the Wills of Men, than there are Sands ,

on the Sea-shoar.

And therefore, unless God does most exactly

and perfectly foresee the future Acts of Merits

Wills, all the Predictions which he ever uttered

concerning David, Hezekiab, Jofiah, Nebuchadnez -

zar\ Qrus, Alexander ; concerning the four Mo

narchies,
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narchies, and the Revolutions in them ; and con

cerning all the Wars, Commotions, Victories,

Prosperities and Calamities, of any of the King

doms, Nations, or Communities of the World,

have all been without Knowledge.

So that, according to this Notion of God's not

foreseeing the Volitions and free Actions of Men,

God could foresee Nothing pertaining to the State

of the World of Mankind in future Ages ; not so

much as the Being of one Person that should live

jh it ; and could foreknow no Events, but only

such as He would bring to pass Himself by

the extraordinary Interposition of his immediate

Power ; or Things which should come to pass in

the natural material World, by the Laws of Mo

tion, and Course of Nature, wherein that is in

dependent on the Actions or Works of Mankind :

That is, as he might, like a very able Mathema

tician and Astronomer, with great Exactness cal

culate the Revolutions of the heavenly Bodies,

and the greater Wheels of the Machine of the ex

ternal Creation.

And if we closely consider the Matter, there

will appear Reason to convince us, that he could

not with any absolute Certainty foresee even these.

As to the First, namely, Things done by the im

mediate and extraordinary Interposition of God's

Power, these can't be foreseen, unless it can be

foreseen when there shall be Occasion for such ex

traordinary Interposition. And that can't be fore-j

seen, unless the State of the moral World can be'

foreseen: For whenever God thus interposes, it

is with Regard to the State of the moral World,

requiring such Divine Interposition. Thus God

could not certainly foresee the universal Deluge,

the Calling of Abraham, the Destruction of Sodom
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and Gomorrah, the Plagues oh Egypt, and 2/raeFs

Redemption out of it, the expelling the seven

Nations of Canaan, and the bringing Israel into

that Land ; for these all are represented as con

nected with Things belonging to the State of the

moral World. / Nor can God foreknow the most

proper and convenient Time of the Day of Judg

ment, and general Conflagration ; for that chiefly

depends on the Course and State of Things in the

moral World.

j Nor, Secondly, can we on this Supposition rea

sonably think, that God can certainly foresee what

Things shall come to pass, in the Course of

trhings, in the natural and material World, even

those which in an ordinary State of Things might

me calculated by a good Astronomer. For the

moral World is the End of the natural World ;

and the Course of Things in the former, is un

doubtedly subordinate to God's Designs with Re

spect to the latter. Therefore he has seen Cause,

from Regard to the State of Things in the moral

World, extraordinarily to interpose, to interrupt

and lay an Arrest on the Course of Things in the

natural World ; and even in the greater Wheels

of it's Motion ; even so as to stop the Sun in it's

Course. And unless he can foresee the Volitions

of Men, and so know something of the future

State of the moral World, He can't know but

that he may still have as great Occasion to inter

pose in this Manner, as ever he had : nor can He

foresee how, or when, He shall have Occasion

thus to interpose.

Carol. 1. It appears from the Things which

have been observed, that unless God foresees the

Volitions of moral Agents, that cannot be true

which is observed by the Apostle James, Act. xv

18.
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1 8 . Known unto God are all his Works from the Begin

ning of the World.

Corol. 2 . It appears from what has been obscr- j

ved, that unless God foreknows the Volitions off

moral Agents, all the Prophecies of Scripture have/

no better Foundation than meer Conjecture a and'

That, in most Instances, a Conjecture which must

have the utmost Uncertainty ; depending on an

innumerable, and as it were infinite, Multitude

of Volitions, which are all, even to God, uncer

tain Events : However, these Prophecies are deli

vered as absolute Predictions, and very many of

them in the most positive Manner, with Assevera

tions ; and some of them with the most solemn

Oaths.

< Corol. 3. It also follows from what has been ob-

" served, that if this Notion of God's Ignorance of

future Volitions be true, in vain did Christ say*

(after uttering many great and important Predic

tions, concerning God's moral Kingdom, and

Things depending on Men's moral Actions) Mat.

xxiv. 3 Heaven and Earth shallpafs away ; but my

Words shall not -pass away.

Corol. 4. From the fame Notion of God's Igno

rance, it would follow, that in vain has God hitn-

. self often spoken of the Predictions of his Word,

as Evidences of his Foreknowlege ; and so as Evi

dences of that which is his Prerogative as GOD,

and his peculiar Glory, greatly distinguishing

Him from all other Beings ; as vsxlfai. xli. 22—26,

xliii. 9, 10. xliv. 8. xlv. 21. xlvi. 10. & xlviii. 14.

Arjgum. II. If God don't foreknow the Voli

tions of moral Agents, then he did not foreknow

the Fall of Man, nor of Angels, and so could not

tore
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j foreknow the great Things which are consequent on

| these Events ; such as his fending his Son into

j the World to die for Sinners, and all Things per-

[ taining to the great Work of Redemption ; all the

Things which were done for four Thousand Years

before Christ came, to prepare the Way for it ;

and the Incarnation, Life, Death, Resurrection

and Ascension of Christ ; and the setting Him at

the Head of the Universe, as King of Heaven and

Earth, Angels and Men ; and the setting up his

Church and Kingdom in this World, and appoint

ing Him the Judge of the World ; and all that

Satan should do in the World in Opposition to the

Kingdom of Christ : And the great Transactions

of the Day of Judgment, that Men and Devils

shall be the Subjects of, and Angels concerned in ;

they are all what God was ignorant of before the

Fall. And if so, the following Scriptures, and

others like them, must be without any Meaning,

or contrary to Truth. Eph. i. 4. According as be

hath chofen us in Him before the Foundation of the

World. 1 Pet. i. 20. Who verily was fore-ordained

before the Foundation of the World. 2 Tim. i. 9.

Who hath saved us, and called us with an holy Call

ing ; not according to our Works, but according to his

own Purpofe, and Grace, which was given us in Christ

Jesus before the World began. So, Eph. iii. 11.

(speaking of the Wisdom of God in the WQ1"k of

Redemption) according to the eternal Purpofe which

he purpofed in Christ Jesus. Tit. i. 2. In hope of

eternal Life, which God, that cannot lie, promised be

fore the World began. Rom. viii. 29. Whom he di<s

foreknow, them he also did predestinate, &c. 1 Pet. i.2.

Eletl, according to the Foreknowledge of God the Fa

ther.

Tf God did not foreknow the Fall of Man, nor

the Redemption by Jesus Christ, nor the Volitions

of
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of Man since the Fall ; then He did not foreknow

the Saints in any Sense ; neither as particular Per

sons, nor as Societies or Nations ; either by Elec

tion, or meer Foresight of their Vertue or good

Works ; or any Foresight of any Thing about

them relating to their Salvation ; or any Benefit

they have by Christ, or any Manner of Concern

of their's with a Redeemer.

Arc. III. On the Supposition of God's Igno

rance of the future Volitions of free Agents, it will

follow, that God must in many Cases truly repent

what He has done, so as properly to wish He had

done otherwise : by Reason that the Event of

Things, in those Affairs which are most impor

tant, viz. the Affairs of his moral Kingdom, be

ing uncertain and contingent, often happens quite

otherwise than he was aware before-handi And !

there would be Reason to understand That in the

most literal Sense, in Gen. vi. 6. It repented the

Lord, that he had made Man on the Earth, and it

grieved him at his Heart. And that, 1 Sam. xv. 1 1.

contrary to that, Numb- xxiii. 19. God is net the

Son of Man, that he should repent. And 1 Sam. xv.

15, 29. Also the Strength of Israel will not lie, nor

repent : for he is not a Man that he should repent.

Yea, from this Notion it would follow, that God

is liable to repent and be grieved at his Heart,

in a literal Sense, continually ; and is always ex

posed to an infinite Number of real Disappoint

ments in his governing the World j and to mani

fold, constant, great Perplexity and Vexation ;

But this is not very consistent with his Title of

Cod over all, blessed for evermore; which represents

Him as possessed of perfect, constant, and unin

terrupted Tranquility and Felicity," as God over

the Universe, and in his Management of' the Af

fairs of the World, as supreme and universal

Ruler.
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Ruler. See Rom. i- 25. ix. 5. 2 Cor. xi. 31,

1 vi. < 5.

Arc. IV. It will also follow from this Notion,-

i that as God is liable to be continually repenting

•what He has done ; so He must be exposed to be

J constantly changing his Mind and Intentions, as to

his future Conduct ; altering his Measures, re

linquishing his old Designs, and forming new-

Schemes and Projections. For his Purposes, even

as to the main Parts of his Scheme, namely, such

as belong to the State of his moral Kingdom,

must be always liable to be broken, through Want

of Foresight ; and he must be continually putting

his System to rights, as it gets out of Order,

through the Contingence of the Actions of moral

Agents : He must be a Being, who, instead of

being absolutely immutable, must necessarily be

the Subject of infinitely the most numerous Acts

of Repentance, and Changes of Intention, of any

Being whatsoever ; for this plain Reason, that his

vastly extensive Charge comprehends an infinitely-

greater Number of those Things which are to

; Him contingent and uncertain. In such a Situa

tion, He must have little else to do, but to mend

-broken Links as well as he can, and be rectifying

j his disjointed Frame and disordered Movements,

! in the best Manner the Case will allow. The fu-

pream Lord of all Things must needs be under

great and miserable Disadvantages, in governing

the World which He has made, and has the Care

of, through his being utterly unable to find out

Things of chief Importance, which hereaster mall

befall his System j which if He did but know, He

might make seasonable Provision for. In many

Cases, there may be very great Necessity that He

stiould make Provision, in the Manner of his or

dering and disposing Things, for some great E

vents
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vents which arc to happen, of vast and extensive

Influence, and endless Consequence to 'the Uni

verse ; which He may see asterwards when it is

too late, and may wish in vain that he had known

before-hand, that He might have ordered his

Affairs accordingly. And it is in the Power of

Man, on these Principles,- by his Devices, Pur

poses and Actions, thus to disappoint God, break

his Measures, make Him continually to change

his Mind, subject Him to Vexation, and bring

Him into Confusion.

But how do these Things consist with Reason,

or with the Word of God? Which represents,

that all God's Works, all that He has ever to do,

the whole Scheme and Series of his Operations*

are from the Beginning perfectly in his View ; and

declares, that whatever Devices and Designs are in

the Hearts of Men, the Counsel of the Lord is that

which shallstand, and the Thoughts of his Heart to

all Generations. Prov. xix. ar. Psal. xxxiii. 10, n.

And that which the Lord of Hosts hath purpofed, none

shall disannul, Isai. xiv. 27. And that he cannot be

frustrated in one Design or Thought, Job xlii. 2. And

that which God doth, it shall be forever, that Nothing

can be put to it, cr taken from it, Eccl. iii. 14. The

Stability and Perpetuity of God's Counsels are ex-

prefly spoken of as connected with the Foreknow

ledge of God, Ifai. xlvi. 10. Declaring the End

from the Beginning, andfrom ancient Times the Things

that are not yet done ; faying, My Counsel Jhallstand,

and I will do all my Pleasure.— -And how are these

Things consistent with what the Scripture fays of

God's Immutability, which represents Him as

without Variableness, cr shadow of Turning; and

speaks of Him most particularly as unchangeable

with Regard to his Purposes, Mai. iii. 6. Iam tht

Lord , I change not ; therefore fe Sons of Jacob are

M not
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not consumed. Exod. iii. 14. I AM. THAT IAM.

Job xxiii. 13, 14- He is in one Mind; and who can

turn Him ? And what his Soul desireth, even that he

doth: for he performetb the Thing that is appointed

for me.

Arc V. If this Notion of God's Ignorance

of future Volitions of moral Agents be thoroughly

considered in it's Consequences, it will appear to

follow from it, that God, aster he had made the

World, was liable to be wholly frustrated of his

End in the Creation of it ; and so has been in like

Manner liable to be frustrated of his End in all

' the great Works He hath wrought. 'Tis mani

fest, the moral World is the End of the natural :

The rest of the Creation is but an House which

God hath built, with Furniture, for moral Agents :

And the good or bad State of the moral World

depends on the Improvement they make of their

natural Agency, and so depends on their Voliti

ons. And therefore, if these can't be foreseen by

God, because they are contingent, and subject to

no Kind of Necessity, then the Affairs of the mo

ral World are liable to go wrong, to any assign

able Degree ; yea, liable to be utterly ruined. As

on this Scheme, it may well be supposed to be li

terally said, when Mankind, by the Abuse of their

moral Agency, bacame very corrupt before the

Flood, that the Lord repented that he had made Man

on the Earth, and it grieved Him at his Heart ; so,

when He made the Universe, He did not know

but that he might be so disappointed in it, that it

might grieve Him at his Heart that he had made

it. It actually proved, that all Mankind became

sinful, and a very great Part of the Angels apos

tatised : And how could God know before-hand,

that all of them would not ? And how could God

know but that all Mankind, notwithstanding

Means,
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Means used to reclaim them, being still Jest to the

Freedom of their own "Will, would ^continue in

their Apostacy, and grow worse and worse, as they

of the Old World before the Flood did ?

According to the Scheme I am endeavouring to

confute, neither the Fall of Men nor Angels,

could be foreseen, and God must be greatly dis

appointed in these Events ; and so the grand

Scheme and Contrivance for our Redemption,

and destroying the Works of the Devil, by the

Messiah, and all the great Things God has done

in the Prosecution of these Designs, must be only

the Fruits of his own Disappointment, and Con

trivances of his to mend and patch up, as well as

he could, his System, which originally was a31

very good, and perfectly beautiful ; but was mar'd,

broken and confounded by the free Will of An

gels and Men. And still he must be liable to be

totally disappointed a second Time : He could not

know, that He should have his desired Success, in

the Incarnation, Life, Death, Resurrection and

Exaltation of his only begotten Son, and other

great Works accomplished to restore the State of

Things : He could not know aster all, whether

there would actually be any tolerable Measure of

Restoration ; for this depended on the free Wiil

of Man. There has been a general great Apos

tacy of almost all the Christian World, to that

which was worse than Fleathenism ; which conti

nued for many Ages. And how could God,

without foreseeing Men's Volitions, know whe

ther ever Christendom would return from this A-

postacy ? And which way could He tell before

hand how soon it would begin ? The Apostle says,

it began to work in his Time ; and how could it

be known how far it would proceed in that Age?

Yea, how could it be known that the Gospel,

M 2 which
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which was not effectual for the Reformation of

the Jews, would ever be effectual for the turning

of the Heathen Nations from their Heathen A-

postacy, which they had been confirmed in for so

many Ages ?

'Tis represented often in Scripture, that God

who made the World for Himself, and created it

for his Pleasure, would infallibly obtain his End

in the Creation, and in all his Works j that as all

Things are o/Him, so they would all be to Him ;

and that in the final Issue of Things, it would

appear that He is the firsts and the last. Rev. xxi•

6. And he said unto me, It is done. I am Alpha

and Omega, the Beginning and the End, the first and

tJte last. But these Things are not consistent with

God's being so liable to be disappointed in all his

Works, nor indeed with his failing of his End

in any Thing that He has undertaken, or done.

Section XII.

GOD'S certain Foreknowledge of the future

Volitions of moral Agents, inconsistent ioith

such a Contlngence of those Volitions, as is

without all Necessity.

HAVING proved, that GOD has a certain

and infallible Prescience of the Acts of the

Will of moral Agents, I come now, in the Second

Place, to shew the Consequence ; to shew how it

follows from hence, that these Events are neceffary,

with a Necessity of Connection or Consequence.

The chief Arminian Divines, so far as I have

had Opportunity to observe, deny this Conse

quence j and affirm, that if such Foreknowledge
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be allowed, 'tis no Evidence of any Necessity of

the Event foreknown. Now I desire, that this

Matter may be particularly and thoroughly en

quired into. I cannot but think, that on parti

cular and full Consideration, it may be perfectly

determined, whether it be indeed so, or not.

In order to a proper Consideration of this Mat

ter, I would observe the following Things.

~. t - *

I. 'Tis very evident, with regard to a Thing

whose Existence is infallibly and indissolubly con

nected with something which already hath, or has

had Existence, the Existence of that Thing is ne

cessary. Here may be noted,

1. I observed before, in explaing the Nature of

Necessity, that in Things which are past, their

past Existence is now necessary : having already

made sure of Existence, 'tis too late for any Pos

sibility of Alteration in that Respect : 'Tis now

impossible, that it should be otherwise than true,

that that Thing has existed.

2. If there be any such Thing as a divine Fore

knowledge of the Volitions of free Agents, that

Foreknowledge, by the Supposition, is a Thing

which already has, and long ago bad Existence ;

and so, now it's Existence is necessary ; it is now

utterly impossible to be otherwise, than that this

Foreknowledge mould be, or should have been.

3. 'Tis also very manifest, that those Things

which are indissolubly connected with other Things

that are necessary, are Themselves necessary. As

that Proposition whose Truth is necessarily con

nected with another Proposition, which is neces

sarily true, is itself necessarily true. To say

M 3 other
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otherwise, would be a Contradiction : it would be

in Effect to fay, that the Connection was indisso

luble, and yet was not so, but might be broken.

If That, whose Existence is indislblubly connect

ed with something whose Existence is now neces

fary, is itself not necessary, then it may poffibly not

exist, notwithstanding that indissoluble Connection

of it's Existence. Whether the Absurdity ben't

glaring, let the Reader judge.

4. 'Tis no less evident, that if there be a full,

certain and infallible Foreknowledge of the future

Existence of the Volitions of moral Agents, then

there is a certain infallible and indissoluble Con

nection between those Events and that Fore

knowledge ; and that therefore, by the preceeding

Observations, those Events are necessary Events \

being infallibly and indislblubly connected with

that whose Existence already is, and so is now;

necessary, and can't but have been.

To fay, the Foreknowledge is certain and in

fallible, and yet the Connection of the Event with

that Foreknowledge is not indissoluble, but disso

luble and fallible, is very absurd. To affirm it,

would be the same Thing as to affirm, that there

is no necessary Connection between a Proposition's

being infallibly known to be true, and it's being

true indeed. So that it is perfectly demonstrable,

that if there be any infallible Knowledge of fu

ture Volitions, the Event is necessary ; or, in o-

ther Words, that it is impossible but the Event

should come to pass. For if it ben't impossible

but that it may $e otherwise, then it is not impos

sible but that the Proposition which affirms it's

future coming to pass, may not now be true.

But how absurd is that, on the Supposition that

there is now an infallible Knowledge (i. e. Know

ledge
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ledge which it is impossible mould fail) that it is

true. These is this Absurdity in it, that it is not

impossible but that there now should be no Truth

in that Proposition, which is now infallibly known

to be true.

II. That no future Event can be certainly fore

known, whose Existence is contingent, and with

out all Necessity, may be proved thus 'Tis im

possible for a Thing to be certainly known to any

Intellect without Evidence. To suppose otherwise,

implies a Contradiction : Because for a Thing to

be certainly known to any Understanding, is for

it to be evident to that Understanding : And for a

Thing to be evident to any Understanding, is the

fame Thing, as for that Understanding to see E-

'videwse of it : But no Understanding, created or

increased, can see Evidence where there is none :

For that is the fame Thing, as to fee that to be,

which is not. And therefore, if there be any

Truth which is absolutely without Evidence, that

Truth is absolutely unknowable, insomuch that it

implies a Contradiction to suppose that it is known.

But if there be any future Event, whose Ex

istence is contingent, without all Necessity, the

future Existence of the Event is absolutely without

Evidence. If there be any Evidence of it, it must

be one of these two Sorts, either Self- Evidence, or

Proof; for there can be no other Sort of Evidence

but one of these two ; an evident Thing must be

either evident in it self, or evident in something else;

that is, evident by Connection with something

else. But a future Thing, whose Existence is

without all Necessity, can have neither of these

Sorts of Evidence. It can't be Self-evident : For

if it be, it may be now known by what is now

to be seen in the Thing it self ; either it's present

M 4. Ex
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Existence, or the Necessity of it's Nature: But

both these are contrary to the Supposition. It is

supposed, both that the Thing has no present Ex

istence to be seen ; and also that it is not of such

a Nature as to be necessarily existent for the fu

ture : So that it's future Existence is not Self-evi

dent. And secondly, neither is there any Proof, or

Evidence in any Thing else, or Eyidence of Con

nection with something else that is evident ; For

this also is contrary to the Supposition. "Tis sup

posed, that there is now Nothing existent, with

which the future Existence ot the contingent Event

is connected. For such a Connection destroys its

Contingence, and supposes Necessity. Thus 'tis

demonstrated, that there is in the Nature ofThings

absolutely no Evidence at all of the future Exis

tence of that Event, which is contingent, without

all Necessity (if any such Event there be) neither

Self-Evidence nor Proof. And therefore the Thing

in Reality is not evident ; and so can't be seen to

be evident, or, which is the fame Thing, can't be

known.

Let us consider this in an Example. Suppose

that five Thousand seven Hundred and sixty Years

ago, there was no other Being but the divine Be

ing ; and then this World, or some particular

Body or Spirit, all at once starts out of Nothing

into Being, and takes on it self a particular Nature

and Form ; all in absolute Contingence, without any

Concern of God, or any other Cause, in the Mat

ter ; without any Manner of Ground or Reason

of it's Existence ; or any Dependence upon, or

Connection at all with any Thing foregoing : I

fay, that if this be supposed, there was no Evidence

Of that Event before-hand. There was no Evi

dence of it to be seen in the Thing it self ; for the

Thing it self, as yet, was not. And there was no

Evidence
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Evidence of it to be seen in any 'thing else ; for

Evidence in something else, is Connection with some

thing else : But such Connection is contrary to the

Supposition. There was no Evidence before, that

this Thing would happen ; for by the Supposition,

there was no Reason why it should happen, rather

than something else, or rather than Nothing. And

if so, then all Things before were exactly equal,

and the fame, with Respect to that and other possi

ble Things ; there was no Preponderation, no su-

periour Weight or Value ; and therefore Nothing

that could be ot any Weight or Value to deter

mine any Understanding. The Thing was abso

lutely without Evidence, and absolutely unknow

able. An Increase of Understanding, or of the

Capacity of Discerning, has no Tendency, and

makes no Advance, to a discerning any Signs or

Evidences of it, let it be increased never so much;

yea, if it be increased infinitely. The Increase of

the Strength of Sight may have a Tendency to

enable to discern the Evidence which is far off,

and very much hid, and deeply involved in Clouds

and Darkness ; but it has no Tendency to enable

to discern Evidence where there is none. If the

Sight be infinitely strong, and the Capacity of

Discerning infinitely great, it will enable to lee all

that there is, and to fee it perfectly, and with Ease ;

yet it has no Tendency at all to enable a Being to

discern that Evidence which is not But on the

contrary, it has a Tendency to enable to discern

with great Certainty that there is none.

III. To suppose the future Volitions of moral

Agents not to be necessary Events ; or, which is

the fame Thing, Events which it is not impossible

but that they may not come to pass and yet to

suppose that God certainly foreknows them, and

knows all Things ; is jp suppose God's Knowledge
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to be inconsistent with it self. For to say, that

God certainly, and without all Conjecture, knows

that a Thing will infallibly be, which at the fame

Time he knows to be so contingent, that it may

possibly not be, is to suppose his Knowledge in

consistent with it self ; or that one Thing that he

knows is utterly inconsistent with another Thing

that he knows. 'Tis the fame Thing as to fay,

He now knows a Proposition to be of certain in

fallible Truth, which he knows to be of contin

gent uncertain Truth. If a future Volition is so

without all Necessity, that there is nothing hinders

but that it may not be, then the Proposition which

asierts it's future Existence, is so uncertain, that

there' is Nothing hinders but that the Truth of it

may entirely fail. And if God knows all Things,

He knows this Proposition to be thus uncertain.

And that is inconsistent with his knowing that it is

infallibly true ; and so inconsistent with his infal

libly knowing that it is true. If the Thing be in

deed contingent, God views it so, and judges it to

be contingent, if he views Things as they are.

If the Event be not necessary, then it is possible

it may never be : And if it be possible it may ne

ver be, God knows it may possibly never be j and

that is to know that the Proposition which affirms

it's Existence, may possibly not be true ; and that

is to know that the Truth of it is uncertain ; which

surely is inconsistent with his knowing it as a cer

tain Truth. If Volitions are in Themselves con

tingent Events, without all Necessity, then 'tis

no Argument of Perfection of Knowledge in any

Being to determine peremptorily that they will

be ; but on the contrary, an Argument of Igno

rance and Mistake : Because it would argue, that

he supposes that Proposition to be certain, which

in it's own Nature, and all Things considered, is

uncertain and contingent. *<To fay in such a Case,

-that
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that God may have Ways of knowing contingent

Events which we can't conceive of, is ridiculous ;

as much so, as to fay, that God may know Con

tradictions to be true, for ought we know, or that

he may know a Thing to be certain, and at the

fame Time know it not to be certain, tho' we can't

conceive how ; because he has Ways of knowing,

which we can't comprehend.

Corol. i. From what has been observed it is

evident, that the absolute Decrees of God are no

more inconsistent with human Liberty, on Ac

count of any Necessity of the Event which follows

from such Decrees, than the absolute Foreknow

ledge of God. Because the Connection between

the Event and certain Foreknowledge, is as infal -

lible and indissoluble, as between the Event and

an absolute Decree. That is, 'tis no more im

possible that the Event and Decree should not a-

gree together, than that the Event and ablolute

Knowledge should disagree. The Connection be

tween the Event and Foreknowledge is absolutely

perfect, by the Supposition : because it is suppo

sed, that the Certainty andlnfallibity of the Know

ledge is absolutely perfect. And it being so, the

Certainty can't be increased ; and therefore the

Connnection between the Knowledge and Thing

known, can't be increased ; so that if a Decree be

added to the Foreknowledge, it don't at all in

crease the Connection, or make it more infallible

and indissoluble. If it were not so, the Certainty

of Knowledge might be increased by the Addi

tion of a Decree ; which is contrary to the Sup

position, which is, that the Knowledge is abib-.

luteiy perfect, or perfect to the highest possible

Degree.

There
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There is as much of an Impossibility but that

the Things which are infallibly foreknown, should

be, or (which is the fame Thing) as great a Ne

cessity of their future Existence, as if the Event

-were already written down, and was known and

read by all Mankind, thro' all preceeding Ages,

and there were the most indissoluble and perfect

Connection possible, between the Writing, and the

Thing written. In such a Case, it would be as

impossible the Event should fail of Existence, as

if it had existed already ; and a Decree can't make

an Event surer or more necessary than this.

And therefore, if there be any such Foreknow

ledge, as it has been proved there is, then Neces

sity of Connection and Consequence, is not at all

inconsistent with any Liberty which Man, or any

other Creature enjoys. And from hence it may

be infer'd, that absolute Decrees of God, which

don't at all increase the Necessity, are not at all

inconsistent with the Liberty which Man enjoys,

on any such Account, as that they make the Event

decreed necessary, and render it utterly impossible

but that it should come to pass. Therefore if ab

solute Decrees are inconsistent with Man's Liberty

as a moral Agent, or his Liberty in a State of

Probation, or any Liberty whatsoever that he en

joys, it is not on Account of any Necessity which

absolute Decrees infer.

Dr. Whilhy supposes, there is a great Difference

between God's Foreknowledge, and his Decrees,

with Regard to Necessity of future Events. Ia

his Discourse on the five Points, P. 474, &c. He

fays, " God's Prescience has no Influence at all

" on our Actions. Should God (fays he) by

" immediate Revelation, give me the Knowledge

" of the Event of any Man's State or Actions,

" would
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** would my Knowledge of them have any In-

" fluence upon his Actions ? Surely none at all.—

** Our Knowledge doth not affect the Things we

** Tcnow, to make them more certain, or more

" future, than they would be without it. Now

** Foreknowledge in God is Knowledge. As

" therefore Knowledge has no Influence on Things

" that are, so neither has Foreknowledge on

" Things that shall be. And consequently, the

" Foreknowledge of any Action that would be

te otherwise free, cannot alter or diminish that

" Freedom. Whereas God's Decree of Election

** is powerful and active, and comprehends the

" Preparation and Exhibition of such Means, as

** shall unfrustrably produce the End. Hence

** God's Prescience renders no Actions necessary."

And to this Purpose, P. 473. he cites Origen,

where he fays, God!/ Prescience is not the Cause of

"Things suture, but their being suture is the Cause of

Cod's Prescience that they will be : And Le Blanc,

where he fays, This is the truest Resolution of this

Difficulty, that Prescience is not the Cause that Things

arefuture ; but their being future is the Cause they are

foreseen. In like Manner Dr. Clark, in his De

monstration of the Being and Attributes of God,

P. 95—99. And the Author of the Freedom of

Will, in God ar.d the Creature, speaking to the like

Purpose with Dr. Whitby, represents Foreknowledge

as having no more Influence on Things known, to make

them necessary, than After-Knowledge, or to that Pur

pose.

To all which I would say ; That what is said

about Knowledge, it's not having Influence on the

Thing known to make it necessary, is Nothing to

the Purpose, nor does it in the least affect the tore-

going Reasoning. Whether Prescience be the

Thing that makes the Event necessary or no, it al

ters
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ters not the Case. Infallible Foreknowledge may

prove the Necessity of the Event foreknown, and

yet not be the Thing which causes the Necessity.

If the Foreknowledge be absolute, this proves the

Event known to be necessary, or proves that 'tis

impossible but that the Event should be, by some

Means or other, either by a Decree, or some other

Way, if there be any other Way : Because, as was

said before, 'tis absurd to say, that a Proposition is

known to be certainly and infallibly true, which

yet may possibly prove not true.

The whole of the seeming Force of this Evasion

lies in this.; that, in as much as certain Fore

knowledge don't cause an Event to be necessary, as

a Decree does ; therefore it don't prove it to be

necessary, as a Decree does. But there is no Force .

in this arguing : For it is built wholly on this

Supposition, that Nothing can prove, or be an Evi

dence of a Thing's being necessary, but that which

has a causal Influence to make it so. But this can

never be maintained. If certain Foreknowledge

of the future existing of an Event, be not the

Thing which fhst it impossible that it should

fail of Existence ; yet it may, and certainly does

demonstrate, that it is impossible it mould fail of it,

however that Impossibility comes. If Foreknow

ledge be not the Cause, but the Effect of this Im

possibility, it may prove that there is such an Im

possibility, as much as if it were the Cause. It is

as strong arguing from the Effect to the Cause, as

from the Cause to the Effect. 'Tis enough, that

an Existence which is infallibly foreknown, can

not fail, whether that Impofiibility arises from the

Foreknowledge, or is prior to it. 'Tis as evident,

as 'tis possible any Thing should be, that it is im

possible a Thing which is infallibly known to be

true, mould prove not to be true : therefore there

is a Necessity that it should be otherwise ; whether

the
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the Knowledge be the Cause of this Necessity, or

the Necessity the Cause of the Knowledge.

All certain Knowledge, whether it be Fore

knowledge or After-Knowledge, or concomitant

Knowledge, proves the Thing known now to be I

necessary, by some Means or other ; or proves that

it is impossible it should now be otherwise than

true.—I freely allow, that Foreknowledge don't

prove a Thing to be necessary any more than

After - Knowledge : But then Aster-Knowledge

which is certain and infallible, proves that 'tis

now become impossible but that the Proposition

known should be true. Certain After-Knowledge

proves that it is now, in the Time of the Know

ledge, by some Means or other, become impossi

ble but that the Proposition which predicates past

Existence on the Event, mould be true. And so

does certain Foreknowledge prove, that now, in

the Time of the Knowledge, it is by some Means

or other, become impossible but that the Propo

sition which predicates future Existence on the

Event, should be true. The Necessity of the

Truth of the Propositions, consisting in the pre

sent Impossibility of the Non-existence of the

Event affirmed, in both Cases, is the immediate

Ground of the certainty of the Knowledge ; there

can be no certainty of Knowledge without it.

There must be a Certainty in Things themselves,

before they are certainly known, or (which is thel

fame Thing) known to be certain. For Certainty!

of Knowledge is nothing else but knowing or din

cerning the Certainty there is in the Things them-;

selves which are known. Therefore there must bef

. a Certainty in Things to be a Ground of Certainty

of Knowledge, and to render Things capable of

being known to be certain. And this is Nothing

but the Necessity ofthe Truth known, or it's be

ing
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ing impossible but that it should be true or, in

other Words, the firm and infallible Connection

between the Subject and Predicate of the Propo

rtion that contains that Truth. All Certainty of

Knowledge consists in the View of the Firmness

of that Connection. So God's certain Foreknow

ledge of the future Existence of any Event, is his

View of the firm and indissoluble Connection of

the Subject and Predicate of the Proposition that

affirms it's future Existence. The Subject is that

possible Event ; the Predicate is it's future exist

ing : But if future Existence be firmly and indis-

solubly connected with that Event, then the future

Existence of that Event is necessary. If God cer

tainly knows the future Existence of an Event

which is wholly contingent, and may possibly ne

ver be, then He fees a firm Connection between a

Subject and Predicate that are not firmly connec

ted j which is a Contradiction.

I allow what Dr. Wh'uby fays to be true, "That

sneer Knowledge don't affect the Thing known, to make

it more certain or more future. But yet, I fay, it

suppofes and proves the Thing to be already, both

suture, and certain ; i. e. necessarily future. Know

ledge of Futurity, supposes Futurity ; and a certain

Knowledge of Futurity, supposes certain huturity,

antecedent to that certain Knowledge. But there

is no other certain Futurity of a Thing, antecedent

to Certainty of Knowledge, than a prior Impofii-

bility but that the Thing should prove true ; or

(which is the fame Thing) the Necessity of the

Event.

I would observe one Thing further concerning

this Matter, and it is this ; That if it be as. those

foremention'd Writers suppose, that God's Fore

knowledge is not the Cause, but the Effect of the

Existence
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Existence of the Event foreknown ; this is so far

from shewing that this Foreknowledge don't infer

the Necessity of the Existence of that Event, that

it rather shews the contrary the more plainly.

Because it shews the Existence of the Event to be-

so settled and firm, that it is as if it had already

been ; in as much as in Effect it actually exists al

ready ; it's future Existence has already had ac

tual Influence and Efficiency, and has produced an

Effect, viz. Prescience : The Effect exists already;

and as the Effect supposes the Cause, is connected

with the Cause, and depends entirely upon it,

therefore it is as if the future Event, which is the

Cause, had existed already. The Effect is firm as

possible, it having already the Possession of Ex

istence, and has made lure of it. But the Effect

can't be more firm and stable than it's Cause,

Ground and Reason. The Building can't be firmer

than the Foundation.

To illustrate this Matter, let us suppose the Ap

pearances and Images of Things in a Glass ; for

Instance, a reflecting Telescope to be the real Ef

fects of heavenly Bodies (at a Distance, and out of

Sight) which they resemble : If it be so, then, as

these Images in the Telescope have had a past ac

tual Existence, and it is become utterly impossible

now that it should be otherwise than that they

have existed ; - so they being the true Effects of

the heavenly Bodies they resemble, this proves the _

existing of those heavenly Bodies to be as real,

infallible, firm and necessary, as the existing of

these Effects ; the one being connected with, and

wholly depending on the other.—Now let us sup

pose future Existences some Way or other to have

Influence back, to produce Effects before-hand,

and cause exact and perfect Images of themselves

in a Glass, a Thousand Years before they exist,

N . yea,
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yea, in all precceding Ages ; But yet that these

Images are real Effects of these future Existences,

perfectly dependent on, and connected with their

,Cause ; these Effects and Images, having already

had actual Existence, rendring that Matter of their

Existing perfectly firm and stable, and utterly im

possible to be otherwise ; this proves in like Man

ner as in the other Instance, that the Existence of

the Things which are their Causes, is also equally

sure, firm and necessary ; and that it is alike im

possible but that they should be, as if they had

been already, as their Effects have. And if in

stead of Images in a Glass, we suppose the ante

cedent Effects to be perfect Ideas of them in the

divine Mind, which have existed there from all

Eternity, which are as properly Effects, as truly

and properly connected with their- Cause, the Cafe

is not altered.

Another Thing which has been said by some

Arminians, to take off the Force of what is urged

from God's Prescience, against the Contingence

of the Volitions of moral Agents, is to this Pur

pose ; " That when we talk of Foreknowledge in

** God, there is no strict Propriety in our so

" Speaking ; and that altho' it be true, that there

" is in God the most perfect Knowledge of all E-

" vents from Eternity to Eternity, yet there is no

" such Thing as before and after in God, but He see s

" all Things by one perfect unchangeable View,

** without any Succession." To this I answer,

1. It has be n already shewn, that all certain

Knowledge proves the Necessity pf- the Truth

known ; whether it be before, after, or at the fame

Time.—Tho' it be true, that there is no Succession

in God's Knowledge, and the Manner of his Know

ledge is to us inconceivable, yet thus much we

know
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know concerning it, that there is no Event, past,

present, or to come, that God is ever uncertain

of He never is, never was, and never will be

without infallible Knowledge of it ; He always fees

the Existence of it to be certain and infallible. And

as he always fees Things just as they are in Truth ; I

hence there never is in Reality any Thing con

tingent in such a Sense, as that possibly it may

happen never to exist. If, strictly speaking, there

is no Foreknowledge in God, 'tis because those

Things which are future to us, are as present to

God, as if they already had Existence : and that is

as much as to fay, that future Events are always

in God's View as evident, clear, sure and neces

sary, as if they already were. If there never is a

Time wherein the Existence of the Event is not

present with God, then there never is a Time

•wherein it is not as much impossible for it to fail

of Existence, as if it's Existence were present, and

were already come to pass.

God's viewing Things so perfectly and un- \

jphangeably as that there is no Succession in hi*

Ideas or Judgment, don't hinder but that there is

properly now, in the Mind of God, a certain and

perfect Knowledge of the moral Actions of Men, j

which to us are an Hundred Years hence : yea the j.

Objection supposes this ; and therefore it certainly

don't hinder but that, by the foregoing Argu

ments, it is now impossible these moral Actions

should not come to pass. /

• We know, that God knows the future volun

tary Actions of Men in such a Sense before-hand,

asthat he is able particularly to declare, and fore

tell them, and write them, or cause them to be

written down in a Book, as He often has done ;

and that therefore the necessary Connection which

N 2 there
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there is between God's Knowledge and the Event

known, does as much prove the Event to be ne

cessary before-hand, as if the divine Knowledge

were in the fame Sense before the Event, as th&

Prediction or Writing is. If the Knowledge be

infallible, then the Expression of it in the written

Prediction is infallible ; that is, there is an infal

lible Connection between that written Prediction

and the Event. And if so, then it is impossible it

mould ever be otherwise, than that that Prediction

and the Event mould agree : And this is the fame

Thing as to fay, *t"is impossible but that the Event

mould come to pass : and this is tie fame as to

fay, that it's coming to pass is neceflary. So

that it is manifest, that there being no proper Suc

cession in God's Mind, makes no Alteration as to

the Necessity of the Existence of the Events which

God knows. Yea,

2. This is so far from weakening the Proof,

which has been given of the Impossibility of the

not coming to pass of future Events known, as

that it establissies that wherein the Strength ot the

foregoing Arguments consists, and ihews the.

Clearness of the Evidence. For, -

(i.) The very Treason why God's Knowledges

without Succession, is, because it is absolutely

perfect, to the highest: possible Degree of Clearness-

and Certainty : all Things, whether past, present

or to come, being view'd with equal Evidence and

Fulness ; future Things being seen with as much

Clearness, as if they were present j the View is

always in absolute Perfection j and absolute con

stant Perfection admits of no Alteration, and so

mo Succession ; the actual Existence of the Thing

known, don't at all increase* or add to the Clear

ness or Certainty or the Thing known: God calls
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the Things that are not, as tho' they were they

are aJJ one to Him as if they had already existed.

But herein consists the Strength of the Demon

stration before given, of the Impossibility of the

not existing of those Things whose Existence God

knows ; That it is as impossible they should fail

of Existence, as if they existed already. This

Objection, instead of weakening this Argument,

sets it in the clearest and strongest Light ; for it

supposes it to be so indeed, that the Existence of

future Events is in God's View so much as if it

already had been, that when they come actually

to exist, it makes not the least Alteration or Va

riation in his View or Knowledge of them.

(2.) The Objection is founded on the Immuta*

lility of God's Knowledge : For 'tis the Immuta

bility of Knowledge makes his Knowledge to be

without Succession. But this most directly and

plainly demonstrates the Thing I insist on, viz.

that'tis utterly impossible the known Events mould

fail of Existence. For if that were possible, then

it woujd be possible for there to be a Change in

God's Knowledge and View of Things. For if

the known Event should .fail of Existence, and

not come into Being, as God expected, then God

would fee it, and so would change his Mind, and

fee his former Mistake ; and thus there would bs

Change and Succession in his Knowledge. But as

God is immutable, and so it is utterly infinitely

impossible that his Vi.w should be changed ; so

'tis, for the fame Reason, just so impossible that

the fore-known Event should not exist : And that

fs to be impossible in- the highest Degree : and

therefore the contrary is necessary. Nothing is

jnore impossible than that the immutable God

should be changed, by the Succession of Time

who comprehends all Things, from Eternity to

N 3 Eter
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Eternity, in one, most perfect, and unalterable

View ; so that his whole eternal Duration is Vit<e

interminabiliS, tola, simul, & persecta Pcjfejsw.

On the whole, I need not fear to say, that there

is no Geometrical Theorem or Proposition what

soever, more capable of strict: Demonstration, than

that God's certain Prescience of the Volitions of

moral Agents is inconsistent with such a Contin-

gence of these Events, as is without all Necessity j

and so is inconsistent with the Arminian Notion of

Libert)'.

Corel. 2. Hence the Doctrine of the Calvinists,

concerning the absolute Decrees of God, does not

I at all infer any more Fatality in Things, than will

demonstrably follow from the Doctrine of most

Arminian Divines, who acknowledge God's Om

niscience, and universal Prescience. Therefore

all Objections they make against the Doctrine of

the Calvinists, as implying Hcbbes's Doctrine of

Necessity, or the Stoical Doctrine ot fate, lie no

more against the Doctrine of Calvinifis, than their

own Doctrine : And theiefore it don't become

those Divines, to raise such an Out-cry against

the Calvinists, on this Account.

Corel. 3. Hence all arguing from Necessity, a-.

gainst the Doctrine of the Inability of unregene-

rate Men to perform the Conditions of Salvation,

and the Commands of God requiring spiritual

Duties, and against the Calvinistic Doctrine of ef-.

ficacious Grace ; I fay, all Arguings of Armmans

(such of 'em as own God's Omniscience) against

these Things, on this Ground, that these Doc

trines, though they don't suppose Men to be un

der any Constraint or Coaction, yet suppose 'em

under Necessity, with Respect to their moral Ac

tions, .
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tions, and those Things which are requir'd of 'em

in Order to their Acceptance with God ; and

their arguing against the Necessity of Men's Vo

litions, taken from the Reasonableness of God's

Commands, Promises, and Threatnings, and the

Sincerity of his Counsels and Invitations ; and all

Objections against any Doctrines of the Calvinists

as being inconsistent with human Liberty, be

cause they infer Necessity ; I say, all these Argu

ments and Objections must fall to the Ground,

and be justly esteem'd vain and frivolous, as com

ing from them ; being maintain'd in an Incon-

fiftence with themselves, and in like Manner le

velled against their own Doctrine, as against the

Doctrine of the Calvinists.

Section XIII.

Whether wesuppose the Volitions of moral Agents

to be connected ivith any Tubing antecedent,

or not., yet they must be necejjary in such a

Sens as to overthrow Arminian Liberty.

EVERY Act of the Will has a Cause, or it

has not. If it has a Cause, then, according

to what has already been demonstrated, it is not

contingent, but necessary ; the Effect being ne

cessarily dependent and consequent on it's Cause s

and that, let the Cause be what it will. If the

Cause is the Will itself, by antecedent Acts chu

sing and determining ; still the determined and.

caused Act must be a necessary Effect. The Act

that is the determined Effect of the foregoing

Act which is it's Cause, can't prevent the Effici

ency of it's Cause ; but must be wholly subject to

it's Determination and Command, as much as

N 4 the
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the Motions of the Hands and Feet. The con

sequent commanded Acts of the Will are as pas

sive and as necessary, with Respect to the antece

dent determining Acts, as the Parts of the Body

are to the Volitions which determine and command

them. And therefore, if all the free Acts of the

Will are thus, if they are all determined Effects-,

determined by the Will it self, that is, determined

by antecedent Choice, then they are all necesfary ;

they are all subject to, and decisively fixed by the

foregoing Act, which is their Cause : Yea, even

the determining Act it self ; for that must be de

termined and fixed by another Act, preceding

that, if it be a free and voluntary Act ; and so

must be necessary. So that by this all the free

Acts of the Will are necessary, and can't be Free

unless they are necessary: Because they can't be

free, according to the Armmian Notion of Free r

dom, unless they are determined by the Will;

which is to be determined by antecedent Choice j

which being their Cause, proves 'em necessary.

And yet they say, Necessity is utterly inconsistent

with Liberty. So that, by their Scheme, the Acts

of the Will can't be free unless they are necessary,

and yet cannot be free if they be^pn necessary !

But if the other Part of the Dilemma be taken,

and it be affirm'd that the free Acts of the Will

have no Cause, and are connected with noth'ng

whatsoever that goes before them and determines

them, in order to maintain their proper and ab

solute Contingence, and this should be allowed to

be possible ; still it will not serve their Turn. For

if the Volition come to pass by perfect Contin

gence, and without any Cause at all, then it is

certain, no Act of tne Will, no prior Act of the

Soul was the Cause, no Determination or Choice

of the Soul, had any Hand in it. The Will, or

the
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the Soul, was indeed the Subject of what hap-:

pened to it accidentally, but was not the Cause.

The Will is not active in causing or determining,

but purely the passive Subject at least according

to their Notion of Action and Passion. In this

Case, Contingence does as much prevent the De

termination of the "Will, as a proper Cause ; and

as to theWill, it was necessary, and could be no

otherwise. For to suppose that it could have

been otherwise, if the Will or Soul had pleased,

is to suppose that the Act is dependent on some

prior Act of Choice or Pleasure ; contrary to what

now is supposed : It is to suppose that it might

have been otherwise, if it's Cause had made it or

ordered it otherwise. But this don't agree to it's

having no Cause or Orderer at all. That must

be necessary as to the Soul, which is dependent

on no free Act of the Soul : But that which is

-without a Cause, is dependent on no free Act of

the Soul : because, by the Supposition, it is de

pendent on Nothing, and is connected with No

thing. In such a Case, the Soul is necessarily sub

jected to what Accident brings to pals, from Time

to Time, as much as the Earth, that is inactive,

is necessarily subjected to what falls upon it. But

this don't consist with the Arminian Notion of Li

berty, which is the Will's Power of determining

it self in it's own Acts, and being wholly active in

i~, without Passiveness, and without being subject

to Necessity. Thus,Contingence belongs to the

sirminian Notion of .Liberty, and- yet is inconsist

ent with it.

I would here observe, that the Author of the

EJJ'ay on the Freedom of Will, in God and the Crea

ture, Page 76, 77. fays as follows, ** The Word

f* Chance always means something done without

44 Design. Chance and Design stand in direct:

" Oppo
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" Opposition to each other : and Chance can ne-

" ver be properly applied to the Acts of the Will,

" which is the Spring of all Design, and which

" designs to chuse whatsoever it doth chuse, whe-

" ther there be any superiour fitness in the Thing

** which it chuses, or no ; and it designs to de-

" termine it self to one Thing, where two Things

** perfectly equal are proposed, meerly because it

** will." But herein appears a very great Inad

vertence in this Author. For if the Will be the

Spring of all Design., as he fays, then certainly it is

not always the Effelii of Design ; and the Acts of

the Will themselves must sometimes come to pass

when they don't spring from Design ; and conse

quently come so pass by Chance, according to his

own Definition of Chance. And if the Will de-

• fiSns t0 c^ufe "whatsoever it does chuse, and designs to

determine it self, as he fays, then it designs to de

termine all its Designs. Which carries us back

from one Design to a foregoing Design determin

ing that, and to another determining that ; and

so on in infinitum. The very first Design must be

the Effect of foregoing Design, or else it must be

by Chance, in his Notion of it.

Here another Alternative may be proposed, re

lating to the Connection of the Acts of the Will

with something foregoing that is their Cause, not

much unlike to the other ; which is this : Either

human Liberty is such that it may well stand with

Volitions being necessarily connected with the

Views of the Understanding, and so is'consistent'

with Necessity ; or it is inconsistent with, and con

trary to such a Connection and Necessity. The

former is directly subversive of the Arminian No

tion of Liberty, consisting in Freedom from all

Necessity. And if the latter be chosen, and it

be said, that Liberty is inconsistent with any such

necessary
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necessary Connection of Volition with foregoing

Views of the Understanding, it consisting in Free

dom from any such Necessity of the Will as that

would imply ; then the Liberty of the Soul consists

- (in Part at least) in the Freedom from Restraint,

Limitation and Government, in it's actings, by

the Understanding, and in Liberty and Liablenefs

to act contrary to the Understanding's Views and

Dictates : and consequently the more the Soul has

of this Difengagedness, in it's acting, the more

Liberty. Now let it be considered what this brings ']

the noble Principle of human Liberty to, particu

larly, when it is possessed and enjoyed in it's Pcrfec-

ion, viz. a full and perfect Freedom and Liablenefs

to act altogether at Random, without the least Con

nection with, or Restraint or Government by, any

Dictate of Reason, or any Thing whatsoever ap

prehended, considered or viewed by the Under

standing ; as being inconsistent with the full and

perfect Sovereignty of the Will over, it's own De- \

terminations. The Notion Mankind have con-

ceived of Liberty, is some Dignity or Privilege, I

something worth claiming. But what Dignity or

Privilege is there, in being given up to such a

wild Contingence as this, to be perfectly and con

stantly liable to act unintelligently and unreason

ably, and as much without the Guidance of Un

derstanding, as if we had none, or were as desti

tute of Perception as the Smoke that is driven by

the Wind !

PARt
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PART III.

Wherein is enquired, whether any such

Liberty of Will as Arminians hold,

he necessary to Moral Agency,

Vertue and Vice, Praise, and

Dispraise, ^fr.

Section I.

GOD's moral Excellency necejfary, yet ver^

tuous andpraise-wortby.

HAVING considered the first Thing that was

proposed to be enquired into, relating to

that Freedom of Will which Jrminians maintain ;

namely, Whether any such Thing does, ever did,

or ever can exist, or be conceived of ; I come now

to the second Thing proposed to be the Subject of

Enquiry, viz. Whether any such Kind of Liberty

be requisite to moral Agency, Vertue and Vice,

Praise and Blame, Reward and Punishment, &c.

I shall
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I shall begin with some Consideration of the

Vertue and Agency of the Supream moral Agent,

and Fountain of all Agency and Vertue.

Dr. Whitby, in his Discourse on the five Points,

P. 14. lays, " If all human Actions are necessary,

" Virtue and Vice must be empty Names ; we

** being capable of Nothing that is blame-wor-

** thy, or deserveth Praise j For who can blame

** a Person for doing only what he could not help,

** or judge that he deserveth Praise only for what

" he could not avoid?" To the like Purpose he

speaks in Places innumerable ; especially in his

Discourse on the Freedom of the IVill ; constantly

maintaining, that a Freedom not only from CoaEiion,

but Necessity, is absolutely requisite* in order to

Actions being either worthy of Blame, or deserv

ing of Praise. And to this agrees, as is well

known, the current Doctrine of Arminian Writers, /

who in general/ hold, that there is no Vertue or f

Vice, Reward or Punishment, nothing to be com

mended or blamed, without this Freedom. And '

yet Dr. Whitby, P. 300, allows, that God is with

out this Freedom ; And Jrmmians, so far as I have

had Opportunity to observe, generally acknow

ledge, rhat God is necessarily holy, and his Will

necessarily determined to that which is good.

So that, putting these Things together, the in

finitely holy God, who always used to-be esteemed

by God's People, not only vertuous, but a Being

in whom is all possible Vertue, and every Vertue

in the most absolute Purity and Perfection, and in

infinitely greater Brightness and Amiableness than

in any Creature ; the most perfect Pattern of Ver

tue, and the Fountain from whom all others Ver

tue is but as Beams from the Sun ; and who has

b-jQiz supposed to be, on the Account of his Ver

tue
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tue and Holiness, infinitely more worthy to be

esteemed, loved, honoured, admired, commended,

extoll'd and praised, than any Creature ; and He

-who is thus every Where represented in Scripture ;

I say, this Beings according to this Notion of

Dr. Whitbyt and other Arminians, has no Vertue

at all ; Vertue, when ascribed to Him, is but an

empty Namt and he is deserving of no Commen

dation or Praise because he is under Necessity,

I He can't avoid being holy and good as he is;

therefore no Thanks to him for it. It seems, the

Holiness, Justice, Faithfulness, &c. of the most

High, must not be accounted to be of the Nature

of that which is vertuous and praise-worthy.

They will not deny, that these Things in God are

good j But then we must understand them, that

they are no more vertuous, or of the Nature of

any Thing commendable, than the Good that is

in any other Being that is not a moral Agent ; as

the Brightness of the Sun, and the Fertility of the

Earth are good, but not vertuous, because these

Properties are necessary to these Bodies, and not

the Fruit of Self-determining Power.

There needs no other Confutation of this No

tion of God's not being vertuous or praise-wor

thy, to Christians acquainted with the Bible, but

only stating and particularly representing of it.

To bring Texts of Scripture, wherein God is re

presented as in every Respect, in the highest Man

ner vertuous, and supreamly Praise-worthy, would

be endless, and is altogether needless to such as

have been brought up under the Light of the

Gospel.

It were to be wished, that Dr. Whitby, and other

Diyines of the fame Sort, had explain'd them

selves, when they have asserted, . that That which

is
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is necessary, is not deserving of Praise ; at the

fame Time that they have own'd God's Perfec

tion to be necessary, and so in Effect representing-

God as not deserving Praise. Certainly, if their

Words have any Meaning at all, by Praise, they

must mean the Exercise or Testimony of some

Sort of Esteem, Respect, or honourable Regard.

And will they then say, that Men are worthy of

that Esteem, Respect, and Honour for their Ver-

tue, small and imperfect as it is, which yet God

is not worthy of, for his infinite Righteousness,

Holiness, and Goodness ? If so, it must be be

cause of some Sort of peculiar Excellency in the

vertuous Man, which is his Prerogative, wherein

he really has the Preference j some Dignity, that?*

is entirely distinguifh'd from any Excellency, A-

miableness or Honourableness in God ; not in

Imperfection and Dependance, but in Pre-emi

nence ; which therefore he don't receive from

God, nor is God the Fountain or Pattern of it y

nor can God, in that Respect, stand in Compe

tition with him, as the Object of Honour and

Regard j but Man may claim a peculiar Esteem,

Commendation and Glory, that God can have no

Pretension to. Yea, God has no Right, by ver-

tue of his necessary Holiness, to intermeddle with

that grateful Respect and Praise, due to the ver

tuous Man, who chuses Vertue, in the Exercise

of a Freedom ad utrumqiie ; any more than a pre

cious Stone, which can't avoid being hard and

beautiful.

, And if it be so, let it be explained what that pe

culiar Respect is, that is due to the vertuous Man,

which differs in Nature and Kind, in some Way of

Preeminence, from all that is due to God. What

is the Name or Description of that peculiar Affec

tion ? Is it Esteem, Love, Admiration, Honour,

Praise,
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Praise, or Gratitude ? The Scripture every where

represents God as the highest Object of all these:

there we read of the Soul's magnifying the Lord, of

Irving Him with all the Heart, with all the Soul,

with all the Mind, and with all the Strength ; ad

miring him, and his righteous Acts, or greatly re

garding them, as marvellous and wonderful; ho

nouring, glorifying, exalting, extolling, blessing, thank

ing, and praising Him ; giving unto Him all the

Glory of the Good which is done or received, ra

ther than unto Men; that no Fiefj should glory in

his Presence ; but that He should be regarded as

the Being to whom all Glory is due. Whaqthen

is that Respect? What Passion, Affection, or

Exercise is it, that Arminians call Praise, diverse

from all these Things, which Men are worthy of

for their Vertue, and which God is not worthy of,

in any Degree ?

. If that Necessity which attends God's moral

Perfections and Actions, be as inconsistent with a

Being worthy of Praise, as a Necessity of Co-

action ; as is plainly implied in or inferred from

Dr. Whisky's Discourse ; then why should we thank

God for his Goodness, any more than if He were

forced to be good, or any more than we should

thank one of our Fellow-Creatures who did us

good, not freely, and of good Will, or from

any Kindness of Heart, but from meer Compul

sion, or extrinsical Necessity ? Arminians suppose,

that God is necessarily a good and gracious Being :

for this they make the Ground of some of their

main Arguments against many Doctrines main

tained by Calvinists ; They fay, these are certainly

false, and it is impossible they mould be true, be

cause they are not consistent with the Goodness of

God. This supposes, that it is impossible but that

God should be good : for is it be possible that
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He mould be otherwise, then that Impossibility

of the Truth of these Doctrines ceases, according

to their own Argument.

That Vertue in God is not, in the most proper /

Sense, rewardable, is not for Want of Merit in his \

moral Perfections and Actions, sufficient to de

serve Rewards from his Creatures ; but because /

He is infinitely above all Capacity of receiving'

any Reward or Benefit from the Creature : He is

already infinitely and unchangeably happy, and1

we can't be profitable unto Him. But still he is

worthy of our supream Benevolence for his Ver

tue ; and would be worthy of our Beneficence,

which is the Fruit and Expression of Benevolence,

if our Goodness could extend to Him. If God

deserves to be thanked and praised for his Good

ness, He would for the fame Reason, deserve that

We should also requite his Kindness, if that were

possible. Whatshall I render to the Lord for all his

Benefits ? is the natural Language of Thankful-

riess : and so far as in us lies, it is our Duty to

recompense God's Goodness, and render again ac

cording to Benefits received. And that we might

have Opportunity for so natural an Expression of

our Gratitude to God, as Beneficence, notwith

standing his being infinitely above our Reach ;

He has appointed others to be his Receivers, and

to stand in his Stead, as the Objects of our Bene

ficence ; such are especially our indigent Bre

thren.

O Section
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Section II.

'the Æs of the Will of the human Seul of

Jesus Christ necessarily holy, yet truly

vertuous, praise-worthy, rewardable, &c.

I Have already considered how Dr. Whitby insists

upon it, that a Freedom, not only from Co-

action, but Necessity, is requisite either to Veriue or

Vice, Praise or .'Dispraise, Reward or Punishment.

He also insists on the, fame Freedom as absolutely

requisite to a Person's being the Subject of a La<w,

of Precepts or Prohibitions ; in the Book before

mentioned (P. 301, 314, 328, 339, 340,-341,

342, 347, 361, 373, 410.) And of Promises

and Tbreatnings j (P. 298, 301, 305, 311, 339,

340, 3 63 J And as requisite to a State of Trial.

(P. 297, &cj

Now therefore, with an Eye to these Things, I

would enquire into the moral Conduct and Prac

tice of our Lord Jesus Christ, which he exhibited

in his human Nature here, in his State of Hu

miliation. And First, I would shew, that his

holy Behaviour was necesjary ; or that it was im

possible it mould be otherwise, than that He should

behave himself holily, and that he Ihould be per

fectly holy in each individual Act of his Life.

And Secondly, that his holy Behaviour was pro

perly of the Nature of Vertue, and was worthy of

Praise ; and that He was the Subject of LawT

Precepts or Commands, Promises and Rewards ; and

that he" was in a State of Trial.

I. It was impossible, that the Acts of the Will

of the human Soul of Christ should, in any In

stance,
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stance, Degree or Circumstance, be otherwise

than holy, and agreable to God's Nature and

Will. The following Things make this evident.

1. God had promised so effectually to preserve

and uphold Him by his Spirit, under all his

Temptations, that he should not fail of reaching

the End for which He came into the World ; —

which he would have fail'd of, had he fallen into

Sin. We have such a Promise, Isa. xliii. 1, 2, 3,

4. Behold my Servant, whom I uphold; mine Elect,

in whom my Soul deligbteth : 1 have put my Spirit up

on him : He shall bring forth Judgment to the Gen

tiles : He stall not cry, nor lift up, nor cause his

Voice to be heard in the Street. He Jhall bring forth

Judgment unto 'Truth. Hestall not fail, nor be dis

couraged, till he have set Judgment in the Earth ;

and the Isles Jhall wait for his Law. This Promise

of Christ's having God's Spirit put upon Him,

and his not crying and lifting up his Voice, &c.

relates to the Time of Christ's Appearance on

Earth ; as is manifest from the Nature of the

Promise, and also the Application of it in the

New Testament, Matth. xii. 18. And the Words

imply a Promise of his being so upheld by God's

Spirit, that he should be preserved from Sin j par

ticularly from Pride and Vain-glory, and from

being overcome by any of the Temptations he

should be under to affect the Glory of this World ;

the Pomp of an earthly Prince, or the Applause

and Praiie of Men : and that he mould be so up

held, that he should by no Means fail of obtain

ing the End of his coming into the World, of

bringing forth Judgment unto Victory, and estab

lishing his Kingdom of Grace in the Earth.

And in the following Verses, this Promise is con

firmed, with the greatest imaginable Solemnity.

*Thus faith the LORD, HE that created the Heavens,

O 2 and
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and stretched them out ; He that spread forth the

Earth, and that which cometh out of it ; Re that

giveth Breath unto the People upon it, and Spirit to

them that walk therein : I the Lord have called Thee

in Righteousness, and will hold thine Hand ; and will

keep "Thee, and give Thee for a Covenant of the Peo

ple, for a Light of the Gentiles, to open the blind

Eyes, to bring out the Prisoners from the Prison, and

them that fit in Darkness out of the Prison-House. I

am JEHOVAH, that is my Name, Sec.

Very parallel with these Promises is that, Isa.

xlix. 7, 8, 9. which also has an apparent Respect;

to the Time of Christ's Humiliation on Earth.

Thus saith the Lord, the Redeemer of Israel, and his

holy One, to Him whom Man despifeth, to Him whom

the Nation abhorreth, to a Servant of the Rulers ,

Kings shallfee and arise, Princes also shall worship ;

because of the Lord that is faithful, and the holy One

of Israel, and he jloall choose Thee. Thus faith the

Lord, In an acceptable Time have 1 beard Thee ; in a

Day of Salvation have I helped Thee ; and I will pre

serve Thee, and give thee for a Covenant of the Peo

ple, to establish the Earth, &c.

And in Isai. 1. 5 9. we have the Messiah ex

pressing his Assurance, that God would help Him*

by so opening his Ear, or inclining his Heart to

God's Commandments that He should not be re

bellious, but mould persevere, and not apostatise*

or turn his Back : That through God's Help, He

should be immovable, in a Way of Obedience,

under the great Trials of Reproach and Suffering

he should meet with ; setting his Face like a

Flint : -So that He knew He mould not be assiam-

ed, or frustrated in his Design ; and finally mould

be approved and justified, as having done his

Work faithfully. The Lord hath opened mine Ear \
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so that I was not rebellious., neither turned away my

Back : I gave my Back to the Smiters, and my Cheeks

to them that plucked off the Hair ; J hid not my Face

from Sham and Spitting. For the Lord God will

help me ; therefore shall 1 not be confounded : therefore

have Iset my Face as a Flint , and 1 know that 1 shall

not be ashamed. He is near that justifieth me : who

will contend with me ? Let us stand together. Who is

mine Adversary ? Let him come near to me. Behold

the Lord God will help me: who is He that shall csn-

demn me ? Lo, they shall all wax old as a Garment,

the Moth stall eat them up.

2. The same Thing is evident from all the

Promises which God made to the Messiah, of his

future Glory, Kingdom and Success, in his Office

and Character of a Mediator : which Glory could

not have been obtained, if his Holiness had faii'd,

and he had been guilty of Sin. God's absolute

Promise of any Things makes the Things pro

mised necessary, and their failing to take Place ab

solutely impojjible : and in like Manner it makes

those Things necessary, on which the Thing pro

mised depends, and without which it can't take

Effect. Therefore it appears, that it was utterly

impossible that Christ's Holiness should fail, from

such absolute Promises as those, Psal. ex. 4. The

Lord hath sworn, and will not repent, Thou art a

Priest forever, after the Order of Melchizedek. And^

from every other Promise in that Psalm, contain

ed in each Verse of it. And PfaL ii. 6, 7. /

will declare the Decree ; The Lord hath said unto me,

Thou art my Son, this Day have I begotten Thee :

Ask of Me, and I will give Thee the Heathen for

thine Inheritance, &c. Psal. xlv. 3, 4, &c. Gird thy

Sword on thy Thigh, O most Mighty, with thy Glory

and thy Majesty ; and in thy Majesty ride profperously.

And so every Thing that is laid from thence to

O 3 the
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the End of the Psalm. And those Promises,

Isa. iii. 13, 14, 15. & liii. io, 11, 12. And all

thole Promises which God makes to the Messiah,

of Success, Dominion and Glory in the Charac

ter of a Redeemer, in Ilai. Chap. xlix. ,

3. It was often promised to the Church of God

of old, for their Comfort, that God would give

them a righteous, sinless Saviour. Jer. xxiii. 5,

6. Behold, the Days come., saith the Lord, that I -wi/J

raise up unto David a righteous Branch ; and a King

shall reign and profper, andpall execute Judgment and

Justice in the Earth. ' In his Days fjall Judah be

saved, and Israel shall dwellsafely. And this is the

Name whereby He shall be called, The Lord our

Righteousness. So, Jer. xxxiii. 15. / will cause

the Branch of Righteousness to grow up unto David ;

and he shall execute Judgment and Righteousness in the

Land. Isai. xi. 6, 7. For unto us a Child is born;—

Upon the Ihrone of David and of his Kingdom, to.

order it, and to establish- it 'with Judgment and Justice,

from henceforth, even for ever : The Zeal of the Lord,

of Hosts will do this. Chap. xi. at the Beginning.

Thereshall come forth a Rod out of the Stem of Jesse,

and a Branchshallgrow out of his Roots ; and the Spirit

of the Lordfhall rest upon Him, The Spirit of Know

ledge, and of the Fear of the Lord: With Righte

ousness shall He judge the Poor, and reprove with

Equity : Righteousness shall be the Girdle of his

Loins, and Fathfulness the Girdle of his Reins. Chap.

Iii. 13. My Servant shall deal prudently . Chap. liii.

9. Because He had done no Violence, neither was

Guile found in bis Mouth. If it be impossible, that

these Promises should fail, and it be easier for

Heaven and Earth to pass away, than for one Jot

or Tittle of these Promises of God to pass away,

then it was impossible that Christ should commit

any Sin. Christ himself signified, that it was im

possible but that the Things which were spoken

„. con
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concerning Him should be fulfilled. Luk. xxiv.

44. That all Things must be fulfilled, which were

written in the Law of Moses, and in the Prophets,

and in the Psalms concerning Me. Mat. xxvi. 53,

54. But how then shall the Scripture be fulfilled, that

thus it must be? Mark xiv. 49. But the Scriptures

must be fulfilled. And so the Apostle, Acts i. 16,

1 j.—This Scripture must needs have been fulfilled.

4. All the Promises which were made to the

Church of old, of the Messiah as a future Saviour,

from that made to our first Parents in Paradise, to

that which was delivered by the Prophet Malacbi,

shew it to be impossible that Christ should not have

persevered in perfect Holiness. The antient Pre

dictions given to God's Church, of the Messiah as"

a Saviour, were of the Nature of Promises as is

evident by the Predictions themselves, and the

Manner of delivering them. But they are ex-

prefiy, and very often called Promises in the New-

Testament ; as in Luke [. 54, 55, 72, 73. Ails xiii.

32, 33. Rom. i. 1, 2, 3. and Chap. xv. 8. Heb. vi.

13, &c. These Promises were often made with

great Solemnity, and confirmed with an Oath ; as

in Gen. xxii. 16, 17. By my self have Isworn, saith

the Lord, that in blessing, I will bless thee, and in

multiplying, I will multiply thy Seed, as the Stars of

Heaven, and as the Sand which is upon the Sea~

Shore : And in thy Seedshall all the Nations of (be

Earth be blessed. Compare Luke i. 72, 73. and

Gal. iii. 8, 15, 16. The Apostle in Heb. vi. 17, 18.

X freaking of this Promise to Abraham, says, Where

in God willing more abundantly to shew to the Heirs of

Promise the Immutability of bis Counsel, confirmed it by

an Oath ; that by two IMMUTABLE Things, in

which it was IMPOSSIBLE for God to lie, he might

havestrong Consolation.—In which Words, the Ne-

ccjfity of the Accomplishment, or (which is the

fame Thing) the Impossibility of the contrary, is

O 4 fully
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fully declared. So God confirmed the Promise

of the great Salvation of the Messiah, made to

David, by an Oath ; Psal. lxxxix. 3, 4. I have

made a Covenant with my Chofen, I have sworn unto

David my Servant ; Thy Seed will Iestablish for ever,

and build up thy Throne to all Generations. There is

Nothing that is so abundantly set forth in Scrip

ture, as sure and irrefragable, as this Promise and

Oath to David. See Psal. lxxxix. 34, 35, 36.

2 Sam. xxiii. 5. Isai. Iv. 3. Atl. ii. 29, 30. and

xiii. 34. The Scripture exprefly speaks of it as

utterly impossible that this Promise and Oath to

David, concerning the everlasting Dominion of

the Messiah of his Seed, mould fail. Jer. xxxiii.

1 5, &c. In thofe Days, and at that Time, I will

cause the Branch os Righteousness to grow up unto Da

vid. ---For thus faith the Lord, David (hall never

want a Man to fit upon the Throne of the House of

Israel.-—ver. 20, 21. If you can break my Covenant

of the Day, -and my Covenant of the Night, and that

there should not be Day and Night in their Season j

then may also my Covenant be broken with David my

Servant, that He should not have a Son to reign upon

his Throne. So in ver. 25, 2 6,— -Thus abundant

is the Scripture in representing how impossible it

was, that the Promises made of Old concerning

the great Salvation and Kingdom of the Messiah

should fail : Which implies, "that it was impossi

ble that this Messiah, the second Adam, the pro

mised Seed of Abraham, and of David, should fall

from his Integrity, as the first Adam did.

5. All the Promises that were made to the

Church of God under the Old Testament, of the

great Enlargement of the Church, and Advance

ment of her Glory, in the Days of the Gospel,

after the Coming of tin" Messiah; the Increase cf

her Light, Liberty, Holiness, Joy, Triumph

over

1
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over her Enemies, i£c. of which so great a Part

of the Old Testament consists ; which are reoeat-

.ed so often, are so variously exhibited, so frequent

ly introduced with great Pomp and Solemni

ty, and are so abundantly sealed with typical

and iymbolical Representations ; I fay, all these

Promises imply, that the Messiah should perfect

the Work of Redemption j and this implies, that

he should persevere in the Work which the Father

had appointed Him, being in all Things con

formed to his Will. These Promises were often

confirmed by an Oath. (See Isai. liv. 9. with the

Context ; Chap. lxii. iS.) And it is represented

ae utterly impossible that these Promises should

fail. (Isai. jriix 15. with the Context, Chap. liv. 10.

with the Context ; Chap. li. 4- -8. Chap. xl. 8. with

the Context.) And therefore it was impossible., that

the Messiah should fail, or commit Sin.

6. It was impossible, that the Messiah should fail

of persevering in Integrity and Holiness, as the

first Adam did, because this would have been in

consistent, with the Promises which God made to

the blessed Virgin, his Mother, and to her Hus

band ; implying, that Heshouldsave his People from

their Sins, that God would give Him the Throne of his

Father David, that Heshould reign over the House of

Jacob forever j and that of bis Kingdom there shall

be no End. These Promises were sure, and it was

impossible they should fail. And therefore the Vir

gin Mary, in trusting fully to them, acted reason

ably, having an immovable Foundation of her

Faith j as Elisabeth observes, ver. 45. And blessed

is she that believetb ; for thereshall be a Performance

of those '-Things which were told her from the Lord.

7. That it should have been possible that Christ

should sin, and so fail in the Work of our Re

demption,
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demption, does not consist with the eternal Pur

pose and Decree of God, reveal'd in the Scriptures,

that He would provide Salvation for fallen Man

in and by Jesus Christ, and that Salvation should

be offered to Sinners through the Preaching of the

Gospel. Such an absolute Decree as this Armi-

nians don't deny. Thus much at least (out of all

Controversy) is implied in such Scriptures, as

l Cor. ii. 7. Eph. i. 4. 5. and Chap. iii. 9, 10, ir.

1 Pet. i. 19, 20. Such an absolute Decree as this,

Arminians allow to be signified in these Texts. And

the Arminians Election of Nations and Societies,

and general Election of the Christian Church, and

conditional Election of particular Persons, imply

this. God could not decree before the Founda

tion of the World, to save all that should believe

in, and obey Christ, unless he had absolutely de

creed {hat Salvation should be provided, and ef

fectually wrought out by Christ. And since (as'

the Arminians themselves strenuously maintain) a

Decree of God infers Necessity ; hence it became

necessary that Christ should persevere, and actually

work out Salvation for us, and that he should not;

fail by the Commission of Sin.

8. That it should have been possible for Christ's

Holiness to fail, is not consistent with what God

promised to his Son before all Ages. For, that

Salvation should be offered to Men thro' Christ,

and bestowed on all his faithfsl Followers, is what

is at least implied in that certain and infallible

Promise -spoken of by the Apostle, Tit. i. 2. In

hope of eternal Life ; which God, that cannot lie, pro

mised before the Wcrld began. This don't seem to

be controverted by Arminians *.

9. That

* See 'DrtlP'hitby on the five Points, P. 48, 49, 50.
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9. That it should be possible for Christ to fail

of doing his Father's Will, is inconsistent with

the Promise made to the Father by the Son, by

the Logos that was with the Father from the Be

ginning, before he took, the human Nature : as

may be seen in Psal. xl. 6, 7, 8, (compar'd with

the Apostle's Interpretation, Heb. x. .5— 9.) Sa

crifice and Offering thou didst not desire : mine Ears hast

thou opened, (or bored ; ) Burnt-Offering and Sin-

Offering Thou hast not required. Then said I, Le, I

come : In the Volume of the Book it is written of tne,

I delight to do thy Will, O my God7 and thy Law is

-within my Heart. Where is a manifest Allusion to

the Covenant which the willing Servant, who lo

ved his Master's Service, made with his Master,

to be his Servant for ever, on the Day wherein

he had his Ear bored ; which Covenant was pro

bably inserted in the publick Records, called the

Volume of the Book, by the Judges, who were call

ed to take Cognizance of the Transaction ; Exod.

xxi. If the Logos, who was with the Father, be

fore the World, and who made the World, thus

engaged in Covenant to do the Will of the Father

in the human Nature, and the Promise, was as it

were recorded, that it might be made sure, doubt

less it was impossible that it should fail ; and so it

was impossible that Christ should fail of doing the

Will of the Father in the human Nature.

1 p. If it was possible for Christ to have failed

of doing the Will of his Father, and so to have

failed of effectually working out Redemption for

Sinners, then the Salvation of all the Saints, who

were saved from the Beginning of the World, to

the Death of Christ, was not built on a firm

Foundation. The Messiah, and the Redemption

which He was to work out by his Obedience

unto Death, was the Foundation of the Salva

tion

I
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tion of all the Posterity of fallen Man, that ever

were saved. Therefore, if when the Old- Testa

ment Saints had the Pardon of their Sins, and the

Favour of God promised them, and Salvation be

stowed upon them, still it was possible that the

Messiah, when he came, might commit Sin, then

all this was on a Foundation that was not firm

and stable, but liable to fail ; something which it

was possible might never be. God did as it were

trust to what his Son had engaged and promised to

do in future Time ; and depended so much upon

it, that He proceeded actually to fave Men on

the Account of it, as tho' it had been already done.

But this Trust and Dependance of God, on the

Supposition ofChrist's being liable to fail of doing

his Will, was leaning on a Staff that was weak,

and might possibly break. The Saints of old

trusted on the Promises of a future Redemption

to be wrought out and compleated by the Messiah,

and built jhejr Comfort upon it : Abraham saw

Christ's Day and rejoyced and he and the other

Patriarchs died in the Faith of the Promise of it.

(Heb. xi. 13.) But on this Supposition, their Faith

and their Comfort, and their Salvation, was

built on a moveable fallible Foundation ; Christ:

was not to them a tried Stone, a sure Foundation;

as in Ifai. xxviii. 16. David entirely rested on

the Covenant of God with him, concerning the

-future glorious Dominion and Salvation of the

Messiah, of his Seed ; fays, it was all his Salvation,

and all his Desire ; and comforts himself that this

Covenant was an everlasting Covenant, ordered in all

things and sure, 2 Sam. xxiii. 5. But, if Christ's

Vertue might fail, he was mistaken : his great

Comfort was not built so sure, as he thought it

was, being founded entirely on the Determinations

of the Free-Will of Christ's human Soul which

was subject to no Necessity, and might be deter-

x mined
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mined either one Way or the other. Also the

Dependence of those who looked for Redemption

in Jerusalem, and waited for the Consolation of

Israel, {Luke ii. 25. & 38.) and the Confidence of

the Disciples of Jesus, who forsook all and follow

ed Him, that they might enjoy the Benefits of his

future Kingdom, was built on a sandy Founda

tion.

ir. The Man Christ Jesus, before he had fi

nished his Course of Obedience, and while in the

midst of Temptations and Trials, was abundant

in positively predicting his own future Glory in his

Kingdom, and the Enlargement of his Church,

the Salvation of the Gentiles through Him, &c.

and in Promises of Blessings he would bestow on

his true Disciples in his future Kingdom •, on

which Promises he required the , full Dependance

of his Disciples. {Job. xiv.) But the Disciples

would have no Ground for such Dependance, if

Christ had been liable to fail in his Work : And

Christ Himself would have been guilty of Pre

sumption, in so abounding in peremptory Pro

mises of great Things, which depended on a meer

Contingence ; viz. the Determinations of his free

Will, consisting in a Freedom ad utrumque, to ei

ther Sin or Holiness, standing in Indifference, and

incident, in Thousands of future Instances, to go

either one Way or the other.

Thus it is evident, that it was impossible that the

Acts of the Will of the human Soul of Christ

should be otherwise than holy, and conformed to

the Will of the Father ; or, in other Words, they

were necessarily so conformed.

I have been the longer in the Proof of this

Matter, it being a Thing denied by some of the

greatest
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greatest Arminians, by Episcopius in particular ; and

because I look upon it as a Point clearly and ab

solutely determining the Controversy between Cal-

-vinijis and Arminians, concerning the Neceffity of

such a Freedom of Will as is insisted on by the

latter, in order to moral Agency, Vertue, Com

mand or Prohibition, Promise or Threatning,

Reward or Punishment, Praise or Dispraise, Merit

6r Demerit. I now therefore proceed,

II. To consider whether Christ, in his holy

Behaviour on Earth, was not thus a moral Agent,

subject to Commands, Promises, &c.

Dr. IVbitby very often speaks of what he calls a

Freedom ad utrumlibet, without Necessity, as re

quisite to Law and Commands , and speaks of Ne

cessity as entirely inconsistent with Injunctions and

Prohibitions. But yet we read of Christ's" being

the Subject of the Commands of his Father, Joh.x.

18. and xv. jo. And Christ tells us, that every

Thing that He said, or didj was in Compliance

with Commandments he had received cf the Father 5

Joh. xii. 49, 5©. & xiv. 3 1 . And we often read ]

of Christ's Obedience to his Fathers Commands, 1

Rom. v. 19. Phil. ii. 18. Heb. V. 8.

The foremention'd Writer represents Promises

offered as Mbtives to Persons to do their Duty, or

a being moved and induced by Promises, as utterly in

consistent with a State wherein Persons have not a

Liberty ad ulrtmlibet, but are necessarily determin

ed to one. (See particularly, P. 298. & 311.)

But the Thing which this Writer asserts, is de-

monstrably false, if the Christian Religion be true.

If there be any Truth in Christianity or the holy

Scriptures, the Man Christ Jesus had his Will in

fallibly, unalterably and unfrustra.bly determined "

to
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to Good, and that alone ; but yet he had Pro-

, mises of glorious Rewards made to Him, on Con

dition of his persevering in, and perfecting the"

Work which God had appointed Him ; Isa. liii.

10, i 1, 12. Psal. ii. & ex. Isai. xlix. 7, 8, 9.

In Luke xxii. 28, 29. Christ says to his Disciples*

Tt are they which have continued with me in my Temp-

tations; and I appoint untoyou a Kingdom, as my Fa

ther bath appointed unto me. The Word most pro

perly signifies to appoint by Covenant, or Promise.

The plain Meaning of Christ's Words is this :

" As you have partook of my Temptations and

" Trials, and have been stedtast, and have over-

" come ; I promise to make you Partakers of my

" Reward, and to give you a Kingdom ; as the

" Father has promised me a Kingdom for eon-

** tinuingstedfast, and overcomingin those Trials."

And the Words are well explained by those in

Rev. iii. 21. To him that overcometh, will Igrant to

Jit ivitb me in my Throne ; even as J also overcame.,

and am set down with my Father in his Throne. And

Christ had not only Promises of glorious Success

and Rewards made to his Obedience and Suffer

ings, but the Scriptures plainly represent Him as

using these Promises for Motives and Inducements

to obey and suffer ; and particularly that Promise

of a Kingdom which the Father had appointed

Him, or sitting with the Father on his Throne ;

as in Heb. xii. 1,2. Let us lay aside every Weight*

and the Sin which doth easily beset us, and let us run

with Patience the Race that is set before us, looking unto

Jesus, the Author and Finisher of our Faith ; who for

the Joy that was set before Him, endured the Cross,

AefpiJing the Shame, and is set down on the right Hand

of the Throne of God.

And how strange would it be to hear any Chris- '

tian assert, that the holy and excellent Temper

and
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and Behaviour of Jesus Christ, and that Obedi

ence which he performed under such great Trials,

was not vertuous or Praise-worthy j because his

Will was not free ad utrumque, to either Holiness

. or Sin, but was unalterably determin'd to one ;

that upon this Account, there is no Vertue at all,

in all Christ's Humility, Meekness, Patience,

Charity, Forgiveness of Enemies, Contempt of

the "World, Heavenly-mindedness,; Submission to

the "Will of God, perfect; Obedience to his Com

mands, (tho' He was obedient unto Death, even

the Death of the Cross) his great Compassion to

the Afflicted, his unparallel'd Love to Mankind,

his Faithfulness to God and Man, under such great

Trials ; his praying for his Enemies, even when

nailing Him to the Cross 3 That Vertue, when ap

plied to these Things? is but an empty Name ; That

there W3S no Merit in any of these Things' ; that

is, that Christ was worthy of Nothing at all on the

Account of them, worthy of no Reward* no Praise,

no Honour or Respect from God or Man ; Be

cause his Will was not indifferent, and free either

to these Things, or the Contrary ; but under such

a strong Inclination or Bias to the Things that

were excellent, as made it impossible that he should

chuse the contrary ; That upon this Account (to

use Dr. Whitby's Language) it would be sensibly un

reasonable that the human Nature should be reward

ed for any of these Things.

According to this Doctrine, That Creature who

is evidently set forth in Scripture as the Firjl-bom

of every Creature, as having in all 'Things the Pre

eminence, and as the highest of all Creatures in Ver

tue, Honour, and Worthiness of Esteem, Praise

and Glory, on the Account of his Vertue, is less

worthy of Reward or Praise, than the very least

ot Saints ; yea, no more worthy than a Clock or

meer
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meer Machine, that is purely passive, and moved

by natural Necessity.

If we judge by scriptural Representations of

Things, we have Reason to suppose, that Christ

took on him our Nature, and dwelt with us in this

World, in a suffering State, not only to fatisfy for

our Sins ; but that He, being in our Nature and

Circumstances, and under our Trials, might be

our most fit and proper Example, Leader and

Captain, in the Exercise of glorious and victorious

Vertue, and might be a visible Instance of the

glorious End and Reward of it ; < That we

might fee in Him the Beauty, Amiableness,and

true Honour and Glory, and exceeding Bene

fit of that Vertue, which it is proper for us human

Beings to practise j and might thereby learn, and

be animated, to seek the like Glory and Honour,

and to obtain the like glorious Reward. See Heb. ii.

9---14., with v. 8, 9. andxii. r, 2, 3. Job.xv. 10.

Horn- viii. 17. 2 Tim. ii. 11, 12. 1 Pet. ii. 19,20.

and iv. 13. But if there was Nothing of any

Vertue or Merit, or Worthiness of any Rewards

Glory, Praise or Commendation at all, in all that!

He did, because it was all necessary, and He's

could not help it ; then how is here any Thing fo\

proper to animate and incite us, free Creatures,

by patient Continuance in well-doing, to seek for

Honour, Glory, and Vertue ?

God speaks of Himself as peculiarly well-pleased

with the Righteousness of this Servant of his.

Ifai. xlii. 21. The Lord is well pleated for his Righ

teousness sake. The Sacrifices of old are spoken of

as a sweet Savour to God, but the Obedience of

Christ as far more acceptable than they. Psal. xl.

6, 7. Sacrifice and Offering Thou didji not defre :

Aline Ear best Thou opened [as thy Servant per-

P forming
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forming willing Obedience;] BurnhOffering and

Sin-Offering hast thou not required: 'Then said I, Lo,

1 come [as a Servant that chearfully answers the

Calls of his Master:] I delight to do thy Will, 0 my

God, and thy Law is -within mine Heart. Matt-

xvii. 5. This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well-'

pleased. And Christ tells us exprefly, that the

Father loves Him for that wonderful Instance of

his Obedience, his- voluntarily yielding himself to

Death, in Compliance with the Father's Com

mand, Joh. x. 17, 18. Therefore doth my Father

love me, because I lay down my Life i — No Man

taketh it from me; but I lay it down of myself-— This

Commandment received I of my Father.

And if there was no Merit in Christ's Obedience

unto Death, if it was not worthy of Praise, and

of the most glorious Rewards, the heavenly Hosts

were exceedingly mistaken, by the Account that

is given of them, in Rev. v. 8,— 12. The four

Beasts and the four and twenty Elders fell down before

the Lamb, having every one of them Harps, and gol

den Vials full of Odours -,—And they fung a new Song,

Saying, Thou art WORTHY to take the Book, and to

open the Seals thereof; for Thou wast stain, And I

beheld, and J heard the Voice of many Angels round

about the Throne, and the Beasts, and the Elders, and

' the Number of them was ten Thousand Times ten

Thousand, and Thmsands of Thousands, saying with a

loud Voice, WORTHY is the Lamb that was stain*

to receive Power, and Riches, and Wisdom, and

Strength, and Honour, and Glory, and Blessing.

Christ speaks of the eternal Life which He was

to receive, as the Reward of his Obedience to the

Father's Commandments. Joh. xii. 49, 50. /"

have not spoken of my self ; but the Father which sent

me, He gave me a Commandment what I should, say,

and
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and what Ishould speak : And I know that bis Com

mandment is Life everlasting : Whatsoever I speak

therefore, even as the Father said unto me, so Ispeak.

God promises to divide him a Portion with

the great, &c. for his being his righteous Ser

vant, for his glorious Vertue under such great

Trials and Afflictions, Isai. liii. 11, 12. He shall

see of the Travel of his Soul and be satisfied : By his

Knowledgeshall my righteous Servant justify many ; for

Joe jhall bear their Iniquities. 'Therefore will I divide

him a Portion with the Great, and he jhall divide the

Spoil with the Strong, because he bath poured out his

Soul unto Death. The Scriptures represent God

as rewarding Him far above all his other Servants,

Phil. ii. 7, 8, 9. He took on Him the Form ofa Ser

vant, and was made in the Likeness of Men ': and be

ing found in Fashion as a Man, He humbled himself,

and became obedient unto Death, even the Death of the

Cross : Wherefore GOD also hath highly exalted Him,

and given Him a Name above every Name. Pial.

xlv. 7. Thou lovest Righteousness, and hate/l Wick

edness; therefore God, thy God, hath anointed Thee

with the Oil of Gladness above thy Fellows.

There is no Room to pretend, that the glorious

Benefits bestowed in Consequence of Christ's O-

bedience, are not properly of the Nature of a

Reward. What is a Reward, in the most proper

Sense, but a Benefit bestowed in Consequence of

something morally excellent in Quality or Beha

viour, in Testimony of Well-pleasedness in that

moral Excellency, and Respect and Favour on

that Account ? If we consider the Nature of a

Reward most strictly, and make the utmost of it,

and add to the Things contained in this Descrip

tion, proper Merit or Worthiness, and the Be-

stawment of the Benefit in Consequence of a Pro

mise , still it will be found, there is Nothing be-

P 2 longing
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longing to it, but that the Scripture is molt ex

press as to it's belonging to the Glory bestowed on

Christ, aster his Sufferings ; as appears from what

has been already observed : There was a glorious

Benefit bestowed in Consequence of something

morally excellent, being called Righteousness and

Obedience; There was great Favour, Love and

Well-pleasedness, for this Righteousness and O-

bedience, in the B»stower ; There was proper Me

rit, or Worthiness of the Benefit, in the Obedi

ence ; It was bestowed in Fulfilment of Promises,

made to that Obedience ; and was bestowed

therefore, or because he had performed that Obe

dience.

I may add to all these Things, that Jesus Christ,

while here in the Flesh, was manifestly in a State

of Trial. The last Adam, as Christ is called,

i Cor. xv. 45. Rom. v. 14. taking on Him the

human Nature, and so the Form of a Servant,

and being under the Law, to stand and act for us,

was put into a State of Trial, as the first Adam

was. Dr. Whitby mentions these three Things as

Evidences of Persons being in a State of Trial

(on the five Points, P. 298, 299.) namely, Their

Afflictions being spoken of as their Trials or

Temptations, their being the Subjects of Promises,

and their being exposed to Satan's Temptations.

But Christ was apparently the Subject of each of

these. Concerning Promises made to Him, I

have spoken already. The Difficulties and As-

fictions He met with in the Course of his Obedi

ence, are called his "Temptations or Trials, Luke

xxii. 28. Te are they -which have continued with me

in my Temptations, or Trials. Heb. ii. 18. For in

that he Himself hath Juffered, being tempted [or tried]

He is able to succour them that are tempted. And

Chap. iv. 15. IVt have not an High -Priest, -which

cannot
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cannot be touched with the Feeling of our Infirmities ;

but was in all Points tempted like as we are, yet

without Sin. And as to his being tempted by Satan,

it is what none will dispute.

Section III.

'The Cafe of such as are given up of God to

Sin, and of fallen Man in general, proves

moral Necejjity and Inability to be consistent

. with Blame-worthiness,

j T*\ R- Whitby asserts Freedom, not only from

' JL/ Coaction, but Necessity, to be essential . to

any Thing deserving the Name of Sin, and to an

Action's being culpable : in these Words ( Discourse

on five Points, Edit. 3. P. 348.) " If they be

t(- thus necessitated, then neither their Sins of O-

'* mission or Commission could deserve that

" Name; it being essential to the Nature of Sin,

" according to St. Austin's Definition, that it be

** an Action, d quo liberum est abstinere. Three

'* Things seem plainly necessary to make an Ac-

'* tion or Omission culpable ; 1. That it be in our

" Power to perform or forbear it : For, as Origen,

" and all the Fathers fay, no Man is hlame-wor-

" thy for not doing what He could not do."——

And elsewhere the Doctor insists, that " when any

** do Evil of Necessity, what they do is no Vice,

" that they are guilty of no Fault, * are worthy

<** of no Blame, Dispraise, + or Dishonour, %

>* but are unblameable." §.

P 3 V

* Disc on fivePoints. P. 347. 360. 361. 377. t 303-

326, 329. and many other Places. % 371. § 304. 361.
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If these Things are true, in Dr Whisky's Sense

of Necessity, they will prove all such to be blame-r

less, who are given up of God to Sin, in what

they commit aster they are thus given up.---That

there is such a Thing as Men's being judicially

given up to Sin, is certain, if the Scripture rightly

informs us ; such a Thing being often there spo

ken of : as in Psal. Ixxxi. 12. So Igave them up to

their own Hearts Lust, and they walked in their own

Counsels. Act:- vii. 42. Then Cod turned, and gave

them up to worship the Host of Heaven. Rom. i. 24.

Wherefore, God also gave them up to Uncleanness,

through the Lusts of their own Hearts, to dishonour

their own Bodies between tbemfehes. Ver. 26. For

this Cause God gave them up to vile Assertions. Ver.

28. And even as they did net like to retain God in

their Knowledge, God gave them over to a reprobate

Mind, to do those Things that are not convenient.

'Tis needless to stand particularly to inquire,

what God's giving Men up to their own Heart's

Lusts signifies : It is sufficient to observe, that

hereby is certainly meant God's so ordering or

disposing Things, in some Respect or other, either

by doing or forbearing to do, as that the Conse

quence mould be Men's continuing in their Sins.

So much as Men are given up to, so much is the

be less or more. If God don't order Things so, by

Action or Permission, that Sin will be the Conse

quence, then the Event proves that they are not

given up to that Consequence. If Good be the

Consequence, instead of Evil, then God's Mercy

is to be acknowledged in that Good ; which Mer

cy must be contrary to God's Judgment in giving

up to Evil. If the Event must prove that they

are given up to Evil as the Consequence, then the

Persons who are the Subjects of this Judgment,

Consequence of their bein:
 

? whether that

must
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must be the Subjects of such an Event, and so the

Event is necessary.

If not only CoaSlion, but all Necejfity>, will prove

Men blameless, then Judas was blameless, aster

Christ had given him over, and had already declared

his certain Damnation, and that he should verily be

tray Him. He was guilty of no Sin in betraying

his Master, on this Supposition ; though his so

doing is spoken of by Christ as the molt aggra

vated Sin, more heinous than the Sin of Pilate in

crucifying Him, And the Jews in Egypt, in Je

remiah's Time, were guilty of no Sin, in their

not worshipping the true God, after God had

Sworn by bis great Name, that his NameJhould be no

more named in the Mouth of any Man of Judah, in

all the Land of Egypt. Jer. xliv. 2 6.

Dr. Whitby CDisc. on five Points, P. 302, 303)

denies, that Men, in this World, are ever so given up

by God to Sin, that their Wills should be necessa

rily determined to Evil ; though He owns, that

hereby it may become exceeding difficult for Men to

do Good, having a strong Bent, and powerful In

clination, to what is Evil. ---But if we should al

low the Cafe to be just as he represents, the Judg

ment of giving up to Sin will no better agree

with his Notions of that Liberty, which is essen

tial to Praise or Blame, than if we should sup

pose it to render the avoiding of Sin impossible.

For if an Impoffibility of avoiding Sin wholly ex

cuses a Man ; then, for the fame Reason, it's be

ing difficult to avoid it, excuses him in Part; and

this just in Proportion to the Degree of Difficulty.

— If the Influence of moral Impossibility or In

ability be the fame, to excuse Persons in not do

ing, or not avoiding any Thing, as that of na

tural Inability, (which is supposed) then undoubt-

P 4 % edly
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cdly, in like Manner, moral Difficulty has the same

Influence to excuse with natural Difficulty. But all

allow, that natural Impossibility wholly excuses,

and also that natural Difficulty excuses in Part, and

makes the Act or Omission less blameable in Prqp-

portion to the Difficulty. AU natural Difficulty,

according to the plainest Dictates ot the Light of

Nature, excuses in some Degree, so that the Neg

lect is not so blameable, as if there had been no

Difficulty in the Case : and so the greater the Dif

ficulty is, still the more excuscable, in Proportion

to the Increase of the Difficulty. And as natural

Impossibility whollyexcuses and excludes all Blame,

so the nearer the Difficulty approaches to Impossi

bility, still the nearer a Person is to Blamelesiness

in Proportion to that Approach. And if the

Case of moral Impossibility or Necessity, be just

the fame with natural Necessity or Coaction, as

to Influence to excuse a Neglect, then also, for

the same Reason, the Case of natural Difficulty,

don't differ in Influence, to excuse a Neglect, from

moral Difficulty, arising from a strong Bias or

Bent to Evjl, such as Dr. Whitly owns in the Cafe

of those that are given up to their own Hearts

Lusts. So that the Fault of such Persons must be

lessen'd, in Proportion to the Difficulty, and Ap

proach to Impossibility. If ten Degrees of moral

Difficulty make the Action quite impossible, and

so wholly excuse, then if there be nine Degrees of

Difficulty, the Person is in great Part excused,

and is nine Degrees in ten, less Blame-worthy,

than if there had been no Difficulty at all ; and

he has but one Degree of Blame-worthiness. The

Reason is plain, on Arminian Principles ; viz. be

cause as Difficulty, by antecedent Bent and Bias

on the Will, is increased, Liberty of Indifference,

and Self-determination in the Will, is diminished:

so much Hindrance and Impediment is there, in

the
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the Way of the Will's acting freely, by naeer

Self-determination. And if ten Degrees of such

Hindrance take away all such Liberty, then nine

Degrees take away nine Parts in ten, and leave

but one Degree of Liberty. And therefore there

is but ope Degree of Blameablenefs, cœteris part-

bus, in the Neglect ; the Man being no further

blameable in what He does, or Neglects, than he

has Liberty in that Affair : For Blame or Praise

(say they) arises wholly from a good Use or

Abuse of Liberty.

From all which it follows, that a strong Bent

and Bias one Way, and Difficulty of going the

contrary, never causes a Person to be at all more

exposed to Sin, or any Thing blameable : Because

as the Difficulty is increased, so much the less is

required and expected. Tho' in one Respect,

Exposedness to Sin or Fault is increased, viz. by

an Increase of Exposedness to the evil Action or

Omission ; yet it is diminished in another Respect,

toballance it ; namely, as the Sinfulness or Blame

ablenefs of the Action or Omission is diminished

in the fame Proportion. So that, on the whole,

the Affair, as to Exposedness to Guilt or Blame,

is left just as it was.

To illustrate this, let us suppose a Scale of a Ba

lance to be intelligent, and a free Agent, and in

dued with a self -moving Power, by Virtue of

which it could act and produce Effects to a cer

tain Degree ; ex. gr. to move it self up or down

with a Force equal to a Weight of ten Pounds ;

and that it might therefore be required of it, in

•rdinary Circumstances, to move it self down with

that Force ; for which it has Power and full Li

berty, and therefore would be blame-worthy if it

fail'd of it. But then let us suppose a Weight of

ten
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ten Pounds to be put in the opposite Scale, which

in Force entirely counter-balance it's self-moving

Power, and so renders it impossible for it to move

down at all •, and therefore wholly excuses it from

any such Motion. But it we suppose there to be

only nine Pounds in the opposite Scale, this ren

ders it's Motion not impossible, but yet more dif

ficult ; so that it can now only move down with

the Force of one Pound : But however, this is

all that is required of it under these Circumstan

ces i it is wholly excused from nine Parts of it*

Motion : And if the Scale, under these Circum

stances, neglects to move, and remains at Rest,

all that it will be blamed for, will be its Neglect:

of that one tenth Part of it's Motion ; which it

had as much Liberty and Advantage for, as in

usual Circumstances, it has for the greater Mo

tion, which in such a Case would be required. So

that this new Difficulty, don't at all increase it's

Exposedness to any Thing blame-worthy.

And thus the very Supposition of Difficulty in

the Way of a Man's Duty, or Proclivity to Sin,

thro' a being given up to Hardneft of Heart, or

indeed by any other Means whatsoever, is an Inconr-

sistence, according to Dr. Wbitbfs Notions of Lir-

berty, Venue and Vice, Blame and Praise. The

avoiding Sin and Blame, and the doing what is

vertuous and Praise-worthy, must be always ev

qually easy.

Dr. Whubfs Notions of Liberty, Obligation,

Vertue, Sin, &c. led Him into another great In

consistent. He abundantly insists, that Neces

sity is inconsistent with the Nature of Sin or

Fault. He fays in the foremention'd Treatise,

P. 14. Who can blame a Person for doing what be

could not help? and P. 15. // being sensibly unjust,

to
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to punish any Man for doing that which it was never

in his Power to avoid. And in P. 341 to confirm

his Opinion, he quotes one of the Fathers, say

ing, Why doth Cod command, if Man hath not Free

will and Power to obey? And again in the same and

the next Page, Who will not cry out, that it is Folly

to command htm, that hath not Liberty to do what is

commanded ; and that it is unjust to condemn Him,

that has it not in his Power to do what is required t

And in P. 373. He cites another saying, AL#w

is given to Him that can turn to both Parts I. e.

obey or transgress it : But no Law can be against Hint

who is bound by Nature.

And yet the fame Dr. Wbitby asserts, that fallen

Man is not able to perform perfect Obedience. In

P. 165. He has theie Words, " The Nature of

>* Adam had Power to continue innocent, and

" without Sin ; whereas it is certain, our Nature

" never had so." But if we han't Power to

continue innocent and without Sin, then Sin is

inconsistent with Necessity, and we may be sinful

in that which we have not Power to avoid ; and

those Thing can't be true, which He asserts else

where, namely, " That if we be necessitated, nei-

" ther Sins of Omission nor Commission, would

Cl deserve that Name." (P. 348.) If we have it

not in our Power to be innocent, then we have it

not in our Power to be blameless : and if so, we

are under a Necessity of being blame-worthy.

And how does this consist with what he so often

asserts, that Necessity is inconsistent with Blame

or Praise ? If we have it not in our Power to per

form perfect; Obedience to all the Commands of

God, then we are under a Necessity of breaking

some Commands, in some Degree ; having no

Power to perform so much as is commanded.

And if so, why does he cry out of the Unreason -
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ablencss and Folly of commanding beyond what

Men have Power to do ?

And Arminians in general are very inconsistent

with themselves in what they fay of the Inability

of fallen Man in this Respect. They strenuously

maintain, that it would be unjust in God, to re-

quire any Thing of us beyond our present Power

' and Ability to perform ; and also hold, that we

are now unable to perform perfect Obedience, and i

that Christ died to satisfy for the ItnperfeBions of )

our Obedience, and has made Way that our imper- I

sect Obedience might be accepted instead of per- I

sect : Wherein they seem insensibly to run them

selves into the grossest Inconfistence. ! For, (as I

have observed elsewhere) "^They hold that God

" in Mercy to Mankind has abolished that rigor—

" ous Constitution or Law, that they were under

w originally ; and instead of it, has introduced a

" more mild Constitution, and put us under a

" new Law, which requires no more than imper-

1* sect sincere Obedience, in Compliance with our

** poor infirm impotent Circumstances since the

" Fall." . A

Now, how can these Things be made con

sistent ? I would ask what Law these Imperfec-

' tions of our Obedience are a Breach of ? If they

are a Breach of no Law that we were ever under,

then they are not Sins. And if they be not Sins,

what Need of Christ's dying to satisfy for them ?

But if they are Sins, and the Breach of some

Law, what Law is it ? They can't be a Breach of

their new Law ; for that requires no other than

imperfect Obedience, or Obedience with Imper

fections : And therefore to have Obedience attend

ed with Imperfections, is no Breach of it ; for 'tis

as much as it requires. And they can't be a

Breach
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Breach of their old Law ; for that, they say, is

entirely abolished; and we never were under it.—

They say, it would not be just: in God to require

of us perfect Obedience, because it would not be

just to require more than we can perform, or to

punisti us for failing of it. And therefore, by

their own Scheme, the Imperfections of our Obe

dience don't deserve to be punished. What need

therefore of Christ's dying, to satisfy for them ?

What need of his Suffering, to fatisfy for that

which is no Fault, and in it's own Nature de

serves no suffering ? What need of Christ's dying,

to purchase, that our imperfe£l Obedience should

be accepted, when according to their Scheme, it

would be unjust in itself, that any other Obedi

ence than imperfect mould be required ? Whatf

need of Christ's dying to make Way for God's

accepting such an Obedience, as it would be un

just in Him not to accept ? Is there any Need of

Christ's dying, to prevail with God not to do un-^

righteously P.^.— If it be faid, that Christ died to'

satisfy that old Law for us, that so we might not

be under it, but that there might be Room for

our being under a more mild Law ; still I would

inquire, what Need of Christ's dying that we

might not be under a Law, which (by their Prin

ciples) it would be in itself unjust that we mould

be under, whether Christ had died or no, be

cause in our present State we are not able to

keep it ?

So the Arminians are inconsistent with them

selves, not only in what they fay of the Need of

Christ's Satisfaction to attone for those Imperfec

tions which we cannot avoid, but also in what

they say of the Grace of God, granted to enable

Men to perform the sincere Obedience of the new

Law.
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Law. " I grant (says Dr. Siebbing *) indeed, that

" by Reason of original Sin, we are utterly dis-

** abled for the Performance of the Condition,

** without new Grace from God. But I say then,

l* that He gives such a Grace to all of us, by

*e which the Performance of the Condition is

<e truly possible : And upon this Ground he may,

** and doth most righteously require it." If Dr.

Sfebbing intends to speak properly, by Grace he

must mean, that Assistance which is of Grace, or

of free Favour and Kindness. But yet in the

fame Place he speaks of it as very unreasonable, un

just and cruel, for God to require that, as the Con

dition of Pardon, that is become impossible by

original Sin. If it be so, what Grace is there in

giving Assistance and Ability to perform the Con

dition of Pardon ? Or why is that called by the

Name of Grace, that is an absolute Debt, which

God is bound to bestow, and which it would be

unjust and cruel in Him to with-hold, seeing he

requires that, as the Condition of Pardon, which we

cannot perform without it I •/

'Section IV.

Command, and Obligation to Obedience, con

sistent with moral Inability to obey.

IT being so much insisted on by Arminian Wri

ters, that Necessity is inconsistent with Law or

Command, and particularly, that it is absurd to

suppose God by his Command should require that

of Men which they are unable to do ; not allow

ing in this Case for any Difference that there is

between

* Treatise of the Operations of the Spirit. 2 Edit1,-

P* II2j 113.
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between natural and moral Inability ; I would ;

therefore now particularly consider this Matter.

And for the greater Clearness, I would distinct

ly lay down the following things.

I. The Will itself, and not only those Actions j

which are the Effects of the Will, is the proper I

Object of Precept or Command. / That is, such

or such a State or Acts of Men's Wills, is in

many Cases, properly required of them by Com

mand ; and not only those Alterations in the Statev

of their Bodies or Minds that are the Consequen

ces of Volition. This is most manifest ; for 'tis

the Soul only, that is properly and directly the

Subject of Precepts or Commands ; that only be

ing capable of receiving or perceiving Commands.

The Motions or State of the Body are Matter of'

Command, only as they are subject to the Soul,'

and connected with it's Acts. But now the Soul

has no other Faculty whereby it can, in the most

direct and proper Sense, consent, yield to, or

comply with any Command, but the Faculty of{

the Will j and *tis by this Faculty only, that the;

Soul can directly disobey, or refuse Compliance :l

For the very Notions of Consenting, Yielding, Ac

cepting^ Complying., Refusing, Rejecting, &c. are, ac

cording so the Meaning of the Terms, Nothing

but certain Acts of the Will. ! Obedience, in thes

primary Nature of it, is the submitting and yield-j

ing of the Will of one to the Will of another.

Disobedience is the not consenting, not complying

of the Will of the commanded to the manifested

Will of the Commander. Other Acts that are

not the Acts of the Will, as certain Motions of

the Body and Alterations in the Soul, are Obedi

ence or Disobedience only indirectly, as they are

connected with the State or Actions of the Will,

according
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according to an established Law of Nature. So

that 'tis manifest, the Will itself may be requir

ed : And the Being of a good Will is the most

proper, direct and immediate Subject of Com

mand j and if this can't be prescribed or required

by Command or Precept, nothing can ; For other

Things can be required no otherwise than as they

depend upon, and are the Fruits of a good

Will. • •

CoroL i < If there be several Acts of the Will,

or a Series of Acts, one following another, and

one the Effect of another, the first and determining

Act is properly the Subject of Command, and not

only the consequent Acts, which are dependent

upon it. Yea, 'tis this more especially which is

that which Command or Precept has a proper

Respect to ; because 'tis this Act: that determines

the whole Affair : In this Act the Obedience or

Disobedience lies, in a peculiar Manner ; the con

sequent Acts being all subject to it, and governed

and determined by it. This determining govern

ing Act must be the proper Subject of Precept,

or none.

Coral. 2. It also follows from what has been

observed, That if there be any Sort of Act, or

Exertion of the Soul, prior to air free Acts of the

Will or Acts of Choice in the Cafe, directing and

determining what the Acts of the Will shall be

that Act or Exertion of the Soul can't properly

be subject to any Command or Precept, in any

Respect whatsoever, either directly or indirectly,

immediately or remotely. Such Acts can't be

subject to Commands directly, because they are no

Acts of the Will being by the Supposition prior

to all Acts of the Will, determining and giving

Rife to all it's Acts : They not being Acts of the

i

Will,
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Will, there can be in them no Consent to, or

Compliance with any Command. Neither can'

they He subject: to Command or Precept indirectly

or remotely ; for they are not so much as the Effects

or Consequences of the Will, being prior to all its

Acts. So that if there be any Obedience in that

original Act of the Soul, determining all Voli

tions, it is an Act of Obedience wherein the Wiil

has no Concern at all ; it preceding every Act of

Will. And therefore, if the Soul either obeys or

disobeys in this Act, it is wholly involuntarily;

there is no willing Obedience or Rebellion, no

Compliance or Opposition of the Will in the Af

fair : and what Sort of Obedience or Rebellion is

this ! .'. '

. And thus the Arminian Notion of the Freedom

of, the Will consisting in the Soul's determining

|t's own Acts of Will, instead of being essen

tial to moral Agency, and to Men's being the

Subjects of moral Government, is utterly incon

sistent with it. For if the Soul determines all it's.'

Acts of Will, it is therein subject to no Com

mand or moral Government, as has been now

observed; because it's original determining Act is j'

no Act of Will or Choice, it being prior, by the/

Supposition, to every Ail of Will. And the Soul

can't be the Subject of Command in the Act of

the Will it self, which depends on the foregoing

determining Act, and is determined by it ; in as \

much as this is necessary, being the necessary \

Consequence and Effect of that prior determining |

Act, which is not voluntary. Nor can the Man j

be the Subject of Command or Government in;

his external Actions; because these are all neces

sary, being the necessary Effects of the Acts off

the Will themselves. So that Mankind, accords

ing to this Scheme, are Subjects of Command or

moral
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moral Government in nothing at all ; and all their

moral Agency is entirely excluded, and no Room

left for Vertue or Vice in the World.

-jSo that 'tis the Arminian Scheme, and not the

Sheme of the Cafoinists, that is utterly inconsistent:

•with moral Government, and with all Use of

Laws, Precepts, Prohibitions, Promises or Threat-

nings. Neither is there any Way whatsoever to

make their Principles consist with these Things.

For if it be said, that there is no prior determin

ing Act of the Soul, preceding the Acts of the

Will, but that Volitions are Events that come to

pass by pure Accident, without any determining

Cause, this is most palpably inconsistent with all

Use of Laws and Precepts ; for nothing is more

plain than that Laws can be of no Use to direct

and regulate perfect Accident ; which by the Sup

position of it's being pure Accident, is in no Cafe

regulated by any Thing preceeding ; but happens

this Way or that perfectly by Chance, without any

Cause or Rule. The perfect Uselessness of Laws-

and Precepts also follows^from the Arminian No

tion of Indifference, as essential to that Liberty

which is requisite to Vertue or Vice. For the

End of Laws is to hind to one Side j and the End

of Commands is to turn the Will one Way : and

therefore they are of no Use unless they turn or

bias the Will that Way. But if Liberty consists

in Indifference, then their biafling the Will one

Way only, destroys Liberty ; as it puts the Will

out of Equilibrium. So that the Will, having a.

Bias, thro' the Influence of binding Law, laid

upon it, is not wholly left to it self, to determine

it self which Way it will, without Influence from

-without.

II.
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II. Having shewn that the Will it self, espe

cially in those Acts which are original, leading

and determining in any Case, is the proper Sub

ject of Precept and Command, and not only those

Alterations in the Body, &c. which are the Ef

fects of the Will i I now proceed in the second

Place, to observe that the very Opposition or De

fect of the Will it self, in that Act which is it's

original and determining Acl in the Cafe, I fay the

Will's Opposition in this AB to a Thing proposed

or commanded, or it's failing of Compliance,

implies a moral Inability to that Thing : Or in

other Words, whenever a Command requires a

certain State or Act of the Will, and the Person

commanded, notwithstanding the Command and

the Circumstances under which it is exhibited, still

finds his Will opposite or wanting, in that, be

longing to it's State or Acts, which is original and

determining in the Affair^ that Man is morally un

able to obey that Command.

This is manifest from what was observed in the

first Part, concerning the Nature of moral Inabi

lity, as distinguished from natural : where it was

observed, That a Man may then be said to be

morally unable to do a Thing, when He is under

the Influence or Prevalence of a contrary Inclina

tion, or has a Want of Inclination, under such

Circumstances and Views. 'Tis also evident from

what has been before proved, that the Will is al

ways, and in every individual Act, necessarily de

termined by the strongest Motive ; and so is al

ways unable to go against the Motive, which all

Things considered, has now the greatest Strength

and Advantage to move the Will.—But not fur

ther to insist on these Things, the Truth of the

Position now laid down, viz. That when the Will

is opposite to, . or failing of a Compliance with a

Q_2 Thing
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Thing in it's original determining Inclination or

it is not able to comply, appears by the Considera

tion of these two Things.

t. The Will in the Time of that diverse or

opposite leading Act or Inclination, and when ac

tually under the Influence of it, is not able to ex

ert it self to the contrary, to make an Alteration,

irt order to a Compliance. The Inclination" is

unable to change itself; and that for this plain

Reason, that it is unable to incline to change it

self. Present Choice can't at present chuse to be

otherwise : for that would be at -present to chuse

something diverse from what is at present chosen.

If the Will, all Things now considered, inclines

or chuses to go that Way, then it can't chuse,

all Things now considered, to go the other Way,

and so can't chuse to be made to go the other

Way. To suppose that the Mind is now sin

cerely inclined to change it self to' a different

Inclination, is to suppose, the Mind is now tru-

-ly inclined otherwise than it is now inclined.

The Will may oppose some future remote Act

that it is exposed to, but not its own present

Act.

2. As it is impossible that the Will should com

ply with the Thing commanded with Respect; to

it's leading Act, by any Act of it's own, in the

Time of that diverse or opposite leading and origi

nal Act, or aster it is actually come under the In

fluence of that determining Choice or Inclination se.

'tis impossible ir should be determined to a Com

pliance by any foregoing Act; for by the very

Supposition, there is no foregoing Act ; the op

posite or non-complying Act being that Act which

. is original and determining in the Case. Therefore

• it mull be so, that if this first ^determining /i& be

'. . - • . . found
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found non-complying, on the Proposal of the

Command, the Mind is morally unable to obey.

For to suppose it to be able to obey, is to suppose

it to be able to determine and cause it's first deter

mining A5i to be otherwise, and that it has Power

better to govern and regulate it's first governing and

regulating ASl^ which is absurd ; For it is to sup

pose a prior Act. of the Will, determining it's,

first determining Act: ; that is, an Act prior to the

first, and leading and governing the original and

governing Act of all ; which is a Contradiction.

Here if it should be faid, that altho' the Mind

has not any Ability to will contrary to what it.

does will, in the original and leading Act of the

Will, because there is supposed to be no prior Act

to determine and order it otherwise, and the Will

can't immediately change it self, because it can't,

at present incline to a Change; yet the Mind has

an Ability for the present to forbear to proceed to

Action, and taking Time for Deliberation ; which

may be an Occasion of the Change of the Incli-r

nation.

I answer, (1.) In this Objection that seems to

be forgotten which was observed before, viz. that

the determining to take the Matter into Consi

deration, is it self an Act of the Will : And if

this be all the Act wherein the Mind exercises

Ability and Freedom, then this, by the Supposi

tion, must be all that can be commanded or re

quired by Precept. And if this Act be the com -

manded Act, then all that has been observed con

cerning the commanded Act of the Will remains .

true, that the very Want of it is a moral Inability

to egert.it, &c. * (2.) We are speaking concern

ing the first and leading Act of the Will in the

Case, or about tj^c Affair j And if a Determining!

3 tq
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to deliberate, or on the contrary, to proceed im

mediately without deliberating, be the first and

leading Act j or whether it be of no, if there be

another Act before it, which determines that j

or whatever be the original and leading Act ;

still the foregoing Proof stands good, that the

Non-compliance of the leading Act implies moral

Inability to comply.

If it mould be objected, that these Things

make all moral Inability equal, and suppose Men

morally unable to will otherwise than they actually

do will, in all Cases, and equally so, in every In

stance.

In answer to this Objection, I desire two Things

may be observed. First, That if by being equally

unable, be meant as really unable ; then Ib far as

the Inability is meerly moral, 'tis true, the Will,

in every Instance, acts by moral Necessity, and

is morally unable to act otherwise, as truly and

properly in one Case as another ; as I humbly

conceive, has been perfectly and abundantly de

monstrated by what has been said in the preceed-

ing Part of this Essay. But yet, in some Re

spect, the Inability may be slid to be greater in

some Instances than others : Tho' the Man may

be truly unable, (if moral Inability can truly be

called Inability,) yet he may be further from be

ing able to do some Things than others. As it is

in Things which Men are naturally unable to do.

A Person whose Strength is no more than suffi

cient to lift the "Weight of one Hundred Pounds,

is as truly and really unable to lift one Hundred

and one Pounds, as ten Thousand Pounds ; but

yet he is further from being able to lift the latter

Weight than the former ; and so, according to

common Use of Speech, has a greater Inability
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for it. So it is in moral Inability. A Man is

truly morally unable to chuse contrary to a pre

sent Inclination, -which in the least Degree pre

vails j or contrary to that Motive, which, all

Things considered, has Strength and Advantage

now to move the "Will, in the least Degree, su-

periour to all other Motives in View : But yet he

is further from Ability to resist a very strong Ha

bit, and a violent and deeply rooted Inclination,

or a Motive vastly exceeding all others in Strength.

And again, the Inability may in some Respects be

called greater, in some Instances than others, as ifc

may be more general aud extensive to all A£ls of that

Kind. So Men may be said to be unable in a dif

ferent Sense, and to be further from moral Abi^

lity, who have that moral Inability which is gene

ral and habitual, than they who have only that

Inability which is occasional and particular. * Thus

in Cases of natural Inability ; he that is bom

blind may be said to be unable to fee, in a diffe

rent Manner, and is in some Respects further

from being able to fee, than He whose Sight is

hinder5d by a transient Cloud or Mist.

And besides, that which was observed in the

first Part ofthis Discourse concerning the Inability

-which attends a strong and fettled Habit, should be

here remember'd ; viz. That fix'd Habit is at

tended with this peculiar moral Inability, by which

it is distinguished from occasional Volition^ namely,

that Endeavours to avoid future Volitions of that

Kind, which are agreable to such a Habit, much

more frequently and commonly prove vain and

insufficient. For tho' it is impossible there should

be any true sincere Desires and Endeavours a-

Q^4 gainst

* See this Distinction of moral Inability e.jtp!ain'd in

Part L Stfl. IV.
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gainst a present Volition or Choice, yet there may

be against Volitions of that Kind, when view'd at

a pittance. A Person may desire and use Means

to prevent future Exercises of a certain Inclina

tion ; and in order to it, may wish the Habit

might be removed ; but his Desires arid Endea

vours may be ineffectual. The Man may be said

in some Sense to be unable ; yea, even as the Word

unable is a relative Term, and has Relation to in

effectual Endeavours ; yet not with Regard to

present, but remote Endeavours.

Secondly, It must be borne in Mind, according

to what was observ'd before, that indeed no In-*

ability whatsoever which is meerly moral, is pro

perly called by the Name of Inability ; and that in

the strictest Propriety of Speech, a Man may be

said to have a Thing in his Power, if he has it at

his Election ; and He can't be faid to be unable

to do a Thing, when He can if He now pleases,

or whenever he has a proper, direct and iriime-

diate Desire for it. As to those Desires and En

deavours that may be against the Exercises of a

strong Habit, with Regard to which Men may be

said to be unable to avoid those Exercises, they

are remote Desires and Endeavours in two Re

spects. First, as to Time ; they are never against

present Volitions, but only against Volitions of

such a Kind, when view'd at a Distanced Secondly ,

as to their Nature ; these opposite Desires are not

directly arid properly against the Habit and Incli

nation it self, or the Volitions in which it is exer

cised ; for these, in themselves considered, are a-

greable ; but against something else, that attends

them, or is their Consequence ; the Opposition of

the Mind is levelled. entirely against this ; the In

clination or Volitions themselves are not at all op

posed diiectly, arid for their own fake ; but only

indirectly,
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indirectly, and remotely on the Account of somer

thing aliene and foreign.

III. Tho' the Opposition of the Will it self, or

the very want of Will to a Thing commanded,

implies a morai Inability to that Thing; yet, if it

be as has been already shewn, that the Being of a

good State or Act of Will, is a Thing most pro

perly required by Command ; then, in some Cases

such a State or Act of Will may properly be re- *!

quired, which at present is not, and which may

also be wanting after it is commanded. And

therefore those Things may properly be command

ed, which Men have a moral Inability for.￼

Such a State or Act of the Will, may be "re

quired by Command, as does, not already exist.

For if that Volition only may be commanded to

be which already is, there could be no use of Pre

cept ; Commands in all Cases would be perfectly

vain and impertinent. And not only may such a

Will be required as is wanting before the Com

mand is given, but also such as may possibly be

wanting asterwards j such as the Exhibition of the

Command may not be effectual to produce or

excite. Otherwise, no such Thing as Disobedience

to a proper and rightful Command is possible in

any Cafe * and there is no Case fupposable or pos

sible, wherein there can be an inexcufable or faiilty

Disobedience. Which' Arminians cannot affirm,

consistently with their Principles : for this makes

Obedience to just and proper Commands always

necessary, and Disobedience impossible. And so

the Arminian would overthrow Himself, yielding

the very Point we are upon, which He so strenu

ously denies, wz. that Law and Command are

consistent with Necessity.

 

li
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If meerly that Inability will excuse Disobe

dience, which is implied in the Opposition 6r De

fect of Inclination, remaining aster the Command

is exhibited, then Wickedness always carries that

in it which excuses it. 'Tis evermore so, that by

how much the more Wickedness there is in a Man's

Heart, by so much is his Inclination to Evil the

stronger, and by so much the more therefore has

he of moral Inability to the Good required. His

moral Inability, consisting in the Strength of his

evil Inclination, is the very Thing wherein his

Wickedness consists ; and yet according to Armi-

nian Principles, it must be a Thing inconsistent

with Wickedness ; and by how much the more he

has of it, by so much is he the further from Wic*

kedness.

Therefore, on the whole, it is manifest:, that

moral Inability alone (which consists jn Disinclir-

nation) never renders any Thing improperly the

subject-matter of Preempt op Command, and never

can excuse any Person in Disobedience, or Want

of Conformity to a Command.

Natural Inability, arising from the Want of

./natural Capacity, or external Hindrance (which

alone is properly called Inability) without doubt

wholly excuses, or makes a Thing improperly the

Matter of Command. If Men are excused from

doing or acting any good Thing, supposed to be

commanded, it must be through some Defect or

Obstacle that is not in the Will itself, but in

trinsic to it ; either in the Capacity of Understand

ing, or Body, or outward Circumstances.

Here two or three Things may be observed,

i. As
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1 . As to spiritual Duties or Acts, or any good

Thing in the State or immanent Acts of the Will

it self, or of the Affections (which are only certain

Modes of the Exercise of the Will) if Persons are

justly excused, it must be thro' want of Capacity

in the natural Faculty of Understanding. Thus

the fame spiritual Duties, or holy Affections and

Exercises of Heart, can't be required of Men, as

may be of Angels ; thd: Capacity of Understand

ing being so much inferiour. So Men can't be

required to love those amiable Persons whom they

have had no Opportunity to fee, or hear of, or

come to the Knowledge of, in any Way agreable

to the natural State and Capacity of the human

Understanding. But the Insufficiency of Motives

-will not excuse ; unless their being insufficient arises

not from the moral State of the Will or Inclina

tion it self, but from the State of the natural Un

derstanding. The great Kindness and Generosity :

of another may be a Motive insufficient to excite;

Gratitude in the Person that receives the Kindness,

through his vile and ungrateful Temper : in this*

Case, the Insufficiency of the Motive arises from;

the State of the Will or Inclination of Heart, and'

don't at all excuse. But if this Generosity is not

sufficient to excite Gratitude, being unknown,

there being no Means of Information adequate t©

the State and Measure of the Person's Faculties',

this Insufficiency is attended with a natural Inabi

lity, which entirely excuses.

2. As to such Motions of Body, or Exercises

and Alterations of Mind, which don't consist in

the immanent Acts or State of the Will it self, but

are supposed to be requires as Effects of the Will ;

I fay, in such supposed Effects of the Will, in

Cases wherein there is no Want of a Capacity of

Understanding ; that Inability, and that only ex
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euses, which consists in Want of Connection be

tween them and the Will. If the Will fully com

plies, and the proposed Effect don't prove, accord

ing to the Laws of Nature, to be connected with

his Volition, the Man is perfectly excused j he

has a natural Inability to the Thing required. For

the Will itself, as has been observed, is all that

can be directly and immediately required by Com

mand ; and other Things only indirectly, as con

nected with the Will. If therefore there be a full

Compliance of Will, the Person has done his Duty ;

and if other Things don't prove to be connected

with his Volition, that is not owing to him.

3. Both these Kinds of natural Inability that

have been mentioned, and so all Inability that ex

cuses, may be resolved into one Thing ; namely,

Want of natural Capacity or Strength ; either

Capacity of Understanding, or external Strength.

For when there are external Defects and Obstacles,

they would be no Obstacles, were it not for the

Imperfection and Limitations of Understanding

and Strength.

Corol. If Things for which Men have a moral

Inability, may properly be the Matter of Precept

or Command, then they may also of Invitation and

Counsel. Commands, and Invitations come very

much to the fame Thing ; the Difference is only

circumstantial : Commands are as much a Mani

festation of the Will of him that speaks, as Invi

tations, and as much Testimonies of Expectation

of Compliance. The Difference between them lies

in nothing that touches the Affair in Hand. The

main Difference between Command and Invitation

consists in the Enforcement of the Will of Him

who commands or invites. In the latter it is his

Kindness, the Goodness which his Will arises from ;
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in the former it is his Authority. But whatever be

the Ground of the "Will of him that speaks, or the

Enforcement of what he fays, yet seeing neither

his Will nor Expectation is any more testified in

the one Case than the other ; therefore a Person's

being directed by Invitation^ is no more an Evi

dence of Insincerity in him that directs, in mani

festing either a Will, or Expectation which he

has not, than his being known to be morally un

able to do what he is directed to by Command.

So that all this grand Objection of Arminians a-

gainst the Inability of fallen Men to exert Faith

in Christ, or to perform other spiritual Gospel-

Duties, from the Sincerity of God's Counsels and

Invitations, must be without Force.

Section V.

That Sincerity of Desires and Endeavours,

which issupposed to excuse in the Non-per

formance of Things in themselves good, par

ticularly consdered.

5^ I ^ I S what is much insisted on by many, that

\ some Men, tho' they are not able to per

form spiritual Duties, such as Repentance of Sin,

Love to God, a cordial Acceptance of Christ as

exhibited and offer'd in the Gospel, &c. yet they

may sincerely desire and endeavour these Things j

and therefore must be excused ; it being unreason

able to blame 'em for the Omission of those Things

which they sincerely desire and endeavour to do,

but can't do,

Concerning this Matter, the following Things,

may be observed.

1. What
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i . What is here supposed, is a great Mistake,

and grose Absurdity j even that Men may sincere

ly chuse and desire those spiritual Duties of Love,

Acceptance, Choice, Rejection, Sec. consisting in

the Exercise of the Will it self, or in the Dispo
￼

sition and Inclination of the Heart ; and yet not

be able to perform or exert them. This is absurd,

because 'tis absurd to suppose that a Man should

directly, properly and sincerely incline to have an

Inclination, which at the fame Time is contrary

to his Inclination : for that is to suppose him not

to be inclined to that which he is inclined to. If

a Man, in the State and Acts of his Will and In

clination, does properly and directly fall in with

those Duties, he therein performs 'em i For the

Duties themselves consist in that very Thing. ; they

consist in the State and Acts of the Will being ib-

formed and directed. If the Soul properly and

sincerely falls in with a certain proposed Act of

Will or Choice* the Soul the'rein makes that Choice

it's own. Even as when a moving Body falls in

with a proposed Direction of it's Motion, that is

the fame Thing as to move in that Direction.

2. That which is called a T)efirt and Willingness

for those inward Duties, in such as don't perform,

has respect to these Duties only indirectly and re

motely, and is improperly represented as a WiL

lingness for them ; not only because (as was ob

served before) it respects those good Volitions only

in a distant View, and with respect to future Time j

but also because evermore, not these Things them

selves, but something else, that is aliene and fo

reign, is the Object that terminates these Volitions

and Desires.

 

A Drunkard, who continues in his Drunken

ness, being under the Power of a Love, "and vio

lent
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lent Appetite to strong Drink, and without any

Love to Vertue ; but being also extreamly covet

ous and close, and very much exercised and grie

ved at the Diminution of his Estate, and Prospect

of Poverty, may in a Sort desire the Vertue of

Temperance : and tho' his present Will is to gra

tify his extravagant Appetite, yet he may wish he

had a Heart to forbear future Acts of Intempe

rance, and forsake his Excesses, thro' an Unwil

lingness to part with his Money : But still he goes

on with his Drunkenness ; his Wishes and Endea

vours are insufficient and ineffectual : Such a Man

has no proper, direct, sincere Willingness to for

sake this Vice, and the vicious Deeds which be

long to it : for He acts voluntarily in continuing

to drink to excess r His Desire is very improperly

called a Willingness to be temperate ; it is no

true Desire of that Virtue ; for it is not that Ver

tue that terminates his Wishes ; nor have they

any direct Respect at all to it. 'Tis only the sa

ving bis Money, and avoiding Poverty, that ter

minates, and exhausts the whole Strength of his

Desire. The Vertue of Temperance is regarded

only very indirectly and improperly, even as a

necessary Means of gratifying the Vice of Covet

ousness.

So, a Man of an exceeding corrupt and wicked

Heart, who has no Love to God and Jesus Christ,

but on the contrary, being very profanely and

carnally inclined, has the greatest Distaste of the

Things of Religion, and Enmity against 'em j

yet being of a Family, that from one Generation

to another, have most of 'em died in Youth of an

hereditary Consumption ; and so having little

Hope of living long ; and having been instructed

in the Necessity of a supreme Love to Christ, and

Gratitude for his Death and Sufferings, in Order

to
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to his Salvation from eternal Misery,; if under

these Circumstance? he should, thro' Fear of eter

nal Torments, wish he had such a Disposition.:

But his profane and carnal Heart remaining, He

continues still in his habitual distaste of, and En

mity to God and Religion,- and wholly without any

Exercise of that Love and Gratitude, (as doubt

less the very Devils themselves, notwithstanding

" all the Devilishness of their Temper, would wish

for a holy Heart, if by that Means they could get

out of Hell : ) In this Case, there is no sincere

"Willingness to love Christ and chuse him as his

chief Good : These holy Dispositions and .Exer

cises are not at all the direct Object of the Will :

they truly share no Part of the Inclination or De

sire of the Soiil ; but all is terminated oh Deli

verance from Torment : and these Graces and

pious Volitions-, notwithstanding this forced Con

sent, are looked upon undesirable; as when, a

sick Man desires a Dose he greatly abhors, to save

his Life.—From these Things it appears.

3. That this indirect Willingness which has

been spoken of, is not that Exercise of the Will

which the Command .requires ; but is entirely a

different one ; being a Volition of a different Na

ture, and terminated altogether on different Ob

jects ; wholly falling short of that Vertue of Will,

which the Command has respect to.

4. This other Volition, which has only some

indirect Concern with the Duty required, can't

excuse for the Want of that good Will it self,

which is commanded ; being not the Thing which,

answers and fulfils the Command, and being

wholly destitute of the Vertue which the Com

mand seeks.

Further
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Further to illustrate this Matter. If a Child

has a most excellent Father, that has ever treated • '

him with fatherly Kindness and Tenderness, and

has every Way in the highest Degree merited his

Love and dutiful Regard, being withal very weal

thy ; but the Son is of so vile a Disposition, that

He inveterately hates his Father ; and yet, ap

prehending that his Hatred of Him is like to

prove his Ruin, by bringing Him finally to Po

verty and abject Circumstances, thro' his Father's

disinheriting Him, or otherwise ; which is exceed

ing cross to his Avarice and Ambition ; He there

fore wishes it were otherwise : but yet remaining

under the invincible Power of his vile and malig

nant Disposition, He continues still in his settled

Hatred of his t ather. Now if such a Son's in

direct Willingness to have Love and Honour to

wards his Father, at all acquits or excuses before

God,, for his failing of actually exercising these

Dispositions towards Him which God requires, it

must be on one of these Accounts- (j.) Either

that it answers and fulfils the Command. But

this it does not, by the Supposition ; because the

Thing commanded is Love and Honour to his

worthy Parent. If the Command be proper and

just, as is supposed, then it obliges to the Thing

commanded ; and so nothing else but that can an

swer the Obligation. Or, (2.) It must be at least

because there is that Vertue or Goodness in his

indirect Willingness, that is equivalent to the

Vertue required ; and so balances or countervails

it, and makes up for the Want of it. But that

also is contrary to the Supposition. The Willing

ness the Son has merely from a Regard to Money

and Honour, has no Goodness in it, to counter

vail the Want of the pious filial Respect re

quired.

R Sincerity
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Sincerity and Reality, in that indirect Willing

ness which has been spoken of, don't make it the

. better. That which is real and hearty is often

\ called sincere ; whether it be in Vertue or Vice.

\ Some Persons are sincerely bad; others are sincere

ly good; and others may be sincere and hearty in

\ Things which are in their own Nature indifferent ;

as a Man may be sincerely desirous of eating when

he is hungry. ' But a being sincere, hearty and in

Igood Earnest, is no Vertue, unless it be in a Thing

jthat is vertuous. A Man may be sincere and

. hearty in joining a Crew of Pirates, or a Gang of

Robbers. When the Devils cried out, and be

sought Christ not to torment them, it was no

mere Pretence ; they were very hearty in their

Desires not to be tormented : but this did not

tfriake their Will or Desires vertuous. And if Men

have sincere Desires, which are in their Kind and

Nature no better, it can be no Excuse for the

want of any required Vertue.

And as a Man's being sincere in such an indirect:

Desire or Willingness to do his Duty, as has been

mention'd, can't excuse for the want of Perform

ance ; so it is with Endeavours arising. from such a

.Willingness. The Endeavours can have no more

/Goodness in 'em, than the Will which they are

{ the Effect and Expression of. And therefore,'

however sincere and real, and however great a

Person's Endeavours are ; yea, tho' they should

be to the utmost of his Ability ; unless the Will

which they proceed from be truly good and ver

tuous, they can be of no Avail, Influence or

Weight to any Purpose whatsoever, in a moral

Sense or Respect. That which is not truly ver

tuous in God's Sight, is looked upon by.Him as

good for Nothing : and so can be of no Value,

Weight or Influence in his Account, to recom

mend,
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mend, satisfy, excuse or make up for any moral

Defect. For nothing can counter-balance Evil,

but Good. If Evil be in one Scale, and we put

a great deal into the other, sincere and earnest

Desires, and many and great Endeavours : yet if

there be no real Goodness in all, there is no

Weight in it ; and so it does nothing towards ba

lancing the real Weight which is in the opposite

Scale. 'Tis only like the substracting a Thousand

Noughts from before a real Number, which leaves

the Sum just as it was.

Indeed such Endeavours may have a negatively

good Influence. Those Things which have no

positive Vertue, have no positive moral Influence j

yet they may be an Occasion of Persons avoiding

some positive Evils. As if a Man were in the

Water with a Neighbour that he had ill-will to,;

who could not swim, holding him by his Hand

which Neighbour was much in Debt to Him ;

and should be tempted to let him sink and drown ;

but should refuse to comply with the Temptation

not from Love to his Neighbour, but from the

Love of Money, and because by his drowning He

mould lose his Debt ; that which he does in pre

serving his Neighbour from drowning, is no

thing good in the Sight of God : Yet hereby he

avoids the greater Guilt that would have been

contracted, if he had designedly let his Neighbour

fink and perish. But when Arminians in their Dis

putes with Calvinists insist so much on sincere De-

fires and Endeavours, as what must excuse Men,

must be accepted of God, &c. 'tis manifest they

have Respect to some positive moral Weight or

Influence of those Desires and Endeavours. Ac

cepting, justifying, or excusing on the Account

of sincere honest Endeavours (as they are called)

and Men's doing what they can, Sec: has Relation

R 2 to
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to some moral Value, something that is accepted

as Good, and as such, countervailing some De

fect.

But there is a great and unknown Deceit, ari

sing from the Ambiguity of the Phrase, sincere

Endeavours. Indeed there is a vast Indistinctness-

and Unfixedness in most, or at least very many of

the Terms used to express Things pertaining to

moral and spiritual Matters. Whence arise innu

merable Mistakes, strong Prejudices, inextricable

Confusion, and endless Controversy.

The Word sincere is most commonly used to

signify something that is good : Men are habitua

ted to understand by it the fame as honest and up

right which Terms excite an Idea of something

good in the strictest and highest Sense good in

the Sight of Him who sees not only the outward

Appearance, but the Heart. And therefore Men

think that if a Person be sincere, he will certainly

be accepted. If it be said that any one is sincere

in his Endeavours, this suggests to Men's Minds

as much, as that his Heart and Will is good, that

there is no Defect of Duty, as to vertuous Incli

nation ; he honestly and uprightly desires and endea

vours to do as he is required ; and this leads 'em

to suppose that it would be very hard and unrea

sonable to punish him, only because he is unsuc

cessful in his Endeavours, -the Thing endeavoured

being beyond his Power. — Whereas it ought to

be observed, that the Word sincere has these diffe

rent Significations.

i. Sincerity, as the Word is sometimes used,

signifies no more than Reality of Will and Endea

vour, with respect to any Thing that is professed

or pretended ; without any Consideration of the

Nature
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Nature of the Principle or Aim, whence this reaji

"Will and true Endeavour arises. If a Man has

some real Desire to obtain a Thing, either direct

or indirect, or does really endeavour aster a Thing,

he is said sincerely to desire or endeavour it ;

without any Consideration ofthe Goodness or Ver-

tuoufnefs of the Principle he acts from, or any

Excellency or Worthiness of the End he acts for.

Thus a Man that is kind to his Neighbour's Wife,

who is sick and languishing, and very helpful in

her Case, makes a Shew of desiring and endea

vouring her Restoration to Health and Vigour ;

and not only makes such a Shew, but there is a

Reality in his Pretence, he does heartily and ear

nestly desire to have her Health restored, and uses

h-is true and utmost Endeavours for it ; He is faid

sincerely to desire and endeavour it, because he

does so truly or really ; tho' perhaps the Principle

he acts from, is no other than a vile and scanda

lous Passion ; having lived in Adultery with her,

he earnestly desires to have her Health and Vigour

restored, that he may return to his criminal Plea^-

fures with her. ' Or,

2. By Sincerity is meant, not meerly a Reality

of Will and Endeavour of some Sort or other, and

from some Consideration or other, but a vertuous

Sincerity. That is, that in the Performance of

those particular Acts that are the Matter of Vertue

or Duty, there be not only the Matter, but the

Form and Essence of Virtue, consisting in the

Aim that governs the Act, and the Principle ex

ercised in it. There is not only the Reality of

the Act, that is as it were the Body of the Duty ;

but also the Soul, which should properlv_belong to

such a Body. In this Sense, a Man is said to be

sincere, when he acts with a pure Intention hot

from sinister Views, or bye-Ends : He not only

R 3 *n
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in Reality desires and seeks the Thing to be done,

or Qualification to be obtain'd, for some End or

other ; But he wills the Thing directly and pro

perly, as neither forced nor bribed ; the Vertue

of the Thing is properly the Object of the Will.

In the former Sense, a Man is said to be sincere,

in Opposition to a meer Pretence, and Shew of the

particular Thing to be done or exhibited, \yithout any

real Desire or Endeavour at all. In the latter

Sense, a Man is said to be sincere, in Opposition

to that Shew of Vertue there is in meerly doing the

Matter of Duty, without the Reality of the Ver

tue it self in the Soul, and the Essence of it, which

there is a Shew of. A Man may be sincere in the

former Sense, and yet in the latter be in the Sight

of God, who searches the Heart, a vile Hypo

crite.

In the latter Kind of Sincerity, only, is there

any Thing truly valuable or acceptable in the

Sight of God. And this is the Thing which in

Scripture is called Sincerity, Uprightness, Integrity,

Truth in the inward Parts, and a being of a perfect

Heart. And if there be such a Sincerity, and such

a Degree of it as there ought to be, and there be

any Thing further that the Man is not able- to

perform, or which don't prove to be connected

with his sincere Desires and Endeavours, the Man

is wholly excused and acquitted in the Sight of

God ; His Will shall surely be accepted for his

' Deed : And such a sincere Will and Endeavour

is all that in Strictness is required of him, by any

Command of God. But as to the other Kind of

Sincerity of Desires and Endeavours, it having no

Vertue in it, (as was observed before) can be of

no Avail before God, in any Case, to recommend,

satisfy,
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satisfy, or excuse, and has no positive moral

Weight or Influence whatsoever.

Corol. 1. Hence it may be infer'd, that No

thing in the Reason and Nature of Things ap

pears, from the Consideration of any moral Weight

of that former Kind of Sincerity, which has been

lpoken of, at all obliging us to believe, or leading

us to suppose, that God has made any positive

Promises of Salvation, or Grace, or any faving

Assistance, or any spiritual Benefit whatsoever, to

any Desires, Prayers, Endeavours, Striving, or

Obedience of those, who hitherto have no true

Vertue or Holiness in their Hearts; though we

mould suppose all the Sincerity, and the utmost

Degree of Endeavour, that is possible to be in a

Person without Holiness,

Some object against God's requiring, as the Con

dition of Salvation, those holy Exercises, which are

the Result of a supernatural Renovation ; such as a

supream Respect to Christ, Love to God, loving

Holiness for it's own fake, &c. that these inward

Dispositions and Exercises are above Men's Power,

as they are by Nature ; and therefore that we may

conclude, that when Men are brought to be sincere

in their Endeavours, and do as well as they can,

they are accepted ; and that this must be all that

God requires in order to Men's being received as

the Objects of his Favour, and must be what

God has appointed as the Condition of Salvation,

Concerning which I would observe, that in such

a Manner of Speaking of Men's being accepted,

because they are sincere, and do as yoell as they can,

there is evidently a Supposition of some Vertue,

some Degree of that which is truly Good ; tho'

it don't go so far as were to be wifh'd. For if

R 4 Men
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Men do what they can, unless their so doing be

from some good Principle, Disposition, or Exer

cise of Heart, some vertuous Inclination or Act:

of the Will their so doing what they can, is in

some Respects not a Whit better than if they did

Nothing at all. In such a Case, there is no more

positive moral Goodness in a Man's doing what

he can, than in a Wind-mill's dping what it can ;

because the Action does no more proceed from

Vertue ; and there is Nothing in such Sincerity

of Endeavour, or doing what we can, that should

render it any more a proper or fit Recommenda

tion to positive Favour -and Acceptance, or the

Condition of any Reward or actual Benefit, than

doing Nothing ; for both the one and the other

are alike Nothing, as to any true moral Weight

or Value.

Corol. 2. Hence also it follows, there is No

thing that appears in the Reason and Nature of

Things, which can justly lead "us to determine,

that God will certainly give the necessary Means

of Salvation, or some Way or other bestow true

Holiness and eternal Life on those Heathen, who

are sincere, (in the Sense above explained) in their

Endeavours to find out the Will of the Deity,

and to please Him, according to their Light, that

they may escape his future Displeasure and Wrath,

and obtain Happiness in the suture State, through

his Favour.

Section
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Section VI.

Liberty of Indifference, not only not necessary

to Vertue, but utterly inconsistent with it ;

And all? either vertuous or 'vicious Habits

pr Inclinations, inconsistent with Arminian

Notions of Liberty and moral Agency.

TO suppose such a Freedom of Will, as Ar-

minians talk of, to be requisite to Vertue and

Vice, is many Ways contrary to common Sense.

If Indifference belongs to Liberty of Will, as

Arminians suppose, and it be essential to a vertu

ous Action that it be performed in a State of Li

berty, as they also suppose ; it will follow, that

it is essential to % verttious Action that it be per

formed in a State of Indifference : And if it be

performed in a State of Indifference, then doubt

less it must be performed in the I'ime of Indiffer

ence. And so it will follow, that in order to thej

Vertuousness of an Act, the Heart must be in-/

different in the Time of the Performance of that|

Act, and the more indifferent and cold the Hearc

is with Relation to the Act which is performed^

so much the better ; because the Act is performed\!

with so much the greater Libe~rty. But is this

a^reable to the Light of Nature ?, Is it agreable to

the Notions which Mankind, in all Ages, have

of Vertue, that it lies in that which is contrary

to Indifference, even in the Tendency and. Inclina

tion of the Heart to vertuous Action ; and that the

stronger the Inclination, and so the further from

Indifference, the more vertuous the Heart, and so

much
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much the more praise-worthy the Act which pro

ceeds from it ?

If we should suppose (contrary to what has been

before demonstrated) that there may be an Act of

Will in a State of Indifference ; for Instance, this

Act, viz. The Will's determining to put it self

out of a State of Indifference, and give itself a

Preponderation one Way, then it would follow,

on Arminxan Principles, that this Act or Determi

nation of the Will is that alone wherein Vertue

consists, because this only is performed while the

Mind remains in a State of Indifference, and so

in a State of Liberty : For when once the Mind

is put out of it's Equilibrium, it is no longer ir»

such a State ; and therefore all the Acts which

follow asterwards, proceeding from Bias, can have

the Nature neither of Vertue nor Yice. Or if the

Thing which the Will can do, while yet in a State

of Indifference, and so of Liberty2 be only to sus

pend acting, and determine to take the Matter in-r ^

to Consideration, then, this Determination is that

alone wherein Vertue consists, and not proceeding

to Action aster the Scale is turned by Considera

tion. So that it will follow from these Principles,

all that is done after the Mind, by any Means,

is once out of it's Equilibrium and already posses

sed by an Inclination, and arising from that In

clination, has nothing of the Nature of Vertue

or yiee, and is worthy of neither Blame nor

Praise. But how plainly contrary is this to the

universal Sense of Mankind, and to the Notion

they have of sincerely vertuous Actions ? Which

is, that they are Actions which proceed from a

Heart well dispofed and inclined i and the stronger,

and the more stx'd and determined the good Dispo

sition of the Heart, the greater the Sincerity of

Vertue, and so the more of the Truths and Reality
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©fit. But if there be any Acts which are -done

in a State of Equilibrium, or spring immediately j

from perfect Indifference and Coldness of Heart,

they cannot arise from any good Principle or ©if- j

position in the Heart •, and consequently, accord- \

ing to common Sense, have no sincere Goodness

in' 'em, having no Virtue of Heart in 'em. To

have a vertuous Heart, is to have a Heart that j

favours Vertue, and is friendly to it, and not onp

perfectly cold and indifferent about it.

And besides the Actions that are done in a State

pf Indifference, or that arise immediately out of

such a State, can't be vertuous, because, by the

Supposition, they are not determined by any pre

ceeding Choice. For if there be ppeceeding

Choice, then ;Choice intervenes between the Act

and the State of Indifference ; which is contrary

to the Supposition of the Act's arising immedi

ately out of Indifference. But those Acts which

are not determined by preceeding Choice, can't

be .virtuous or vicious by Arminian Principles, be

cause they are not determined by the Will. So

that neither one Way, nor the other, can any Ac

tions be vertuous or vicious according to Arminian

Principles. If the Action be determined by a pre

ceeding Act of Choice it can't be vertuous; be

cause the Action is not done in a State of Indif

ference, nor does immediately arise from such a

State ; and so is not done in a State of Liberty.

If the Action be not determined by a preceeding

Act of Choice, then it can't be vertuous ; be

cause then the Will is not Self-determined in it.

So that 'tis made certain, that neither Vertue nor

Vice can ever 'find any Place in the Universe. .

Moreover, that it is necessary to a vertuous

Action xhat it :be performed in a .State of Indif

ference,
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ference, under a Notion of that's being a State

of Liberty, is contrary to common Sense; as 'tis

a Dictate of common Sense, that Indifference it

self, in many Cases, is vicious, and so to a high

Degree. As if when I fee my Neighbour or near

Friend, and one who has in the highest Degree

merited of me, in extreme Distress, and ready to

perish, I find an Indifference in my Heart with

Respect to any Thing proposed to be done, which

I can easily do, for his Relief. So if it should

be proposed to me to blaspheme God, or kill my

Father, or do numberless other Things which

might be mentioned ; the being indifferent, for a

Moment, would be highly vicious and vile.

And it may be further observed, that to sup

pose this Liberty of Indifference is essential to,

Vertue and Vice, destroys the great Difference of

Degrees of the Guilt of different Crimes, and

takes away the Heinoufness of the most flagitious

horrid Iniquities ; such as Adultery, Bestiality,

Murder, Perjury, Blasphemy, &c. For according

to these Principles, there is no Harm at all in

having the Mind in a State of perfect . Indiffer

ence with Respect to these Crimes ; nay, 'tis ab

solutely necessary in order to any Vertue in avoid

ing them, or Vice in doing them. But for the

Mind to be in a State of Indifference with Respect

to 'em, is to be next Door to doing them : It is

then infinitely near to chusing, and so committing

the Fact : For Equilibrium is the next Step to a

Degree of Preponderation ; and one, even the

least Degree of Preponderation (all Things con

sidered) is Choice. And not only so, but for the

Will to be in a State of perfect Equilibrium with

Respect to such Crimes, is for the Mind to be in

such a State, as to be full as likely to chuse 'em

as to refuse 'em, to dq 'em as to omit 'em. And

if
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if our Minds must be in such a State wherein it is

as near to chusing as refusing, and wherein it

must of Necessity, according to the Nature of

Things, be as likely to commit 'em, as to re

frain from 'em ; where is the exceeding Heinouf-

nefs of chusing and committing them ? If there

be no Harm in often being in such a State, where

in the Probability of doing and forbearing are ex

actly equal, there being an Equilibrium, and no

more Tendency to one than the other ; then ac -

cording to the Nature and Laws of such a Con-

tingence, it may be expected, as an inevitable Con

sequence of such a Disposition of Things, that

we should chuse 'em as often as reject 'em: That

it should generally so fall out is necessary, as E-

quality in the Effect is the natural Consequence

of the equal Tendency. of the Cause, or of the

antecedent State of Things from which the Ef

fect arises . Why then should we be so exceedingly

to blame, if it does so fall out i

'Tis many Ways apparent, that the Arminian \

Scheme of Liberty is utterly inconsistent with the

being of any such Things as either vertuous or j

vicious Habits or Dispositions. If Liberty of

Indifference be essential to moral Agency, then

there can be no Vertue in any habitual Inclinati

ons of the Heart ; which are contrary to Indiffev

rence, and imply in their Nature the very De

struction and Exclusion of it. They suppose no

thing can be vertuous, in which no Liberty is ex

ercised ; but how absurd is it to talk of exercising

Indifference under Bias and Preponderation !

And if self-determining Power in the Will be no.-:

cessary to moral Agency, Praise, Blame, &c.

then nothing done by the Will can be any fur

ther Praise or Blame-worthy, than so far as the

Will
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Will is movedv swayed and determined by it self,

and the Scales turned by the sovereign Power the

Will has over it self. And therefore the Will

must not be put out of it's Balance already, the

Preponderatioa must not be determined'\ and ef

fected before hand and so the self-determining

Act anticipated. Thus it appears another Way,

that habitual Bias is; mconststent with that Liberty

which Armnians suppose to be necessary to Vertue

or Vice v and so it follows, that habitual Bias it

self cannot be either vertuous or vicious.

The fame Thing follows from their Doctrine;

concerning the Inconsistence of Necessity with Li

berty, Praise* Dispraise, &c. None will deny,

that Bias and Inclination may be so strong as to

be invincible, and leave no Possibility of the

Will's determining contrary to it j and set be at

tended with Necessity. This Dr. JVhitby- allows

concerning the Will of God, Angels, and glo

rified Saints, with Respect to Good ; and the

Will of Devils with Respect to Evil. Therefore

If Necessity be inconsistent with Liberty; then

when fix'd Inclination is to such' a Degree of

Strength, it utterly excludes all "Vertue, Vice,

Praise or Blame. And if so, then the nearer

Habits are to this Strength, the more do they im

pede Liberty, and Ib diminish Praise and Blame.

If very strong Habits destroy Liberty, the lesser

Ones proportionably hinder it, according to their

Degree of Strength. And therefore it will fol

low, that then is the Act most vertuous or vici

ous, when performed without any Inclination or

habitual Bias at all ; because it is then performed

wkh molt Liberty.

• Every pre-posicssing fix'd Bias on the Mind

brings a Degree of moral Inability for the con-

• - ' . trary j
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trary ; because so far as the Mind is biafled and

pre-possessed, so much Hindrance is there of the

contrary. And therefore if moral Inability be in

consistent with moral Agency, or the Nature of

Vertue and Vice, then so far as there is any such

Thing as evil Disposition of Heart, or habitual

Depravity of Inclination ; whether Covetousness,

Pride, Malice, Cruelty, or whatever else ; so

much the more excufeable Persons are ; so- much

the less have their evil Acts of this Kind, the Na

ture of Vice. And on the- contrary, whatever

excellent Dispositions and Inclinations they have,

so much are they the less vertuous.

'Tis evident, that no habitual Disposition of

Heart, whether it be to a greater or lesser Degree,

can be in any Degree vertuous or vicious ; of the

Actions which proceed from them at all Praise Or

Blame-worthy. Because, though we should sup

pose the Habit not to be of such Strength as

wholly to take away all moral Ability and self-

determining Power or hinder but that, although

the Act be partly from Bias, yet it may be in

Part from Self-determination yet in this Case,

all that is from antecedent Bias must be set aside,

as of no Consideration ; and in estimating the

Degree of Virtue or Vice, no more must be con^

sidered than what arises from self-determining

Power, without any Influence of that Bias, be

cause Liberty is exercised in no more : So that

all that is the Exercise of habitual Inclination', is

thrown away, as not belonging to the Morality of

the Action. By which it appears, that no Exer

cise of these Habits, let 'em be stronger or weaker,

can ever have any Thing of the Nature of either

Vertue or Vice.

Here
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Here if any one should say, that notwithstand

ing all these Things, there may be the Nature of

Vertue and Vice in Habits of the Mind ; because

these Habits may be the Effects of those Acts

•wherein the Mind exercised Liberty that how

ever the forementioned Reasons will prove that no

Habits which are natural, or that are born or

created with us, can be either vertuous or vicious ;

yet they will not prove this of Habits, which

have been acquired and establish'd by repeated

free Acts.

To such an Objector I would say, that this E-

vasion will not at all help the Matter. For if

Freedom of Will be essential to the very Nature of

Vertue and Vice, then there is no Vertue or Vice

but only in that very Thing, wherein this Liberty

is exercised. If a Man in ore or more Things

that he does, exercises Liberty, and then by thole

Acts is brought into such Circumstances, that his

Liberty ceases, and there follows a long Series of

Acts or Events that come to pass necessarily ; those

consequent Acts are not vertuous or vicious, re-

wardable or punishable ; but only the free Acts

that establish'd this Necessity for in them alone

was the Man free. The following Effects that

are necessary, have no more of the Nature of Ver

tue or Vice, than Health or Sickness of Body

have properly the Nature of Vertue or Vice, being

the Effects of a Course of free Acts of Temper

ance or Intemperance ; or than the good Quali

ties of a Clock are of the Nature of Vertue,

which are the Effects of free Acts of the Artifi

cer ; or the Goodness and Sweetness of the Fruits

of a Garden are moral Vertues, being the Effects

of the free and faithful Acts of the Gardener. If

Liberty be absolutely requisite to the Morality of

Actions, and Necessity wholly inconsistent with it,

as
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as Arminians greatly insist ; then no necessary Ef-

feEls whatsoever, let the Cause be never so good or

bad, can be vertuous or vicious ; but the Vertue

or Vice must be only in the free Cause. / Agreably

to this, Dr. Whitby supposes, the Necessity that

attends the good and evil Habits of the Saints in..

Heaven, and Damned in Hell, which are the

Consequence of their free Acts in their State of

Probation, are not rewardable or punishable.

On the whole, it appears, that if the Notions

of Arminians concerning Liberty and moral Agen

cy be true, it will follow that there is no Vertue

in any such Habits or Qualities as Humility,

Meekness, Patience, Mercy, Gratitude, Genero

sity, Heavenly-mindednefs ; Nothing at all Praise

worthy in loving Christ above Father and Mother,

Wife and Children, or our own Lives ; or in De

light in Holiness, hungring and thirsting aster

Righteousness, Love to Enemies, universal Bene

volence to Mankind : And on the other Hand,

there is nothing at all vicious, or worthy of Dis

praise, in the most sordid, beastly, malignant de

vilish Dispositions ; in being ungrateful, profane,

habitually hating God, and Things sacred and

holy i or in being most treacherous, envious and

cruel towards Men. For all these Things are

Dispositions and Inclinations of the Heart. And in

siiort, there is no such Thing as any vertuous or

vicious Quality of Mind ; no such Thing as inhe

rent Vertue and Holiness, or Vice and Sin : And.

the stronger those Habits or Dispositions are,

which used to be called vertuous and vicious, the

further they are trom being so indeed ; the more

violent Men's Lust's are, the more six'd their

Pride, Envy, Ingratitude and Maliciousness, still

the further are they from being blame-worthy- If

there be a Man that by his own repeated Acts, or

S by
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by any other Means., is come to be of the most:

hellish Disposition, desperately inclined to treat hist

Neighbours with Injuriousness, Contempt and

Malignity ; the further they mould be from any

Disposition to be angry with Him, or in the least

to blame Him. So on the other Hand, if there,

be a Person, who is of a most excellent Spirit,

strongly inclining him to the most amiable Ac

tions, admirably meek, benevolent, &c. so much

is he further from any Thing rewardable or com

mendable. On which Principles, the Man Jesus

Christ was very far from being Praise-worthy for

those Acts of Holiness and Kindness which He

performed, these Propensities being so strong in

his Heart. And above all, the infinitely holy

and gracious God, is infinitely remote from any

Thing commendable, his good Inclinations being

infinitely strong, and He therefore at the utmost:

possible Distance from being at Liberty. And in

all Cases, the stronger the Inclinations of any are

to Vertue, and the more they love it, the less ver-

tuous they are; and the more they love Wicked

ness, the less vicious. Whether thele Things

are agreable to Scripture, let every Christian, and

every Man who has read the Bible, judge : and

whether they are agreable to common Sense, let

every one judge, that have human Understanding

in Exercise. i

And if we pursue these Principles, we shall find,

that Vertue and Vice are wholly excluded out of

the World ; and that there never was, nor ever

can be any such Thing as one or the other ; either

in God, Angels or Men. No Propensity, Dis

position or Habit can be vertuous or vicious, as.

has been shewn ; because they, so far as they take

Place, destroy the Freedom of the Will, the

Foundation of all moral Agency, and exclude all

Capacity
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bits and Dispositions themselves be not vertuous

nor vicious, neither can the Exercise of these

Dispositions be so : For the Exercise of Bias is

not the Exercise of free self- determining Will, arid

so there, is. no Exercise Of Liberty in it. Conse

quently, no Man is vertuous or vicious, either in

being well or ill disposed, nor in acting from a

good or bad Disposition. And whether this Bias

or Disposition be habitual or not, if it exists but

a Moment before the Act of Will, which is the

Effect of it, it alters not the Case, as to the Ne

cessity of the Effect. Or if there be no previous

Disposition at all, either habitual or occasional,

that determines the Act, then it is not Choice

that determines it : It is therefore a Contingence,

that happens to the Man, arising from Nothing

in him j. and is necessary, as to any Inclination or

Choice of his ; and therefore can't make Him

either the better or worse, any more than a Tree

is better than other Trees, because it oftener hap

pens to be lit upon by a Swan or Nightingal : or

a Rock more vicious than other Rocks, because

Ratde-Snakes have happen'd oftner to crawl over

iu So that there is no Vertue nor Vice in good

or bad Dispositions, either fix'd or transient nor

any Virtue or Vice in acting from any good or

bad previous Inclination ; nor yet any Virtue or

clination. Where then shall we find Room for

Vertue or Vice ?

 

S 2 Section
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Section VII.

Arminian Notions of moral Agency inconstdent

with all Influence of Motive and Induce

ment, in either vertucus or -vicious ASiions.

AS Arrpinian Notions of that Liberty, which

is essential to Vertue or Vice, are incon

sistent with common Sense, in their being incon

sistent with all vertuous or vicious Habits and Dis

positions ; so they are no less so in their Incon

sistency with all Influence of Motives in moral

Actions.

'Tis equally against those Notions of Liberty of

Will, whether there be,' previous to the Act of

Choice, a Preponderancy of the Inclination,. or a

Preponderancy of those Circumstances, which

have a Tendency to move the Inclination. And

indeed it comes to just the fame Thing : To fay,

the Circumstances of the Mind are such as tend

to sway and turn it's Inclination one Way, is the

fame Thing as to fay, the Inclination of .the

Mind, as under such Circumstances, tends that

Way.

Or if any think it most proper to say, that

Motives do alter the Inclination, and give a new

Bias to the Mind ; it will not alter the Case, as

to the present Argument. For if Motives ope

rate by giving the Mind an Inclination, then they

operate by destroying the Mind's Indifference, and

laying it under a Bias. , But to do this, is to de

stroy the Arminian Freedom : It is not to leave the

Will to it's own Self-determination, but to bring

it into Subjection to the Power of something cx-

trinfick,
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trinsick, which operates upon it, sways and deter

mines it, previous to it's own Determination. So

that what is done from Motive, can't be either

vertuous or vicious.—And besides, if the Acts of

the Will are excited by Motives, those Motives

are the Causes of those Acts of the Will : which ,

makes the Acts of the Will necesfary ; as Effects

necessarily follow the Efficiency of the Cause.

And if the Influence and Power of the Motive

causes the Volition, then the Influence of the Mo

tive determines Volition, and Volition don't de- ,

termine it self ; and so is not free, in the Sense

of Arminians (as has been largely shewn already)

and consequently can be neither vertuous nor vi- .

cious.

The Supposition, which has already been taken .

Notice of as an insufficient Evasion in other Cases, .

would be in like Manner impertinently alledged

in this Case ; namely, the Supposition that Li

berty consists in a Power of suspending Action for

the present, in order to Deliberation. If it should

be faid, Tho' it be true, that the Will is under a

Necessity of finally following the strongest: Mo

tive, yet it may for the present forbear to act upon

the Motive presented, till there has been Oppor

tunity thoroughly to consider it, and compare it's,

real Weight with the Merit of other Motives. I

answer as follows.

Here again it must; be rernember'd, that if de

termining thus to suspend and consider, be that

i\ct of the Will wherein alone Liberty is exer

cised, then in this all Vertue and Vice must conr

fist ; and the Acts that follow this Consideration,

and are the Effects of it, being necessary, are no

more virtuous or vicious than some good or bad

Events which happen when they are fast asleep,

S 3 and
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and are the Consequences of what they did when

they were awake. Therefore I would here ob-

serve two Things.

1. To suppose that all Venue and Vice, In

every Case, consists in determining Whether to

take Time for Consideration, or hot, is not agre-

able to common Sense. For according to such a

Supposition, the most horrid Crimes, Adultery,

Murder, Buggery, Blasphemy, &c. do hot at all

consist in the horrid Nature of the Things them

selves, but. only in the Neglect of thorough Consi

deration before they were perpetrated . which brings

their-Yicioufness to a small Matter, and makes all

Crimes equal- If it be said, that Neglect of Con

sideration, when such heinous Evils are proposed

to Choice, is worse than in other Cases : I answer,

th's is inconsistent, as it supposes the very Thing

to be, which at the fame Time is supposed not t6

be ; it supposes all moral Evil, all Viciousness

and Heinousness, does not consist meerly in the

want of Consideration. It supposes some Crimes

in themselves, in their own Nature, to be more

heinous than others, antecedent to Consideration

or Inconsideration, which lays the Person under a

previous Obligation to consider in some Cases

more than others.

2. If it were so, that all Vertue and Vice, in

every Case, consisted only in the Act of the Will,

whereby it determines whether to consider or no,

it would not alter the Case in the least, as to the

present Argument. For still in this Act of the

Will on this Determination, it is induced by some

Motive, and necessarily follows the strongest Mo

tive ; and so is necessary, even in that Act where

in alone it is either vertuous or vicious.

, "One
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One Thing more I would observe, concerning

the Inconsistence of Arminian Notions of moral

Agency with the Influence of Motives.—I sup

pose none will deny, that 'tis possible for Motives

to be set before the Mind so powerful, and ex

hibited in so strong a Light, and under so ad

vantageous Circumstances, as to be invincible ; '

and such as the Mind cannot but yield to. In

this Case, Arminians will doubtless fay, Liberty

is destroyed. And if so, then if Motives are

exhibited with half so much Power, they hinder Li

berty in Proportion to their Strength, and go

half-way towards destroying it. If a thousand

Degrees of Motive abolish all Liberty, then five

Hundred take it half away. If one Degree of

the Influence of Motive don't at all infringe or

diminish Liberty, then no more do two Degrees ;

for Nothing doubled, is still Nothing. And if

two Degrees don't diminish the Will's Liberty,

no more do four, eight, sixteen, or six Thousand.

For Nothing multiplied never so much, comes to

but Nothing. If there be nothing in the Nature

of Motive or moral Suasion, that is at all oppo

site to Liberty, then the greatest Degree of it can't

hurt Liberty. But it there be any Thing in the

Nature of the Thing, that is against Liberty,

then the least Degree of it hurts it in some De

gree ; and consequently hurts and diminishes Ver

tue. If invincible Motives po that Action which

is good, take away all the Freedom of the Act,

and so all th« Vertue of it •, then the more force-

able the Motives are, so much the worse, so much

the less Vertue ; and the weaker the Motives are,

the better for the Cause of Vertue j and none is

best of all.

Now let it be considered, whether these Things

are agreable to ccmrnon Sense. If it mould be

S 4 allowed.
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allowed, that there are some Instances wherein the

Soul chuses without any Motive, what Vertue can

there be in such a Choice ? I am sure, there is no

Prudence or Wisdom in it. Such a Choice is

made for no good End ; for it is for no End at all.

If it were tor any End, the View of the End

would be the Motive exciting to the Act ; and if

the Act be for no good End, and so from no good

Aim, then there is no good Intention in it : And

therefore, according to all our natural Notions of

Vertue, no more Vertue in it than in the Motion

of the Smoke, which is driven to and fro by the

Wind, without any Aim or End in the Thing

moved, and which knows not whither, nor why

and wherefore, it is moved.

Corol. 1. By these Things it appears, that the

Argument against the Calvinists, taken from the

Use of Counsels, Exhortations, Invitations, Ex

postulations, (iff. so much insisted on by Armini-

an.', is truly against themselves. For these Things

can operate no other Way to any good Effect,

than as in them is exhibited Motive and Induce

ment, tending to excite and determine the Acts of

the Will. But it follows on their Principles, that

the Acts of Will excited by such Causes, can't be

vertuous ; because so far as they are from these,

they are not from the Will's self-determining -

Power. Hence it will follow, that it is not worth

the while to offer any Arguments to perswade

Men to any vertuous Volition or voluntary Ac

tion ; 'cis in vain to set before them the Wisdom

and Amhblentss of Ways of Vertue, or the Odi-

ousness and Folly of Ways of Vice. This No

tion of Liberty, and moral Agency frustrates all

Endeavours to draw Msn to Vertue by Instructi

on, or Perswafion, Precept, or Example : For

tho' these Things may induce Men to what is ma

terially
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serially vertuous, yet at the fame Time they take

away the Form of Vertue, because they destroy

Liberty ; as they, by their own Power, put the

Will out of it's Equilibrium, determine and turn

the Scale, and take the Work of self-determining

Power out of it's Hands. And the clearer the

Instructions are that are given, the more powerful

the Arguments that are used, and the more mov

ing the Perswasions or Examples, the more likely

they are to frustrate their own Design ; Because

they have so much the greater Tendency to put

the Will out of it's Balance, to hinder it's Free

dom of self-determination ; and so to exclude the

very Form of Vertue, and the Essence of whatso

ever is Praise-worthy.

So it clearly follows from these Principles, that

God has no Hand in any Man's Vertue, nor does

at all promote it, either by a physical or moral

Influence ; that none of the moral Methods He

uses with Men to promote Vertue in the World,

have Tendency to the Attainment of that End ;

that all the Instructions which He has given to

Men, from the Beginning of the World to this

Day, by Prophets, or Apostles, or by his Son

Jesus Christ ; that all his Counsels, Invitations,

Promises, Threatnings, Warnings and Expostu

lations ; that all Means He has used with Men,

in Ordinances, or Providences ; yea, all Influen

ces or his Spirit, ordinary and extraordinary,

have had no Tendency at all to excite any one

vertwous Act of the Mind, or to promote any

Thing morally good and commendable, in any

Hespect.---For there is no Way that these or any

other Means can promote Vertue, but one of these

three. Either (1.) By a physical Operation on

the Heart. But all Effects that are wrought in

Men in this Way, have no Vertue in them, by
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the. concurring Voice of all Arminians. Or (2.)

Morally, by exhibiting Motives to the Under

standing, to excite good Acts in the Will. But

it has been demonstrated, that Volitions which are

excited by Motives, are necessary, and not ex

cited by a self moving Power ; and therefore,

by their Principles, there is no Vertue in them.

Or (3.) By meerly giving the Will an Opportuni

ty to determine it self concerning the Objects pro

posed, either to chuse or reject, by it's own un

caused, unmoved, uninfluenced self-determina

tion. And if this be all, then all those Means

do no more to promote Virtue than Vice : For

they do Nothing but give the Will Opportunity

to determine it self either Way, either to Good or

Bad, without laying it under any Bias to either :

And so there is really as much of an Opportunity-

given to determine in Favour of Evil, as of

Good.

Thus that horrid blasphemous Consequence will

certainly follow from theArminian Doctrine, which

they charge on others ; namely, that God acts

inconsistent Part in using so many Counsels, Warn

ings, Invitations, Intreaties, &c. with Sinners,

to induce 'em to forsake Sin, and turn to the

Ways of Vertue ; and that all are insincere and

fallacious. It will follow from their Doctrine,

that God does these Things when He knows at

the fame Time, that they have no Manner os'

Tendency to promote the Effect He seems to aim

at ; yea, knows that if they have any Influence,

this very Influence will be inconsistent with such

an Effect, and will prevent it. But what an Im

putation of Insincerity would this fix on Him

who is infinitely holy and true '!—So that their's

is the Doctrine which if pursued in it's Conse

quences, does horribly reflect on the most High,
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and fix oh Him the Charge of Hypocrisy ; and

faot the Doctrine of the Calvinift $ according to

their freqtient, and vehement Exclamations and

Invectives.

Cord. 2. From what has been observed m t\vts

Section, it again appears, that Arminidn Priw;\p&$

arid Notion's, when fairly examined, arid pursued

in their demonstrable Consequences, do evidently

shut all Vertue out of the World, and make it

impossible that there Iftoulid ever be any, Jucli

Thing, in any Case or that any such Thing

should ever be cohceiv'd of. For hy these Prin

ciples, the very Notion of Vertue or Vice implies

Absurdity and Contradiction. For it is absurd Tri

jt self, and contrary to common Sense, to sup

pose a vertuous Act of Mind without any good

Intention or Aim ; and by their Principles, it is

absurd to suppose a vertuous Act with a good In

tention or Aim ; for to act for an End, is to act

from a Motive. So that if we rely on these Prin

ciples, tliere can be no vertuous Act with a good

Design and End ; and 'tis self-evident, there can

be none without : consequently there can be no

yertuous Act at all.

Carol. 3. 'Tis manifest, that Arminian Notions

.of moral Agency, and the Being of a Faculty of

Will, cannot consist together ; and that if there

be any such Thing as, either a vertuous, or vici

ous Act, it can't be an Act of Will ; no Will

can be at all concerned in it. For that Act which

is performed without Inclination, without Motive,

without End, must \>t performed without any

Concern of the Will. To suppose an Act of the

Will without these, implies a Contradiction. If

the Soul in it's Act has no Motive or End ; then

in that Act (as was observed before) it seeks No

thing,
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thing, goes after Nothing, exerts no Inclination

to any Thing ; and this implies, that in that Act

it desires Nothing, and chuses Nothing ; so that

there is no Act of Choice in the Case : Anxl that

is as much as to fay, there is no Act of Will in

the Case. Which very effectually sliuts all

vicious and vertuous Acts" out of the Universe ;

in as much as, according to this, there can be no

vicious or vertuous Act wherein the Will is con

cerned ; and according to the plainest Dictates of

Reason, and the Light of Nature, and also the

Principles of Arntinians themselves, there can be

no vertuous or vicious Act wherein the Will is

not concerned. And therefore there is no Room

for any vertuous or vicious Acts at all.

Corol. 4. If none of the moral Actions of in

telligent Beings are influenced by either previous

Inclination or Motive, another strange Thing will

follow j and this is, that God not only can't fore

know any of the future moral Actions of his

Creatures, but He can make no Conjecture, can'

give no probable Guess concerning them. For,

all Conjecture in Things of this Nature, must

these two Things, previous Disposition, and Mo

tive which, as has been observed, Arminian No-

" tions of rrioral Agency, in thtir real Consequence,

altogether exclude. ,
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P A R T IV.

Wherein the chief Grounds of the

Reasonings of Arminians^ in Sup

port and Defence of the foremen-

tion'd Notions of Liberty^ moral

Agency &c. and against the oppo

site Doctrine, are considered.

Section I.

The Essence of the Vertue and Vice of Disposi

tions of the Heart, and ASls of the Will, lies

not in their Cause, but their Nature.

ON E main Foundation of the Reasons, which

are brought to establish the foretnention'd

Notions of Liberty, Vertue, Vice, &c. is a Sup

position, that the Vertuousness of the Disposi

tions or Acts of the Will consists not in the Na

ture of these Dispositions or Acts, but wholly in

the Origin or Cause of them : so that if the Dis

position of the Mind or Acts of the Will be never

. so
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so good, yet if the Cause of the Disposition or

Act be not our Vertue, there is nothing vertuous

or praise-worthy in it ; and on the contrary, if

the WiH, ;n ^t's Inclination or Acts be never so

bad, yet unless it arises from something that is"

our Vice or Fault, there is Nothing vicious or

blame-worthy in it. Hence their grand Objection

and pretended pemonstratipn, or Self-Evidence,

against any, Vertue and Commendableness, or

Vice and Blame-worthiness, of those Habits or

Acts of the Will, which, are not from some ver

tuous or vicious Determination of the Will it self*

Now, if this Matter bp well considered, it will

appear to be altogether a Mistake, yea, a gross

Absurdity; and that it is most certain, that if

there be any such Things, as a. vertuous, or vici

ous Disposition, or Volition of Mind, the Vertu-

ousness or. Viciousness of them consists not in the

Origin of Cause Of these Things, hut in the Na

ture of them.

If the Essence of Vertuousness of Commenda

bleness, and of Viciousness or Fault, don't lie in

the Nature of the Dispositions or Acts of Mind,

which are said to be our Vertue or our Fault, but

in their Cause, then it is certain it lies.no where at

all. Thus, for Instance, if the Vice of a vicious

Act of Will, lies not in the Nature of the Act,

but the Cause ; so that it's bting bis a bad Nature

will not make it at all our Fault, unless it arises

from, some faulty Determination of our's as it's

Cause, or something in us that is our Fault; then

for the sarne Reason, neither can the Viciousness

of, that Cause lie in the Nature of the Thing it

self, but in it's Cause : that evil Determination

of our's is not pur Fault, meerly because it is of a,

bad Nature, unless it arises from some Cause in •

us that is. our Fault. And when we are come to

this
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this higher Cause, still the Reason of the Thing

holds good ; tho' this Cause be of a bad Nature,

yet we are not at all to blame on that Account,

unless it arises from something faulty in us. Nor

yet can Blame-worthiness lie in the Nature of this

Cause, but in the Cause of that. And thtis we

must drive Faultiness back from Step to Step,

from a lower Cause to a higher, in infinitum : and

that is thoroughly to banish it from the World,

and to allow it no possibility of Existence any

where in the Univerfality of Things. On these

Principles, Vice or moral Evil can't consist in any

Thing that is an Effect ; because Fault don't con

sist in the Nature of Things, but in their Cause ;

as well as because Effects are necessary, being un

avoidably connected with their Cause : therefore'

the Cause only is to blame. And so it follows,

that Faultiness can lie only in that Cause, which is a

Cause only, and no Effect of any Thing. Nor yet

can it lie in this ; for then it must lie in the Na

ture of the Thing it self ; not in it's being from

any Determination of our's, nor any Thing faulty

in us which is the Cause, nor indeed from any

Cause at all, for by the Supposition, it is no Ef

fect, and has no Cause. And thus, He that will

maintain, it is not the Nature of Habits or Acts

of Will that makes them -vertuous or faulty, but

the Cause, must immediately run Himself out of

his own Assertion ; and in maintaining it, will in

sensibly contradict and deny it.

This is certain, that if Effects are vicious and

faulty, not from their Nature, or from any Thing

inherent in them, but because they are from a bad

Cause, it must be on Account of the Badness of

the Cause ; and so on Account of the Nature of

the Cause : A bad Effect in the Will must be bad,

because the Cause is bad, or of an evil Nature, or

has Badness as a Quality inherent in it : and a good

Effect
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Effect in the Will must be good, by Reason of the

Goodness of the Cause, or it's being of a good Kind

, and Nature. And if this be what is meant, the

very Supposition of Fault and Praise lying not in

the N ature of the Thing, but the Cause, contra

dicts it self, and does at least resolve the Essence

of Vertue and Vice into the Nature of Things,

and supposes it originally to consist in that.---And

if a Caviller, has a Mind to run from the Absur

dity, by saying, " No, the Fault of the Thing

" which is the Cause, lies not in this, that the

** Cause it self is of an evil Nature, but that the

" Cause is evil in that Sense, that it is from an-

** other bad Cause." Still the Absurdity will

follow him ; for if so, then the Cause before

charged is at once acquitted, and all the Blame

must be laid to the higher Cause, and must consist

in that's being Evil, or of an evil Nature. So now

we are come again to lay the Blame of the Thing

blame -worthy, to the Nature of the Thing, and

not to the Cause. And if any is so foolish as to

go higher still, and ascend from Step to Step, till

he is come to that which is the first Cause con

cerned in the whole Affair, and will say, all rhe

Blame lies in that ; then at last he must be forced

to own, that the Faultiness of the Thing which he

supposes alone blame-worthy, lies wholly in the

Nature of the Thing, and not in the Original or

Cause of it ; for the Supposition is, that it has no

Original, it is determined by no Act of our's, is

caused by nothing faulty in us, being absolutely

-without any Cause. And so the Race is at an End,

but the Evader is taken in his Flight.

'Tis agreable to the natural Notions of Man-

kind, that moral Evil, with it's Desert of Dislike

and Abhorrence, and all it's other 111-deservings,

consists in a certain Deformity in the Nature of cer

tain Dispositions of the Heart, and Acts of the

Will j
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Will ; and not in the Deformity of something else+

diverse from the very Thing it self, which deserves

Abhorrence, supposed to be the Cause of ir.

Which would be absurd, because that would be

to suppose, a Thing that is innocent and not Evil,

is truly evil arid faulty, because another Thing is

Evil. It implies a Contradiction ;. for it would

be to suppose, the very Thing which is morally

evil and blame-worthy, is innocent and not blame

worthy ; but that something else, which is it's

Cause, is only to blame. To fay, that Vice don't

consist in die Thing which is vicious, but in it's

Cause, is the fame as to fay, that Vice don't con*

fist in Vice* but in that which produces it.

'Tis true, a Cause may be to blame, for being

the Cause of Vice: It may, be Wickedness in the

Cause; that it produces Wickedness. But it would

imply a" .Contradiction,- to suppose that these two

are the skme individual Wickedness. The wicked

Act of the Cause in producing Wickedness, is

one Wickedness ; and the Wickedness produced,

if there be any produced, is another. And there

fore the Wickedness of the latter don't lie in the

former, but is distinct from it ; and the Wicked

ness of both lies in the evil Nature of the Things

which are wicked.

The Thing which makes Sin hateful, is that by

which it deserves Punishment ; which is but the

Expression of Hatred. And that which renders

Vertue lovely, is the fame with tha^ on the Ac*

count of which, it is fit .to receive Praise and Re

ward ; which are but the Expressions of Esteem >

and Love. But that which makes Vice hateful,

is it's hateful Nature ; and that which renders

Vertue lovely, is it's amiable Nature. 'Tis a cer

tain Beauty or Deformity that are inherent in that

T good
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good or evil Will, which is the Soul of Vertue and

Vice (and not in the Occasion of it) which is their

Worthiness of Esteem or Disesteem, Praise or

Dispraise, according to the common Sense of

Mankind. If the Cause or Occasion of the Rise

of an hateful Disposition or Act: of Will, be also

hateful ; suppose another antecedent evil Will ;

that is entirely another Sin, and deserves Punish

ment by it self, under a distinct: Consideration.

There is Worthiness of Dispraise in the Nature of

an evil Volition, and not wholly in some foregoing

Act which is it's Cause ; otherwise the evil Voli

tion which is the Effect, is no moral Evil, any

more than Sickness, or some other natural Cala

mity, which arise* from a Cause morally evil.

Thus, for Instance, Ingratitude is hateful and

^worthy of Dispraise, according to common Sense ;

not because something as bad, or worse than In

gratitude, was the Cause that produced it ; but

because it is hateful in it self, by it's own inherent

Deformity. So the Love of Vertue is amiable,

and worthy of Praise, not meerly because some

thing else went before this Love of Vertue in our

Minds, which caused it to take Place there ; for

Instance our own Choice j we chose to love Ver

tue, and by some Method or other wrought our

lelves into the Love of it i but because of the

Amiableness and Condecency of such a Disposi

tion and Inclination of Heart. If that was the

Case, that we did chuse to love Vertue, and so

produced that Love in our selves, this Choice it

self could be no otherwise amiable or praise wor

thy, than as Love to Vertue, or some other ami

able Inclination, was exercised and implied in it.

If that Choice was amiable at all, it must be so

on Account of some amiable Quality in the Na

ture of the Choice. If we chose to love Vertue-,
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hot in Love to Vertue, or any Thing that was

good, and exercised nO sort of good Disposition

in the Choice, the Choice it -self was not vertu-

bus, nor worthy of any Praise, according to com

mon Sense, because the Choice was not of a good

Nature.

It may not be improper here to take Notice of

something said by an Author, that has lately made

a mighty Noiie in America. " A necessary Holi-

" linefs (says He *) is no Holiness.—Adam could

" not be originally created in Righteousness and

" true Holiness, because He must chuse to be

" righteous, before He could be righteous. And

" therefore He must exist, He must be created,

**' yea, He must exercise Thought and Reflection,

" before He was righteous." There is much

more to the fame Effect in that Place, and also in

P. 437, 438, 439, 440- If these Things are so,

it will certainly follow, that the first chusing to be

righteous is no righteous Choice ; there is no

Righteousness or Holiness in it; because no chu-?

sing to be righteous goes before it. For he plainly^

speaks of chusing to be righteous., as what must go

before Righteousness : And that which follows the

Choice, being the Effect of the Choice, can't be

Righteousness or Holiness : For an Effect is" a

Thing necessary, and can't prevent the Influence

or Efficacy of it's Cause ; and therefore is una

voidably dependent upon the Cause : And He

fays, A necejjary Holiness is no Holiness. So that

neither can a Choice of Righteousness be Righte

ousness or Holiness, nor can any Thing that is

consequent on that Choice, and the Effect of it,

be Righteousness or Holiness ; nor can any Thing

that is without Choice, be Righteousness or Holi-

T 2 ness.

* Scrip. Doc. of Original Sin, P. 180. 3d Edit.
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ness. So that by his Scheme, all Righteousness

and Holiness is at once shut out of the World,

and no Door left open, by which it can ever pos

sibly enter into the World.

I suppose, the Way that Men came to entertain

this absurd inconsistent Notion, with Respect «to

internal Inclinations and Volitions themselves, Cor

Notions that imply it,) viz. that the Essence of

their moral Good or Evil lies not in their Nature,

but their Cause ; was, that it is indeed a very plain

Dictate ofcommon Sense, that it is ib with Respect

to all outward Actions, and sensible Motions of the

Body ; that the moral Good or Evil of 'em don't

lie at all in the Motions themselves ; which taken

by themlelves, are nothing of a moral Nature ;

and the Essence of all the moral Good or Evil

that concerns them, lies in those internal Dispo

sitions and Volitions which are the Cause of them.

Now being always used to determine this, with

out Hesitation -or Dispute, concerning external

Actions which are the Things that in the com

mon Use of Language are signified by such

Phrases, as Men's Actions, or their Doings ; Hence

when they came to speak of Volitions, and inter

nal Exercises of their Inclinations, under the fame

Denomination of their Actions, or what they do,

they unwarily determined the Case must also be

the same with these, as with external Actions ; not

considering the vast Difference in the Nature of

the Case.

If any shall still object and say, Why is it not

neceflary that the Cause should be considered, in

order to determine whether any Thing be worthy

of Blame or Praise > Is it agreable to Reason and

-common Sense, that a Man is to be praised or

blamed
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blamed for that which he is not the Cause or Au

thor of, and has no Hand in ?

I answer, such Phrases as being the Cause, being

the Author., having a Hand, and the like are am

biguous. They are most vulgarly understood for

being the designing voluntary Cause, or Cause by

antecedent Choice : And it is most certain that

Men are not in this Sense the Causes or Authors

pf the first Act of their Wills, ,in any Case ; as

certain as any Thing is, or ever can be ; for no

thing can be more certain, than that a. Thing is

not before it is, nor a Thing of the fame Kind

before the first Thing of that Kind j and so no.

Choice before the first Choice. As the Phrase,

being the Author, may be understood, not of be

ing the Producer by an antecedent Act of Will »

but as a Person may be said to be the Author of

the Act of Will it self, by his being the imme

diate Agent, or the Being that is acting, or in Ex

ercise in that Act ; If the Phrase of being the Au

thor, is used to signify this, then doubtless com

mon Sense requires Men's being the Authors ot

their own Acts of Will, in order to their being

esteemed worthy of Praise or Dispraise on Account

os them. And common Sense teaches, that they

must be the Authors of external Atlions, in the

former Sense, namely, their being the Causes of

'em by an Act of Will or Choice, in order to

their being justly blamed or praised : But it

teaches no such Thing with Respect to the Acts

of the Will themselves. But this may appear

more manifest by the Things which will be ob->

served in the following Section.

Sec t iou
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S E P T I p N II.

The Falseness and Inconsstence os that meta

physical Notion of Action, and Agency,

whichseems to be generally entertained by the

Defenders of the Arminian DocJrine con

cerning Liberty, moral Agency, &c.

ONE Thing that is made very much a Ground

of Argument and supposed Demonstration by

Arminians, in Defence of the fore- mentioned Prin

ciples, concerning moral Agency, Vertue, Vice,

&c. is their metaphysical Notion of Agency and

Action. They fay, unless the Soul has a Self-de

termining Power, it has no Power of Action ; If it's

Volitions be not caused by itself, but are excited

and determined by some extrinsic Cause, theycan'c

bt the Soul's own Acts ; and diat the Soul can't be

active, but must be wholly passive, in those Ef

fects which it is the Subject of necessarily, and

not from it's own free Determination.

Mr. Chubb lays the Foundation of his Scheme

of Liberty, and of his Arguments to support it,

very much in this Position, i That Man is an Agent,

and capable of Action. Which doubtless is true :

But Self-determination belongs to his Notipn of Ac

tion, and is the very Essence of it. Whence he

infers that it is impossible for a Man to act and

be acted upon, in the same Thing, at the fame

Time; and that nothing that is an Action, can

be the Effect of the Action' of another: and he

insists, that a necessary Agent, or an Agent that is

necessarily determined to act, is a slain Contra

diction.

But
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But those are a precarious Sort of Demonstra

tions, which Men build on the Meaning that they

arbitrarily affix to a Word ; especially when that

Meaning is abstruse, inconsistent, and entirely di

verse from the original Sense of the Word in com

mon Speech.

That the Meaning of the Word ARion, as Mr.

Chubb and many others use it, is utterly unintel^

ligible and inconsistent, is manifest, because it be

longs to their Notion of an Action, that 'tis some

thing wherein is no Passion or Passiveness ; that

is (according to their Sense of Pasiivenessj it is

under the Power, Influence or Action of no Cause:

And this implies, that Action has no Cause, and

, is no Effect : for to be an Effect implies Passive-

ness^ or the being subject to the Power and Ac

tion of it's Cause. And yet they hold, that the

Mind's ASiion is the Effect of it's own Determina

tion, yea, the Mind's free and voluntary Deter

mination ; which is the fame with free Choice.

So that Action is the Effect of something proceed

ing, even a proceeding Act of Choice : And con

sequently, in this Effect the Mind is passive, sub

ject to the Power and Action of the proceeding

Cause, which is the foregoing Choice, and there

fore can't be active. So that! here we have thisj

Contradiction, that Action is always the Effect of

foregoing Choice j and therefore can't be Action j

because it is passive to the Power of that proceed

ing causal Choice ; and the Mind can't be active

and passive in the same Thing, at the same Time.]

Again, they say, Necessity is utterly inconsistent

with Action, and a necessary Action is a Contra

diction and so their Notion of Action implies

- Contingence, and excludes all Necessity. And

therefore their Notion of Action implies, that it

has no necessary Dependence or Connection with

T 4 any
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any Thing foregoing ; for such a Dependence or

Connection excludes Contingence, and implies

Necessity. And yet their Notion of Action im

plies Necessity, and supposes that it is necessary,

and can't be contingent. Por they suppose, that

whatever is properly called Action, must be de-r

termined by the Will and tree Choice ; and this

js as much as to fay, that it must be necessary,

being dependent upon, and determined by some-

thing foregoing; namely, .a foregoing Aft of

Choice. Again, it belongs to their Notion of

Action, of that which is, a .prpper and meer Act,

that it is the Beginning of Motion, or pf Exertion

of Power ; but, yet it is implied in their Notion of

Action, that it is not the Beginning of Motion or

Exertion of Power, but is consequent and depen

dent on a preceeding Exertion of Power, viz. the

Power of Will and Choice t for they fay there is

no proper Action but what is freely chofen ; or,

which is the same Thing* determined by a fore

going Act of free Choice. But if any of them

shall see Cause to deny this, and say they hold no

such Thing as that every Action is chosen, or de

termined by a foregoing Choice ; but that the

very first Exertion of Will only, undetermined

by any preceeding Act, is properly called Action ;

fhen 1 fay, such a Man's Notion of Action implies

Necessity; for what the Mind is the Subject of

without the Determination of it's own previous

Choice, it is the Subject of .necessarily, as to any

Eland that free Choice has. in the Affair; and

without any Ability the Mind has to prevent

it, by any Will or Election of it's own : because

by the Supposition it precludes all previous Acts

pf the Will or Choice in the Cafe, which might

prevent it. So that it is again, in this other W ay,

jmplied in their Notion of Act, that it is both

jiecessary and pot necesiary. Again, it belongs to

\> - , . '-*. their
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their Notion of an AEl, that it is no Effect of a

pre-determining Bias or Preponderation, but

springs immediately out of Indifference ; and this

implies that it can't be from foregoing Choice,

which is foregoing Preponderation : if it be not

habitual, but occasional, yet if it causes the Act,

it is truly previous, efficacious and determining.

And yet, at the fame Time, 'tis essential to their

Notion of an Act, that it is what the Agent is the

Author of freely and voluntarily, and that is, by

previous Choice and Design.

So that according to their Notion of an Act,

censidered with Regard to it's Consequences, these '

following Things are all essential to it ; viz. That

it should be necessary, and not necessary ; that it '

staould be from a Cause, and no Cause ; that it '

should be the Fruit of Choice and Design, and not

tbe Fruit of Choice and Design that it should be

the Beginning of Motion or Exertion, and yet

consequent on previous Exertion ; that it should

be before it is ; that it should spring immediately

out of Indifference and Equilibrium, and yet be

the Effect of Preponderation ; that it should be

self-originated, and also have it's Original from

something else ; that it is what the Mind causes it

self, of it's own Will, and can produce or pre

vent, according to it's Choice or Pleasure, and

yet what the Mind has no Power to prevent, it

precluding all previous Choice in the Affair.

So that an Act, according to their metaphysical

Notion of it, is something of which there is no

Idea ; 'tis nothing but a Confusion of the Mind,

excited by Words without any distinct Meaning,

and is an absolute Non-entity ; and that in two

Respects; (i.) There is nothing in the World

that ever was, is, or can be, to answer the Things

' " which
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which must belong to it's Description, according

to what they suppose to be essential to it. And

(2.) There neither is, nor ever was, nor can be,

any Notion or Idea to answer the Word, as they

use and explain it. For if we should suppose any

such Notion, it would many Ways destroy it self.

But 'tis impossible, any Idea or Notion should

subsist in the Mind, whose very Nature and Es

sence, which constitutes it, destroys it. If some

learned Philosopher, who had been abroad, in '

giving an Account of the curious Observations he

had made in his Travels, should fay, " He had

" been in Ttrra del Fuego, and there had seen an

" Animal, which he calls by a certain Name,

" that begat and brought forth it self, and yet

*.* had a Sire and a Dam distinct from it self ; that

** it had an Appetite, and was hungry before it

" had a Being ; that his Master, who led him,

" and governed him at his Pleasure, was always

" governed by him, and driven by him where he

** pleased ; that when he moved, he always took

" a Step before the first Step; that he went with

" his Head first, and yet always went Tail fore-

" most ; and this, tho' he had neither Head nor

" Tail :" It would be no Impudence at all, to tell

such a Traveller, tho' a learned Man, that He

himself had no Notion or Idea of such an Animal

as he gave an Account of, and never had, nor ever

would have.

As the foremention'd Notion of Action is very

inconsistent, so it is wholly diverse from the ori

ginal Meaning of the Word. The more usual

Signification of it in vulgar Speech, seems to be

some Motion or Exertion os Power, that is volun

tary, or that is the Effect of the Will ; and is used

in the same Sense as doing: And most commonly

'tis used to signify outward Actions. So Thinking is

often
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often distinguish'd from Acting j and Desiring and

Willing., from Doing.

Besides this more usual and proper SloTutvcatxotV

of the "Word Action, there are other Ways in which

the Word is used that are less proper, which yet

have Place in common Speech. Oftentimes 'tis

used to signify some Motiorl or Alteration in in

animate Things, with Relation' to some Object

and Effect. So the Spring of a Watch is said to

act upon the Chain and Wheels ; the Sun-beams,

to act upon Plants and Trees and the Fire, to

act upon Wood. Sometimes the Word is used

to signify Motions, Alterations, and Exertions of

Power, which are seen in corporeal Things, con-

Jidered absolutely ; especially when these Motions

seem to arise from some internal Cause which is

hidden ; so that they have a greater Resemblance

of those Motions of our Bodies, which are the

Effects of internal Volition, or invisible Exertions

of Will. So the Fermentation of Liquor, the

Operations of the Loadstone, and of electrical

Bodies, are called the Action of these Things. And

sometimes the Word Action is used to signify the

Exercise of Thought, or of Will and Inclination :

so meditating, loving, hating, inclining, disin

clining, chusing and refusing, may be sometimes

called acting ; tho' more rarely (unless it be by

Philosophers and Metaphysicians) than in any of

the other Senses. '

But the Word is never used in vulgar Speech

in that Sense which Arminian E)ivines use it in,

namely, for the self-determinate Exercise of the

Will, or an Exertion of the Soul that arises with

out any necessary Connection with any Thing fore

going. If a Man does something voluntarily, or

j^s the Effect of his Choice, then in tfye most pro

per
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per Sense, and as the Word is most originally and

commonly used, he is said to act : But whether

that Choice or Volition be self-determined, or no,

•whether it be connected with foregoing habitual

Bias, whether it be the certain Effect of the stron

gest Motive, or some intrinsic Cause, never comes

into Consideration in the Meaning of the Word.

And if the Word Action is arbitrarily used by

some Men otherwise, to suit some Scheme of Me-

taphysick or Morality, no Argument can reason

ably be founded on such a Use of this Term, tQ

prove any Thing but their own Pleasure. For

Divines and Philosophers strenuously to urge such.

Arguments, as tho' they were sufficient to support

and demonstrate a whole Scheme of moral Philo

sophy and Divinity, is certainly to erect a mighty-

Edifice on the Sand, or rather on a Shadow. And

tho' it may now perhaps, through Custom, have

become natural for 'ern to use the Word in this

Sense (if that may be called a Sense or Meaning,

which is so inconsistent with it self) yet this don't

prove that it is agreable to the natural Notions

Men have of Things, or that there can be any

Thing in the Creation that should answer such a

Meaning. And tho' they appeal to Experience,

yet the Truth is, that Men are so far from expe

riencing any such Thing, . that it is impossible for

?em to have any Conception of it.

If it should be objected, that Action and Pafffon

are doubtless Words of a contrary Signification ;

but to suppose that the Agent, in it's Action, is

under the Power and Influence of something in -

trinsick, is to confound Action and Passion, and

make 'em the fame thing. .. .ifc,

• I answer,
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I answer, That Action and Passion are doubt

less, as they are sometimes used, Words of op

posite Signification ; but not as signifying opposite:

Existences, but only opposite Relations. The Words

Cause and Effect are Terms of opposite Significa

tion ; but nevertheless, if I assert that the fame

Thing may at the fame Time, in different Re

spects and Relations, be both Cause and Effects

this will not prove that I confound the Terms.

The Soul may be both active and passive in the

fame Thing in different Respects, active with

Relation to one Thing, and passive with Relation

to another. The Word Passion when set in Op

position to ASlion or rather Activeness, is meerly a

relative : it signifies no Effect or Cause, nor any

proper Existence ; but is the lame with Paffiveness,

or a being passive, or a being acted upon by some

thing. Which is a meer Relation of a Thing to

some Power or Force exerted by some Cause, pro

ducing some Effect in it, or upon it. And Action,

when set properly in Opposition to Passion, or

Passiveness, is no real Existence ; it is not the fame

with AN Action, but is a meer Relation : 'Tis the

.A&iveness of something on another Thing, being

the opposite Relation to the other, viz. a Relation

of Power, or Force exerted by some Cause, to

wards another Thing, which is the Subject of the

Effect of that Power. Indeed the Word Action is

frequently used to signify something not meerly

relative, but more absolute, and a real Existence ;

as when we fay An Action ; when the Word is not

used transitively, but absolutely, for some Motion

or Exercise of Body or Mind, without any Rela

tion to any Object or Effect : And as used thus,

it is not properly the opposite of Passion; which

ordinarily signifies nothing absolute, but meerly

the Relation of being afted upon. And therefore if

the Word ASlion be used in the like relative Sense,

then
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then Action and Passion are only two contrary Re

lations. And'tis no Absurdity to suppose, that

contrary Relations may belong to the fame Thing,

at the fame Time, with respect to different Things.

So to fuppdsc, that there are Acts of the Soul by

which a Man voluntarily moves, and acts upon

Objects, and produces Effects, which yet them-

selves are Effects of something else, and wherein

the Soul it self is the Object of something acting

upon, and influencing that, don't at all confound

Action and Passion. The Words may neverthe

less be properly of opposite Signification : there

may be as true and real a Difference between act

ing and being caused to act, tho' we should suppose

the Soul to be both in the same Volition,- as there

is between living, and being quicken'd, or made to

live. 'Tis no more a Contradiction, to suppose

that Action may be the Effect of some other Cause,

besides the Agent, or Being that acts,- than to

suppose that Life may be the Effect of some other

Cause, besides the Liver, or the Being that lives,

in whom Life is caused to be.

The Thing which has led Men into this incon

sistent Notion of Action, when applied to Voli

tion, as tho' it were essential to this internal Ac

tion, that the Agent should be self-determined i«

it, and that the Will should be the Cause of it, I

was probably this ; that according to the Sense

of Mankind, and the common Use of Language

it is so, with respect to Men's external Actions ;

which are what originally, and according to the

vulgar Use and most proper Sense of the Word,

are called Actions. Men in these are self directed, j

self-determined, and their Wills are the Cause of j

the Motions of their Bodies, and the external

Things that are done ; so that unless Men do 'em

voluntarily, and of Choice, and the Action be

deter- \
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determined by their antecedent Volition, it is no

Action or Doing of theirs. Hence some Meta

physicians have been led unwarily, but exceeding

absurdly, to suppose the same concerning Volition

it self, that That also must be determined by the

Will ; which is to be determin'd by antecedent

Volition, as the Motion of the Body is j not con

sidering the Contradiction it implies.

But 'tis very evident, that in the metaphysical

Distinction between Action and Passion, (tho' long

since become common and the general Vogue)

due Care has not been taken to conform Language

to the Nature of Things, or to any distinct clear

Ideas. As it is in innumerable other Philosophi

cal, Metaphysical Terms, used in these Disputes 5

which has occasion'd inexpressible Difficulty, Con

tention, Errour and Confusion.

And thus probably it came to be thought, that

-Necessity was inconsistent with Action, as these.;

Terms are applied to Volition. First, these Terms !

Action and Necessity are changed from their originals

Meaning, as signifying external voluntary Action,

and Constraint, (in which Meaning they are evi- i

dently inconsistent) to signify quite other Things,

viz. Volition it self, and Certainty of Existence.

And when the Change of Signification is made,

Care is not taken to make proper Allowances and

Abatements tor the Difference of Sense ; but still

the same\Things are unwarily attributed to Actioti*

and Necessity , in the new Meaning of the Words,!

•which plainly belonged to 'em in their first Sense %

and on this Ground, Maxims are established with

out any real Foundation, as though they were the

most certain Truths, and the most evident Dic

tates of Reason.

* * . -

But

1
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But however strenuoufly it is maintain'd, that

•what is necessary can't be properly called Action,

and that a necessary Action is a Contradiction, yet

'tis probable there are few Arminian Divines, who

if thoroughly tried, would stand to these Prin

ciples. They will allow, that God is in the highest:

Sense an active Being, and the highest Fountain

of Life and Action ; and they would not probably

deny, that those that are called God's Acts of

Righteousness, Holiness and Faithfulness, are

truly and properly God's Acts, and God is really

a holy Agent in them ; and yet I trust, they will

not deny, that God necessarily acts justly and faith

fully, and that it is impossible for Him to act un

righteously and unholily.

Section III.

The Reasons whysome think it contrary to com

mon Sense, to suppose those Things which are

necessary, to be worthy of either Praise or

Blame.

jfTMS abundantly affirmed and urged by Armi-

\ man Writers, that it is contrary to common

Sense, and the natural Notions and Apprehensions

of Mankind, to suppose otherwise than that Ne

cessity (making no Distinction between natural

and moral Necessity) is inconsistent with Vertue

and Vice, Praise and Blame, Reward and Punish

ment. And their Arguments from hence have

been greatly triumphed in ; and have been not a

little perplexing to many who have been friendly

to the Truth, as clearly revealed in the holy Scrip

tures : It has seem'd to them indeed dislicult, to

reconcile Cahinistic Doctrines with the Notions

Men commonly have of Justice and Equity. And
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the true Reasons of it seem to be these that fol

low.

I., 'Tis indeed a very plain Dictate of common

Sense, that natural Necessity is wholly inconsistent

with just; Praise or Blame. If Men do Things

which in themselves are very good, fit to be

brought to pass, and very happy Effects, pro

perly against their Wills, and can't help it; or do

them som a Nec-siity that is without their Wills,

or with which their Wills have no Concern or

Connection ; then 'tis a plain Dictate of common '

Sense, that it's none of their Vertue, nor any mo

ral Good in them ; and that they are hot worthy

to be rewarded or praised ; or at all esteemed, ho

noured or loved on that Account. Arid on the

ether Ha id, that if from like Necessity they do

those Things which in Themselves are very un

happy and pernicious, and do them because they

can't help it ; the Necessity is such, that it is all

brie whether they will them, or no ; and the Rea

son why they are done, is from Necessity only,

and not from their Wills ; 'Tis a very plain Dic

tate of common Se fife that they are not at all to

blame ; there is no Vice, Fault, or moral Evil at

all in the Effect done ; nor are they who are thus

necessitated, in any wise worthy to be puniflied,

hated, or in the least disrespected, on that Ac

count.

In like Manner, if Things in themselves good

and desirable are absolutely impossible, with a na

tural Impossibility, the universal Reason of Man

kind teaches, that'this icboily and perfefily excuses

Persons in their not doing them.

And 'tis also a plain Dictate of common Sense,

that if the doing Things in themselves Good, or

U avoid-
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avoiding Things ifi themselves Evil, is not abso

lutely impossible, with such a natural Impossibility,

but very difficult, with a natural Difficulty ; that

is, a Difficulty prior to, and not at all consisting

in Will and Inclination it self, and which would

remain the same, let the Inclination be what it

will i then a Persons Neglect or Omission is ex

cused insome Measure, tho' not wholly ; his Sin is

less aggravated, than if the Thing to be done were

easy. And if instead of Difficulty and Hindrance*

there be a contrary natural Propensity in the State

of Things, to the Thing to be done, or Effect to>

be brought to pass* abstracted from any Conside

ration of the Inclination of the Heart ; though the

Propensity be not so great as to amount to a na

tural Necessity ; yet being some Approach to it, -

so that the doing the good Thing be very much

from this natural Tendency in the State of Things,

and but little from a good Inclination ; then it is

a Dictate of common Sense, that there is so much

the less Vertue in what is done and so it is less

Praise-worthy and rewardable. The Reason is

easy, viz. because such a natural Propensity oc

Tendency is an Approach to natural Necessity -,-

and the greater the Propensity, still so much the

nearer is the Approach to Necessity. And there

fore as natural Necessity takes away or struts out

all Vertue, so this Propensity approaches to an-

Abolition of Vertue ; that is, it diminishes it. And

on the other Hand, natural Difficulty in the State

of Things is an Approach to natural Impossibility.

And as the latter, when it is compleat and abso

lute, wholly takes away Blame ; so soch Difficulty

takes away some Blame, or diminishes Blame -, and

makes the Thing done to be less worthy of Punish

ment.

*I- Men,
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II. Men in their first Use of such Phrases as

these, Must, can't, can't help it, can't avoid it, ne

cessary, unable, impossible, unavoidable, irrejiftible &c.

use them to signify a Necessity of Constraint or

Restraint, a natural Necessity or Impossibility ; or

some Necessity that the Will has nothing to do in ;

which may be, whether Men will or no ; and

which may be supposed to be just the fame, let

Men's Inclinations and Desires be what they will.

Such Kind of Terms in their original Use, I sup

pose among all Nations, are relative ; carrying in

their Signification (as was before observed) a Re

ference or Respect to some contrary Will, Desire

or Endeavour, which, it is supposed^ is, or may

be in the Case. All Men find, and begin to find

in early Childhood, that there are innumerable

Things that can't be done, which they desire to

do ; and innumerable Things which they are averse

to, that must be, they can't avoid them, they will

be, whether they chuse them or no. 'Tis to ex

press this Necessity, which Men so soon and so

often find, and which so greatly and so early af

fects them in innumerable Cafes, that such Terms

and Phrases are first formed ; and 'tis to signify

such a Necessity, that they are first used, and that

they are most constantly used, in the common

Affairs of Life ; and not to signify any such me

taphysical, speculative and abstract Notion, as

that Connection in the Nature or Course of Things,

which is between the Subject- and Predicate of a

Proposition, and which is the Foundation of the

certain Truth of that Proposition; to signify

. which, they who employ themselves in Philoso

phical Inquiries into the first Origin and Metaphy

sical Relations and Dependences of Things, have

borrowed these Terms, for want of others. But

we grow up from our Cradles in a Use of such

Terms and Phrases, entirely different from this,

U 2 and
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and carrying a Sense exceeding diverse from that

in which they are commonly used in the Contro

versy between Arminians and Calvinists. And it

being, as was said before, a Dictate of the univer.

sal Sense of Mankind, evident to us as soon as we

begin, to think, that the Necessity signified by these

Terms, in the Sense in which we first learn them,

does excuse Persons, and free them from all Fault

or Blame ; Hence our Idea's of Excusableness or

Faultlesness is tied to these Terms and Phrases by

a strong Habit, which is begun in Childhood as

soon as we begin to speak, and grows up with us,

and is strengthned by constant Use and Custom,

the Connection growing stronger and stronger.

The habitual Connection which is in Men's

Minds between Blamelesness and those foremen-

tion'd Terms, Must, cannot, unable, necessary, im-

fcjsible, unavoidable, &c. becomes very strong ; be

cause as soon as ever Men begin to use Reason and

Speech, they have Occasion to excuse themselves,

from the natural Necessity signified by these Terms,

in numerous Instances.— I can't do it—I could net

help it.— And all Mankind have constant and

daily Occasion to use such Phrases in this Sense,

to excuse themselves and others in almost all the

Concerns of Life, with Respect to Disappoint

ments, and Things that happen which concern

and affect us and others, that are hurtful, or dis

agreeable to us or them, or Things desirable that

we or others fail of.

That a being accustomed to an Union of diffe

rent Ideas, from early Childhood, makes the ha

bitual Connection exceeding strong, as tho* such

Connection were owing to Nature,, is manifest in

innumerable Instances. It is. altogether by such

an habitual Connection of Ideas, that Men judge
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of the Bigness or Distance of the Objects of Sight

from their Appearance. Thus 'tis owing to such

a Connection early established, and growing up

with a Person, that he judges a Mountain, which

he fees at ten Miles distance, to be bigger than his

Nose, or further off than the End of it. Having

been used so long to join a considerable Distance

and Magnitude with such an Appearance, Men

imagine it is by a Dictate of natural Sense :

Whereas it would be quite otherwise with one that

had his Eyes newly opened, who had been bom

blind : He would have the fame visible Appear

ance, but natural Sense would dictate no such

Thing concerning the Magnitude or Distance of

what appeared.

III.When Men, after they had been so habituated

to connect Ideas of Innocency or Blamelesnefs

-with such Terms, that the Union seems to be the

Effect of meer Nature, come to hear the fame

Terms used, and learn to use them themselves in

the foremention'd new and metaphysical Sense, to

signify quite another Sort of Necessity, which has

no such Kind of Relation to a contrary supposable

Will and Endeavour; the Notion of plain and

manifest Blamelesness, by this Means, is by a

strong Prejudice, insensibly and unwarily trans-

fer'd to a Case to which it by no Means belongs :

The Change of the Use of the Terms, to a Signi

fication which is very diverse, not being taken No

tice of, or adverted to. And there are several

Reasons why it is not.

1. The Terms, as used by Philosophers, are

not very distinct and clear in their Meaning : few

xife them in a fix'd determined Sense. On the

contrary, their Meaning is very vague and con

fused. Whish is what commonly happens to the

U 3 * Words
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Words' used to signify Things intellectual ' and

moral, and to express what Mr. Locke calls mixt

Modes. If Men had a clear and distinct under

standing of what is intended by these metaphysical

Terms, they would be able more easily to compare

them with their original and common Sense; and

so would not be so easily cheated by them. The

Minds of Men are so easily led into Delusion by

no Sort of Terms in the World, as by Words of

this Sort.

2. The Change of the Signification of the

Terms is the more insensible, because the Things

signified, tho' indeed very different, yet do in some

generals agree. In Necessity, that which is vulgarly

so called, there is a strong Connection between the

Thing said to be necessary, and something ante

cedent to it, in the Order of Nature ; so there is

also in -philofophical Necessity. And tho' in both

Kinds of Necessity, the Connection can't be called

by that Name, with Relation to an opposite Will

or Endeavour, to which it is superiour ; which is

the Case in vulgar Necessity; yet in both, the

Connection is prior to Will and Endeavour, and

so in some Respect superiour. In both Kinds of

Necessity there is a Foundation for some Certainty

of the Proposition that affirms the Event.---The

Terms used being the same, and the Things sig

nified agreeing in these and some other general

Circumstances, and the Expressions as used by

Philosophers being not well defined, and so of ob

scure and loose Signification ; hence Persons are

not aware of the great Difference ; and the Nb-~~

rions of Innocence or Faultleinefs, which were so

strongly associated with them, and were strictly

united in their Minds, ever since they can remem

ber, remain united with them still, as if the Union

were altogether natural and necessary ; and they

that
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that go about to make a Separation, seem tp them

to do great Violence even to Nature it self.

IV. Another Reason why it appears difficult to

reconcile it with Reason, that Men mould be

blamed for that which is necessary with a moral

Necessity (which as was observed before is a Species

of Philosophical Necessity) is, that for want of due

Consideration, Men inwardly entertain that Ap

prehension, that this Necessity may be against Men's

"Wills and sincere Endeavours. They go away

with that Notion, that Men may truly will and

wish and strive that it may be otherwise ; but that

invincible Necessity stands in the Way. j And many

think thus concerning themselves : some that are

wicked Men think they wish that they were good,

that they loved God and Holiness j but yet don't

find that their Wishes produce the Effect.—The

Reasons why Men think, are as follows, (i.l They

find what may be called an indiretl Willingness to

have a better Will, in .the Manner before observed.

For it is impossible, and a Contradiction, to sup

pose the WU1 to be directly and properly against

it self. And they don't consider, that this indirect:

Willingness is entirely a different Thing from

properly willing the Thing that is the Puty and

Vertue required ; and that there is no Vertue in

that fort of Willingness which they have. They

don't consider, that the Volitions which a wicked

Man may have that he loved God, are no Acts of

the Will at all against the moral Evil of not loving

God ; but only some disagreable Consequences.

But the making the requisite Distinction requires

more Care of Reflection and Thought than most

Men are used to. And Men thro' a Prejudice in

their own Favour, are disposed to think well of

their own Desires and Dispositions, and to account

'fin good and vertuous, tho' their Respect to Ver-

U 4 tue
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tue be only indirect and remote, and 'cis nothing

at all that is vertuous that truly excites or ter

minates their Inclinations. (2.) Another Thing

that insensibly leads and beguiles Men into a Sup

position that this moral ISlecessify or Impossibility

is, or may be against Men's Wills, and true En

deavours, is the Derivation and Formation of .the

Terms themselves, that are often used to express

it, which is such as seems directly to point to, and

holds this forth. . Such Words, for Instance, as 1

unable, unavoidable, impofsible, irresistible \ which/

carry a plain Reference to a supposable Power ex-f

erted, Endeavours used, Resistance made, in Opr;

position to the Necessity : And the Persons that

hear them, not considering nor suspecting but that '

they are used in their proper Senie : That Sense

being therefore understood, there does naturally,

and as it were necessarily arise in their Minds a

Supposition that it may be so indeed, that true

Desires and Endeavours may take Place, but that '

invjpcible Necessity stands in the Way, and ren

ders 'em vain and to no Effect.

V. Another Thing which makes Persons more

ready to suppose it to be contrary to Reason, that

Men mould be exposed to the Punissiments threa

tens to Sin, for doing those Things which are

morally necessary, or not doing those Things mo

rally impossible, is, that Imagination strengthens

the Argument, and adds greatly to the Power and

Influence of the seeming Reasons against it, from

the Greatness of that Punishment. To allow that

they may be justly exposed to a small Punishment,

would not- be so difficult. Whereas, if there were

any good Reason in the Cafe, if it were truly a

Dictate of Reason that such Necessity was incon

sistent with Faultiness, or just Punishment, the>

Demonstration would be equally certain with re

spect
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spect to a small Punishment, or any Punishment

at all, as a very great one : But it is not equally

easy to the Imagination. They that argue againlt

the Justice of damning Men for those Things that

are thus necessary, leem to make their Argument

the stronger, by setting forth the Greatness of the

Punishment in strong Expressions : ---That a Alan

should be cast into eternal Burnings, that heJhould be

made to fry in Hell to all Eternity, for thofe Things

which He had no Power to avoid, and was under a-

fatal, unfruflrable, invincible Necessity of doing.— -

VS E C T ION IV.

It is agreable to common Sense, and the na

tural Notions of Mankind, to suppose moral

Necessity to be consistent ivith Praise and

Blame, Re*ward and Punishment.

*".

WHETHER the Reasons that have been

given, why it appears difficult to some

Persons to reconcile with common Sense the prai

sing or blaming, rewarding or punishing those

Things which are morally necessary, are thought

satisfactory, or not ; yet it most evidently appears

by the following Things, that if this Matter be

rightly understood, setting aside all Delusion ari

sing from the Impropriety and Ambiguity of

Terms, this is not at all inconsistent with the na

tural Apprehensions of Mankind, and that Sense

of Things which is found every where in the com

mon People, who are furthest from having their

Thoughts perverted from their natural Channel,

by metaphysical and philosophical Subulties ; but

on the contrary, altogether agreabie to, and the

very
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very Voice and Dictate of this natural and vulgar

Sense.

I. This will appear if we consider what the vuI->

gar Notion of Blame-worthiness is. The Idea which

the common People through all Ages and Nations

have of Faultiness, I suppose to be plainly this j

A Person's being or doing wrong, with his own Will

and Pleasure ; containing these two Things ; 1. His

doing wrong, when he does as he fleajes. 2. His Plea

sure's being wrong. Or in other Words, perhaps

more intelligibly expressing their Notion ; A Per

son's having his Heart wrong, and doing wrong from

his Heart. And this is the Sum total of the Mat

ter.

The common People don't ascend up in their

Reflections and Abstractions, to the metaphysical

Sources, Relations and Dependences of Things,

in order to form their Notion of Faultiness or

Blame-worthiness. They don't wait till they have

decided by their Refinings, what first determines,

the Will ; whether it be determined by something

extrinsic, or intrinsic ; whether Volition deter

mines Volition, or whether the Understanding

determines the "Will ; whether there be any such

Thing as Metaphysicians mean by Contingence

(if they have any Meaning; ) whether there be a

Sort of a strange unaccountable Sovereignty in the

Will, in the Exercise of which, by it's own sove

reign Acts, it brings to pass all it's own sovereign

Acts. They don't take any Part of their Notion

of Fault or Blame from the Resolution of any such

Questions. If this were the Case, there are Mul

titudes, yea the far greater Part qf Mankind, nine

Hundred and ninety-nine out of a Thousand

would live and die without having any such No

tion as that of Fault ever entring into their Heads,

or
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or without so much as once having any Concep

tion that any Body was to be either blamed or

commended for any Thing. To be lure, it would

be a long Time before Men came to have such

Notions. Whereas 'tis manifest, they are some of

the first Notions that appear in Children ; who

discover as soon as they can think, or speak, or

act at all as rational Creatures, a Sense of Desert.

And certainly, in forming their Notion of it, thev

make no use of Metaphysicks. All the Ground

they go upon consists in these two Things ; Ex

perience, and a natural Sensation of a certain Fit

ness or Agreableness which there is in uniting such

moral Kvil as is above described, viz. a being or

doing wrong %vith the Will, and Resentment in o-

thers, and Pain inflicted on the Person in whom

this moral Evil is. Which natural Sense is what

we call by the Name of Conscience. ,

'Tis true, the common People and Children,

in their Notion of any faulty Act or Deed of any

Person, do suppose that it is the Person's own Act

and Deed. But this is all that belongs to what

they understand by a Thing's being a Person's

own Deed or Aclion even that it is something

done by him of Choice. That some Exercise or

Motion should begin of it self don't belong to

their Notion of an Action, or Doing. If so, it

would belong to their Notion of it, that it is

something which is the Cause of it's own Begin

ning : And that is as much as to fay, that it is

before it" begins to be. Nor is their Notion of an

Action some Motion or Exercise that begins acci

dentally, without any Cause or Reason ; for that

is contrary to one of the prime Dictates of com

mon Sense, namely, that every Thing that be

gins to be, has some Cause or Reason why it is.

The
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The common People, in their Notion of a

faulty or praise-worthy Deed or Work done by

any one, do suppose that the Man does it in the

Exercise of Liberty. But then their Notion of"

Liberty is only a Person's having Opportunity of

doing as he pleases. They have no Notion of

Liberty consisting in the Will's first acting, and

so causing it's own Acts ; and determining, and

so causing it's own Determinations ; or chusing,

and so causing it's own Choice. Such a Notion

ot Liberty is what none have, but those that have

darken'd their own Minds with' confused metaphy

sical Speculation, and abstruse and ambiguous

Terms. If a Man is not restrain'd from acting

as his Will determines, or constrain'd to act

otherwise ; then he has Liberty, according to com

mon Notions of Liberty, without taking into

the Idea that grand Contradiction of al], the De

terminations of a Man's free Will being the Ef

fects of the Determinations of his free Will.

Nor have Men commonly any Notion of Freedom

consisting in Indifference. For if so, then it would

be agreable to their Notion, that the greater In

difference Men act with, the more Freedom they

act with ; whereas the. Reverse is true. He that

in acting, proceeds with the fullest Inclination,/

docs what He does with the greatest Freedom,/

according to common Sense. And so far is it.

from being agreable to common Sense, that such

Liberty as consists in Indifference is requisite to

Praise or Blame, that on the contrary, the Dic

tate of every Man's natural Sense thro' the World

is, that the further he is from being indifferent in

his acting Good or Evil, and the more he docs

either with full and strong Inclination, the more

is he esteemed or abhorred, commended or con

demned.

II. If
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II. If it were inconsistent with the 'common

Sense of Mankind, that Men should be either to

be blamed or commended in any Volitions they

have or fail of, in Case of moral Necessity or Im

possibility ; then it would surely also be agreable

to the fame Sense and Reason of Mankind, that

the nearer the Case approaches to such a moral

Necessity or Impossibility, either through a strong

antecedent moral Propensity on the one Hand, *

or a great antecedent Opposition and Difficulty on

the other, the nearer does it approach to a being

neither blameable nor commendable ; so that Acts

exerted with such preceeding Propensity would be

worthy of proporcionably less. Praise ; and when

omitted, the Act being attended with such Diffi

culty, the Omission would be worthy of the less

Blame. It is so, as was observed before, with

natural Necessity and Impossibility, Propensity and

Difficulty : As 'tis a plain Dictate of the Sense of

all Mankind, that natural Necessity and Impossi

bility takes away all Blame and Praise ; and there

fore, that the nearer the Approach is to these

through previous Propensity or Difficulty, so

Praise and Blame are proportionabl/ diminished.

And if it were as much a Dictate of common

Sense, that moral Necessity of doing, or Impossi

bility of avoiding, takes away all Praise and

Blame, as that natural Necessity or Impossibility

. does this ; then, by a perfect Parity ot Reason,

it would be as much the Dictate of common

Sense, that au Approach to moral Necessity of do

ing, or Impossibility of avoiding, diminishes Praise

and Blame, as that an Approach to natural Ne

cessity and Impossibility does so. 'Tis equally the

Voice of common Sens:, that Persons are excujablc

in

* 'Tis here argued, on Supposition that not all Pro

pensity implies moral Necessity, but only soms very high

Degree ; which none will deny.
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in Part) in neglecting Things difficult against

their Wills, as that they are excusable wholly in

neglecting Things impossible against their Wills.

And if it made no Difference, whether the Im

possibility were natural and against the Will, or

moral, lying in the Will, with regard to Excuse-

ableness ; so neither would it make any Difference,'

whether the Difficulty, or Approach to Necessity-

be natural against the Will, or moral, lying in

the Propensity of the Will.

But 'tis apparent, that the Reverse of these

Things is true. If there be an Approach to a

moral Necessity in a Man's Exertion of good Acts

of Will, they being the Exercise of a strong Pro

pensity to Good, and a very powerful Love to

Vertue ; 'tis so far from being the Dictate of com

mon Sense, that He is less vertuous, and the less

to be esteem'd, loved and praised 5 that 'tis agre-

able to the natural Notions of all Mankind that

he is so much the better Man, worthy of greater

Respect, and higher Commendation. And' the

stronger the Inclination is, and the nearer it ap

proaches to Necessity in that Respect ; or to Im

possibility of neglecting the vertuous Act, of of

doing a vicious One -, still the more vertuous, and

worthy of higher Commendation. And on the

other Hand, if a Man exerts evil Acts of Mind;

as for Instance, Acts of Pride or Malice from a

rooted and strong Habit or Principle of Haugh

tiness and Maliciousness, and a violent Propen

sity of Heart to such Acts'; according to the na

tural Sense of Men, he is so far from being the

less hateful and blameable on that Account, that

he is so much the mote worthy to be detested and

condemned by all that observe Him. .

More-
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Moreover, 'tis manifest that it is no Part of the

Notion which Mankind commonly have of a

blameable or praise-worthy Act of the Will, that

it is an Act which is not determined by an antece

dent Bias or Motive, but by the sovereign Power

of the "Will it self ; because if so, the greater

Hand such Causes have in determining any Acts

of the Will, so much the less vertuous or vicious

would they be accounted -t and the less Hand, the

more vertuous or vicious. Whereas the Reverse

' is true : Men don't think a good Act to be the •

less praise-worthy, for the Agent's being muchi

determined in it by a good Inclination or a good j

Motive ; but the more. And if good Inclination]

or^Motive has but little Influence in determining^

the Agent, they don't think his Act so much the !

more vertuous, but the less. And so concerning I

evil Acts, which are determined by evil Motives

or Inclinations.

Yea, if it be supposed that good or evil Dispo

sitions are implanted in the Hearts of Men by

Nature it self (which, it is certain, is vulgarly

supposed in innumerable Cases) yet it is not com

monly supposed that Men are worthy of no Praise

or Dispraise for such Dispositions ; altho' what is

natural is undoubtedly necessary, Nature being

prior to all Acts of the Will whatsoever. Thus

for Instance, if a Man appears to be of a very-

haughty or malicious Disposition, and is supposed

to be so by his natural Temper, 'tis no vulgar

Notion, no Dictate of the common Sense and

Apprehension of Men, that such Dispositions are

no Vices or moral Evils, or that such Persons are

not worthy of Disesteem, Odium and Dishonour ;

or that the proud or malicious Acts which flow

from such natural Dispositions, are worthy of no

Resentment. Yea, such vile natural Dispositions,

- •' and
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and the Strength of 'em, will commonly be men-

tion'd rather as an Aggravation of the wicked

Acts that come from such a Fountain, than an

Extenuation of 'em. It's being natural for Men

to act thus, is often observed by Men in the

Height of their Indignation : They will say,

" ' Tis his very Nature : He is of a vile natural

" Temper ; 'tis as natural to Him to act so, as it

" is to breathe ; He can't help serving the Devil,

" &rV." But it is not thus with Regard to hurt-/

ful mischievous Things that any are the Subjects

or Occasions of by natural Necessity, against their

Inclinations. In such a Case, the Necessity, by

the common Voice of Mankind, will be spokes

of as a full Excuse. Thus 'tis very plain, that

common Sense makes a vast Difference between

these two Kinds of Necessity, as to the Judgment

it makes of their Influence on the moral Quality

and Desert of Men's Actions.

And these Dictates of Men's Minds are so na

tural : and necessary, that it may be very much

doubted whether the Armiriam themselves have

ever got rid of 'em ; yea, their greatest Doctors*

that have gorie furthest in Defence ot their meta

physical Notions of Liberty, and: have brought

their Arguments to their greatest Strength, and

as they suppose to a Demonstration, against the

Consistence of Vertue and Vice with any Necessi

ty : 'Tis to be question'd, whether there- is so*

much as one of them, but that if He suffered

very much from the injurious Acts of a Man

under the Power of an invincible Haughtiness and

Malignancy of Temper, would not, from the

foremention'd natural Sense of Mind, resent it far

otherwise, than if as great Sufferings came upon

Him from the Wind that blows, and Fire that

burns by natural Necessity ; and otherwise than he

would,
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would, if he suffered as much from the Conduct

of a Man perfectly delirious ; yea, tho' he first

brought his Distraction upon Him some Way by

his own Fault.

Some seem to disdain the Distinction that we

make between natural and moral Necessity, as tho'

it were altogether impertinent in this Controversy :

te That which is necessary (fay they) is necessary ;

*4 if is that which must be, and can't be prevent-

*c ed. And that which is impossible, is impossi-

4< ble, and can't be done: and therefore none can

** be to blame for not doing it." And such Com

parisons are made use of, as the commanding of

a Man to walk, who has lost his Legs, and con

demning and punishing Him for not obeying ;

Inviting and calling upon a Man, who is shut up

in a strong Prison, to come forth, &c. But in

these Things Arminians are very unreasonable.

Let common Sense determine whether there be

not a great Difference between those two Cases ;

the one, that of a Man who has offended his

Prince, and is cast into Prison ; and aster he has

lain there a while, the King comes to him, calls

him to come forth to Him ; and tells him that if

h'e will do so, and will fall down before Him, and

humbly beg his Pardon, he shall be forgiven, and

set at Liberty, and also be greatly enrich'd, and

advanced to Honour : The Prisoner heartily re

pents of the Folly and "Wickedness of his Offence

against his Prince, is thoroughly disposed to abase

Himself, and accept of the King's Offer ; but is

confined by strong Walls, with Gates of Brass,

and Barrs of Iron. The other Cafe is, that of a

Man who is of a very unreasonable Spirit, of a

haughty, ungrateful, wilful Disposition ; and

moreover, has been brought up in traiterous Prin

ciples and has his Heart possessed with an ex-

X " tream
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tream and inveterate Enmity to his lawful Sove

reign ; and for his Rebellion is cast into Prison,

and lies long there, loaden with heavy Chains,

and in miserable Circumstances. At length the

compassionate Prince comes to the Prison, orders

his Chains to be knocked off, and his Prison-

Doors to be set wide open ; calls to him, and tells

Him, if He Will come forth to him, and fall

down before him, acknowledge that he has treated

him unworthily, and ask his Forgiveness He

shall be forgiven, set at Liberty, and set in a

Place of great Dignity and Profit in his Court.

But He is so stout and stomachful, and full of

haughty Malignity, that He can't be willing to-

accept the Offer : his rooted strong Pride and

Malice have perfect Power over him, and as it '

were bind him, by binding his Heart: The Op

position of his Heart has the Mastery over Him,,

having an Influence on his Mind far superiour to

the King's Grace and Condescension, and to all

his kind Offers and Promises. Now, is it agre-

able to common Sense, to assert and stand to it,-

that there is no Difference between these two

Cases, 'as to any Worthiness of Blame in the Pri

soners because, forsooth, there is a Necessity in

both, and the required act in each Case is impos

sible ? 'Tis true, a Man's evil Dispositions may

be as strong and immoveable as the Bars of a

Castle. But who can't fee, that when a Man, in

the latter Case, is said to be unable to obey the

. Command, the Expression is used improperly, and

not in the Sense it has originally and in common

Speech ? And that it may properly be said to be

in the Rebel's Power to come out of Prison, see

ing he can easiiy'do it if he plfases tho* by Rea

son of his vile. Temper of Heart which is fix'd

and rooted, 'tis imnossible that it mould please

Him ?

Upon
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Upon the whole, I presume there is no Person

of good Understanding, who impartially consi

ders the Things which have been observed, but

will allow that 'tis not evident from the Dictates

of the common Sense, or natural Notions of Man

kind, that moral Necessity is inconsistent with

Praise and Blame. And therefore, if the Armini-

ans would prove any such Inconsistency, it must

be by some philosophical and metaphysical Argu

ments, and not common Sense.

There is a grand Illusion in the pretended De

monstration ot Arminians from common Sense.

The main Strength of all these Demonstrations,

lies in that Prejudice that arises thro' the insensible

Change of the Use and Meaning of such Terms

as Liberty, able, unable, necessary, impossible, un

avoidable, invincible, A£lion, &c. from their origi

nal and vulgar Sense, to a metaphysical Sense en

tirely diverse ; and the strong Connection of the

Ideas of Blamelesness, &c. with some of these

Terms, by an Habit contracted and establish'd,

while these Terms were used in their first Mean

ing. This Prejudice and Delusion is the Founda

tion of all those Positions they lay down as Max

ims, by which most of the Scriptures, which they

alledge in this Controversy, are interpreted, and

on which all their pompous Demonstrations from

Scripture and Reason depend. From this secret

Delusion and Prejudice they have almost all their

Advantages : 'Tis the Strength of their Bulwarks,

and the Fdge of their Weapons. And this is the

main Ground of all the Right they have to treat

their Neighbours in so assuming a Manner, and

to insult others, perhaps as wife and good as

themselves, as weak Bigots, Men that dwell in the

dark Caves of Superstition, perverjly set, obstinately

shutting their Eyes against the Noon-day Light, Ene-

X 2 mies
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tnies to common Sense, maintaining the first-born of

Absurdities, &c. &c. But perhaps an impartial

Consideration of the Things which have been

observed in the preceeding Parts of this Enquiry,

may enable the Lovers of Truth better to judge

whose Doctrine is indeed absurd, abstruse, self-con-

tradiSiory, and inconsistent with common Sense,

and many Ways repugnant to the universal Die -

tates of the Reason of Mankind.

Corol. From Things which have been observed,

it will follow, that it is agreable to common Sense

to suppose, that the glorified Saints have nor

their Freedom at all diminish'd, in any Respect -,

and that God Himself has the highest possible

Freedom, according to the true and proper Mean

ing of the Term ; and that He is in the highest

possible respect an Agent, and active in the Ex

ercise of his infinite Holiness ; tho' He acts therein

in the highest Degree necessarily : and his Ac

tions of this Kind are in the highest, most ab

solutely perfect Manner vertuous and praise-wor

thy ; and are so, for that very Reason, because

they are most perfectly necessary.

Se ctios
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Section V.

Concerning those Objections, that this Scheme

of NeceJJity renders all Means and Endea

vours for the avoiding of Sin, or the ob

taining Vertue and Holiness, vain, and to no

Purpose j and that it makes Men no more

than meer Machines in Affairs of Morality

and Religion,

yfRminians fay, if it be so, that Sin and Ver-

*ljL tue come to pass by a Necessity consisting In

a sure Connection of Causes and Effects,

Antecedents and Consequents, it can never be

worth the while to use any Means or Endeavours

tp obtain the one, and avoid the other ; seeing

no Endeavours can alter the Futurity of the E-

vent, which is become necessary by a Connection

already established.

But I desire, that this Matter may be fully con

sidered ; and that it may be examined with a

thorough Strictness, whether it will follow that

Endeavours and Means, in order to avoid or ob

tain any future Thing, must be more in vain,

on the Supposition of such a Connection of An

tecedents and Consequents, than if the contrary

be supposed.

For Endeavours to be in vain, is for 'em not

to be successful ; that is to fay, for 'em not even

tually to be the Means of the Thing aimed at,

which can't be, but in one of these two Ways j

either, First, That although the Means are used,

yet the Event aimed at don't follow : Or, Secondly,

X3 If
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If the Event does follow, it is nol because of the

Means, or from any Connection or Dependence

of the Event on the Means, the Event would

have come to pass, as well without the Means, as

with them. If either of these two Things are

the Case, then the Means are not properly suc

cessful, and are truly in vain. The Successful-

ness or Unsuccessfulnefs of Means, in order to

an Effect, or their being in vain or not in vain,

consists in those Means being connected, or not

connected, with the Effect, in such a Manner as

this, viz. That the Effect is with the Means, and

not without them ; or, that the Being of the Ef

fect is, on the one Hand, connected with the

Means, and the Want of the Effect, on the other

Hand, is connected with the Want of tha Means.

If there be such a Connection as this between

Means and End, the Means are not in vain :

The more there is of such a Connection, the fur

ther they are from being in vain ; and the less of

such a Connection, the more they are in vain.

Now therefore the Question to be answered, (in

order to determine, whether it follows from this

Doctrine of the necessary Connection between fore

going Things, and consequent ones, that Means

used in order to any Effect, are more in vain than

they would be otherwise) is, .Whether it follows

from it, that there is less of the forementioned

Connection between Means and Effect that is,

Whether on the Supposition of there being a real

and true Connection between antecedent Things

and consequent ones, there must be less of a

Connection between Means and Effect, than on

the Supposition of there being no frx'd Connec

tion between antecedent Things and consequent

ones : And the very stating of this Question is

sufficient to answer it. It must appear lo every

one
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.; one that will open his Eyes, that this Question

i can't be affirmed, without the grossest Absurdity and

,- Inconsistence. Means are foregoing Things, and

Effects are following Things : And if there were

no Connection between foregoing Things, and

following ones, there could be no Connection be

tween Means and End ; and so all Means would

be wholly vain and fruitless. For 'tis by Vertue

of some Connection only, that they become suc

cessful : 'Tis some Connection observed, or re

vealed, or otherwise known, between antecedent

Things and following ones, that is what directs

in the Choice of Means. And if there were no

such Thing as an established Connection, there

could be no Choice, as to Means ; one Thing

would have no more Tendency to an Effect, than

( another ; there would be no such Thing as Ten

dency in the Cafe. All those Things which are

successful Means of other Things, do therein

prove connected Antecedents of them : And

therefore to assert, that a fix'd Connection be

tween Antecedents and Consequents makes Means

vain and useless, or stands in the Way to hinder

the Connection between Means and End, is

just so ridiculous, as to fay, that a Connection

between Antecedents and Consequents stands in

the Way to hinder a Connection between Antece

dents and Consequents.

Nor can any supposed Connection of the Suc

cession or Train of Antecedents and Consequents,

from the very Beginning of all Things, the Con

nection being made already sure and necessary, ei

ther by establish'd Laws of Nature, or by these

together with a Decree of sovereign immediate

Interpositions of divine Power, on such and such

Occasions, or any other Way (if any other there

be ;.) I fay, no such necessary Connection of a Se-

X 4 ries
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ries of Antecedents and Consequents can in the

least tend to hinder, but that the Means we use

may belong to the Series ; and so may be some of

those Antecedents which are connected with the

Consequents we aim at, in the established Course

of Things. Endeavours which we use, are

Things that exist ; and therefore they belong to

the general Chain of Events ; all the Parts of

which Chain are supposed to be connected : And

so Endeavours are supposed to be connected with

some Effects, or some consequent Things or other.

And certainly this don't hinder but that the E-

vents they are connected with, may be those which

we aim at, and which we chuse, because we judge

'em most likely to have a Connection with those

Events, from the establish'd Order and Course of

Things which we observe, or from something in

divine Revelation.

Let us suppose a real and sure Connection be

tween a Man's having his Eyes open in the clear

Day-light, with good Organs of Sight, and See

ing ; so that Seeing is connected with his opening

his Eyes, and not seeing with his not opening'

his Eyes ; and also the like Connection between

such a Man's attempting to open his Eyes, and

his actually doing, it : The supposed established

Connection between these Antecedents and Con

sequents, let the Connection be never so sure and

necessary, certainly don't prove that it is in vain,

for a Man in such Circumstances to attempt to

open his Eyes, in order to seeing : His aiming at

that Event, and the Use of the Means, being the

E .vet of his Will, don't break the Connection,

or hinder the Success.

So that the Objection we are upon, don't lie

against the Doctrine of the Necessity of Events

by a Certainty of Connection and Consequence :

'•' '" On
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On the contrary, it is truly forcible against the

Arminian Doctrine of Contingence and Self-deter

mination ; which is inconsistent with such a Con

nection. If there be no Connection between those(

Events wherein Vertue and Vice consist, and any/

Thing antecedent ; then there is no Connection;1

between these Events and any Means or Endea

vours used in order to them : And if so, then

those Means must be in vain. The less there is]

of Connection between foregoing Things and fol

lowing ones, so much the less there is between.

Means and End, Endeavours and Success ; and

in the fame Proportion are Means and Endea-

yours ineffectual and in vain.

It will follow from Arminian Principles, that

there is ho Degree of Connection between Vertue

or Vice, and any foregoing Event or Thing : Or,

in other Words, That the Determination of the

Existence of Vertue or Vice don't in the least de

pend on the Influence of any Thing that comes

to pass antecedently, from which the Determina

tion of it's Existence is, as it's Cause, Means, or

Ground ; because, so far as if is so, it is not

from Self-determination : And therefore, so far

there is nothing of the^ Nature of Vertue or Vice.

And so it follows, that Vertue and Vice are not,.

at all, in any Degree, dependent upon, or con-;

nected with any foregoing Event or Existence, as?

it's Cause, Qround, or Means. And if so, then';

all foregoing Means must be totally in vain.

Hence it follows, that there cannot, in any '

Consistence with the Arminian Scheme, be any

reasonable Ground of so much as a Conjecture

concerning the Confec]uence of any Means and

Endeavours, in brder to escaping Vice or obtain- \

ing Vertue, or any Choice or Preference of Means,

as
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as having a greater Probability of Success by some

i than others ; either from any natural Connection

or Dependence of the End on the Means, or

| through any divine Constitution, or revealed Way

of God's bestowing or bringing to pass these

Things, in Consequence of any Means, Endea

vours, Prayers or Deeds. Conjecture in this lat

ter Case depends on a Supposition that God him

self is the Giver, or determining Cause of the

Events fought : But if they depend on Self-de

termination, then God is not the determining or

disposing Author of them : And if these Things

are not of his Disposal, then no Conjecture can

be made from any Revelation he has given con

cerning any Way or Method of his Disposal of

them.

Yea, on these Principles, it will not only fol

low that Men can't have any reasonable Ground

of Judgment or Conjecture, that their Means and

Endeavours to obtain Vertue or avoid Vice, will

be successful, but they may be sure they will not;

they may be certain, that they will be in vain ;

and that if ever the Thing which they seek comes

to pass, it will not be at all owing to the Means

they use. For Means and Endeavours can have

no Effect at all, in Order to obtain the End, but

in one of these two Ways ; either ( i.) Through a

natural Tendency and Influence, to prepare and

dispose the Mind more to vertuous Acts, either

by causing the Disposition of the Heart to be more

in Favour of such Acts, or by bringing the Mind

more into the View of powerful Motives and In

ducements : Or, (2.) By putting Persons more in

the Way of God's Bestowment of the. Benefit. .

But neither of these can be the Cafe. N</t the t

latter ; for as has been just now observed, it don't

consist with the Arminian Notion of Se!f-deter-
»X ' " " • ^J romatiori, 4
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mination, which they suppose essential to Vertue,

that God should be the Bestower, or (which is

the fame Thing; the determining, disposing Au

thor of Vertue. Not the former j for natural In

fluence and Tendency supposes Causality and Con

nection; and that supposes Necessity of Event,

which is inconsistent with Arminian Liberty. A

Tendency of Means, by biassing the Heart in

Favour, of Vertue, or by bringing the Will under

the Influence and Power of Motives in it's Deter

minations, are both inconsistent with Arminian

Liberty of Will, consisting in Indifference, and

sovereign Self-determination, as has been largely

demonstrated.

But for the more full Removal of this Preju

dice against that Doctrine of Necessity which has

been maintain'd, as though it tended to encourage

a total Neglect of all Endeavours as vain ; the

following Things may be considered.

The Question is not, Whether Men may not

thus improve this Doctrine : We know that many

true and wholesome Doctrines are abused : But,

Whether the Doctrine gives any just Occasion for

such an Improvement ; or whether, on the Sup

position of the Truth of the Doctrine, such a

Use of it would not be unreasonable ? If any mall

affirm, that it would not, but that the very Na

ture of the Doctrine is such as gives just Occasion

for it, it must be on this Supposition ; namely,

That such an invariable Necessity of all Things

already settled, must render the Interposition of

all Means, Endeavours, Conclusions or Actions

of ours, in order to the obtaining any future

End whatsoever, perfectly insignificant; because

they can't in the least alter or vary the Course and.

Series of Things, in any Event or Circumstance; ,
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all being already fixed unalterably by Necessity :

And that therefore 'tis Folly, for Men to use any

Means for any End ; but their Wisdom, to save

themselves the Trouble of Endeavours, and take

their Ease. No Person can draw such an Infer

ence from this Doctrine, and come to such a Con

clusion, without contradicting himself, and going

counter to the very Principles he pretends to act

upon : For he comes to a Conclusion, and takes

a Course, in order to an End, even his Ease, or the

saving himself from Trouble ; he seeks something

future, and uses Means in Order to a future Thing,

even in his drawing up that Conclusion, that he

will seek nothing, and use no Means in order to

any Thing future ; he seeks his suture Ease, and

the Benefit and Comfort of Indolence. If prior

Necessity that determines all Things, makes vain

all Actions or Conclusions of ours, in order to any

Thing future ; then it makes vain all Conclusions

and Conduct of ours, in order to our future Ease.

The Measure of our Ease, with the Time, Man

ner and every Circumstance of it, is already fix'd,

by all-determining Necessity, as much as any

Thing else. If he fays within himself, " What

" future Happiness or Misery I shall have, is al-

" ready in Effect determined by the necessary

" Course and Connection of Things ; therefore I

" will save myself the Trouble of Labour and

" Diligence, which can't add to my determin'd

** Degree of Happiness, or diminish my Misery ;

" but will take my Ease, and will enjoy the Com-

**. fort of Sloth and Negligence." Such a Man

contradicts himself : He says,- the Measure of his

future Happiness and Misery is already fix'd, and

he won't try to diminish the one, nor add to the

other : But yet in his very Conclusion, he con

tradicts this for he takes up this Conclusion,

add to his future Happiness, by the Ease and Com

fort
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fort of his Negligence; and to diminish his fu

ture Trouble and Misery, by saving himself the

Trouble of using Means and taking Pains.

Therefore Persons can't reasonably make this

Improvement of the Doctrine of Necessity, that

they will go into a voluntary Negligence of Means

for their own Happiness. For the Principles they

must go upon, in order to this, are inconsistent

with their making any Improvement at all of the

Doctrine : For to make some Improvement of it,

is to be influenced by it, to come to some volun

tary Conclusion, in Regard to their own Conduct,

with some View or Aim : But this, as has been

shown, is inconsistent with the Principles they

pretend to act upon. In short, the Principles are

such as cannot be acted upon at all, or in any

Respect, consistently. And therefore in every Pre

tence of acting upon them, or making any Im

provement at all of them, there is a Self-contra

diction.

As to that Objection against the Doctrine which

I have endeavoured to prove, that it makes Men-

no more than meer Machines ; I would fay, that

notwithstanding this Doctrine, Man is entirely,

perfectly and unspeakably different from a meer

Machine, in that he has Reason and Understand

ing, and has a Faculty of Will, and is so capable

of Volition and Choice ; and in that, his Will is

guided by the Dictates 6r Views of his Under

standing; and in that his external Actions and

Behaviour, and in many Respects also his Thoughts,

and the Exercises of his Mind, are subject to his

Will ; so that he has Liberty to act according to

his Choice, and do what he pleases; and by Means

of these Things, is capable of moral Habits and

moral Acts, such Inclinations and Actions as ac

cording
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cording to the common Sense of Mankind, are

worthy of Praise, Esteem, Love and Reward j co

on the contrary, of Discsteem, Detestation, Indig

nation and Punishment.

In these Things is all the Difference from meer

Machines, as to Liberty and Agency, that would

be any Perfection, Dignity or Privilege, in any

Respect: All the Difference that can be desired „

and all that can be conceived of ; and indeed all

that the Pretensions of the Arminians themselves

come to, as they are forced often to explain them

selves. (Tho' their Explications overthrow and

abolish the Things asserted, and pretended to be

explained) For they are forced to explain a self-

determining Power of Will, by a Power in the

Soul, to determine as it chuses or wills;! which

comes to no more than this, that a Man has a

Power of chusing, and in many Instances, can do

as he chuses. Which is quite a different Thing

from that Contradiction, his having Power of

chusing his first Act of Choice in the Case.

Or if their Scheme makes any other Difference' '

than this, between Men and Machines, it is for

the worse : It is so far from supposing Men to

have a Dignity and Privilege above Machines,

that it makes the Manner of their being determi

ned still more unhappy. Whereas Machines are

guided by an understanding Cause, by the skilful

Hand of the Workman or Owner ; the Will of

Man is left to the Guidance of nothing, but abso- j

lute blind Contingence.

Section
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Section VI.

>

Concerning that Objection against the T>o5tri?ie

•which has been maintain d, that it agrees

with the Stoical Doblrine of Fate, and the

Opinions of Mr. Hobbes.

WHEN Calvinists oppose the Arminian No

tion of the Freedom of Will, and Con

tingent of Volition, and insist that there are no

Acts of the Will, nor any other Events whatso

ever, but what are attended with some Kind of

Necessity ; their Opposers cry out of them, as

agreeing with the antient Stoicks in their Doctrine

of Fate, and with Mr. Hobb'es in his Opinion of

Necessity.

It would not be worth while to take Notice of so

impel tinent an Objection, had it not been urg'd by

some of the chief Arminian Writers.—There were

many important Truths maintain'd by the antient

Greek and Roman Philosophers, and especially the St

icks, that are never the worse for being held by them;

The Stoic Philosophers, by the general Agreement

of Christian Divines, and even Arminian Divines,

were the greatest, wisest, and most vertuous of all

the Heathen Philosophers ; and in their Doctrine

and Practice came the nearest to Christianity of

any of their Sects. How frequently are the Say

ing of these Philosophers, in many of the Wri

tings and Sermons, even of Arminian Divines, pro

duced, not as Arguments of the Falseness of the

Doctrines which they delivered, but as a Confir

mation of some of the greatest Truths of the

Christian Religion, relating to the Unity and Per

fections
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sections of the Godhead, a future State, the Duty

and Happiness of Mankind, &c. as observing

how the Light of Nature and Reason in the wis

est and best of the Heathen, harmonized with,

and confirms the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

And it is very remarkable concerning Dr. Whit-

iy, that altho' He alledges the Agreement of the'

Stoicks with us, wherein He supposes they main

tains the like Doctrine with us, as an Argument

against the Truth of our Doctrine ; yet this very

Dr. (Vbitby alledges the Agreement of the Stoicks

with the Arminians, wherein he lupposcs they

taught the fame Doctrine with them, as an Argu

ment for the Truth of their Doctrine. * So that

when the Stoicks agree with them, this (it seems)

is a Confirmation of their Doctrine, and a Con

futation of ours, as (hewing that our Opinions are

contrary to the natural Sense and common Reason

of Mankind : Nevertheless, when the Stoicks agree

with us, it argues no such Thing in our Favour ;

but on the contrary, is a great Argument against

us, and shews our Doctrine to be Heathenish.

It is observed by some Cahinistic Writers, that

the Arminians symbolize with the Stcicks, in some

Of those Doctrines wherein they are opposed by

the Calvinists ; particularly in their denying an ori

ginal, innate, total Corruption and Depravity of

Heart ; and in what they held of Man's Ability to

make Himself truly vertuous and conformed to

God;---and in some other Doctrines.

It may be further observed, 'tis certainly no

better Objection against our Doctrine, that it a-

grees in some Respects with the Doctrine of the

antient

* Whithy on the five Points, Edit. 3. P. 325,32.6, 327.
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antient Stoic Philosophers, than it is against theirs,

-wherein they differ from us, that it agrees in some

Respects with the Opinion of the very worst of the"

Heathen Philosophers, the Followers of Epicurus, r

that Father of Atheism and Licentiousness, and

"with the Doctrine of the Sadducees and Jesuits.

I am not much concerned to know precisely

"what the antient Stoic Philosophers held concern

ing Fate, in order to determine what is Truth ; as

tho' it were a sure Way to be in the right, to take

good Heed to differ from th°m. It seems that

they differed among themselves ; and probably

the Doctrine of Fate, as maintain'd by most of

'em, was in some Respects erroneous. But what

ever their Doctrine was, if any of 'em held su:h a

Fate, as is repugnant to any Liberty consisting in

our doing as we please, I utterly deny such a Fate.

If they held any such Fate, as is not consistent

with the common and universal Notions that Man

kind have of Liberty, Activity, moral Agency,

Vertue and Vice I disclaim any such Thing, and j

think I have demonstrated that the Scheme I main-/

tain is no such Scheme. If the Stoicks by Fate

meant any Thing of such a Nature, as can be

supposed to stand in the Way of the Advantage

and Benefit of the Use of Means and Endeavours, '

or makes it less worth the while for Men to de-j

sire, and seek aster any Thing wherein their Ver-i

tue and Happiness consists; I hold no Doctrine!

that is clog^d with any such Inconvenience, any

more than any other Scheme whatsoever 5 and by

no Means so much as the Arminian Scheme of

Contingence ; as has been shewn. If they held

any such Doctrine of universal Fatality, as is in

consistent with any Kind of Liberty, that is or

can be any Perfection, Dignity, Privilege or Be

nefit, or any Thing desirable, in any Respect, for

Y any
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any intelligent Creature, or indeed with any Li

berty that is possible or conceivable ; I embrace

no such Doctrine. If they held any such Doctrine

of Fate as is inconsistent with the World's being

in all Things subject to the Disposal of an intelli

gent wise Agent, that presides, not as the Soul of

the World, but as the sovereign Lord of the Uni

verse, governing all Things by proper Will/

Choice and Design, in the Exercise of the most

perfect Liberty conceivable, without Subjection

to any Constraint, or being properly under the

Power or Influence of any Thing before, above or

without himself; 1 wholly renounce any such

Doctiine.

As to Mr. Hcbbes's maintaining the same JDoc-

trine concerning Necessity ;—I confess", it happens

I never read Mr. Hobbes. Let his Opinion be

what it will, we need not reject all Truth which is

demonstrated by clear Evidence, meerly because

it was once held by some bad Man. This great

Truth, that Jesus is the Son of God, was not spoil'd

because it was once and again proclaimed with a

loud Voice by the Devil. If Truth is so denied

because it is spoken by the Mouth, or written by

the Pen of some ill- minded mischievous Man, that

it must never be received, we shall never know when

we hold any of the most precious and evident Truths

by a sure Tenure. And if Mr. Hobbes has made

a bad Use of this Truth, that is to be lamented :

but the Truth is not to be thought worthy of Re

jection on that Account. 'Tis common for the

Corruptions of the Hearts of evil Men, to abuse

the best Things to vile Purposes.

I might also take Notice of it's having been

observed, that the Arminians agree with Mr. Hcbbes

-f in many more Things than the talvinifts. As,

• " *n

t Dr. GUI, in his Answer to Dr. ttlntby. Vol. IH

P. 183, &c.
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in what he is faid to hold concerning Original Sin,

in denying the Necessity of supernatural Illumi

nation, in denying infused Grace, in denying the

Do&rine of Justification by Faith alone ; and o-

ther Things.

Section VII.

Concerning the Necessity of the Divine Will.

SOME may possibly object against what- has

been supposed of the Absurdity and Inconsis-

tence of a self- determining Power in the Will, and

the Impossibility of it's being otherwise, than that

the Will should be determined in every Case by

some Motive, and by a Motive which (as it stands

in the View of the Understanding) is of fuperiour

Strength to any appearing on the other Side ;

That if these Things are true, it will follow, that

not only the Will of created Minds, but the- Will

of God Himself is necessary in all it's Determina

tions. Concerning which fays the Author of the

Essay on the Freedom of Will in God and in the Crea

ture (Pag. 85, 86.) " What strange Doctrine is

" this, contrary to all our Ideas of the Dominion

" of God ? Does it not destroy the Glory of his

" Liberty of Choice, and take away from the

" Creator and Governour and Benefactor of the

" World, that most free and sovereign Agent,vall

" the Glory of this Sort of Freedom ? Does it

" not seem to make Him a Kind of mechanical

" Medium of Fate, and introduce Mr. Hobbes's

" Doctrine of Fatality and Necessity, into all

" Things that God hath to do with ? Does it not

" seem to represent the blessed God, as a Being

" of vast Understanding, as well as Power and

*' Efficiency, but still to leave Him without a

Y 2 ** Will
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" Will to chuse among all the Objects within his

" View ? In short, it seems to make the blessed

" God a Sort of almighty Minister of Fate, un-

" der it's universal and supream Influence ; as it

" was the profefs'd Sentiment of some of the Aa-

" tients, that Fate was above the Gods."

This is declaiming, rather than arguing ; and

arn Application to Men's Imaginations and Pre

judices, rather than to meer Reason.—But I would

calmly endeavour to consider whether there be

any Reason in this frightful Representation.—But

before I enter upon a particular Consideration of

the Matter, I would observe this : That 'tis rea

sonable to suppose, it should be much more diffi

cult to express or conceive Things according to

exact metaphysical Truth, relating to the Nature

and Manner of the Existence of Things in the di

vine Understanding and Will, and the Operation

of these Faculties (if I may so call them) of the

divine Mind, than in the human Mind ; which is

infinitely more within our View, and nearer to a

Proportion to the Measure os our Comprehension,

and more commensurate to the Use and Import of

human Speech. Language is indeed very deficient,

in Regard of Terms to express precise Truth con

cerning our own Minds, and their Faculties and

Operations. Words were first formed to express

external Things; and those that are applied to

express Things internal and spiritual, are almost

all borrowed, and used in a Sort of figurative

Sense. Whence they are most of 'em attended

with a great Deal of Ambiguity and Unsixedncss

in their Signification, occasioning innumerable

Doubts, Difficulties and Confusions in Enquiries

and Controversies about Things of this Nature.

But Language is much less adapted to express

Things
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Things in the Mind of the incomprehensible Deity,

precisely as they are.

We find a great Deal of Difficulty in conceiving

exactly of the Nature of our own Souls. And

notwithstanding all the Progress which has been

made in past and present Ages, in this Kind of

Knowledge, whereby our Metaphysicks, as it re

lates to these Things, is brought to greater Per

fection than once it was ; yet here is still Work

enough left for future Enquiries and Researches,

and Room for Progress still to be made, for many

Ages and Generations. But we had need to b;:

infinitely able Metaphysicians, to conceive with

Clearness, according to strict, proper and perfect.

Truth, concerning the Nature of the divine Es

sence, and the Modes of the Action and Operation

of the Powers of the divine Mind. \

And it may be noted particularly, that tho' we

are obliged to conceive of some Things in God

as consequent and dependent on others, and of

some Things pertaining to the divine Nature and

Will as the Foundation of others, and so before

others in the Order of Nature : As, we must con

ceive of the Knowledge and Holiness of God as

prior in the Order of. Nature to his Happiness;

the Perfection of his Understanding, as the Foun

dation of his wife Purposes and Decrees ; the Ho

liness of his Nature, as the Cause and Reason of

his holy Determination?. And yet when we speak

of Cause and Effect, Antecedent and Consequent,

fundamental and dependent, determining and de-

mined, in the first Being, who is self-existent, in

dependent, of perfect and absolute Simplicity and

Immutability, and the first Cause of all Things

doubtless there must be less Propriety in such Re

presentations, than when we speak of derived de-

Y 3 * pendent
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pendent Beings, who are compounded, and liable

to perpetual Mutation and Succession.

Having premised this, I proceed to observe con

cerning the foremention'd Author's Exclamation,

about the necessary Determination os God's Will^ in

all Things, by what He fees to be fittest and best. i,

That all the seeming Force of such Objections i

and Exclamations must arise from an Imagination, j

that there is some Sort of Privilege or Dignity in j

being without such a moral Necessity, as will/

make it impossible to do any other, than always

chuse what is wisest and best ; as tho' there were

some Disadvantage, Meanness and Subjection, in

such a Necessity ; a Thing by which the Will was

confined, kept under, and held in Servitude by

something, which, as it were, maintained a strong'

and invincible Power and Dominion over it, by*

Bonds that held him fast, and that he could by no

Means deliver himself from. Whereas, this must

be all meer Imagination and Delusion. 'Tis no !

Disadvantage or Dishonour to a Being, necessarily

to act in the most excellent and happy Manner,

from the necessary Perfection of his own Nature-^r-

This argues no Imperfection, Inferiority or De-

pendance, nor any Want of Dignity, Privilege or

Ascendancy- f 'Tis not inconsistent with the

absolute

t " It might have been objected with much more Plausible-

" ness, that the supreme Cause cannot be siee, because he must

" needs do always what is best in the Whole. But this would

" not at all serve Spinoza $ Purpose : For this is a Necessity,

" not of Nature and Fate, but of Fitness and Wisdom ; a Ne-

" ceffity consistent with the greatest Freedom, and most perfect

" Choice. For the only Foundation of this Necessity is such

" an unalterable Rectitude of Will, and Perfection of Wisdom,

" as makes it impossible for a wise Being to act foolishly."

Clark's Dem. of the Being and Attrib. of God. Edit. 6. P. 64.

i " Tho'
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absolute, and most perfect: Sovereignty of God.

The Sovereignty of God is his Ability and Au

thority to do whatever pleases him ; whereby He

-doth according to his Will in the Armies of Heaven,

and amongst the Inhabitants of the Earth, and none

canstay his Hand, or fay unto him, IVhat dofi thou ?—

The following Things belong to the Sovereignty of

God; viz. (1.) Supreme, universal, and infinite

Power whereby he is able to do what he pleases^

without Controul, without any Confinement of

that Power, without any Subjection in the least

Measure to any other Power ; and so without any

. Hindrance or Restraint, that it should be either

impossible, or at all difficult, for him to accom

plish his Will ; and without any Dependance of

his Power on any other Power, from whence it

should be derived, or which it should stand in any

Need of : So far from this, that all other Power

is derived from Him, and is absolutely dependent

on Him'. (2.) That He has supreme Authority;

Y 4 absolute

" Tho' God is a most perfectly free Agent, yet he cannot

" but do always what is best and wisest in the Whole. The-

*' Reason is evident ; because perfect Wisdom and Goodness

" are as stead/ and certain Principles of Action, as Necessity

" it self ; and an infinitely wise and good Being, indued with

" the most perfect Liberty, can no more chuse to act in Con-

*' tradiction to Wisdom and Goodness, than a necessary Agent

" can act contrary to the Necessity by which it is acted ; it

** being as great an Absurdity and Impossibility in Choice, for

" infinite Wisdom to chuse to act unwisely, or infinite Good,

" ness to chuse what is not good, as it would be in Nature,

*' for absolutely Necessity to fail of producing its necessary

" Effect. There was indeed no Necessi'y in Nature, that God

" should at first create such Beings as he has created, or indeed

" any Being at all j because he is in himself infinitely happy

" and All-sufficient. There was also no Necessity in Nature,

" that he should preserve and continue Things in Being, aster

" they were created j because he- would be self sufficient with -

" out their Continuance, as he was before their Creation.

" But it was fit and 'wife and good, that infinite Wisdom should

" manifest,
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absolute and most perfect Right to do what He

wills, without Subjection to any superiour Autho

rity, or any Derivation of Authority from any

other, or Limitation by any distinct independent

Authority, either superiour, equal, or inferiour ;

he being the Head of all Dominion, and Foun

tain of all Authority ; and also without Restraint

by any Obligation, implying either Subjection,

Derivation, or Dependance, or pioper Limitation.

(3.) That his Will is supreme, underived, and

independent on any Thing without Himself j be

ing in every Thing determin'd by his own Coun

sel, having no other Rule but his own Wisdom ;

his Wrll not being subject to, or restrained by the

Will of any other, and other Wills being perfect

ly subject to his. (.4..) That his Wisdom, which

determines his Will, is supreme, perfect, underi

ved, self-sufficient, and independent ; so that it

may be said as in Isai. xl. 14. With whom took He

-Counsel ? And vcha instructed Him and taught Him in

the.

" manifest, and infinite Goodness communicate itself $ and

" therefore it was necessary, in the Sense of Necessity I am

" now speaking of, that Things mould be made at such a Time,

" and continued so long, and indeed with various Perfections

" in such Degrees, as infinite Wisdom and Goodness saw it

" wisest and best that they should." Ibid. P. 112, 113.

" 'Tis not a Fault, but a Perfection of our Nature, to de-

" sire, will and act, according to the last Result of a fair Exa-

" mination. This is so far from being a Restraint or Di_

" minution of Freedom, that it is the very Improvement and

" Benefit of it : 'Tis not an Abridgment, 'tis the End and

*' Use of our Liberty ; and the further we are removed from

" such a Determination, the nearer we arc to Misery and Sla-

" very. A perfect Indifference in the Mind, not determin-

" able by its last Judgment of the Good or Evil that is thought

" to attend its Choice, would be so far from being an Advan-

" tage and Excel!ency_ of any intellectual "Nature, that it

" would be as great an Imperfection, as the Want of IndifFe-

** rency to act, or not to act, till determined by the Will,

" would be an Imperfection on the other Side. , . 'Tis as

" much
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the Path of Judgment, and taught Him Knowlege,

and shewed Him the Way of Understanding ? —There

is no other divine Sovereignty but this : and this

is properly absolute Sovereignly : No other is desi

rable j nor would any other be honourable, or

happy : and indeed there is no other conceivable

or possible. 'Tis the Glory and Greatness of the

divine Sovereignty, that God's Will is determin'd

by his own infinite all-sufficient Wisdom in every

Thing ; and in nothing at all is either directed by

any inferiour Wisdom, or by no Wisdom ; where

by ir would become senseless Arbitrariness, deter

mining and acting without Reason, Design or

find.

If God's Will is steadily and surely determined

in every Thing by supreme Wisdom, then it is in

every Thing pecessarily determined to that which

is most wife. And certainly it would be a Difad

vantage and Indignity, to be otherwise. For if

the

f much a Perfection, that Desire or the Power of preferring

f should be determined by Good, as that the Power of acting

" should be determined by the Will : And the certainer such

" Determination is, the greater the Perfection. Nay, were

V we determined by any Thing but the last Result of our own

" Minds, judging of the Good or Evil of any Action, we were

" not free. ' This very End of our Freedom being, that we

" might attain the Good we chuse ; and therefore every Man

" is brought under a Necessity by his Constitution, as an la

s' telligent Being, to be determin'd in willing by his own

" Thought and Judgment, what is best for him to cio ; else

** he would be under the Determination of some other than

" himself, which is Want of Liberty. And to deny that a

" Man's Will, in every Determination, follows his own Judg.

f ment, is to fay, that a Man wills and acts for an End that

" he would not have, at the fame Time that he y/ills and acts

" for it. For if he prefers it in his present Thoughts, bc-

" fore any other, 'tis plain he then thinks better ot ir, and

" would have it before any other ; unless he can have, and

" not have it 3 will, and not will it, at the fame Time ; a

Con
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the divine Will was not necessarily deterrn in 'd to

that which in every Case is wisest and best, it

must bi subject to some Degree of undesigning

Contingence ; and so in the same Degree liable to

Evil. To suppose the divine Will liable to be

carried hither and thither at .Random, by the un

certain Wind of blind Contingence, which is

guided by no Wisdom, no Motive, no intelli

gent Dictate whatsoever, (if any such Thing

were possible) would certainly argue a great De

gree of Imperfection and Meanness, infinitely un

worthy of the Deity. If it be a Disadvantage,

for the divine Will to be attended with this moral

Necessity, then the more free from it, and the

more

" Contradiction too manifest to be admitted —-If we look up,

*' on those superior Beings above us, who enjoy perfect jHap-

" piness, we shall have Reason to judge, that they are more

" steadily determined in their Choice of Good than we ; and

" yet we have no Reason to think they are less happy, or less

" free, than we are. And if it were sit for such poor finite

" Creatures as we are, to pronounce what infinite Wisdom

" and Goodness could do, 1 think we might fay, that God

" himself cannot chuse what is not Good. The Freedom of the

Almighty hinders not his being determined by ivhat is beft. .

" But to give a right View of this mistaken Part of Liberty,

" let me ask, Would any one be a Changeling, because he is

" less determined by wife Determination, than a wife Man ?

" Is it worth the Name of Freedom, to be at Liberty to play

" the Fool, and draw Shame and Misery upon a Man's self?

" If to break loose from the conduct of Reason, and to want

" that Restraint of Examination and Judgment, that keeps us

" from doing or chusing the worse, be Liberry, true Liberty,

" Mad-men and Fools are the only free Men. Yet I think

" no Body would chuse to be mad, for the fake of such Li-

" berty, but he that is mad already. Lock, Hum. Und.

" Vol. I. Edit. 7. P. 215, 216.

" This Being having all Things always necessarily in View,

" must always, and eternally will, according to his infinite

" Comprehension of Things ; that is, must will all Things

" that are wisest and best to be done. There is no getting

" free of this Consequence. Jf it can wi',1 at all, .it must will

" this Way. To be capable of knowing, and not capable of

" willing,
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more left at Random, the greater Dignity and

Advantage. And consequently to be perfectly

free from the Direction of Understanding, and

universally and entirely left to senseless unmeaning

Contingence, to act absolutely at Random, would

be the supreme Glory."

It no more argues any Dependence of God's

Will, that his supremely wise Volition is neces

sary, than it argues a Dependence of his Being,

that his Existence is necessary. If it be something

too low, for the supreme Being to have his Will

determined by moral Necessity, so as necessarily,

in every Case, to will in the highest Degree hplily

and happily ; then why is it not also iomething too

low, for him to have his Existence* and the in

finite

" willing, is not to be understood. And to be capable of

" willing otherwise than what is wisest and best, contradicts

" that Knowledge which is infinite. Infinite Knowledge must

" direct the Will without Error. Here then is the Origin of

" moral NeceJJity ; and that is really, of Freedom. Perhaps it

" may be said, when the divine Will is determined, irOffl the

" Consideration of the eternal Aptitudes of Things, it is as

" necessarily determined, as if it were physically imperd,.if

" that were possible. But it is unfcilfulnefs, to suppose this

" an Objection. The great Principle is once eslablistied, tax.

" That the divine Will is determined by the eternal Reason

" and Aptitudes of Things, instead of being physically im-

" pelled; and after that, the more strong and necessary this

" Determination is, the more perfect the Deity must be al-

" lowed to be : It h this that makes him an amiable and

" adorable Being, whose Will and Power are constantly, im-

" mutably determined, by the Consideration of what is wisest

" and best ; instead of a surd Being, with Power, but without

" Discerning and Reason. // is the Beauty of this Necessity,

" that it is Jtrong as Fate its If, ivitb all the Advantage of Reason

" and Goodness.—It is strange, to fee Men contend, that the

** Deity is not Free, because he is necessarily rational, im»

" mutably good and wife ; when a Man is allowed still the

" perfecter Ueing, the more fixedly and constantly his Will is

" determined by Reason and Truth." Enquiry into the Nature

"of He Hum. Soul. Edit. 3. Vol. II. P- 403, 404.
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finite Perfection of his Nature, and his infinite

Happiness determined by Necessity ? It is no more

to God's Dishonour, to be necessarily wise, than

to be necessarily holy. And if neither of them

be to his Dishonour then it is not to his Disho

nour necessarily to act holily and wisely. And if

it be not dishonourable, to be necessarily holy

and wise, in the highest: possible Degree, no more

is it mean or dishonourable, necessarily to act

holily and wisely in the highest possible Degree ;

or (which is the fame Thing) to do that, in every

Case, which above all other Things is wisest

and best.

The Reason why it is not dishonourable, to •

be necessarily most holy, is, because Holiness jn

it self is an excellent and honourable Thing. For

the fame Reason, it is no Dishonour to be neces

sarily most wise, and in every Case to act most

wisely, or do the Thing which is the wisest of

all ; for Wisdom is also in it self excellent and

honourable.

The forementioned Author of the EJsay on the

Freedom of Will, &c. as has been observed, repre

sents that Doctrine of the divine Will's being in

every Thing necessarily determined by superior

Fitness, as making the blessed God a Kind of al

mighty Minister and mechanical Medium of Fate :

And he insists, P. 93, 94. that this moral Ne

cessity and Impossibility is in Effect the fame

Thing with physical and natural Necessity and

Impossibility : And in P. 54, 55. he says, " The

" Scheme which determines the Will always and

" certainly by the Understanding, and the Un-

" derstanding by the Appearance of Things,

** seems to take away the true Nature of Vice

** and Vertue. For the sublimest os Vertues, and

" the
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" the vilest of Vices, seem rather to be Matters

" of Fate and Necessity, flowing naturally and

" necessarily from the Existence, the Circum-

** stances, and present Situation of Persons and

" Things : For this Existence and Situation ne-

" ceslarily makes such an Appearance to the

** Mind ; from this Appearance flows a necessary

" Perception and Judgment, concerning these

** Things ; this Judgment necessarily determines

" the Will : And thus by this Chain of neces-

** fary Causes, Vertue and Vice would lose their

** Nature, and become natural Ideas, and neces-

" sary Things, instead of moral and free Ac-

" tions."

And yet this fame Author allows, P. 30, 31.

That a perfectly wife Being will constantly and

certainly chuse what is most fit ; and fays, P. 102,

103. " I grant, and always have granted, that

*' wheresoever there is such an antecedent superior

** Fitness of Things, God acts according to it,

" so as never to contradict it j and particularly,

" in all his judicial Proceedings, as a Governor,

** and Distributer of Rewards and Punishments."

Yea, he fays exprefly, P. 42. " That it is not

" possible for God to act otherwise, than accord-

** ing to this Fitness and Goodness in Things."

So that according to this Author, putting these

several Passages of this Essay together, there is no

Vertue, nsr any 'Thing of a moral Nature, in the

most sublime and glorious Acts and Exercises of

God's Holiness, Justice, and Faithfulness ; and he

never does any Thing which is in it self supream-

ly worthy, and above all other Things fit and

excellent, but only as a Kind of mechanical Me

dium of Fate ; and in what be does as the 'Judge.,

and moral Governor of the World, He exercises no

moral
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moral Excellency ; exercising no Freedom in these

Things, because He acts by moral Necessity,

which is in Effect the fame with physical or na

tural Necessity, and therefore he only acts by an

Hobbistical Fatality ; as a Being indeed of vast Under

standing, as well as Power and Efficiency (as He said

before) but without a Will to chuse, being a Kind of

almighty Minister of Fate, acting under it's supream

Influence. For He allows, that in all these Things'

God's Will is determined constantly and certainly

by a fnperiour Fitness, and that it is not possible

for Him to act otherwise. And if these Things

are so, what Glory or Praise belongs to God for

doing holily and justly^ or taking the most fit,

holy, wife and excellent Course, in any one In

stance ? Whereas, according to the Scriptures,

and also the common Sense of Mankind, it don't

in the least derogate from the Honour of any Be

ing, that through the moral Perfection of his Na

ture, he necessarily acts with supream Wisdom

and Holiness : But on the contrary, his Praise is

the greater : Herein consists the Height of his

Glory.

The fame Author, P. 56. supposes, that herein

appears the excellent Character of a wife and good •

Man, that tho' he can chuse contrary to the Fitness of

'Things, yet he does not ; but suffers himself to be di

rected by Fitness ; .and that in this Conduct He

imitates the blessed God. And yet He supposes 'tis

contrariwise with the blessed God ; not that he

suffers Himself to be directed by Fitness, when

He can chuse contrary to the Fitness cf Things, but

that he cannot chuse contrary to the Fitness of Things;

as he says, P. 42.—That it is not possible for God to

act otherwise, than, according to this Fitness, where

there is any Fitness or Goodness in Things: Yea, he

supposes, P. 31. That if a Man were perfectly wife
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and good, he could not do otherwise than be constantly

and certainly determined by the Fitness of Things.

One thing more I would observe, before I con

clude this Section and that is, that if it dero

gates nothing from the Glory of God, to be ne

cessarily determined by superior Fitness in some

Things, then neither does it to be thus deter

mined in all Things ; from any Thing in the

Nature of such Necessity, as at all detracting

from God's Freedom, Independence, absolute Su

premacy, or any Dignity or Glory of his Nature,

State, or Manner of acting ; or as implying any

Infirmity, Restraint, or Subjection. And if the

Thing be such as well consists with God's Glory,

and has nothing tending at all to detract from it ;

then we need not be atraid of ascribing it to God

in too many Things, lest thereby we should de

tract from God's Glory too much.

Section VIII.

Some further Objections against the moral Ne

cessity of God's Volitions considered.

TH E Author last cited, as has been observ

ed, owns that God, laeing perfectly wife,

will constantly and certainly chuse what appears

most fit, where there is a superior Fitness and

Goodness in Things ; and that it is not possible

for him to do otherwise. So that it is in Effect

confess'd, that in those Things where there is any

real Preferableness, 'tis no Dishonour, nothing in

any Respect unworthy of God, for him to act

from Necessity ; notwithstanding all that can be

objected from the Agreement of such a Necessity,

with
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with the Fate of the Stoicks, and the Necessity

maintain'd by Mr. Hebbes. From which it will

follow, that if it were so, that in all the different

Things, among which God chuses, there were

evermore a superior Fitness or Preferableness on

one Side, then it Would be no Dishonour, or any

Thing, in any Respect, unworthy, or unbecom

ing of God, for his Will to be necessarily deter

mined in every Thing. And if this be allowed,

it is a giving up entirely the Argument, from'

the Unfuitableneis of such a Necessity to the Li

berty, Supremacy, Independence and Glory of"

the divine, Being ; and a resting the whole Weight

of the Affair 'on the Decision of another Point

wholly diverse; viz. Whether it be so indeed, that

in all the various possible Things which are in

God's View, and may be considered as capable

Objects of his Choice, there' is not evermore a.

Preferableness in one Thing above another. This

is denied by this Author; who supposes, that in

many Instances, between two or more possible

Things, which come within the View of the di

vine Mind, there is a perfect Indifference and E-

quality as to Fitness, or Tendency to attain any-

good End which God can have in View, or to

answer any of his Designs. Now therefore 1 would,

consider whether this be evident.

The Arguments brought to prove this, are of

two Kinds- (i.) It is urged, that in many In

stances we must suppose there is absolutely no

Difference between various possible Objects of"

Choice, which God has in View: And (2.) that

the Difference between many Things is so incon

siderable, or of such a Nature, that it would be

unreasonable to suppose it to be of any Conse

quence ; or to suppose that any of God's wife De-
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signs would not be answered in one Way as well

as the other.

Therefore,

1. The first Thing to be considered is, Whe

ther there are any Instances wherein there is a per

fect Likeness, and absolutely no Difference, be

tween different Objects of Choice, that are pro

posed to the divine Understanding ?

And here in the first Place, it may be worthy

tb be considered, whether the Contradiction there

is in the Terms of the Question proposed, don't

give Reason to suspect that there is an Incon-

iistence in the Thing supposed. 'Tis inquired,

whether different Objects of Choice mayn't be ab

solutely without Difference ? If they are absolutely

without Difference, then how are they different Ob

jects of Choice ?, If there be absolutely no Diffe

rence iri any Respect, then there is no Variety or

Distinction : For Distinction is only by some Dif

ference. And if there be no Variety among pro

posed Objects of Choice, then there is no Oppor

tunity for Variety of Choice, or Difference of De

termination. For that Determination of a Thing

which is not different in any Respect, is not a dif

ferent Determination, but rhe fame. That this is

no Quibble, may appear more fully anon.

The Arguments, to prove that the most High,

in some Instances, chuses to do .one Thing rather

than another, where the Things themselves are

perfectly without Difference, are two.

1. That the various Parts of infinite Time and

Space, absolutely considered, are perfectly alike,

and don't differ at all one from another : And

that therefore, when God determined to create the

Z World
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World in such a Part of infinite Duration and

Space, rather than others, he determin'd and pre-

fer'd among various Objects, between which there

was no Preferableness, and absolutely no Diffe

rence.

Anfoa. This Objection supposes an infinite

Length of Time before the World was created,

distinguished by successive Parts, properly and

truly so ; or a Succession of limited and immea

surable Periods of Time, following one another,

in an infinitely long Series : which must needs be

a groundless Imagination. The eternal Duration

which was before the World, being only the Eter

nity of God's Existence ; which is nothing else

but his immediate, perfect and invariable Posses

sion of the whole of his unlimited Life, together

and at once ; Vita interminabilis, iota, simul iff per-

fefia Pcffejsio. Which is so generally allowed, that

I need not stand to demonstrate it.*

Sa.

* " If all' created Beings were taken away, all Possibility

" of any Mutation or Succession of one Thing to another

" would appear to be also removed. Abstract Succession irr

" Eternity is scarce to be understood. What is it that fuc-

" ceeds ? One Minute to another perhaps, njelut unda Juper-

" njenit undam. But when we imagine this, we fancy that the

" Minutes are Things separately existing. This is the com-'

" tnon Notion ; and yet it is a manifest Prejudice. Time i»

" nothing but the Existence of created successive Beings, and

" Eternity the necessary Existence of the Deity. Therefore,

" if this necefl'ary Being hath no Change or Succession in his

" Nature, his Existence must of Course be unsuccessive. We "

" seem to commit a double Oversight in this Case ; JSrJi, wer

" find Succession in the necessary Nature and Existence of the

" Deity himself : Which is wrong, if the Reasoning above be

" conclusive. And tb:n we ascribe this Succession to Eternity,

" considered abstractedly from the eternal Being; and sup-

*' pose it, one knows not what, a Thing lubsisting by it self,

■* and flowing, one Minute after another. This is the Work,

" cf pure Imagination, and contrary to the Reality of Things.

" Hence
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So this Objection supposes an Extent of Space

beyond the Limits of the Creation, of an infi

nite Length, Breadth and Depth, truely and pro

perly distinguished into different measurable Parts,

limited at certain Stages, one beyond another, in

an infinite Series. Which Notion of absolute and

infinite Space is doubtless as unreasonable, as that

now mention'd, of absolute and infinite Duration.

'Tis as improper, to imagine that the Immensity

and Omnipresence of God is distinguished by a

Series of Miles and Leagues, one beyond another;

as that the infinite Duration of God is distinguished

by Months and Years, one after another. A Di

versity and Order of distinct Parts, limited by

certain Periods, is as conceivable, and does as na

turally obtrude itself on our Imagination, in one

Case as the other; and there is equal Reason in

each Case, to suppose that our Imagination de

ceives us. 'Tis equally improper, to talk of Months

and Years of the divine Existence, and Mile-

squares of Deity : And we equally deceive our'

" Hence the common metaphorical Expressions ;- Time runs

" a-pace, let us lay hold on the present Minute, and the like. The

" Philosophers themselves mislead us by their Illustrations :

" They compare Eternity to the Motion of a Point running

** on for ever, and making a traceless infinite line. Here the

*' Point is supposed a Thing actually subsisting, representing

" the present Minute ; and then they ascribe Motion or Suc-

" cession to it : that is, they ascribe Motion to a meer Non-

" entity, to illustrate to us a successive Eternity made up of

" finite successive Parts. If once we alldw an all-perfect

" Mind, which hath an eternal, immutable and infinite Com-

" prehension of all Things, always (and allow it we must}

" the Distinction of pall and future vanishes with Respect to

" such a Mind.—In a Word, if we proceed Step by Step, as

" above, the Eternity or Existence of the Deity will appear to

" be f^itœ ititerminabilis, tota, Jinul C3° perfecla PoJfeJJia ; ho*'

" much soever this may have been a Paradox hitherto." En

quiry into the Nutwe of the human Soul. Vol. 2- 4°9> 4-l°» 4' K

Edit. 3.

Z 2 selves,
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selves, when we talk of the World's being diffe

rently fix'd with Respect to either of these Sorts*

of Measures. 1 think, we know not what we

mean, if we fay, the World might have been

differently placed from what it is, in the broad

Expanse of Infinity ; or, that it might have been

differently fix'd in the long Line of Eternity: And

all Arguments and Objections which are built on

the Imaginations we ate apt to have of infinite

Extension or Duration, are Buildings founded

on Shadows, or Castles in the Air.

2. The second Argument, to prove that the

most High wills one Thing rather than another,

without any superior Fitness or Preferableness in

the Thing prefer'd, is God's actually placing in

different Parts of the World, Particles or Atoms-

of Matter that are perfectly equal and alike. The

foremention'd Author fays, P. 78, &c. " If one

" would descend to the minute specific Particles,

** of which different Bodies are composed, we

" should see abundant Reason to believe that there

" are Thousands of such little Particles or Atoms

" of Matter, which are perfectly equal and alike,

*' and could give no distinct Determination to the

" Will of God, where to place them." He 'here

instances in Particles of Water, of which there

are such immense Numbers, which compose the

Rivers and Oceans of this World ; and the infi

nite Myriads of the luminous and fiery Particles,

which compose the Body of the Sun ; so many,

that it would be very unreasonable to suppose no

two of them Ihould be exactly equal and alike.

Ansiv. (1.) To this I answer : That as we must

suppose Matter to be infinitely divisible, 'tis very

unlikely that any two of all these Particles are

exactly equal and alike ; so unlikely, that it is a

Thoufand
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Thousand to one, yea, an infinite Number to one,

but it is otherwise : And that although we should

allow a great Similarity between the different Par

ticles of Water and Fire, as to their general Na

ture and Figure ; and however small we suppose

those Particles to be, 'tis infinitely anlikely, that

any two of them should be exactly equal in Di

mensions and Quantity of Matter. ---If we should

suppose a great many Globes of the fame Nature

with the Globe of the Earth, it would be very

strange, if there were any two of them that had

exactly the fame Number of Particles of Dust and

Water in them. But infinitely less strange, than

that two Particles of Light should have just the

fame Quantity of Matter. For a Particle of Light

(according to the Doctrine of the infinite Divisi

bility of Matter; is composed of infinitely more

assignable Parts, than there are Particles of Dust

and Water in the Globe of the Earth. And as it

is infinitely unlikely, that any two of these Parti

cles should be equal; so it is, that they should be

alike in other Respects : To instance in the Confi

guration of their Surfaces. Ifthere were very many

Globes, of the Nature of the Earth, it would be

very unlikely that any two should have exactly

the fame Number of Particles of Dust, Water

and Stone, in their Surfaces, and all posited ex

actly alike, one with Respect to another, without

any Difference, in any Part discernable either by

the naked Eye or Microscope; but infinitely less

strange, than that two Particles of Light should

be perfectly of the fame Figure. For there are

infinitely more assignable real Parts on the Surface

of a Particle of Light, than there are Particles

of Dust, Water and Stone, on the Surface of the

terrestrial Globe.

Z 3
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Anfvo. ('2.) But then, supposing that there are

two Particles or Atoms of Mat'ter perfectly equal

and alike, which God has placed in different Parts

of the Creation ; as I will not deny it to be pos

sible for God to make two Bodies perfectly alike,

and put (hem in different Places ; yet it will not

follow, that two different or distinct Acts or Ef

fects of the Divine Power have exactly the fame

Fitness for the fame Ends. For these two diffe

rent Bodies are not different or distinct, in any

other Respects than those wherein they differ :

They are two in no other Respects than those

wherein there is a Difference. If they are per

fectly equal and alike in themselves, then they can

be distinguished, or be distinct, only in those

Things which are called Circumstances ; as Place,

Time, Rest, Motion, or some other present of

past Circumstances or Relations. For 'tis Diffe

rence only that constitutes Distinction. If God

makes two Bodies in themselves every Way equal

and alike, and agreeing perfectly in all other Cir

cumstances and Relations, but only their Place ;

then in this only is there any Distinction or Dupli

city. The Figure is the fame, the Measure is the

. fame, the Solidity and Resistance are the same,

and every Thing the same, but only the Place.

Therefore what the Will of God determines, is

this, namely, that there should be the fame Fi

gure, the fame Extension, the same Resistance,

&c. in two different Places. And for this Deter

mination he has some Reason. There is some

End, for which such a Determination and Act

has a peculiar Fitness, above all other Acts. Here

is no one Thing determined without an End, and

no one Thing without a Fitness for that End, su

perior to any Thing else. If it be the Pleasure of

God to cause the same Resistance, and the fame

Figure, to be in two different Places and Situati-
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ons, we can no more justly argue from it, that

here must be some Determination or Act of God's

Will, that is wholly without Motive or End, then

we can argue that whenever, in any Cafe it is

a Man's Will to speak the fame Words, or make

the fame Sounds at two different Times ; there

must be some Determination or Act of his Will,

without any Motive or End. The Difference of

Place, in the former Case, proves no more than

the Difference of Time does in the other. If any

one mould fay with Regard to the former Case,

that there must be something determined without

an End ; viz. That of thole two similar Bodies,

this in particular should be made in this Place,

and the other in the other, and should enquire

why the Creator did not make them in a Trans

position, when both are alike, and each would e-

qually have suited either Place ? The Enquiry

supposes something that is not true ; namely, that

the two bodies differ and are distinct in other Re

spects besides their Place. So that with this Dis

tinction inherent in them, they might in their first

creation have been transposed, and each might

have begun it's Existence in the place of the other.

Let us for Clearness fake suppose, that God

had at the Beginning made two Globes, each of

an Inch Diameter, both perfect Spheres, and per

fectly solid without Pores, and perfectly alike in

every Respect, and placed them near one to ano

ther, one towards the right Hand, and the other

towards the left, without any Difference as to

Time, Motion or Rest, past or present, or any

Circumstance, but only their Place j and the Que

stion should be ask'd, Why God in their Creation

placed 'em so ? Why that which is made on the

right Hand, was not made on the left, and vice

versa? Let it be well considered, whether there

Z 4 be
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be any Sense in such a Question ; and whether the

Enquiry don't suppose something false and absurd-

Let it be considered, what the Creator must have

done otherwise than he did, what different Act of

Will or Power he must have exerted, in order to

the Thing proposed. All that could have been

done, would have been to have made two Spheres,

perfectly alike, in the fame Places where he has

made them, without any Difference of the Things

made, either in themselves, or in any Circum

stance ; so that the whole Effect would have been

without any Difference, and therefore just the

fame. By the Supposition, the two Spheres are

different in no other Respect but their Place ; arid

therefore in other Respects they are' the fame.

Each has the fame Roundness : it is not a distinct:

Rotundity, in any other Respect but it's Situation-

There are also the fame Dimensions, differing in

nothing but their Place. ' And so of their Resist

ance, and every Thing else that belongs to them.

Here if any chuses to say, " that there is a Dif

ference in another Respect, viz. That they are not

NUMERICALLY the same : That it is thus

with all the Qualities that belong to them : That

it is confessed they are in some Respects the fame, ;

that is, they are both exactly alike ; but yet nume

rically they differ. Thus the Roundness of one is

not the fame numerical^ individual Roundness with

that of the other." Let this be supposed ; then

the Question about the Determination of the di

vine Will in the Affair, is, Why did God will,

that this individual Roundness should be at the

right Hand, and the other individual Roundness at

the left? Why did not he make them in a con

trary Position ? Let any rational Person consider,

whether such Questions be not Words without a

Meaning ; as much as if God should see fit' for

some
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some Ends to cause the same Sounds to be repeated,

or made at two different Times ; the Sounds being

perfectly the fame in every other Respect, but only

one was a Minute after the other ; and it mould

be ask'd upon it, why God caused these Sounds,

numerically different, to succeed one the other in.

such a Manner ? why he did not make that vcv&-

vidual Sound which was in the first Minute, to "be

in the second ? and the individual Sound of the

last Minute to be in the first ; Which Enquiries

\vould be even ridiculous ; as I think every Per

son must see at once, in the Case proposed of two

Sounds, being only the fame repeated, absolutely

-without any Difference, but that one Circum

stance of Time. If the most High sees it will

answer some good End, that the fame Sound

should be made by Lightning at two distinct Times,

and therefore wills that it should be so, must it

needs therefore be, that herein there is some Act

Of God's Will «rii-K—*- —

. - - —, u>ai- ucrcin tnere is some Act

of God's Will without any Motive or End ? God

saw fit often, at distinct Times, and on different

Occasions, to fay the very fame Words to Mofes ;

namely those, I am*Jehnab. And would it not

be unreasonable, to infer as a certain Consequence

from this, that here mutt be some Act or Acts of

the divinp Will ;., i -

, ........ iijuu De lome Act or Acts

"the divine Will, in determining and difpofi ^

these Words exactly alike at different Times,

wholly without Aim or Inducement ? But it would

be no more unreasonable than to fay, that

there must be an Act of God's without any In

ducement, if he fees it best, and for some Rea

sons, determines that there shall be the fame Re

silience, the same Dimensions, and the fame Fi

gure, in several distinct Places.

If in the Instance of the two Spheres, perfectly

alike, it be supposed possible that God might have

made them in a contrary Position , that which is

made
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made at the right Hand, being made at the Left

then - 1 ask, Whether it is not evidently equally

possible, if God had made but one of them, and

that in the Place of the right-hand Globe, that he

might have made that numerically different from

what it is, and numerically different from what

he did make it ; tho' perfectly alike, and in the

fame Place ; and at the fame Time, and in every

Respect, in the fame Circumstances and Relations?

Namely, Whether he might not have made it

numerically the fame with that which he has now

made at the left Hand ; and so have left that

which is now created at the -right Hand, in a State

of Non-Existence ? And- if so, whether it would

not. have been possible to have made one ia that

Place, perfectly like these, and yet numerically

differing from both ? And let it be considered,

whether from this Notion of a numerical Diffe

rence in Bodies, perfectly equal and alike, which

numerical Difference is something inherent in the

Bodies themselves, and diverse from the Difference

of Place or Time, or any Circumstance whatso

ever; it will not follow, that there is an infinite

Number of numerically different possible Bodies,

perfectly alike, among which God chuses, by a

self-determining Power, when he goes about tq

create Bodies.

Therefore let us put the Cafe thus : Supposing

that God in the Beginning had created but one

perfectly solid Sphere, in a certain Place ; and it

should be enquired, Why God created that indi

vidual Sphere, in that Place, at that Time ? And

why he did not create another Sphere perfectly

like it, but numerically different, in the same

Place, at the same Time ? Or why he chose to

bring into Being there, that very Body, rather

than any of the infinite Number of other Bodies',

perfectly
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perfectly like it either of which he could have

made there as well, and would have answered his

End as well ? Why he caused to exist, at that

place and Time, that individual Roundness, ra

ther than any other of the infinite Number of in

dividual Rotundities, just like it ? Why that in

dividual Resistance, rather than any other of the

infinite Number of poflible Resistances just like

it ? And it might as reasonably be asked, Why,

when God first caused it to Thunder, he caused

that individual Sound then to be made, and not

another just like it ? Why did he make Choice of

this very Sound, and reject all the infinite Num

ber of other possible Sounds just like it, but nu

merically differing from it, and all differing one

from another ? 1 think, every Body must be sen

sible of the Absurdity and Nonsense of what is

supposed in such Inquiries. - And if we calmly at-

, tend to the Matter, we shall be convinced, that all

such Kind of Objections as I am answering, are

founded on nothing but the Imperfection of our

Manner of conceiving of Things, and the Obscure-

ness of Language, and great Want of Clearness

and Precision in the Signification of Terms.

: - If any -shall find Fault with this Reasoning, that

it is going a great Length into metaphysical Nice

ties and Subtilties ; i - answer, The Objection

which they are in Reply to, is a metaphysical Sub-

tilty, and must: be treated according to the Nature

of it. *

II. Another Thing alledged is, That innume

rable Things which are determined by the divine

Will,

* " For Men to have Recourse to Subtilties, in raising IJifli-

" cult.es, and then complain, that they should be taken off by

" minutely examining these Subtilties, is a strange Kind of

" Procedure." Nature ofthe Hum. Soul. V. z. P. 331.
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Will, and chosen and done by God rather than

others, differ from those that are not chosen in so

inconsiderable a Manner, that it would be unrea

sonable to suppose the Difference to be of any Con

sequence, or that there is any superiour Fitness or

Goodness, that God can have Respect to in the

Determination.

To which I answer ; it is impossible for us to

determine with any Certainty or Evidence, that

because the Difference is very small, and appears

to us of no Consideration, therefore there is abso

lutely no superiour Goodness, and no valuable

End which can be proposed by the Creator and

Governor of the World, in ordering such a Diffe

rence. The foremention'd Author mentions many

Instances. One is, there being one Atom in the

whole Universe more, or less. But I think, it would

be unreasonable to suppose, that God made one

Atom in vain, or without any End or Motive.

He made not one Atom but what was a Work of

his almighty Power, as much as the whole Globe

of the Earth, and requires as much of a constant

Exertion of almighty Power to uphold it ; and

was made and is upheld understandingly, and on

Design, as much as if no other had been made but

that. And it would be as unreasonable to sup

pose, that he made it without any Thing really

aimed at in so doing, as much as to suppose that

he made the Planet Jupiter without Aim or De

sign.

'Tis possible, that the most minute Effects of

the Creator's Power, the smallest assignable Diffe

rence between the Things which God has made,

may be attended, in the whole Series of Events,

and the whole Compass and Extent of their In

fluence, with very great and important Conse

quences.
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quences. If the Laws of Motion and Gravitation,

laid down by Sir Isaac Newton, hold universally,

there is not one Atom, nor the least assignable

Part of an, Atom, but what has Influence, every

Moment, throughout the whole material Universe,

to cause every Part to be otherwise than it would

be, if it were not for that particular corporeal Ex

istence. And however the Effect; is insensible for

the present, yet it may in Length of Time become

great and important.

To illustrate this, Let us suppose two Bodies

moving the fame Way, in strait Lines, perfectly

parallel one to another ; but to be diverted from

this Parallel Course, and drawn one from another,

as much as might be by the Attraction of an Atom,

at the Distance of one of the furthest of the fix'd

Stars from the Earth ; these Bodies being turned

out of the Lines of their parallel Motion, will, by

Degrees, get further and further distant, one from

the other ; and tho' the Distance may be imper

ceptible for a long Time, yet at Length it may

become very great. So the Revolution of a Pla

net round the Sun being retarded or accelerated,

and the Orbit of it's Revolution made greater or

less, and more or less elliptical, and so it's Perio

dical Time longer or shorter, no more than may

be by the Influence of the least Atom, might in

Length of Time perform a whole Revolution

sooner or later than otherwise it would have done ;

which might make a vast Alteration with Regard

to Millions of important Events. So the In

fluence of the least Particle may, for ought we

know, have such Effect on something in the Con

stitution of some human Body, as to cause another

Thought to arise in the Mind at a certain Time,

than otherwise would have been ; which in Length

os Time (yea, and that not very great) might oe-

' casion
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cafion avast Alteration thro' the whole World of

Mankind. And so innumerable other Ways might

be mention'd, wherein the least afiismable Altera-

tion may possibly be attended with great Conse

quences. ,

Another Argument, which the foremention'ct

Author brings against a necessary Determination

of the divine Will by a fuperiour Fitness, is, that

such Doctrine derogates from the Freeness of God's

Grace and Goodness, in chusing the Objects of his

Favour and Bounty, and from the Obligation upon.

Men to 'Thankfulness for special Benefits. P. 89, &c.

In answer to this Objection, I would observe,

1. That it derogates no more from the Good

ness of God, to suppose the Exercise of the Bene

volence of his Nature to be determin'd by Wis

dom, than to suppose it determined by Chance,

and that his Favours are bestowed altogether at

Random, his Will being determin'd by nothing

but perfect Accident, without any End or Design'

whatsoever ; which must be the Case, as has been

demonstrated, if Volition be not determined by a

prevailing Motive. That which is owing to per

fect Contingence, wherein neither previous Induce

ment, nor antecedent Choice has any Hand, is'

not owing more to Goodness or Benevolence,

than that which is owing to the Influence of a wife

End. <

2. 'Tis acknowledged, that if the Motive that

determines the Will of God, in the Choice of the

Objects of his Favours, be any moral Quality in

the Object, recommending that Object to his Be

nevolence above others, his chusing that Object is

not so great a Manifestation of the Freeness and

Sovereignty of his Grace, as if it were Otherwise.

But
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But there is no Necessity of supposing this, in or- .

der to our supposing that he has some wise End in

View, in determining to bestow his Favours on

one Person rather than another. We are to dis

tinguish between the Merit of the Obje£l os God's -

Favour, or a moral Qualification of the ObjeEt at

tracting that Favour and recommending to it, and

the natural Fitness of such a Determination of the

jl£f of God's Goodness, to answer some wise Design

of his own, some End in the, View of God's Om

niscience. — 'Tis God's own Act, that is the pro-

- per and immediate Object of his Volition.

3. I suppose that none will deny, but that in

some Instances, God acts from wife Design in de

termining the particular Subjects of his Favours :

ISTone will fay, I presume, that when God distin

guishes by his Bounty particular Societies or Per

sons, He never, in any Instance, exercises any

Wisdom in so doing, aiming at some happy Con

sequence. And if it be not denied to be so in some

Instances, then I would enquire, whether in these

Instances God's Goodness is less manifested, than

in those wherein God has no Aim or End at all ?

And whether the Subjects have less Cause of

Thankfulness ? tAnd if ib, who shall be thankful

for the Bestowment of distinguishing Mercy, with

that enhancing Circumstance of the Distinction's

being made without an End ? How shall it be

known when God is influenced by some wise Aim,

and when not ? It is very manifest with Respect

to the Apostle Paul, that God had wise Ends in

chusing Him to be a Christian and an Apostle,

who had been a Persecutor, &c. The Apostle

himself mentions one End. 1 Tim. i. 15, 16.

Christjesus came into the l-Vorld to save Sinners, of

tvhom I am chief. Howbeit, for this Cause I obtained

Mercy, that in me first, Jesus Christ might foew forth
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all Long-suffering, for a Pattern to them whoshould

hereafter believe on Him to Life everlasting. But yet

the Apostle never look'd on it as a Diminution of

the Freedom and Riches of divine Grace in his

Election, which He so often and so greatly magv

nisies. This brings me to observe,

4. Our supposing such a moral Necessity in the

Acts of God's Will as has been spoken of, is so

far from necessarily derogating from the Riches of

God's Grace to such as are the chosen Objects of

his Favour, that in many Instances, this moral

Necessity may arise from Goodness, and from the

great Degree of it. God may chuse this Object:

rather than another, as having a superiour Fitness

to answer the Ends, Designs and Inclinations of

his Goodness ; being more sinful, and so more

miserable and necessitous than others ; the Incli

nations of infinite Mercy and Benevolence may be

more gratified, and the gracious Design of God's

sending his Son into the World may be more a-

bundantly answered, in the Exercises of Mercy

towards such an Object, rather than another.

One Thing more I would observe, before I

finish what I have to say on the Head of the Ne

cessity of the Acts of God's Will ; and that is^

that (something much more like a servile Subjec

tion of the divine Being to fatal Necessity, will

follow from Arminian .Principles, than from the

Doctrines which they oppose. For they (at least

most of them) suppose, with Respect to all Events

that happen in the moral World depending on the

Volitions of moral Agents, which are the most

important Events of the Universe, to which all

others are subordinate ; I say, they suppose with

respect to these, that God has a certain Foreknow

ledge of them, antecedent to any Purposes or De

crees of his about them. And if so, they have a

fix'd
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fix'd certain Futurity, prior to any Designs or

Volitions of his, and independent on them, and

to which his Volitions must, be subject, as He

would wisely accommodate his Affairs to this fix'd

Futurity of the State of Things in the moral/

World. So that here,/ instead of a moral Neces

sity of God's Will, arising from or consisting in

the infinite Perfection and Blessedness of the divine

Being,/we have a fix'd unalterable State of Things,

properly distinct from the perfect Nature of the

divine Mind, and the State of the divine Will

and Design, and entirely independent on these I

Things, and which they have no Hand in, be- j

cause they are prior to them ; and which God's

Will is truly subject to,/ being obliged to conform

or accommodate himself to it, in all his Purposes

and Decrees, and in every Thing He does in his

Disposals and Government of the World ; the

moral World being the End of the natural ; so

that all is in vain, that is not accommodated to

that State of the moral World, which consists in,

or depends upon the Acts and State of the Wills

of moral Agents, which had a fix'd Futurition .

from Eternity. /Such a Subjection to Necessity as j

this, would truly argue an Inferiority and Servi- 1

tude, that would be unworthy of the supreme 1

Being ; and is much more agreable to the Notion

which many of the Heathen had of Fate, as above

the Gods, than that moral Necessity of Fitness and

Wisdom which has been spoken of ; and is truly

repugnant to the absolute Sovereignty of God* [

and inconsistent with the Supremacy of his Will ;

and really subjects the Wils of the most High to

the Will of his Creatures, and brings him into

Dependence upon them.

Section
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Section IX.

Concerning that Objection againfl the Doctrine

which has been maintain d, that it makes Gorr

the Author of Sin.

J[ of the Necessity of Men's Volitions, or their

necessary Connection with antecedent Events and

Circumstances, makes the first Causes and supreme

Orderer of all Things, the Author of Sin ; in that

he has so constituted the State and Course of

Things, that sinful Volitions become necessary,

in Consequence of his Disposal. Dr. Wbitby? in

his Discourse on the Freedom of the Will', * cites

one of the Antients, as on his Side, declaring that

this Opinion of the Necessity of the Will te ab-

" solves Sinners, as doing nothing of their own

" Accord which was Evil, and would cast all the

'* Blame of all the Wickedness committed in the

" World, upon God, and" upon his Providence,

" if that were admitted by the Assertors of this

** Fate ; whether he himself did necessitate them

" to do these Things, or ordered Matters so that

" they should be constrain'd to do them by some

*c other Cause." And the Doctor says in another

Place, f " hn tne Nature of the Thing, and in

" the Opinion of Philosophers, Causa deficient? in

** rebus necejsariis, ad Causam per fe efficientem redu-

" cenda est. In Things necessary, the deficient

" Cause must be reduced to the efficient. And

" in this Case the Reason is evident ; because the

" not doing what is required, or not avoiding

" what is forbidden, being a Defect, must follow

 

from

* On the five Points. P. 36s. ' -f: Hi:!. P. $6.
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-** from the Position of the necesiury Cause of that

.** Deficiency."

Concerning this, I would observe the following

Things.

I. If there be any Difficulty in this Matter, 'tis

nothing peculiar to this Scheme ; 'tis no Difficulty

or Disadvantage wherein it is distinguished from

the Scheme of Arminians ; and therefore not rea

sonably objected by them.

Dr. Whttby supposes, that if Sin necessarily fol

lows frcm God's withholding Assistance, or if that

Assistance be not given which is absolutely neces

sary to the avoiding of Evil then in the Nature,

of the Thing, God must be as properly the Au-I

thor of that Evil, as if he were the efficient Cause!

of it. From whence, according to what he him-

self says of the Devils and damned Spirits, God

must be the proper Author of their perfect: unre

strained Wickedness : He must be the efficient

Cause of the great Pride of the Devils, and of

their perfect Malignity against God, Christ, his

Saints, and all that is Good, and of the insatiable

Cruelty of their Disposition. For he allows, that

God has so forsaken them, and does so withhold

his Assistance from them, that they are incapaci

tated from doing Good, and determined only to

Evil. * Our Doctrine, in its Consequence, makfs

God the Author of Men's Sin in this World, no

more, and in no other Sense, than his Doctrine,

in its Consequence, makes God the Author of the

hellish Pride and Malice of the Devils. And doubt

less the latter is as odious an Effect as the former.

Again, if ft will follow at all, that God is

the Author of Sin, from what has been supposed

, A a 2 of

* On the five Points, P. 302. 305.
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of a sure and infallible Connection between Ante

cedents and Consequents, it will follow because of

this, viz. That for God to be the Author or Or-

derer ofthose Things which he knows before-hand,

will infallibly be attended with such a Consequence,

is the fame Thing in Effect, as for him to be the

Author of that Consequence. But if this be so,

this is a Difficulty which equally attends the Doc

trine of Arminians themselves ; at least, of those

of them who allow God's certain Fore-knowledge

of all Events. For on the Supposition of such a

Fore-knowledge, this is the Case with Respect to

every Sin that is committed : God knew, that if

he ordered and brought to pass such and such E-

vents, such Sins would infallibly follow. As for

Instance, God certainly fore knew, long before

Judas was born, that if he ordered Things so, that

there should be such a Man born, at such a Time,

and at such a Place, and that his Life should be

preserved, and that he should, in divine Provi

dence, be led into Acquaintance with Jesus ; and

that his Heart should be so influenced by God's

Spirit or Providence, as to be inclined to be a

Follower of Christ ; and that he should be One

of those Twelve, which should be chosen constant

ly to attend him as his Family ; and that his

Health should be preserved so that he should go

up to Jerusalem, at the last Passover in Christ's

Life ; and it should be so ordered that Judas should

see Christ's kind Treatment of the Woman which

anointed him at Bethany, and have that Reproof

from Christ, which he had at that Time, and fee

and hear other Things, which excited his Enmity

against his Master, and other Circumstances should

be ordered, as they were ordered -, it would be

what would most certainly and infallibly follow,

that Judas would betray his Lord, and would soon

aster
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aster hang himself, and die impenitent, and be

sent to Hell, for his horrid Wickedness.

Therefore this supposed Difficulty ought not to

be brought as an Objection against the Scheme

-which has been maintain'd, as disagreeing with the

Arminian Scheme, seeing 'tis no Difficulty owing

to such a Disagreement but/a Difficulty wherein

the Arminians share with us. That must be un

reasonably made an Objection against our differ

ing from them, which we should not escape or a- j

void at ail by agreeing with them.

And therefore I would observe,

II. They who object, that this Doctrine makes f

God the Author of Sin, ought distinctly to ex- I

plain what they mean by that Phrase, The Author\-

of Sin. I know, the Phrase, as it is commonly \

used, signifies something very 111. If by the Au- V

thor of Sin, be meant the Sinner, the Agent, or Ac- \

tor of Sin, ox the Doer of a wicked Thing; so it ;

would be a Reproach and Blasphemy, to suppose /

God to be the Author of Sin. In this Sense, I f

utterly deny God to be the Author of Sin ; re- !

jecting such an Imputation on the most High, as

. what is infinitely to be abhor'd ; and deny any

such Thing to be the Consequence of what 1 have

laid down. But if by the Author of Sin, is meant f

the Permitter, or not a Hinderer of Sin ; and at

the fame Time, a Disposer of the State of Events, I

in such a Manner, for wise, holy and most excel- j

lent Ends and Purposes, that Sin, if it be permit- J

ted or not hindered, will most certainly and infal-

libly follow : I fay, if this be all that is meant, /

by being the Author cf Sin, I don't deny that

God is the Author of Sin, (tho' I dislike and re

ject the Phrase, as that which by Use and Custom

is apt to carry another Sense) it is no Reproach!

A a 3 ' for
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tor the most High to be thus the Author of Sin.

This is not to be the ASlor of Sin, but on the con

trary, of Holiness. "What God doth herein, is holy ;

and a glorious Exercise of the infinite Excellency

of his Nature. And 1 don't deny, that God's be

ing thus the Author of Sin, follows from what I

have, laid down ; and 1 aslert, that it equally sol -

lows from the Doctrine which is maintained by-

most of the Arminian Divines.

I

/ That it is most certainly so, that God is in such-

k Manner the Disposer and Orderer of Sin, is evi-

fdent, if any Credit is to be given to the Scripture ;

'as well as because it is impoffiblejn the Nature oF

I Things to be otherwise. In such a Manner God

ordered the Obstinacy of Pharaoh, in hrs refusing

to obey God's Commands, to let the People go.

Exod. iv. 21. I will harden his Heart, and he jhall

net let the People go. Chap. vii. 2—5. Aaron thy

Brother shall speak unto Pharaoh, that he send the

Children of Israel out of his Land. And I will harden

Phiraoh'j Heart, and multiply my Signs and my Won

ders in the hand of Egypt. But Pharaoh shall not

l:e.irken unto you ; that I may lay mine Hand upon

Egypt, by great Judgments, &c. Chap. ix. 12.

And the Lord harden'd the Heart of Pharaoh, and he

hearken'd not unto them, as the Lord hadspoken unto

Moses. Chap. x. 1, 2. And the Lord said unto

Moles, Go in unto Pharaoh; for I have harden'd his

Heart, and the Heart of his Servants, that I might

/hew these my Signs before Him, and that thou mayft

tell it in the Ears of thy Son, and thy Son's Son, zvhat

7 kings I have wrought in Egypt, and my Signs which

I have done amon?st them, that ye may know that 1

am the Lord. Chap. xiv. 4. And I will harden

Pharaoh'j Heart, that he (hall follow after them : and

I will be honoured upon Pharaoh, and upon all his

Host. Ver. 8. And the Lord harden'd the Heart of

Pharaoh
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Pharaoh King of Egypt, and he pursued after the

Children of Israel. And it is certain that in such

a Manner, God for wise and good Ends, ordered /

that Event, Jofeph's being fold into Egypt, by his

Brethren. Gen. xlv. 5. Now therefore be not griev

ed., nor angry with yourselves, that ye fold me hither ;

for God did fend me before you to preserve Life. Ver.

7,8. God didsend me before you to preserve a Posterity

in the Earth, and to save your Lives by a great De

liverance : so that now it was not you, that sent me

father, but God. Psal. cvii. 17. He sent a Man be

fore them, even Joseph, -who was foldfor a Servant.

*Tis certain, that thus God ordered the Sin and

Folly of Sihon King of the Amorites, in refusing

to let the People of Israel pass by him peaceably.

Deut. ii. 30. But Sihon King c/"Hefhbon would not

let us pass by him -, for the Lord t/jy God harden'd his

Spirit, and made his Heart obstinate, that He might

deliver Hint into thine Hand. ' Tis certain, that

God thus ordered the Sin and Folly of the Kings

of Canaan, that they attempted not to make Peace

with Israel, but with a stupid Boldness and Obsti

nacy, set themselves violenriy to oppose them and

their God. Josh. xi. 20. For it was of the Lord, to

harden their Hearts, that they should tome against

Israel in Batti:, that he might destroy them utterly,

and that they might have 'no Favour ; but that he

might destroy them, as the Lord commanded Moses.

*Tis evident, that thus God ordered the treacher

ous Rebellion of Zcdekiab, against the King of

Babylon. Jer. lii. 3. For thro'' the Anger of the Lord

it came to pass in Jerufalem, and Judah, ''till He

had cast them out from his Presence^ that Zedekiah

rebelled against the King of Babylon. So 2 Kings

xxiv. 20. And 'tis exceeding manifest, that God

thus ordered the Rapine and unrighteous Ravages

of Nebuchadnezzar, in spoiling and ruining the

Nations round about. Jer. xxv. 9. Behold, I will

A a 4 fend
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fend and take all the Families of the North, faith the

Lord, and Nebuchadnezzar my Servant, and iyill

bring them againjl this Land, and against ail the Na

tions round about ; and will utterly destroy them, and

make them an Astonishment, and an Hissing, and per

petual Desolations. Chap- xliii. 10, 11. / will Jend

and take Nebuchadnezzar the King of Babylon, my

Servant : and I will set his Throne upon these stones

that I have hid, and he shallspread bis royal Pavilion

ever them. And when he cometh, heshall smite the

Land of Egypt, and deliver such as are for Death to

Death, and such as are for Captivity to Captivity,

and such as are for the Sword to the Sword.' Thus

God represents himself as fending for Nebuchadnez

zar, and taking of him and his Armies, and bring

ing him against the Nations which were to be de

stroyed by him, to that very End, that he might

utterly destroy them, and make them desolate j

and as appointing the Work that he should do,

so particularly, that the very Persons were design

ed, that he mould kill with the Sword ; and those

that should be kuTd with Famine and Pestilence,

and those that mould be carried into Captivity ;

and that in doing all these Things, he should act:

as his Servant : By which, less can't be intended,

than that he should serve his Purposes and De

signs. And in Jer. xxvii. 4, 5, 6. God declares

how he would cause him thus to serve his De

signs, viz. by bringing this to pass in his sove

reign Disposals, as the great Poneslor and Gover

nor of the tjniverse, that disposes all Things just

as pleases him. Thus saith the Lord of Hojts, the

God of Israel ; I have made the Earth, the Man and

the Beast that are upon the Ground, by my great

Tower, and my stretched out Arm, and have given it

unto whom it seemed meet unto me : And now I have

given all these Lands into the Hands of Nebuchad

nezzar MY SERVANT, and the Beasts of the

Field
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Field have 1 given also to serve him. And Nebuchad

nezzar is spoken of as doing these Things, by

having his Arms strengthened by God, and having

God's Sword put into his Hands, for this End. Ezek.

xxx. 24, 25, 26. Yea, God speaks of his ter

ribly ravaging and wasting the Nations, and cruel

ly destroying all Sorts, without Distinction of Sex

or Age, as the Weapon in God's Hand, and the

Instrument of his Indignation, which God makes

use of to fulfil his own Purposes, and <. xecute his

own Vengeance. Jer. li. 20, &c. ) hou art my

Battle- Axe', and Weapons of TVar. For with thee

will I break in Pieces the Nations, and with thee I

will destroy Kingdoms, and with thee I will break in

Pieces the Horse and his Rider, and with thee I will

break in Pieces the Chariot and his Rider ; with thee

also 'Will I break in Pieces Alan and H "cman ; and

with thee will I break in Pieces Old and Young ; and

with thee will I break in Pieces the young Adan and

the jb/taia, &c, 'Tis represented, that the De

signs of Nebuchadnezzar, and those that destroyed

Jerusalem, never could have been accomplished,

had not God derermined them, as well as they ;

Lam. iii. 37. Who is he that faith, and it cometh to

pass, and the Lord commandeth it net ? And yet the

King of Babylon's, thus destroying the Nations,

arid especially the Jew's, is spoken of as his great

"Wickedness, for which God finally destroyed him.

Isa. xiv. 4, 5, 6, 12. Flab. ii. 5,— 12. and Jer.

Chap. 1. and li. 'Tis most manifest, that God, to

serve his own Designs, providentially ordered

Shimei's curling David. 2 Sam. xvi. 10, 11. The

Lord hath said unto him, Curse David. Let him

curse, for the Lord hath bidden him.

'Tis certain, that God thus, for excellent, holy,

gracious and glorious Ends, ordered the Fact

which they committed, w.ho were concerned in

Christ's
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Christ's Death ; and that therein they did but ful

fil God's Designs. As, I trust, no Christian will

deny it was the Design of God, that Christ should

be crucified, and that for this End, he came into

the World. 'Tis very manifest by many Scrip

tures, that the whole Affair of Christ's Cruci

fixion, with it's Circumstances, and the Treachery

ot Judas, that made Way for it, was ordered in

God's Providence, in Pursuance of his Purpose ;

notwithstanding the Violence that is used with

those plain Scriptures, to obscure and pervert the

Sense of 'em. Acts ii. 23. Him being delivered, by

the determinate Counsel and foreknowledge of God,

* ye have taken, and with wicked Hands, have cruci

fied andJlain. Lukexxii. 21, 22. f But behold the

Hand of him that betrayeth me, is with me on the

Table : And truly the Son of Man goeth, as it was

determined. Acts iv. 27, 28. For of d Iruth, a-

gainst thy holy Child Jesus, whom thou hast anointed,

both Herod, and Pontius Pilate, with the Gentiles,

and the People of Israel, were gathered together, for

to do whatsoever thy Hand and thy Counsel determined

before to be done. Acts iii. 17, 18. And nozv Bre

thren, I wot that through Ignorance ye did it, as did

alfa

* " Grotius, as well as Beza, observes, that urgo-yano-it must

" here signify Decree ; and Eisner has shewn that it has that

** Signification, in approved Greek Writers. And it is certain

" tx^oT®- signifies one given up into the Hands of an Enemy."

Doddridge in Loc.

t " As this Passage is not liable to the Ambiguities, which

" some have apprehended in^Æfii. z^. and iv. 28. (which

" yet seem on the whole to be parallel to it, in their most na-

" tural Construction) 1 look upon it as an evident Proof, that

" these Things are, in the Language of Scripture, said to be

" determined or decreed (or exactly bounded and mark'd out

" by God, as the Word o^i£w most naturally signifies) which

" he fees in Fact will happen, in Consequence of his Voli-

" tions, without any necessitating Agency ; as well as those

" Events, of which he is properly the Author." Dodd. in

Loc. ' '
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also your Rulers : But these Things, which God before

had /hewed by the Mouth of all his Prophets, that

Christ faould suffer, he hath so fulfilled. So that what

these Murderers of Christ; did, is spoken of as

what God brought to pals or ordered, and that by

which he fulfilled his own Word.

In Rev. xvii. 1 7. The agreeing of the Kings of the

Earth to give their Kingdom to the Beast, tho' it was

a very wicked Thing in them, is spoken of as a

fulfilling God's Will, and what God badput into their

Hearts to. do. 'Tis manifest, that God sometimes

permits Sin to be committed, and at the fame

Time orders Things so, that if he permits the

Fact, it will come to pass, because on some Ac

counts he fees it needful and of Importance that

it should come to pass. Matt- xviii. 7. // must

needs be, that Offences come but Wo to that Man by

-whom the Offence cometh. With 1 Cor. xi. 19. For

there must also be Heresies among you, that they zvhicb

are approved, way be made manifest among you.

Thus it is certain and demonstrable, from the

holy Scriptures, as well as the Nature of Things, j

and the Principles of Arminians, that God permits i

Sin and at the fame Time, so orders Things, in

his Providence, that it certainly and infallibly will

come to pass, in Consequence of his Permiflion.

I proceed to observe in the next Place.

111. That there is a great Difference between/

God's being concerned thus, by his Permission, in

an Event and Act, which in the inherent Subject

and Agent cf it, is Sin, (tho' the Event will cer

tainly follow on his Permission,) and his being

concerned in it by producing it and exerting the

Act of Sin ; or between! his being the Orderer of-

it's certain Existence, by not hindering it, under

certain
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certain Circumstances, and his being the proper

Actor or Author of it, by a positive Agency or Effi

ciency. And this, notwithstanding what Dr. Whitby

offers about a Saying of Philosophers, that Causa

deficient, in Rebus necejsariis, ad Causam per se effici-

entem reducenda est. ' As there is a vast Difference

'.between the Sun's being the Cause of the Light-

tsomeness and Warmth of the Atmosphere, and

brightness of Gold and Diamonds, by its Pre

sence and positive Influence; and its being the

/Occasion of Darkness and Frost, in the Night,

by its Motion, whereby it descends below the

Horizon. The Motion of the Sun is the Occa

sion of the latter Kind of Events ; but it is not

the proper Cause, Efficient or Producer of them ;

tho' they are necessarily consequent on that Mo

tion, under such Circumstances : No more is any

Action of the divine Being the Cause of the Evil

of Men's Wills. If the Sun were the proper

Cause of Cold and Darkness, it would be the Foun

tain of these Things, as it is the Fountain of

Light and Heat : And then something might be

argued from the Nature of Cold and Darkness,

to a Likeness of Nature in the Sun ; and it might

be justly infer'd, that the Sun itself is dark and

cold, and that his Beams are black and frosty.

But from its being the Cause no otherwise than by

its Departure, no such Thing can be infer'd, but

the contrary ; it may justly be argued, that the

Sun is a bright and hot Body, if Cold and Dark

ness are found to be the Consequence of its With-

drawment ; and the more constantly and necessari

ly these Effects are connected with, and confined

to its Absence, the more strongly does it argue

the Sun to be the Fountain of Light and Heat.

(So, inasmuch as Sin is not the Fruit of any posi-

on the contrary, arises from the withholding of his

 

Influence of the most High, but

Action
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Action and Energy, and under certain Circum- )

stances, necessarily follows on the Want of his In- [

fluence this is no Argument that he is sinful, or \

his Operation Evil, or has any Thing of the Na-

ture of Evil but on the contrary, that He, and [

his Agency, are altogether good and holy, andj

that he is the Fountain of all Holiness. It would;

be strange arguing indeed, because Men never-

commit Sin, but only when God leaves 'em

themjelves, and necessarily sin, when he does so,;

that therefore their Sin is not from themselves, but

from God ; and so, that God must be a sinful Be

ing : As strange as it would be to argue, because

it is always dark when the Sun is gone, and never

dark when the Sun is present, that therefore all

Darkness is from the Sun, and that his Disk and

Beams must needs be black.

IV. It rJroperly belongs to the supreme and ab

solute Governor of the Universe, to order all

important Events within his Dominion, by his

"Wisdom : But the Events in the moral World are

of the moll important Kind ; such as the moral

Actions of intelligent Creatures, and their Conse

quences.

These Events will be ordered by something.

They will either be disposed by Wisdom, or they

will be disposed by Chance ; that is, they will be

disposed by blind and undesigning Causes, if that

were possible, and could be called a Disposal. Is

it not better, that the Good and Evil which hap

pens in God's World, mould be ordered, regu- j

lated, bounded and derermin'd by the good Plea- \

sure of an infinitely wise Being, who perfectly j

comprehends within his Understanding and con- ;

stant View, the Universality of Things, in all \

their Extent and Duration, and fees all the Influ- »

e*ice
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ence of every Event, with Respect to every indi

vidual Thing and Circumstance, throughout the

grand System, and the whole of the eternal Series

\ of Consequences ; than to leave these Things to

fall out by Chance, and to be determined by those

'Causes which have no Understanding or Aim ?

Doubtless, in these important Events, these is a'

better and a worse, as to the Time, Subject,

I Place, Manner and Circumstances of their com

ing to pals, with Regard to their Influence on the

State and Course of Things. And if there be, 'tis

certainly best that they should be determined to

that Time, Place, (iff.- which is best. And there

fore 'tis in its own Nature fit, that Wisdom, and

not Chance, should order these Things. So that

it belongs to the Being, who is the Possessor of

infinite Wisdom, and is the Creator and Owner

of the whole System of created Existences, and

has the Care of all I fay, it belongs to him, to

take Care of this Matter; and he would not do

what is proper for him, if he should neglect it.

And it is so tar from being unholy in him, to un

dertake this Affair, that it would rather have been

unholy to neglect it ; as it would have been a

neglecting what fitly appertains to him ; and so

it would have been a very unfit and unsuitable

Neglect.

Therefore the Sovereignty of God doubtless ex

tends to this Matter : especially considering, that

if it should be supposed to be otherwise, and God

should leave Men's Volitions, and all moral E-

vents, to the Determination and Disposition of

blind and unmeaning Causes, or they should be

lest to happen .perfectly without a Cause ; this

would be no more consistent with Liberty, in .any

Notion of it, and particularly not in the Arminian

Notion of it, than if these Events were subject to

the
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the Dispofal of divine Providence, and the Will

of Man were determined by Circumstances which

a^e ordered and disposed by divine Wisdom ; as

appears by what has been already observed. But

*tis evident, that such a providential disposing

and determining Men's moral Actions, tho' it in

fers a moral Necessity of those Actions, yet it

does not in the least infringe the real Liberty of

Mankind ; the only Liberty that common Sense

teaches to be necessary to moral Agency, which,

as has been demonstrated, is not inconsistent with

such Necessity.

On the whole, it is manifest, that God may be,

in the Manner which has been described, the Or-

derer and Disposer of that Event, which in the

inherent Subject and Agent is moral Evil and

yet His so doing may be no moral"Evil. He may

will the Dispofal of such an Event, and it's com

ing to pass for good Ends, and his Will not be

an immoral or sinful Wfll, but a perfect holy

Will. And he may actually in his Providence so

dispose and permit Things, that the Event may

be certainly and infallibly connected with such

Disposal and Permission, and his Act therein not

be an immoral or unholy, but a perfectly holy

Act. Sin may be an evil Thing, and yet that

there should be such a Disposal and Permission, as.

that it mould come to pass, may be a good Thing.

This is no Contradiction, or Inconsistence. Jofeph's.

Brethren's selling him into Egypt, consider it only

as it was acted by them, and with Respect to their

Views and Aims which were evil, was a very bad

Thing ; but it was a good Thing, as it was an

Event of God's ordering, and consider'd with Re

spect to his Views and Aims which' were good.

Gen- 1. 20. As for you, ye thought Evil against me;

but God meant it unto Good. So the Crucifixion of

Christ,
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Christ, if we consider only those Things which

belong to the Event as it proceeded from his

Murderers, and are comprehended within the

Compass of the Affair considered as their Act,

their Principles, Dispositions, Views and Aims ;

so it was one of the most heinous Things that

ever was done ; in many Respects the most horrid

of all Acts : But consider it, as it was will'd and

ordered of God, in the Extent of his Designs and

Views, it was the most admirable and glorious of

all Events ; and God's willing the Event was the

most holy Volition of God, that ever was made

known to Men ; and God's Act in ordering it,

was a divine Act, which above all others, mani

fests the moral Excellency of the divine Being.

The Consideration of these Things may help us

to a sufficient Answer t6 the Cavils of Arminians

concerning what has been supposed by many Cal-

vinistf, of a Distinction between a secret and reveal

ed Will of God, and their Diversity one from the

other; supposing, that the Calvinists herein ascribe

inconsistent Wills to the most High : Which is

without any Foundation. God's secret and reveal

ed Will, or in other Words, his disposing and p$r^

ceptive Will may be diverse, and exercised in dissi

milar Acts, the one in disapproving and opposing,

the other in willing and determining, without any

Inconsistence. Because, altho' these dissimilar Ex

ercises of the divine Will may in some Respects

relate to the fame Things, yet in Strictness they

have different and contrary Objects, the one Evil

and the other Good. Thus for Instance, the Cru

cifixion of Christ was a Thing contrary to the re

vealed or p«r£eptive Will of God ; because, as it

was view'd and done by his malignant Murderers,

it was a Thing infinitely contrary to the holy Na

ture of God, and so necessarily contrary to the

holy
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holy Inclination of his Heart revealed in his Law. »

Yet this don't at all hinder but that the Cruci

fixion of Christ, considered with all those glorious

Consequences, which were within the View of the

divine Omniscience, might be indeed, and there- .-.

fore might appear to God to be, a glorious Event;

and consequently be agreible to his Will,' though

this Will may be secret, /. e. not revealed in God's

La"w. And thus considered, the Crucifixion of

Christ was not evil, but good. If the secret Ex- ::

ercises of God's Will were of a Kind that is disii-

• rnilar and contrary to his revealed Will, respect

ing the fame, or like Objects ; if the Objects of

boch were good, or both evil \ then indeed to

ascribe contrary Kinds of Volition or Inclination

to God, respecting these Objects, would be . to

ascribe an inconsistent Will to God : but to ascribe

to Him different and opposite Exercises of Heart,

respecting different Objects, and Objects contrary

one to another, is so far from supposing God's

Will to be inconsistent with it self, that it can't be

supposed consistent with it self any other Way. For

any Being to have a Will of Choice respecting

Good, and at the fame Time a Will of Rejection

and Refusal respecting Evil, is to be very con

sistent : But the contrary, viz. to have the fame

Will towards these contrary Objects, and to chuse

and love both Good and Evil at the same Time,

is to be very inconsistent.

There is no Inconsistent in supposing, that(

God may hate a Thing as it is in it self, and con-1

sidered simply as Evil, and yet that it may be hisj

Will it should come to pass, considering, all Con-f

' sequences. I believe, there is no Person of good

Understanding, who will venture to say, he is

certain that it is impossible it mould be belt, taking

in the whole Compals and Extent of Existence,

-B b and
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and all Conferences in the endless Series of E-

vents, that there mould be such a Thing as moral

Evil in the World. * And if so,, it will certainly

follow

* Here are worthy to be observed some Passages of a late

noted Writer, of our Nation, that no Body who is acquainted

with Him will suspect to be very favourable to Calvinism.

" It is difficult (fays he) to handle the NeceJ/ity of Evil in luch

" a Manner, as not to stumble such as are-not above being a-

" ! arm ed at Propositions which have an uncommon Sound.

" But if Philosophers will but reflect calmly on the Matter,

" they will find, that consistently with the unlimited Power

* of the supreme Cause, it may be said, that ki the best order-

" ed System, Evils must have Place." Turnbulss Princi

ples ofmoral Philosophy. Pag. 3.27, 328. He is there speaking

of noral Evils, as may be seen*

Again the fame Author, in his second Vol. entitled, Christian

Philosophy, Pag. 35. has these Words; " If the Author and-

" Governor of all Things be infinitely ptrfeft, then whatever

" is, is right of all possible Systems he hath chosen the best :

" and consequently there is no absolute Evil in the Universe.—

" This being the Case, all the seeming Imperfeakns or Evils in

** it are such only in a partial View ; and with Respect ta the

*' whole System, they are Goods.

Ibid. Pag. 37. " Whence then comes Evil, is the Question that

" hath in all Ages been reckon'd the Gerdian Knot in Philoso-

" pby. And indeed, if we own the Existence of Evil in the

" World in an absolute Sense, we diametrically contradict what

" hath been just now prov'd of God. For if there be any Evil

" in the System, that is not good with Respect to the whole,

" then is the whole not good, but evil : or at best, very itft-

" perfect : And an Author must be as his Workmanship is ; - as

" is the Effect, such is the Cause. Bat the Solution of this

" Difficulty is at Hand ; That there is no Evil in the Universe.

" What! Are there no Pains, no Imperfections? Is there no>

** Misery, no Vice in the World ? Or are not these Evils *

*' Evils indeed they are ; that is, those ofone fort are hurtful,

" and those of the other sort are equally hurtful and abomina-

** ble: but they, are not evil or mischievous with Respect ta

*' the whole."

Ibid. Pag. 42. " But He is at the fame Time said tcxxreater

*' Evil, Darkness, Confusion ; and yet to do no Evil, but to be

" the Authoi of Good only. He is called the Father ofLights*

y the Author of entry perfeil and good Gift, with whom there is

" no Variableness nor Shadow of -Turning, who tempftth no Man,

** bat
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follow, that an infinitely wise Being, who always

chuses what is best, must chuse that there should

be such a Thing. And if so, then such a Choice

is not an Evil, but a wife and holy Choice. And

if so, then that Providence which is agreable to

such a Choice, is a wife and holy Providence.

Men do ivill Sin as Sin, and lo are the Authors \

and Actors of it : They love it as Sin, and for I

evil Ends and Purposes. God don't will Sin as/

Sin, or for the fake of any Thing evil ; tho' it be/

his Pleasure so to order Things, that He permit

ting, Sin will come to pass ; for the fake of thd

great Good that by his Disposal shall be the Con-i

sequence. His willing to order Things so that

Evil should come to pass, for the lake of the con

trary Good, is no Argument that He don't hate

Evil, as Evil : And if so, then it is no Reason why

he mayn't reasonably forbid Evil as Evil, and pu

nish it as such.

The jfrtrtixia'ns themselves must be obliged,

Whether they will or no, to allow a Distinction of

God's Will, amounting to just the fame Thing

that Calvinists intend by their Distinction of a secret

and revealed Will. They must allow a Distinction

of those Things which God thinks best should be,

considering all Circumstances and Consequences,

and so are agreable to his disposing Will, and those

Things which he loves, and are agreable to his

B b 2 Nature,

" but gineth to all Men liberal'y, and upbraideth not. And yet

*' by the Prophet Isaias He is introduced saying bf Himself,

" Iform Light, and create Darkness; I make Peace, and create

" Evil : I the Lord do all these Things. What is the Mean-

" ing, the plain Language of all this, but that the Lord de-

lighteth in Goodness, and (as the Scripture speaks) Evil is

" his strange Work? He intends and pursues the universal Good

" of his Creation : and the Evil which happens, is not per-

" mitted for it's own fake, or thro' any Pleasure in Evil, but

« because it is requisite to the greater Good pursued,."
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Nature, in themselves considered. Who is there

that will dare to fay, that the hellish Pride, Malice

and Cruelty of Devils, are agreable to God, and

•what He likes and approves ? And yet, I trust,

there is no Christian Divine but what will allow,

that 'tis agreable to God's Will so to order and

dispose Things concerning them, so to leave them

to themselves, and give them up to their own

Wickedness, that this perfect Wickedness should

be a necessary Consequence. Befure Dr. Wbitby's

Words do plainly suppose and allow it. -f-

These following Things may be laid down as

Maxims of plain Truth, and indisputable Evi

dence.

i. That God is a persetlly happy Being, in the

most absolute and highest Sense possible.

?. That it will follow from hence, that God is

free from every Thing that is contrary to Happi

ness ; and so, that in strict Propriety of Speech,

there is no such Thing as any Pain, Grief or

Trouble in God.

3. When any intelligent Being is really crofs'd

and disappointed, and Things are contrary to what

He truly desires, He is the less pleased, or has less

Pleasure, his Pleasure and Happiness is diminished, and

he suffers what is disagreable to him, or is the

Subject of something that is of a Nature contrary

to Joy and Happiness, even Pain and Grief. J

From

t Wbitby on the five Points, Edit. 2. P. 300, 305, 3og>.

X Certainly 'tis not less absurd and unreasonable, to talk of

. God's Will and Desire's being truly and properly crofs'd, with-

. out his suffering any Uneasiness, or any Thing grievous or,

disagreable, than it is to talk of something that may be called

. a. re-vealed ti'iil, which may in some Respect be different from

a secret Purpose ; which Purpose may be fulfilled, whea the

other is opposed.
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From this last Axiom it follows, that if no

Distinction is to be admitted between God's Hatred

ot Sin, and his Will with Respect to the Event

and the Existence of Sin, as the allwife Determiner

of all Events, under the View of all Consequences

through the whole Compass and Series of Things ;

I fay, then it certainly follows, that the coming

to pass of every individual Act of Sin is truly, all

Things considered, contrary to his Will, and that

his Will is really cross'd in it; and this in Pro

portion as He hates it. And as God's Hatred of

bin is infinite, by Reason of the infinite Contra

riety of his holy Nature to Sin ; so his Will is in

finitely cross'd, in every Act: of Sin that happens.

Which is as much as to fay, He endures that

which is infinitely difagreable to Him, by Means

of every Act of Sin that He fees committed. And

therefore, as appears by the preceeding Positions,

He endures truly and really, infinite Grief or Pain

from every Sin. And so He must be infinitely

cross'd, and suffer infinite Pain, every Day, ia

Millions of Millions of Instances : He must con

tinually be the Subject of an immense Number of

real, and truly infinitely great Crosses and Vexa

tions. Which would be to make him infinitely

the most miserable of all Beings.

If any Objector should say; All that these

Things amount to, is, that God may do Evil that

Good may come ; which is justly esteem'd immoral

and sinful in Men-, and therefore may be justly

esteem'd inconsistent with the moral Perfections

of God. I answer, That for God to dispose and

permit Evil, in the Manner that has been spoken

of, is not to do Evil that Good may come ; for it

js not to do Evil at all.—In Order to a Thing's

being morally evil, there must be one_of these

Things belonging to it : Either it must be a Thing

B b 3 unfit
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unfit and unsuitable in it's own Nature ; or it must

have a bad Tendency ; or it must proceed from an

rw7 Disposition, and be done for an evil End. But

neither of these Things can be attributed to God's

ordering and permitting such Events, as the im

moral Acts of Creatures, for good Ends. ( i .) It

is not unfit in it's own Nature, that He should do fe.

For it is in it's own Nature fit, that infinite Wisdom,

and not blind Chance, Ihould dispose moral Good

and Evil in the World. And 'tis fit, that the

Being who has infinite Wisdom, and is the Maker,

Owner, and supreme Governor of the World,

mould take Care of that Matter. And therefore

there is no Unfitness, or Unsuitableness in his do

ing it. It may be unfit, and so immoral, for any

other Beings to go about to order this Affair ; be

cause they are not pofless'd of a Wisdom, that in

any Manner fits them for it ; and in other Respects

they are not fit to be trusted with this Affair ; nor

does it belong to them, they not being the Owners

and Lords of the Universe.

We need not be asraid to affirm, that if a wise

and good Man knew with absolute Certainty, it

would be best, all Things considered, that the;c

should be such a Thing as moral Evil in the

World, it would not be contrary to his Wisdom

and Gooodness, for him to chuse that it should be

so. 'Tis no evil Desire, to desire Good, and to

desire that which, all Things considered, is best.'

And it is no unwise Choice, to chuse that That

should be, which it is best should be ; and to chuse

the Existence of that Thing concerning which this

is known, viz. that it is best it should be, and so

is known in the whole to be most worthy to be

chosen. On the contrary, it Would be a plain

Defect in Wisdom and Goodness, for him not to

chuse it. And the Reason why he might not or

der
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4er it, if he were able, would not be because he

might not desire it, but only the ordering of that

Matter don't belong to him. But it is no Harm

for Him who is by Right, and in the greatest

Propriety, the supreme Orderer of all Things, to

order every Thing in such a Manner, as it would

be a Point of Wisdom in Him to chuse that they

should be ordered. If it would be a plain Defect

of Wisdom and Goodness in a Being, not to chuse

that That mould be, which He certainly knows

it would, all Things considered, be best should

be (as was but now observed) then it must be im

possible for a Being who has no Defect of Wisdom

and Goodness, to do otherwise than chuse it should

be ; and that, for this very Reason, because He

is perfectly wife and good. And if it be agreable

to perfect Wisdom and Goodness for him to chuse

that it should be, and the ordering of all Things

supremely and perfectly belongs to him, it must-

be agreable to infinite Wisdom and Goodness, to

order that it mould be. If the Choice is good,

the ordering and disposing Things according to

that Choice must also be good. It can be no Harm

in one to whom it belongs to do his Will in the Ar

mies of Heaven, and amongst the Inhabitants of the

Earth, to execute a good Volition. If this Will

be good, and the Object of his Will be, all Things

considered, good and best, then the chusing or

willing it is not willing Evil that Good may come.

And if so, then his ordering according to that

"\V ill js not doing Evil, that Good may come.

2. *Tis not of a bad Tendency, for the supreme

Being thus to order and permit that moral Evil

to be, which it is best should come to pass. For

that it is of good Tendency, is the very Thing

supposed in the Point now in Question.— Christ's

Crucifixion, tho' a most horrid Fact in them that

B b 4- perpcr
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perpetratcd it, was of most glorious Tendency as

permitted and ordered of God.

3. Nor is there any Need of supposing, \t pro

ceeds from any evil Disposition or Aim : for by the

Supposition, what is aim'd at is Good, and Good

is the actual Issue, in the final Result of Things.

S E C T J O N , X. ,

Concerning Sin's first Entrance into the llrcrld.

THE Things which have already been offer

ed, may serve to obviate or clear many of

the Objections which might be raised concerning

Sin's first coming into the World ; as tho' it would

follow from the Doctrine maintain'd, that God

mjst be the Author of the first Sin, thro' his so

disposing Things, that it should necessarily follow

from his Permission, that the sinful Act should be

committed, &c. I need not therefore stand to

repeat what has been said already, about such a

Necessity's not proving God to be the Author of

Sin, in any ill Sense, or in any such Sense as to

infringe any Liberty of Man, concerned in his

moral Agency, or Capacity of Blame, Guilt and

Punishment.

But if it should nevertheless be said, Supposing

the Case so, that God, when he had made JVIan,

might so order his Circumstances, that from these

Circumstances, together with his withholding fur

ther Assistance and divine Influence, his Sin would

infallibly follow, Why might not God as well

have first made Man with a fixed prevailing Prin

ciple of Sin in, his Heart ?

- I answer,
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I answer, z. It was meet, if Sin did come into

Existence, and appear in the World, it should arise

from the Imperfection which properly belongs to

a Creature, as such, and should appear so to do,

that it might appear not to be from God as the

Efficient or Fountain. But this could not have

been, if Man had been made at first with Sin in

his Heart ; nor unless the abiding Principle and

Habit of Sin were first introduced by an evil Act;

pf the Creature. If Sin had not arose from the]

Imperfection of the Creature, it would not have;

been so visible, that it did not arise from God, asj

the positive Cause, and real Source of it. [---But it

would require Room that can't be here allowed,

fully to consider all the Difficulties which have

been started, concerning the first Entrance of Sin

into the World. , .

And therefore,

2. I would observe, that Objections against the

Doctrine that has been laid down, in Opposition

to. the Arminian Notion of Liberty, from these

Difficulties, 'are altogether impertinent; because

no additional Difficulty is incurred, by adhering

to a Scheme in this Manner differing from theirs,

and none would be removed or avoided, by agree

ing with, and maintaining theirs. Nothing that

the Arminians fay, about the Contingence, or self-

determining Power of Man's Will, can serve to ex

plain with less Difficulty, how the first sinful Voli

tion ofMankind could take Place, and Man bejustly

charged with the Blame of it. To say, the Will

was self-determined, or determined by free Choice,

in that sinful Volition ; which is to fay, that the

first sinful Volition was determined by a foregoing

sinful Volition ; is no Solution of the Difficulty.

It is an odd Way of solving Difficulties, to ad

vance greater, in order to it. To fay, Two and

Two
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Two makes Nine ; or, that a Child begat his Fa

ther, solves no Difficulty : No more does it, to

fay, The first sinful Act of Choice was before the

first sinful Act of Choice, and chose and deter

mined it, and brought it to pass. Nor is it any

better Solution, to fay, The first sinful Volition

chose, determined and produced itself ; which is

to fay, It was before it was. Nor will it go any-

further towards helping us over the Difficulty, to

lay, The first sinful Volition arose accidentally,

without any Cause at all ; any more than it will

solve that difficult Question, How the World could

be made out of Nothing ? to say, It came into Being

out of Nothing, without any Cause ; as has been

already observed. And if we mould allow that

That could be, that the first evil Volition should

arise by perfect Accident, without any Cause, it

would relieve no Difficulty, about Crod's laying

the Blame of it to Man. For how was Man to

Blame for perfect Accident, which had no Cause,

and which therefore, he (to be sure) was not the

Cause of, any more than if it came by some ex

ternal Cause ? Such Kind of Solutions are no

better, than if some Person, going about to solve

some of the strange mathematical Paradoxes, about

infinitely great and small Quantities ; as, that some

infinitely great Quantities are infinitely greater

than some other infinitely great Quantities ; and

also that some infinitely imall Quantities are infi •

nitely less than others, which yet are infinitely little ;

in order to a Solution, should say, That Mankind

have been under a Mistake, in supposing-a greater

Quantity to exceed a smaller ; and thjtt a Hun

dred multiplied by Ten, makes but a^ffagle Unit.

Section
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Se c t i o n XJ.

Of asupposed Inconfstence os these Principles^

with GOD's moral Character.

THE Things which have been already obser

ved, may be sufficient to answer most of the

Objections, and silence the great Exclamations of

Arminians against the Calvinists, from the supposed

Inconsistence of Caivinistic Principles with the mo

ral Perfections of God, as exercised in his Govern

ment of Mankind. The Consistence of such a

Doctrine of Necessity as has been maintained, with

the Fitness and Reasonableness of God's Com

mands, Promises and Threatnings, Rewards and

Punishments, has been particularly considered :

The Cavils of our Opponents, as tho' our Doc

trine of Necessity made God the Author of Sin,

have been answered ; and also their Objection a-

gainst these Principles, as inconsistent with God's

Sincerity, in his Counsels, Invitations and Per-

swasions, has been already obviated, in what has

been observed, respecting the Consistence of what

Calvinists suppose concerning the secret and reveal

ed Will of God ; By that it appears, there is no

Repugnance in supposing it may be the secret Will

of God, that his Ordination and Permission of

Events should be such that it shall be a certain

Consequence, that a Thing never will come to

pass ; which yet it is Man's Duty to do, and so

God's perceptive Will, that he should do j and

this is the fame Thing as to fay, God may sincere

ly command and require him to do it. And if he,

may be sincere in commanding him, he may fof

the fame Reason be sincere in counselling, inviting

and using Persuasions with him to do it. Counsels
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and Invitations are Manifestations of God's pre

ceptive Will, or of what God loves, and what is

in it self, and as Man's Act, agreable to his Heart ;

and not of his disposing Will, and what he chuses

as a Part of his own infinite Scheme of Things.

It has been particularly (hewn, Part III. Sect. IV.

that such a Necessity as has been maintained, is not

inconsistent with the Propriety and Fitness of di-

vine Commands ; and for the fame Reason, not

inconsistent with the Sincerity of Invitations and

Counsels, in the Corollary at the End of that

Section. Yea, it hath been shewn, Part III.

Sect. VII. Coral. 1. that this Objection of Armi-

nians, concerning the Sincerity and Use of divine

Exhortations, Invitations and Counsels, is de-

monstrably against themselves. ... ,

Notwithstanding, I would further observe, that

the Difficulty of reconciling the Sincerity of Coun

sels, Invitations and Persuasions, with such an

antecedent known Fixedness.of all Events, as has

been supposed, is not peculiar to this Scheme, as

distinguished from that of the Generality of Arme

nians, which acknowledge the abiolute Foreknow

ledge of God : And therefore, it would be un

reasonably brought as an Objection against my

differing from them. The main seeming Diffi

culty in the Case is this : That God in counsell

ing, inviting and persuading, makes a Shew of

aiming at, seeking and using Endeavours for the

Thing exhorted and persuaded to ; whereas, 'tis

impossible for any intelligent Being truly to seek,

or use Endeavours for a Thing, which he at the

fame Time knows most perfectly will not come to

pass ; and that it is absurd to suppose, he makes

the obtaining of a Thing his End, in his Calls

and Counsels, which he at the fame Time infal

libly knows will not be jobtain'd by these Means.

Now,
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Now, if God knows this, in the utmost Certainty

and Perfection, the Way by which he comes by

this Knowledge makes no Difference. If he knows

it by the Necessity which he fees .in Things, or

by some other Means ; it alters not the Case. But

it is in Effect allowed by Arminians themselves,

that God's inviting and persuading Men to do

Things, which he at the fame Time certainly

knows will not be done, is no Evidence of Insin

cerity ; because they allow, that God has a cer

tain P oreknowledge of all Men's sinful Actions *

and Omissions. And as this is thus implicitly al

lowed by most Arminians, so all that pretend to

own the Scriptures to be the Word of God, must

be constrained to allow it. --God commanded and

counfel'd Pharaoh to let his People go, and used

Arguments and Persuasions to induce him to it ;

he laid before him Arguments taken from his in

finite Greatness and almighty Power (Exod. vii.

16.) and forewarned him of the fatal Consequen

ces of his Refusal, from Time to Time ; {Chap.

viii. 1, 2, 20, 21. Chap. ix. 1 5. 13- -17. and

.x. 3, 6.) He commanded Mofes, and the Elders

of Israel, to go and beseech Pharaoh to let the

People go ; and at the same Time told 'em, he

knew surely that he would not comply to it.

Exod. iii. 18, 19. And thou shall come, thou and the

Elders of Israel, unto the King of Egypt, and you

fiall fay unto him ; The Lord God of the Hebrews

hath met with us ; and now let us go, we beseech thee,

three Days Journey into the Wilderness, that we may

. Sacrifice unto the Lord our God : And, / amsure that

the King of Egypt will not let you go. So our blessed

Saviour, the Evening wherein he was betrayed,

.knew that Peter would shamefully deny him, be

fore the Morning ; for he declares it to him with

Asseverations, to shew the Certainty of it ; and

. tells the Disciples, that all of them should be of

fended
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fended because of him that Nighf ; Matt. xxvi.

$li~—~35- John xiii. 38. Luke xxvi. 31,-^—34;

John Xvi. 32. And yet it was their Duty to avoid

these Things ; they were very sinful Things*

which God had forbidden, and which it was their

6bliged to do so from the Counsels and Persuasions

Ghrist used with them, at that very Time, so to

dti ; Matt. xxvi. 41. Watch arid pray, that ye enter

not iHto Temptation. So that whatever Difficulty

there can be in this Matter, it can be no- Objec

tion against any Principles which have been main

tains in Opposition to the Principles of Armini-

6ns ; nor does it any more concern me to remove

the Difficulty, than it does them, or indeed all

that call themselves Christians, and acknowledge

the divine Authority of the Scriptures.—Never

theless, this Matter may possibly (God allowing)

be more particularly and largely considered, in

some future Discourse, on the Doctrine of Pre

destination.

But I would here observe, that however the

Defenders of that Notion of Liberty of Will,

•which I have opposed, exclaim against the Doc

trine of Calvinists, as tending to bring Men into

Doubts concerning the moral Perfections of God ;

it is their Scheme, and not the Scheme of Cahi-

nists, that indeed is justly chargeable with this.

Fdr 'tis one of the most fundamental Points of

their Scheme of Things, that a Freedom of Will,

consisting in self-determination, without all Ne

cessity, is essential to Moral Agency. This is the

same Thing as to fay, that such a Determination

of the Will without all Necessity, must be in all in

telligent Beings, in those Things, wherein they

are moral Agents, or in their moral Acts : And from

this it will follow, that God's Will is not necef-

Duty to watch and

 

farily
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sarily determined, in any Thing he does, as a mo

ral Agent, or in any of his Afts that are of a moral

Nature. So that in all Things, wherein he acts

holily, justly and truly, he don't act necessarily j or

his Will is not necessarily determined to act holily

and justly ; because if it were necessarily deter

mined, he would not be a moral Agent in thus act

ing : His Will would be attended with Necessity ;

-which they fay is inconsistent with moral Agency :

" He can act no otherwise ; He is at no Liberty

" in the Affair ; He is determined by unavoid-

" able invincible Necessity : Therefore such A-

gency is no moral Agency j yea, no Agency at

** all, properly speaking : A necessary Agent is

'* no Agent : He being passive, and subject to

** Necessity, what He does is no Act of his, but

" an Effect of a Necessity prior to any Act of

" his." This is agreable to their Manner of ar

guing. Now then what is become of all our

.Proof of the moral Perfections of God ? How

can we prove, that God certainly will in any one

Instance do that which is just and holy ; seeing

his Will is determin'd in the Matter by no Neces

sity ? We have no other Way of proving that any

Thing certainly will be, but only by the Necessity

of the Event. Where We can see no Necessity,

but that the Thing may be, or may not be, there

we are unavoidably left at a Loss. We have no

other Way properly and truly to demonstrate the

moral Perfections of God, but the Way that Mr.

Cbubb proves them, in P. 252, 261, 262, 263. of

his Tracts, viz. That God must necessarily per

fectly know what is most worthy and valuable in

it self, which in the Nature of Things is best and

fittest to be done. And as this is most eligible in

it self, He being omniscient, must see it to be so ;

and being both omniscient and self-sufficient, can

not have any Temptation to reject it ; and so must

necessarily
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necessarily will that which is best. And thus, by

this Necessity of the Determination of God's Will

to what is g6od and best, we demonstrably estab'-l

lish God's moral Character. *

Carol. From Things which have been observed,

it appears, that most of the Arguments from

Scripture, which Arminians make use of to; sup

port their Scheme, are no other than begging the

Question. For in these their Arguments they de

termine in the first Place, that without such a

Freedom of Will as they hold, Men can't be pro

per moral Agents, nor the Subjects of Command,

Counsel, Persuasion, Invitation, Promises, Threat-

nings, Expostulations, Rewards and Punishments ;

and that without such Freedom 'tis to no Purpose

for Men to take any Care, or use any Diligence,

Endeavours or Means, in order to their avoiding

Sin, or becoming holy, escaping Punishment or

obtaining Happiness : and having supposed these

Things, which are grand Things in Question in

the Debate, then they heap up Scriptures containing

Comrriands,Counsels,Calls, Warnings, Persuasions,

Expostulations, Promises and Threatnings ; ( as

doubtless they may find enough such ; the Bible

is confessedly full of them, from the Beginning to

the End) and then they glory, how full the Scrip

ture is on their Side, how many more Texts there

are that evidently favour their Scheme, than such

as seem to favour the contrary. But let them first

make manifest the Things in Question, which they

suppose and take for granted, and shew them to

be consistent with themselves, and produce clear

Evidence of their Truth ; and they have gain'd

their Points as ail will confess, without bringing

one Scripture. For none denies, that ther^ are

Commands, Counsels, Promises, Threatnings, &c.

in the Bible. But unless they do these Things,

t

their
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their multiplying such Texts of Scripture is insig

nificant and vain.

It may further be observed, that such Scriptures

as they bring, are really against them, and not

for them. As it has been demonstrated, that 'tis

their Scheme, and not ours, that is inconsistent

with the Use of Motives and Persuasives, or any

moral Means whatsoever, to induce Men to the

Practice of" Vertue, or abstaining fromnWicked-

ness : Their Principles, and not ours, are repug

nant to moral Agency, and inconsistent with mo

ral Government, with Law or Precept, with the

Nature of Vertue or Vice, Reward or Punishment,

and with every Thing whatsoever of a moral Na

ture, either on the Part of the moral Governor,

or in the State, Actions or Conduct of the Sub

ject.

Se c t i o n XII.

Of a supposed Tendency of these Principles to

Atheism and Licentiousness.

IF any object against what has been maintain'd,

that it tends to Atheism ; I know not on what

Grounds such an Objection can be raised, unless it

be that some Atheists have held a Doctrine of

Necessity which they suppose to be like this. But

if it be so, I am persuaded the Arminians would

not look upon it just, that their Notion of Free

dom and Contingence should be charged with a

Tendency to all the Errors that ever any em

braced, who have held such Opinions. The Stoic

Philosophers, whom the Calvinists are charged with

agreeing with, were no Atheists, but the greatest

Theists, and nearest a -kin to Christians in their

C c Opinions
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Opinions concerning the Unity and the Perfections

of the Godhead, of all the Heathen Philosophers.

And Epicurus, that chief Father of Atheism,

maintain'd no such Doctrine of Necessity, but was

the greatest Maintainer of Contingence.

The Doctrine of Necessity, which supposes a

necessary Connection of all Events, on some ante

cedent Ground and Reason of their Existence, is

the only Medium we have to prove the Being of

God. And the contrary Doctrine of Contingence,

even as maintain'd by Arminians (which certainly

implies or infers, that Events may come into Ex

istence, or begin to be, without Dependence on

any Thing foregoing, as their Cause, Ground or

Reason) takes away all Proof of the Being of God ;

which Proof is summarily express'd by the Apostle,

in Rom. i. 20. And this is a Tendency to Atheism

with a Witness. So that indeed k is the Doctrine

of ArminianS, and not of the Calvinijls, that is

justly charged with a Tendency to Atheism ; it be

ing built on a Foundation that is the utter Sub

version of every demonstrative Argument for the

Proof of a Deity ; as has been shown, Part. II.

Sect. III.

And whereas it has often been faid, that the

Cahinistic Doctrine of Necessity, saps the Founda

tions of all Religion and Vertue, and tends to the

greatest Licentiousness of Practice : Xhis Objec

tion is built on the Pretence, that our Doctrine

renders vain all Means and Endeavours, in order

to be vertuous and religious. Which Pretence

has been already particularly considered in the 5th

Setfion of this Pare ; where it has been demon

strated, that this Doctrine has no such Tendency

but xhat such a Tendency is truly to be charged

on the contrary Doctrine : inasmuch as the No

tion
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tion of Contingence, which their Doctrine im

plies, in its certain Consequences, overthrows all

Connection, in every Degree, between Endeavour

and Event Means and End.

And besides, if many other Things which have

been observed to belong to the Arminian Doctrine,

or to be plain Consequences of it, be considered,

there will appear just: Reason to suppose that it is

that, which must rather tend to Licentiousness.

Their Doctrine excuses all evil Inclinations, which

Men find to be natural ; because in such Inclina

tions, they are not self-determined, as such Incli

nations are not owing to any Choice or Deter

mination of their own Wills. Which leads Men

wholly to justify themselves in all their wicked

Actions, so far as natural Inclination has had a

Hand in determining their Wills, to the Com

mission of them. Yea, these Notions which sup

pose moral Necessity and Inability to be incon

sistent with Blame or moral Obligation, will di

rectly lead Men to justify the vilest Acts and Prac

tices, from the Strength of their wicked Inclina

tions of all Sorts ; strong Inclinations inducing a

moral Necessity ; yea, to excuse every Degree of

evil Inclination, so far as this has evidently pre

vailed, and been the Thing which has determined

their Wills : Because, so far as antecedent Incli

nation determined the Will, so far the Will was

without Liberty of Indifference and Self-determi

nation. Which at last will come to this, that

Men will justify themselves in all the Wickedness

they commit. It has been observed already, that

this Scheme of Things does exceedingly diminish

the Guilt of Sin, and the Difference between the

greatest and smallest Offences ; * And if it be

pursued in its real Consequences, it leaves Room

C c 2 for

* Fart III. Sect. VI.
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for no such Thing, as either Vertue or Vice,

Blame or Praise in the World- -f And then again,

how naturally does this Notion of the sovereign

self-determining Power of the Will, in all Things,

vertuous or vicious, and whatsoever deserves either

Reward or Punishment, tend to encourage Men

to put off the Work of Religion and Vertue, and

turning from Sin to God ; it being that which

they have a sovereign Power to determine them

selves to, just when they please ; or if not, they

are wholly excusable in going on in Sin, because

of their Inability to do any other.

If it should be slid, that the Tendency of this

Doctrine of Necessity, to Licentiousness, appears

by the Improvement many at this Day actually

make of it, to justify themselves in their dissolute

Courses ; I will not deny that some Men do un

reasonably abuse this Doctrine, as they do many

other Things which are true and excellent in their

own Nature : But I deny that this proves, the

Doctrine itself has any Tendency to Licentious

ness. I think, the Tendency of Doctrines, by

what now appears in the World, and in our Na

tion in particular, may much more justly be ar

gued from the general Effect which has been seen

to attend the prevailing of the Principles of slr-

mimans, and the contrary Principles as both have

had their Turn of general Prevalence in our Na

tion. If it be indeed, as is pretended, that Cal-

vinistic Doctrines undermine the very Foundation

of all Religion and Morality, and enervate and

disannul all rational Motives, to holy and vertu

ous Practice ; and that the contrary Doctrines

giA^e the Inducements to Vertue and Goodness

their proper Force, and exhibit Religion in a ra-

4 tional

t Part. III. Sect. VI. Ibid. Sect/ VII. Part. IV

Sect. I. Part III. Sect. III. Carol. 1. aster the first Head.
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tional Light, tending to recommend it to the

Reason ot Mankind, and enforce it in a Man

ner that is agreable to their natural Notions of

Things : I fay, if it be thus, 5tis remarkable,

that Vertue and religious Practice should prevail

most, when the former Doctrines, so inconsistent

with it, prevailed almost universally : And that

ever since the latter Doctrines, so happily agree

ing with it, and of so proper and excellent a Ten

dency to promote it, have been gradually prevail

ing, Vice, Prophaneness, Luxury and Wicked

ness of all Sorts, and Contempt of all Religion,

and of every Kind of Seriousness and Strictness

of Converfation, should proportionably prevail ;

and that these Things should thus accompany one

another, and rife and prevail one with another,

now for a whole Age together. 'Tis remarkable,

that this happy Remedy (discover'd by the free

Enquiries, and superior Sense and Wisdom of

this Age) against the pernicious Effects of Calvi

nism; so inconsistent with Religion, and tending

so much to banish all Vertue from the Earth,

should on so long a Trial, be attended with no

good Effect but that the Consequence should be

the Reverse of Amendment ; that in Proportion,

as the Remedy takes Place, and is thoroughly

applied, so the Disease stiould prevail ; and the

very same dismal Effect take Place, to the highest

Degree, which Calvinistic Doctrines are supposed

to have so great a Tendency to ; even the banish

ing of Religion and Vertue, and the prevailing of

unbounded Licentiousness of Manners. If these

Things are truly so, they are very remarkable,

and Matter Qf very curious Speculation.

C c 3 Section
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Section XIII.

Concerning that Objection against the Reasoning;,

by "which the Calvinistic DoSlrine issupported,

that it is Metaphysical and Abstruse.

IT has often been objected against the Defen

ders of Calvinistic Principles, that in their Rea

sonings, they run into nice Scholastic Distinc

tions, and abstruse metaphysical Subtilties, and

set these in Opposition to common Sense. And

'tis possible, that aster the former Manner it may*

be alledged against the Reasoning by which I have

endeavoured to confute the Arminian Scheme of

Liberty and moral Agency, that it is very ab

stracted and metaphysical.-— Concerning this, I

would observe the following Things.

I. If that be made an Objection against the

foregoing Reasoning, that it is metaphysical^ or

may properly be reduced to the Science of Meta-

physteks, it is a very impertinent Objection ; whe

ther it be so or no, is not worthy of any Dispute or

Controversy. If the Reasoning be good, 'tis as

frivolous to enquire what Science it is properly re-

due'd to, as what Language it is delivered in :

And for a Man to go about to confute the Argu

ments of his Opponent, by telling him, his Ar

guments are Metaphyscal, would be as weak as to

tell him, his Arguments could not be substantial,

because they were written in French or Latin. The

Question is not, Whether what is said be Meta-.

physicks, Physicks, Logick, or Mathematicks,

Latin, French, English, or Mohawk? But, Whe

ther the Reasoning be good, and the Arguments

truly conclusive ? The foregoing Arguments are

no
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no more metaphysical, than those which we use

against the Papists, to disprove their Doctrine of

Transubstantiation ; alledging, it is inconsistent

with the Notion of corporeal Identity, that it

should be in ten Thousand Places at the fame

Time. *Tis by metaphysical Arguments only we

are able to prove, that the rational Soul is not

corporeal ; that Lead or Sand can't think ; that

Thoughts are not square or round, or don't

weigh a Pound. The Arguments by which we

prove the Being of God, if handled closely and

distinctly, so as to shew their clear and demon

strative Evidence, must be metaphysically treated.

*Tis by Metaphysicks only, thatwe can demonstrate,

that God is not limited to a Place, or is not mu

table ; that he is not ignorant, or forgetful ; that

it is impossible for him to lie, or be unjust ; and

that there is one God only, and not Hundreds or

Thousands. And indeed we have no strict De

monstration of any Thing, excepting mathema

tical Truths, but by Metaphysicks. We can have

no Proof, that is properly demonstrative, of any

one Proposition, relating to the Being and Nature

of God, his Creation of the World, the Depen

dence of all Things on him, the Nature of Bo

dies or Spirits, the Nature of our own Souls,

or any of the great Truths of Morality and na

tural Religion, but what is metaphysical. I am

willing, my Arguments should be brought to the

Test of the strictest and justest Reason, and that

a clear, distinct and determinate Meaning of the

Terms I use, should be insisted on ; but let not

the Whole be rejected, as if all were confuted,

by fixing on it the Epithet Metaphysical.

II. If the Reasoning which has been made use

of, be in some Sense Metaphysical, it will not fol-

C c 4 low,
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low, that therefore it must needs be abstruse, un

intelligible, and a-kin to the Jargon of the Schools.

I humbly conceive, the foregoing Reasoning, at

least to those Things which are most materiaJ be

longing to it, depends on no abstruse Definitions

or Distinctions, or Terms without a Meaning, or

of very ambiguous and undetermined Significa

tion, or any Points of such Abstraction and Sub-

tilty, as tends to involve the attentive Under

standing in Clouds and Darkness. There is no

high Degree of Refinement and abstruse Specula

tion, in determining, that a Thing is not before

it is, and so can't be the Cause of itself; or that

the first Act of free Choice, has not another Act

of free Choice going before that, to excite or di

rect it; or in determining, that no Choice is made,

while the Mind remains in a State of absolute In

difference ; that Preference and Equilibrium never

co-exist; and that therefore no Choice is made in

a State of Liberty, consisting in Indifference ;

And that so far as the Will is determined by Mo

tives, exhibited and operating previous to the Act

of the Will, so far it is not determined by the

Act of the Will itself; that nothing can begin to

be, which before was not, without a Cause, or

some antecedent Ground or Reason, why it then

begins to be ; that Effects depend on their Causes,

and are connected with them ; that Vertue is not

the worse, nor Sin the better, for the Strength of

Inclination, with which it is practised, and the

Difficulty which thence arises of doing otherwise ;

that when it is already infallibly known, that the

Thins; will be, it is not a Thino; contingent whe-

ther it will ever be or no ; or that it can be truly

said, notwithstanding, that it is not necessary it

should be, but it either may be, or may not be.

And the like might be obfe.ved of many other

Things
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Things which belong to the foregoing Rea

soning. .

If any shall still stand to it, that the foregoing

Reasoning is nothing but metaphysical Sophistry ;

and that it must be so, that the seeming Force of

the Arguments all depends on some Fallacy and

Wile that is hid in the Obscurity, which always

attends a great Degree of metaphysical Abstrac

tion and Refinement j and shall be ready to fay,

" Here is indeed something that tends to con-

** found the Mind, but not to satisfy it : For who

** can ever be truly satisfied in it, that Men are

fitly blamed or commended, punished or re-

" warded for those Volitions which are not from

" themselves, and of whose Existence they are

not the Causes. Men may refine, as much as

" they please, and advance their abstract Noti-

ons, and make out a Thousand seeming Con-

"• tradictions, to puzzle our Understandings; yet

" there can be no Satisfaction in such Doctrine as

". this : The natural Sense cf the Mind of Man

will always resist it."* I humbly conceive, that

such

* A certain noted Author of the present Age'says, The Ar

guments for Necessity ire nothing but Quibbling, or Logomaehy,

ufing Words ^without a Meaning, or Begging the Queflion.—'I don't

know what Kind of Necessity any Authors he may have Re

ference to, are Advocates for ; or whether they have managed

their Arguments well, or ill. As to the Arguments I have

made use of, if they are Quibbles, they may be shewn so: such

Knots are capable of being untied, and the Trick and Cheat

may be detected and plainly laid open. If this be fairly done,

with Respect to the Grounds and Reasons I have relied upon,

I shall have just Occasion for the future to be silent, if not to

be ashamed of my Arguments ions. I am willing, my Proo.s

snould be thoroughly examined j and jf there be nothing but

Begging the Que/lion, or meer Ligomachy, or Dispute of Words,

let it be made manifest, and shewn how the seeming Strength
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such an Objector, if he has Capacity and Hu

mility and Calmness of Spirit, sufficient imparti

ally and thoroughly to examine himself, will find

that he knows not really what he would be at ;

and indeed his Difficulty is nothing but a meer

Prejudice, from an inadvertent customary Use of

Words, in a Meaning that is not clearly under

stood,

of the Argument depends on my ufing Words without a Mean

ing, or arises from the Ambiguity of Terms, or my making use

of Words in an indeterminate and unsteady Manner; and that

the Weight of my Reasons rest mainly on such a Foundation :

And then, I mall either be ready to retract what I have urged,

and thank the Man that has done the kind Part, or shall be

justly exposed for my Obstinacy.

The same Author is abundant in appealing, in this Affair,

from what he calls Logomachy and Sophistry, to Experience. -

A Person can experience only what passes in his own Mind.

But yet, as we may well suppose, that all Men have the fame

human Faculties ; so a Man may well argue from his own Ex

perience to that of others, in Things that (hew the Nature of

those Faculties, and the Manner of their Operation. But then

one has as good Right to alledge his Experience, as another.

As to my own Experience, I find, that in innumerable Things

I can do as I will ; that the Motions of my Body, in many Re

spects, instantaneously follow the Acts of my Will concerning

those Motions ; and that my Will has some Command of my

Thoughts ; and that the Acts of my Will are my own, ».

that they are Acts of my Will, the Volitions of my own Mind ;

or in other Words, that what I will, 1 will. Which, I pre

sume, is the Sum of what others experience in this Affair.

But as to finding by Experience, that my Will is originally

determin'd by it self ; or that my Will first chusing what Voli

tion there shall be, the chosen Volition accordingly follows ;

and that this is the first Rife of the Determination of my Will

in any Affair; or that any Volition arises in my Mind contin

gently ; I declare, I know nothing in myself, by Experience,

of this Nature ; and nothing that ever I experienced, carries

the least Appearance or Shadow of any such Thing, or gives

me any more Reason to suppose or suspect any such Thing,

than to suppose that my Volitions existed . twenty Years before

they existed. 'Tis true, I find my self possess'd of my Voliti

ons before I can fee the effectual Power of any Cause to pro

duce them (for the Power and Efficacy of the Cause is not seen
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stood, nor carefully reflected upon. Let the

Objector reflect again, if he has Candor and Pati

ence enough, and don't scorn to be at the Trouble

of close Attention in the Affair. He would

have a Man's Volition be from himself. Let it be

from himself^ most primarily and originally of any

Way conceivable ; that is, from his own Choice:

How will that help the Matter, as to his being

justly blamed or praised, unless that Choice itself

be blame or praise-worthy ? And how is the Choice

itself (an ill Choice, for Instance) blame-worthy,

according to these Principles, unless that be from

himself too, in the same Manner ; that is, from

his own Choice ? But the original and first-deter

mining Choice in the Affair is not from his Choice:

His Choice is not the Cause of it. And if it

be from himself some other Way, and not from

his Choice, surely that will not help the Matter :

If it ben't from himself of Choice, then it is not

from himself voluntarily ; and if so, he is surely

no more to blame, than if it were not from him

self at all. It is a Vanity, to pretend it is a suf

ficient Answer to this, to fay, that it is nothing

but metaphysical Refinement and Subtilty, and To-

attended with Obscurity and Uncertainty.

If it be the natural Sense of our Minds, that

what is blame-worthy in a Man must be from

himself, then it doubtless is also, that it must be

from something bad in himlelf, a bad Choice^ or

bad

but by the Effect) and this, for ought I know, may make some

imagine, that Volition has no Cause, or that it produces it

self. But I have no more Reason from hence to determine

any such Thing, than I have to determine that 1 gave my self

my own Being, or that I came into being accidentally with

out a Cause, because I first found my self possessed os Being,

before I had Knowledge of a Cause of my Being.
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bad Disposition. But then our natural Sense is, that

this bad Choice or Disposition is evil in it Jelf, and

the Man blame worthy for it, on it's own Account,

without taking into our Notion of it's Blame-

worthiness, another bad Choice, or Disposition

that is a ridiculous Absurdity, running us into an

immediate Contradiction, which our natural Sense

of Blame-worthiness has nothing to do with, and

never comes into the Mind, nor is supposed in the

Judgment we naturally make of the Affair. As '

was demonstrated before, natural Sense don't

place the moral Evil of Volitions and Dispositions

in the Cause of them, but the Nature of them.

An evil Thing's being FROM a Man, or from

something antecedent in him, is not essential to

the original Notion we have of Blame-worthiness :

But 'tis it's being the Choice of the Heart ; as

appears by this, that if a Thing be from us, and

not from our Choice, it has not the Nature of

Blame-worthiness or Ill-defert, according to our.

natural Sense. When a Thing is jrcm a Man, in

that Sense, that it is from his Will or Choice, he

is to blame for it, because his Will is IN IT : So

far as the Will is in it, Blame is in it, and no fur

ther. Neither do we go any further in our No

tion of Blame, to enquire whether the bad Will

be FROM a bad Will : There is no Considera

tion of the Original of that bad Will ; because

according to our natural Apprehension, Blame

originally consists in it. Therefore a Thing's being

from a. Man, is a secondary Consideration, in the

Notion of Blame or Ill-desert. Because those

Things in our external Actions, are most properly

said to be from us, which are from our Choice ;

and no other external Actions but those that are

from us in this Sense, have the Nature of Blame;

going before this, from whence

 

and
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and they indeed, not so properly because they are

from us, as because we are in them, i. e. our Wills

are in them ; not so much because they are from

some Property of ours, as because they are our

Properties. ,

However, all these external Actions being truly

from us, as their Cause ; and we being so used, in

ordinary Speech, and in the common Affairs of

Life, to speak of Men's Actions and Conduct

that we fee, and that affect human Society* as

deserving 111 or Well, as worthy of Blame or

Praise ; hence it is come to pass, that Philosophers

have incautiously taken all their Measures of

Good and Evil, Praise and Blame, from the Dic

tates of common Sense, about these overt Acts of

Men to the running of every Thing into the

most lamentable and dreadful Confusion. And

therefore I observe,

III. 'Tis so far from being true (whatever may

be pretended) that the Proof of the Doctrine

which has been maintain'd, depends on certain

abstruse, unintelligible, metaphysical Terms and

Notions ; and that the Arminian Scheme, without

needing such Clouds and Darkness for it's De

fence, is supported by the plain Dictates of com

mon Sense ; that the ' very Reverse is most cer

tainly true, and that to a great Degree. 'Tis Fact,

that they, and not we, have confounded Things

with metaphysical, unintelligible Notions and

Phrases, and have drawn them from the Light of

plain Truth, into the gross Darkness of abstrule

metaphysical Propositions, and Words without a

Meaning. Their pretended Demonstrations de

pend very much on such unintelligible, meta

physical Phrases, as Self-determination, and Sove

reignty of the Will\ and the metaphysical Sense

they put on such Terms, as Necessity, Contingency,

Aclion,

'
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1

ASiiott, Agency, &c. quite diverse from their Mean- \

ing as used in common Speech ; and which, as

they use them, are without any consistent Mean

ing, or any Manner of distinct consistent Ideas ; . |

as far from it as any of the abstruse Terms and

perplexed Phrases of the Peripatetick philoso

phers, or the most unintelligible Jargon of the

Schools, or the Cant of the wildest Fanaticks.

Yea, we may be bold to fay, these metaphysical , \

Terms, on which they build so much, are what

they use without knowing what they mean them

selves ; they are pure metaphysical Sounds, with-

out any Ideas whatsoever in their Minds to an

swer them ; in-as-much as it has been demonstra

ted, that there cannot be any Notion in the Mind

consistent with these Expressions, as they pretend -j

to explain them ; because their Explanations de

stroy themseh'es. No such Notions as imply Self-

contradiction, and Self-abolition, and this a great

many Ways, can subsist in the Mind ; as there

can be no Idea of a Whole which is less than

any of it's Parts, or of solid Extension without

Dimensions, or of an Effect which is before it's

Cause. Arminians improve ' these Terms, as

Terms of Art, and in their metaphysical Mean

ing, to advance and establish those Things which j

are contrary to common Sense, in a high Degree.

iThus, instead of the plain vulgar Notion of Li

berty, which all Mankind, in every Part of the

Face of the Earth, and in all Ages, have ; con-

; sifting in Opportunity to do as one pleases ; they

have introduced a new strange Liberty, con

sisting in Indifference, Contingence, and Self-de

termination ; by which they involve themselves

and others in great Obscurity, and manifold gross

Inconsistence. So, instead of placing Vertue and

Vice, as common Sense places them very much,
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in fix'd Bias and Inclination, and greater Vertue

and Vice in stronger and more estabJilh'd Inclina

tion ; these, through their Refinings and abstruse

Notions, suppose a Liberty consisting in Indiffe

rence, to be essential to all Vertue and Vice.

So they have reasoned themselves, not by meta

physical Distinctions, but metaphysical Confu-i

sion, into many Principles about moral Agency,

Blame, Praise, Reward and Punishment, which

are, as has been shewn, exceeding contrary to

the common Sense of Mankind ; and perhaps to '

their own Sense, which governs them in common

Life.

THE
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THE

CONCLUSION.

WHETHER the Things which have been

alledged, are liable ro any tolerable An

swer in the Ways of calm, intelligible and strict

Reasoning, I must leave others to judge : But I

am sensible they are liable to one Sort of Answer.

'Tis not unlikely, that some who value themselves

on the supposed rational and generous Principles,

of the modern fashionable Divinity, will have their

Indignation and Disdain raised at the Sight of this

Discourse, and on perceiving what Things are

pretended to be proved in it. And if they think

it worthy of being read, or of so much Notice as

to fay much about it, they may probably renew

the usual Exclamations, with additional Vehe

mence and Contempt, about the Fate of the Hea

then, Hobbes's tycejjity, and making Men jneer

Mackines ; accumulating the terrible .Epithets of

jatal, unfrujlrable, inevitable, irresistible', &c. and

it may be, with the Addition of horrid and hlas-

phemous ; and perhaps much Skill may be used to

set forth Things which have been said, in Colours

which shall be shocking to the Imaginations, and

moving to the Passions of those who have either

too little Capacity, or too much Confidence of the

Opinions
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Opinions they have imbibed, and Contempt of

the contrary, to try the Matter by any serious and

circumspect Examination. + Or Difficulties may

be started and insisted on which don't belong to

the Controversy ; because, let them be more or

Jess real, and hard to be resolved, they are not

what are owing to any Thing distinguishing of this

Scheme from that of the Arminians, and would not

be removed nor diminished by renouncing the for

mer, and adhering to the latter. Or some par

ticular Things may be pick'd out, which they

may think will sound harshest in the Ears of the

Generality ; and these may be gloss'd and descant

ed on, with tart and contemptuous Words; and

from thence, the whole treated with Triumph and

Insult.

'Tis easy to fee how the Decision of most of the

Points in Controversy, between Calvinifts and Ar-

minians, depends on the Determination of this grand

Article concerning the Freedom of the Will requisite

to moral Agency ; and that by clearing and esta-

D d blishing

~* t A Wi iter- os the present Age, whom I have several Times

had Occasion to mention, speaks once and again of those who

hold the Doctrine ot Necessity, as scarcely worthy of the Name

of Philosophers .— - -I don't know, whether he has respect to

any particular Notion of Necessity, that some may have main

tains ; and if so, what Doctrine of Necessity it is that He

means. Whether I am worthy of the Name of a Philoso

pher, or not, would be a Question little to the present Purpose.

If any, and ever so many, sliould deny it, I should not think

it worth the while to enter into a Dispute on that Question ;

tho' at the same Time I might expect, some better Answer

should be given to the Arguments brought for the Truth of the.

Doctrine 1 maintain ; and I might further reasonably desire,

that it might be considered, whether it don't become those who

are truly ivorthy of the Name of Philosophers, to be sen<ib!e,

that there is a Difference between Argument and Contempt ; yea,

and a Difference between the Concemptiblenefs of the Person

that argues, and the Inconclusiveness of the Argumenti he of

fers.
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Wishing the Calviniftic Doctrine in this Point, tHe

chief Arguments are obviated* by which Arminian

Doctrines in general are supported, and the con

trary Doctrines demonstratively confirmed. Here

by it becomes manifest, that God's moral Govern

ment over Mankind, his treating them as moral

Agents, making them the Objects of his . Com

mands, Counsels, Calls, Warnings, Expostula

tions, Promises, Threatnings, Rewards and Pu

nishments, is not inconsistent with a determining

Dispofal os all Events, of every Kind, throughout

the Universe, in bis Providence ; either by positive

Efficiency, or Permission. Indeed such an univer

sal, determining Providence, infers some Kind of Ne

cessity of all Events, such a Necessity as implies

an infallible previous Fixedness of the Futurity of

the Event : But no other Necessity of moral E-

vents, or Volitions of intelligent Agents, is need

ful in order to this, than moral Necessity ; which

does as much ascertain the Futurity of the Event,

as any other Necessity. But, as has been demon

strated, such a Necessity is not at all repugnant to

moral Agency, and the reasonable Use of Com

mands, Calls, Rewards, Punishments, &c. Yea,

not only are Objections of this Kind against the

Doctrine of an universal determining Providence, re

moved by what has been laid ; but the Truth of

such a Doctrine is demonstrated. As it has been

demonstrated, that the Futurity of all future E-

vents is established by previous Necessity, either;

natural or moral ; so 'tis manifest, that the sove

reign Creator and Disposer of the World has or

dered this Necessity, by ordering his own Conduct,

eidier in designedly acting, or forbearing to act.

For, as the Being of the World is from God, so

the Circumstances in which it had it's Being at

first, both negative and positive, must be ordered

by him, in one of these Ways ; and all the neces- :

sary
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sary Consequences of these Circumstances, must j

be ordered by him. And God's active and post- ,:

tive Interpositions, aster the World was created, i

and the Consequences of these Interpositions ; also

every Instance of his forbearing to interpose, and

the sure Consequences of this Forbearance, must

all be determined according to his Pleasure. And

therefore every Event which is the Consequence

of any Thing whatsoever, or that is connected .

with any foregoing Thing or Circumstance, either

positive or negative, as the Ground or Reason of

its Existence, must be ordered of God; either by

a designed Efficiency and Interposition, or a de

signed forbearing to operate or interpose. But, as

.has been proved, all Events whatsoever are necef-j

sarily connected with something foregoing, eithef

positive or negative, which is the Ground of its

Existence. It follows therefore, that the whole

Series of Events is thus connected with something

in the State of Things, either positive or negative,

which is original in the Series ; i. e. something

which is connected with nothing preceding that!

but God's own immediate Conduct, either his|

acting or forbearing to act. From whence it fol

lows, that as God designedly orders his own Con- ,

duct, and its connected Consequences, it must /

necessarily be, that he designedly orders all Things. '

The Things which have been said, obviate- some

of the chief Objections of Arminicns against the

Calwniftic Doctrine of the total Depravity and Cor

ruption of Man's Nature, whereby his Heart is

wholly under the Power of Sin, and he 'is utterly

unable, without the Interposition of sovereign

Grace, savingly to love God, believe in Christ,

or do any Thing that is truly good and acceptable

in God's Sight. For the main Objection against

this Doctrine is, that it is inconsistent with the

D d 2 Freedom
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Freedom of Man's Will, consisting in Indifference

and self-determining Power; because it supposes

Man to be under a Necessity of Sinning, and that

God requires Things of him, in order to his avoid

ing eternal Damnation, which he is unable to do

and that this Doctrine is wholly inconsistent with

the Sincerity of Counsels, Invitations, &c. Now

this Doctrine supposes no ether Necessity of Sinning,

than a moral Necessity ; which, as has been shewn,

don't at all excuse Sin ; and supposes no other In

ability to obey any Command, or perfoim any

Duty, even the most spiritual and exalted, but a

moral Inability, which, as has been proved, don't

excuse Persons in the Non-performance of any

good Thing, or make 'em not to be the proper

Objects of Commands, Counsels and Invitations.

And moreover, it has been shewn, that there is

not, and never can be, either in Existence, or so

much as in Idea, any such Freedom of Will, con

sisting in Indifference and Self-determination, for

the Sake of which, this Doctrine of original Sin

is cast out ; and that no such Freedom is necessary,

in order to the Nature of Sin, and a just Desert

of Punishment. ,

The Things which have been observed, do also

take off the main Objections of Arminians against

the Doct:ine of efficacious Grace; and at the fame

Time, prove the Grace of God in a Sinner's Con

version (if there be 'any Grace or divine Influence

in the Affair) to be efficacious, yea, and irresistible

too, if by irresistible is meant, that which is at

tended with a moral Necessity, which it is impos

sible should ever be violated by any Resistance.

The main Objection of Arminians against this Doc

trine is, that it is inconsistent with their self-deter

mining Freedom of Will ; and that it is repug

nant to the Nature of Vertue, that it should be

wrought
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wrought in the Heart by the determining Efficacy

and Power of another, instead os its being owing

to a self-moving Power ; that in that Case, the

Good which is wrought, would not be our Vertue,

but rather God's Vertue ; because it is not the Per

son in whom it is wrought, that is the determin

ing Author of it, but God that wrought it in him.

But the Things which are the Foundation of these

Objections, have been considered ; and it has been

demonstrated, that the Liberty of moral Agents

does not consist in self-determining Power ; and

that there is no Need of any such Liberty, in or

der to the Nature of Vertue j nor does it at all

hinder, but that the State or Act of the Will may

be the Vertue of the Subject, though it be not

from Self-determination, but the Determination

of an intrinsic Cause ; even so as to cause the Event

to be morally necessary to the Subject of it. And

as it has been proved, that nothing in the State or

Acts of the Will of Man is contingent ; but that

on the contrary, every Event of this Kind is ne

cessary, by a moral Necessity ; and has also been

now demonstrated, that the Doctrine of an uni

versal determining Providence, follows from that

Doctrine of Necessity, which was proved before :

And so, that God does decisively, in his Provi

dence, order all the Volitions of moral Agents,

either by positive Influence or Permission: And

it being allowed on all Hands, that what God

does in the Affair of Man's vertuous Volitions,

whether it be more or less, is, by some positive In

fluence, and not by meer Permission, as in the

Affair of a sinful Volition : If we put these Things

together, it will follow, thatjGod's Assistance orx

Influence, must be determining and decisive, or

must be attended with a moral Necessity of the

Event; and so, that God gives Vertue, Holiness

and Conversion to Sinners, by an Influence which

D d 3 deter
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determines the Effect, in such a Manner, that the

Effect will infallibly follow by a moral Necessity ;

which is what Calvinijh mean by efficacious and

irresistible Grace.

The Things which have been said, do likewise

answer the chief Objections against the Doctrine

of God's universal and absolute Decree, and afford

infallible Proof of that Doctrine -, and of the Doc

trine of absolute, eternal, personal Eleffion in par

ticular. The main Objections against these Doc

trines are, that they inter a Necessity of the Voli

tions of moral Agents, and of the luture moral

State and Acts of Men ; and so are not consistent

with those eternal Rewards and Punishments,

which are connected with Conversion and Impeni

tence ; nor can be made to agree with the Rea

sonableness and Sincerity of the Precepts, Calls,

Counsels, Warnings and Expostulations of the

Word of God ; or with the various Methods and

Means of Grace, which God uses with Sinners, to

bring 'em to Repentance ; and the whole of that

moral Government, which God exercife-s towards

Mankind : And that they infer an Inconsistence

between the secret ami revealed Will of Cod-, and

make God the Author of Sin. But all these Things

have been obviated in the preceeding Discourse.

And the certain Truth of these Doctrines, con

cerning God's eternal Purposes, will follow from

what was just now observed concerning God's uni

versal Providence how it infallibly follows from

what has been proved, that God orders all Events,

and the Volitions of moral Agents amongst others,

by such a decisive Disposal, that the Events are

infallibly connected with his Disposal. For if God

disposes all Events, so that the infallible Existence

of the Events is decided by his Providence, then

he doubtless thus orders and decides Things knew
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*ngb, on Design. God don't do what he does,

nor order what he orders, accidentally and un

awares ; either without, or beside his Intention. And

if there be a foregoing Design of doing and order

ing as he does, this is the fame with a Purpose or

Decree. And as it has been shewn, that nothing

is new to God, in any Respect, but all Things are

perfectly and equally in his View from Eternity ;

'hence it will follow, that his Designs or Purposes

are not Things formed anew, founded on any

new Views or Appearances, but are all eternal

Purposes. And as it has been now shewn, how

the Doctrine of determining efficacious Grace cer

tainly follows from Things proved in the forego- .

ing Discourse ; hence will necesiarily follow the

Doctrine of particular, eternal, absolute Eleilion.

For if Men are made true Saints, no otherwile

than as God makes 'em so, and distinguishes 'em

from others, by an efficacious Power and Influence

of his, that decides and fixes the Event ; and God

thus makes some Saints, and not others, on De

sign or Purpose, and (as has been now observed) no

Designs of God are new ; it follows, that God

thus distinguished from others, all that ever be

come true Saints, by his eternal Design or Decree.

I might also shew, how God's certain Foreknow

ledge must suppose an absolute Decree, and how

such a Decree can be proved to a Demonstration

from it : But that this Discourse mayn't be leng

thens out too, much, that must be omitted for

the present.

. From these Things it will inevitably follow,

that however Christ in some Sense may be said to

die for all, and to redeem all visible Christians, yea

the whole World by his Death ; yet there must: be

something particular in the Design of his Death,

with Respect to such as He intended should actzu-

D d 4 ally
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ally be saved thereby. As appears by what has

been now shewn, God has the actual Salvation dr

Redemption of a certain Number in his proper ab

solute Design, and of a certain Number only j

and therefore such a Design only can be prosecu

ted in any Thing God does, in order to the Sal

vation of Men. God pursues a proper Design of

the Salvation of the Elect in giving Christ to die,

and prosecutes such a Design with Respect to no

other, most strictly speaking ; for 'tis impossible,

that God should prosecute any other Design than

only such as He has : He certainly don't, in the

highest Propriety and Strictness of Speech, pursue

a Design that he has not. --- And indeed, such a

Particularity and Limitation of Redemption will

as infallibly follow from the Doctrine of God's

Foreknowledge, as from that of the Decree. For

'tis as impossible, in Strictness of Speech, that

God should prosecute a Design, or Aim at a Thing,

which He at the same Time most perfectly knows

will not be accomplished, as that he should use

Endeavours for that which is beside his Decree.

By the Things which have been proved, are

obviated some of the main Objections against the

Doctrine of the infallible and necessary Perseve

rance of Saints, and some of the main Foundations

of this Doctrine are established. The main Pre

judices of Arminians against this Doctrine seem to

be these ; they suppose such a necessary, infallible

Persrverance to be repugnant to the Freedom of

the Will ; that it must be owing to Man's own

self-determining Power, that he first kecemss vertu-

ous and holy ; and so in like Manner, it must be

left a Thing contingent, to be detormin'd by the

same Freedom of Will, whether he will persevere

in Venue and Holiness ; and that othei vvile his

continuing stedfast in Faith and Obedience would

not
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not be his Vertue, or at all Praise-worthy and

Rewardable ; nor could his Perseverance be pro

perly the Matter of divine Commands, Counsels

and Promises, nor his Apostacy be properly threa

tens, and Men warned against it. Whereas we

find all these Things in Scripture : There we find

Steadfastness and Perseverance in true Christianity,

represented as the Vertue of the Saints, spoken of

as Praise worthy in them, and glorious Rewards

promised to it ; and also find, that God makes it

the Subject of his Commands, Counsels and Pro

mises ; and, the contrary, of Threatnings and

Warnings. But the Foundation of these Objec

tions has been removed, in it's being shewn that

moral Necessity and infallible Certainty of Events

is not inconsistent with these Things ; and that,

as to Freedom of Will lying in the Power of the

Will to determine it self, there neither is any such

Thing, nor any Need of it, in order to Vertue,

Reward. Commands, Counsels, &c.

And as the Doctrines of efficacious Grace and

absolute Election do certainly follow from Things

which have been proved in the preceeding Dis

course ; so some of the main Foundations of the

Doctrine of Perseverance are thereby established.

If the Beginning of true Faith and Holiness, and

a Man's becoming a true Saint at first, don't de

pend on the self-determining Power of the Will,

but on the determining efficacious Grace of God ;

it may well be argued, that it is also with Respect

to Men's being continued Saints, or persevering

in Faith, and Holiness. The Conversion of-aSin-j

ner being not owing to a Man's Stlf-determina- j

tion, but to God's Determination, and eternal!

Election, which is abfolu e, and depending on

she sovereign Will of God, and not on the free

Will of Man ; as is evident from what has been I

said : And it being very evident from the Scrip- I
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turcs, that the eternal Election which there is of

Saints to Faith and Holiness, is also an Election

of them to eternal Salvation ; hence their Ap

pointment to Salvation must also be absolute, and

not depending on their contingent, self-determin

ing Will. From all which it follows, that it ' is

absolutely six'd in God's Decree, that all true

Saints (hall persevere to actual eternal Salvation.

But I must leave all these Things to the Con

sideration of the fair and impartial Reader ; and

when he has maturely weigh'd them, I would pro

pose it to his Consideration, whether many of the

first Reformers, and others that succeeded them,

whom God in their Day made the chief Pillars of

his Church, and greatest Instruments of their De

liverance from Error and Darkness, and of the

Support of the Cause of Piety among them, have

not been injured, in the Contempt with which

they have been treated by many late Writers, for

their teaching and maintaining such Doctrines as

are commonly called Cahiniftic. Indeed some of

these new Writers, at the fame Time that they

have represented the Doctrines of thefe antient

and eminent Divines, as in the highest Degree 'ri

diculous, and contrary to common Sense, in ari

Ostentation of a very generous Charity, have al

lowed that they were honest well-meaning Men :

Yea, it may be some of them, as tho1 it were in

great Condescension and Compassion to them,

have allowed that they did pretty well for the

Day which they lived in, and considering the great

Disadvantages theylaboured under ; When at the

fame Time, their Manner of speaking has na

turally and plainly suggested to the Minds of their

Readers, that they were Persons, who through

the Lowness of their Genius, and Greatness of the

Bigotry, with which their Minds were shackled,.

1 J
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and Thoughts confined, living in the gloomy

Caves of Superstition, fondly embraced, and de-

and monstrous Opinions, worthy of the greatest

Contempt of Gentlemen possessed of that noble

and generous Freedom of Thought, which hap

pily prevails in this Age of Light and Enquiry.

When indeed such is the Case, that we might, if

so disposed, speak as big Words as they, and on

far better Grounds. And really all the Arminians

on Earth might be challenged without Arrogance

orVanity, to make these Principles of theirs wherein

they mainly differ from their Fathers, whom they

so much despise, consilient with common Sense ;

yea, and perhaps to produce any Doctrine ever

, embraced by the blindest Bigot of the Church of

Rome-, or the most ignorant Mttjsulman, or extra

vagant Enthusiast, that might be reduced to

more demonstrable Inconsistencies, and Re

pugnancies to common Sense, and to themselves;

tho' their Inconsistencies indeed may not lie so

deep, or be so artfully vail'd by a deceitful Am

biguity of Words, and an indeterminate Signifi

cation of Phrases.-— I will not deny, that these

Gentlemen, many of them, are Men of great

Abilities, and have been helped to higher Attain

ments in Philosophy, than those antient Divines,

and have done great Service to the Church of God

In some Respects : But I humbly conceive, that

their differing from their Fathers with such magi

sterial Assurance, in these Points in Divinity, must

be owing to some other Cause than superiour

N Wisdom.

It may also be worthy of Consideration, whe

ther the great Alteration which has been made in

the State of Things in our Nation, and some o-

ther Parts of the Protestant World, in this and

the past Age, by the exploding so generally Cal-

 

vinistic
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vinistic Doctrines, that is so often spoken of as

worthy to be greatly rejoyced in by the Friends of

Truth, Learning and Vertue, as an Instance of

the great Increase of Light in the Christian Church";

I say, it may be worthy to be considered, whether

this be indeed a happy Change, owing to any such

Cause as an Increase of true Knowlege and Un

derstanding in Things of Religion ; or whether

there is not Reason to fear, that it may be owing

to some worse Cause.

And I desire it may be considered, whether the

Boldness of some Writers may not be worthy to

be reflected on, who have not scrupled to fay,

That if these and those Things are true (which yet

appear to be the demonstrable Dictates of Reason,

as well as the certain Dictates of the Mouth of the

most Hi^h) then God is unjust and cruel, and

guilty of manifest Deceit and double, dealing, and

the like. Yea, some have gone so far, as confi

dently to assert, That if any Book which pretends

to be Scripture, teaches such Doctrines, that alone

is sufficient Warrant for Mankind to reject it, as

what cannot be the Word of God. Some who

have not gone so far, have said, That if the Scrip

ture seems to teach any such Doctrines, so con

trary to Reason, we are obliged to find out some

other Interpretation of those Texts, where such

Doctrines seem to be exhibited. Others express

themselves yet more modestly : They express ' a

Tenderness and religious Fear, lest they should re

ceive and teach any Thing that should seem to re

flect on God's moral Character, or be a Dispa

ragement to his Methods of Administration, in

his moral Government ; and therefore express

themselves as not daring to embrace some Doc

trines, though they seem to be delivered in Scrip

ture, according to the more obvious and natural

Con-
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Construction of the Words. But indeed it would

shew a truer Modesty and Humility, if they would

more entirely rely on God's Wisdom and Discern

ing, who knows infinitely better than we, what is

agreable to his own Perfections, and never intend

ed to leave these Matters to the Decision of the

Wisdom and Discerning of Men ; but by his own

unerring Instruction, to determine for us what the

Truth is ; knowing how little our Judgment is to

be depended on, and how extremely prone, vain

and blind Men are, to err in such Matters.

The Truth of the Case is, that if the Scripture

plainly taught the opposite Doctrines, to those

that are so much stumbled at, viz. the Arminian

Doctrine of Free-Will, and others depending

thereon, it would be the greatest of all Difficul

ties that attend the Scriptures, incomparably greater

than its containing any, even the most mysterious

of those Doctrines of the first Reformers, which

our late Free-thinkers have so superciliously ex

ploded.—Indeed it is a glorious Argument of the

Divinity of the holy Scriptures, that they teach

such Doctrines* which in one Age and another*

thro' the Blindness of Men's Minds, and strong

Prejudices of their Hearts, are rejected, as most

absurd and unreasonable, by the wise and great

Men of the World ; which yer, when they are

most carefully and strictly examined, appear to be

exactly agreable to the most demonstrable, certain,

and natural Dictates of Reason. By such Things

it appears, that the Foolishness of God is wiser than

Men, and God does as is said in 1 Cor. i. 19, 20.

For it is written, I will destroy the Wisdom of the

Wife j / will bring to nothing the Understanding of the

Prudent. Where is the Wife I V/here is the Scribe !

Where is the Disputer os this World ! Hath not Cod

made foolish the Wisdom of this World? And as it is
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used to be in Time past, so it is probable it will

be in Time to come, as it is there written, in Ver.

27, 28, 29. But God hath chofen the foolish Things of

the World, to confound the Wife: And Cod hath

chofen the weak Things of the World, to confound the

Things that are mighty : And base Things of the

World, and Things which are despised, hath God

chofen : Tea, and Things which are not, to bring to

nought Things that are ; that no Flesh should glory

in his Presence. Amen.
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